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PREFACE

Some years ago, realizing that no sequential account existed of the development of the Yukon's education system, I began to sift through the records
to see what information was available. Before long, I found myself embarked
upon a more complex search than one would suppose, given the region's small
'
population and relatively short history.
This story of early Indian and white education in the Territory opens in
1861 with accounts of pioneer missionary-teachers, many of whom worked in almost total isolation, and traces in some detail the increasingly intricate administrative developments that culminated in the emergence a century later of
today's integrated· education system. Intended as a record of events rather
than an analytical examination of sociological issues, this account also takes
note of the aspirations and disappointments of the pioneer educators and administrators who--1ike their modern counterparts--tended to act in the light
of what seemed best to them at the time and were pleased to record what they
saw as the positive results of their labours.
The resulting picture is far from complete: many features of the Yukon's
educational history remain to be described and there are many more stories to
be told. Nevertheless, I would like to offer this account in tribute to the
Yukon's pioneer educators and the children whom they sought to serve, with the
hope that it may help others who require a chronological guide to the events
within its scope to make the journey back in time a little more easily.

--Harjorie A1mstrom
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CHAPTER I
THE BEGINNINGS
(1861-1884)
The vast wilderness area known today as the Yukon lies above
the sixtieth parallel in the far northwest, corner of Canada.
Its
rugged landscape offers great variety, from the treeless open tundra
of it s northern reg ions to the wooded river valleys, lake sand
mountains of its interior plateau, hemmed in on the west by the
ice fields of the coast range and on the east by the northernmost extension of the Rockies.
This entire area was originally peopled by
scattered bands of Athapascan Indians, speaking a number of related
but distinct languages. In addition, a separate group with close ties
to the Tlingit Indians of the nearby Pacific coast eventually became
established in the southwest, while the Yukon's northern shores were
visited from time to time by a number of roving Inuvialuit, or Western
Arctic Eskimo. As hunters and gatherers, the Indians were constantly
'on the move, each band travelling within a certain geographic area in
pursuit of its seasonal sources of food, its members relying upon
their traditional skills and the land itself for all their needs. 1
Russian settlement along the Pacific and Alaskan shores had only an indirect impact upon these people; not until the mid-nineteenth century
did the white man penetrate into the central and upper Yukon basin as
fur traders, miners and missionaries extended their activities into
this remote area.
As a political entity, the Yukon Territory came into existence in
1898 under the terms of the Yukon Act, the Klondike gold rush having
forced the federal authorities in ottawa to recognize the existence
2

'rOT general infonation about the Yukon Indian people, the best source is Catharine "cLellan's book entitled
Part of the Land, Part of the Water: AHistory of the Yukon Indians (Yancouver: Douglas and "cIntyre,
1987).
2David R. "orrison in
1968), traces the
which created the
Prior to 1898, the

The politics of the Yukon Territory, 1898-1909 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
early political evolution of the Territory, giving details concerning the Yukon Ac~
Yukon as a separate Territory with legislative, executive and political institutions.
area was part of the North West Territories.

of this remote and little-known corner of the Dominion. The rapid influx of miners soon brought to the area sufficient families. to warrant the establishment of a territorial school system, modelled on
those in eastern Canada. It would be wrong, however, to assume that
no schooling at all had been carried on prior to that date; a generation of native Indians had already received some exposure to the
white man's "three R's": reading, writing and religion.
The two educational streams, white and native, continued to develop quite separately, merging only some sixty years later when. all Yukon children,
regardless of racial status, at last shared the same classrooms in
Territorial schools.

Paying the Way: The Huds on's Bay Company
The first contacts between the native population of the Yukon
and the white man came, as . elsewhere in the Canadian West, as a
result of exploration and the expansion of the fur trade.
Since access from the west was barred by high mountains and the presence of
the Russians on the coast, the Hudson's Bay Company sought entry to
the Yukon from the east by way of the Mackenzie River. By the middle
of the nineteenth century the Company had a well-established chain of
trading posts in the southern Mackenzie area and had extended its operations as far north as Peel's River Post, better known as Fort
McPherson. 3
From there a route led west via the Porcupine River, a
major tributary of the Yukon.
Near the confluence of these two
rivers the Company in 1846 erected Fort Yukon, its most remote outpost, in the hope that a rich supply of furs would offset the risk of
trading in what was then Russian territory. A small satellite post at
the head of navigation on the Porcupine known as Lapierre House facilitated trade along the rout e, and the comme rce that developed
around these three posts brought the Indian people of the northern
Yukon 4 into regular contact with white traders.

3Allen A. Wright, Prelude to Bonanza (Sidney, B.C.: Sray's Publishing Ltd., 1976), p. 46.
4These Indians became generally known as the Tukudh or Kutchin people, but early visitors gave them the name of
"Loucheux l (i.e., Islant-eyed,· Isquintingl). The various bands had their own hunting areas, ranging from
central Alaska across the northern Yukon to the area around the lower "ackenzie River.
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Life in isolated posts such as these was generally considered to
be too arduous for white women and, in any case, the Company frowned
upon the time and expense entailed by the long journey to eastern
Canada or Britain should an employee wish to return home in search
of a wife.
Recognizing that married men would be more content to
remain in such outposts, the Company appears' to have reached a compromise in the matter by encouraging its northern employees to take
native women as wives while at the same time requiring certain stan-.
dards for the education and upbringing of their families.
Company
regulations stipulated that "all irregularity, or indolent habits" among
the women and children were to be "checked and discountenanced" and
that they were to be "addressed and habituated to converse in the
vernacular dialect (whether English or French) of the Father," who as
head of the family was also encouraged to devote part of his leisure
time to teaching his children their ABCs and catechism, along with
such additional instruction as his time and circumstances permitted. 5
Since life for most men at these posts involved considerable. journeying, it seems improbable that time and circumstances permitted
prolonged and systematic instruction of the children. As reinforcement in this respect, the services of a missionary were consequently
very welcome.
The Hudson's Bay Company actively encouraged missionaries of all
oenominations and in its Red River and other more established posts
had given them fairly regular grants, bestowed impartially on both
Roman Catholic and Protestant missions alike. 6
Along the Mackenzie
River, denominational supremacy resulted largely from chance, depending upon whether Catholic or Protestant missionaries reached a
certain area first.
The race for converts left the Roman Catholic

!5"inuhs of Council, Department of Rupert Land, 1821-1831, Hudson's Bay Report, III <Toronto: The Chllplain
Society, 1940), pp. 60-61; also Ethel S. Shwart, "Fort "cPherson and the Peel River Area,' ".A. Thesis,
Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, 1955, p. 182.
6These were the first educational grants in western Canada. F. H. Johnson, ABrief History of Canadian Education (Toronto: "cSraw Hi 11 Co., 1968), p. 59; also ". P. Toolbs, "Educational Policy of the Hudson's Bay
Company,' Saskatchewan History, Yol. IY, Winter, 1951.
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church more firmly entrenched along the upper Mackenzie while th e
Church of England-, favoured by the Hudson's Bay factors at Fo rt
Yukon and Lapierre House, pioneered the lower Mackenzie and extended
that denomination's activities across the mountains by way of the
Porcupine River into the Yukon.
These early Anglican· missionaries
brought with them the educational philosophy and the teaching methods
of their time.
The Churches and Education
Our system of universal schooling and the technological advances
of the twentieth century tend to obscure our appreciation of the ed~
ucational situation in the 1800s and the role of the churches therein.
In England especially, the now-familiar principle of government responsibility for education of the nation's children was slow to find· acceptance; for many years it was considered preferable to leave this matter entirely to voluntary or private enterprise.
Indeed, the
authorities seem to have hoped that the "established" Church qf England, along with the various diss enting churches, would eventually
provide a comprehensive national system of elementary education for
the masses--all at no expense to the government or the taxpayers.
Although the financial burden involved ultimately rendered this approach impracticable, the churches throughout England responded
valiantly to· the growing demand for mass literacy and did in fact provide until the late nineteenth century a substitute for a public education system in that country.
To teach the basic skills to ever-growing numbers of children,
they devised the inexpensive and relatively efficient monitorial
schools,7 in which the older or better scholars were used to teach
groups of younger or weaker students. A review of the main features
of these schools gives us an insight into typical educational prac-

7AIso knolln as Lancastrian or National schools, depending upon their denolinational allegiance, they have been
terled "the last lajor effort of philanthropy." They enjoyed their heyday in the Canadian provinces until
the late 18405. ·While designed originally for large classes, their techniques vere adapted and continued
in aission schools for lIany years. C. E. Phillips, The Develop.ent of Education in Canada <Toronto: W. J.
Gage and Co., 1957), pp. 116-124.
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tices of the time.
Since children's books were practically nonexistent, teaching methods relied heavily on rote learning and
memorization.
After mastering the alphabet, the pupils proceeded by
way of a syllabarium to the reading of words and sentences and
eventually scripture passages, Bible stories, and simple tales
designed to edify the young.
Basic arithmetic, some singing, and
handwork such as sewing or knitting rounded out the program. Considered innovative and progressive for their day, these schools introduced wall charts, slates and blackboards along with new techniques
such as the use of dictation to teach spelling, a simple grading system and a rUdimentary form of teacher training. Length of attendance
was usually short, ranging from a few months to a few years only, and
children of. all denominations participated, often attending the same
school.
Church-sponsored schools of this type spread rapidly
throughout all parts of the British Isles and were carried to the
colonies overseas by various missionary societies.
The Church Missionary Society in North west America
In North west America, the Church of England's connection with
Indian missions began in 1822, with the appointment of the Reverend
John west as chaplain to the Hudson's Bay Company and agent for the
Church Missionary Society (CMS) in the Red. Rivet area of what is now
Manitoba.
This society had been established in 1799 in the wake of
the eighteenth-century evangelical movement within the Church of England, a movement that included many wealthy and influential lay persons, some of whom were members of Parliament. Concerned with moral
and social issues of the time, such as the abolition of slavery, the
CMS tended to emphasize the Protestant heritage of the Anglican
church and held many points in common with the earlier Puritans and
with the Wesleyan movement.
With the expansion of British influence
overseas, its members felt called (as did those of other denominations) to preach the Gospel to native peoples abroad.
To support
this work, sister societies developed, including the Society for the
Propagation of Christian Knowledge (SPCK), which undertook the printing
and distribution of scriptural material translated into various native
languages, and the Colonial and Continental Church Society (CCCS),
founded in 1838 to work among British white colonials overseas. In
the century that followed the Reverend John west's appointment in
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1822, the CMS provided financial support and missionary personnel for
the work of the Church' of England throughout western and northern
Canada.
The two other societie.s also lent support, but the CMS with
its strong emphasis on the importance of schooling as an integral
part of its evangelizing mission was to have the main impact. s
The first CMS missionary to visit the' Yukon was William West
Kirkby, who visited Fort McPherson and Fort Yukon briefly in the summer of 1861 and again the following year.
A young Englishman from
Lincolnshire, deprived as a boy of the privilege of attending school,
he had raised himself by his own efforts to the position of schoolmaster.
. Accepted and trained by the CMS as a missionaryschoolmaster, he was sent as a teacher to the Industrial school at
Grand Rapids, Red River.
He made such a good impression there that
he was ordained two years later and sent in 1859 to establish the
first Anglican mission house and church at Fort Simpson; from there
he set forth to visit the Liard. River and then the northern Mackenzie
and Yukon areas, eventually reaching Fort Yukon in what is now
Alaska.
Possessed of an outgoing disposition and an enquiring mind,
he returned from his first journey to those northern regions filled
with enthusiasm for the country he had seen and fired with determination to open this new field of endeavour for the CMS before any rival
denomination could gain a foothold there. 9
The urgency of this undertaking would, he felt, require the services of a young unmarried
missionary, free to travel as needed throughout the region, while he
himself, as a family man, continued to maintain the work at Fort Simpson.

BHenry Yenn, a secreiary of ihe Society, in Retrospeci and Prospeci of ihe Operation of the Church "issionary
Society (London: C"S, 1865>, refers to the existence of over eight hundred C"S lission schools in a wide
range of countries and colonies, including North West Alerica and British Colulbia.
.
~T.

C. Boon, 'Willial W. Kirkby, Pioneer Naturalist in the Yukon,· Winnipeg Free Press, 18 "arch 1961; also
·Wi 11 ial West Kirkby, Fi rst Angl ican "i ssionary to the Loucheux,· Beaver, Spring, 1956, pp. 36-43. Ki rkby
spent nine years at Fort Silpson, then headquarters of the "ackenzie River fur trade and the Church of
England's base in that area. He translated the gospels of St. "ark and St. John into Chipewyan and also
prepared several prilers in that language for his pupils at Fort Simpson.
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Robert McDonald:

Missionary to the Loucheux People (1862)

His appe al was answered by a young man who proved to be
singularly well qualified for the task and who was destined to make an
outstanding contribution to the Loucheux people among whom he lived
and worked for more than forty years. "Country-born," (i.e'. of partIndian descent),l.O Robert McDonald grew up' in the. Red River area
where he attended school and later served for a time in a Wesleyan
mission. Attracted to the Anglican ministry, he resumed his academic
career as one of the first students of st. John's College in Red
River and upon completion of his studies was ordained as deacon in
1852 and priest in 1853.
The next seven years he spent at Islington
Mission on the Winnipeg River, resigning in 1860 for health reasons
and thereafter travelling in Ontario, Quebec and eastern U.S.A.
It
was at this point that Mc Donald, then aged thirty-two, answered
Kirkby's call to establish a mission among the Loucheux people of the
North.
To them he brought a gift for languages, excellence in academic studies and experience as a teacher, combined with skill in outdoor pursuits, a natural empathy with native people, respect for their
culture and the ability to select and train leaders from among them.
McDonald reached Fort Simpson in August, 1862.
An hour after
his arrival there, Kirkby made his appearance, returning from a second
'hurried journey to the lower Mackenzie and the Yukon, and more than
ever disturbed by news of planned incursions of Roman Catholic clergy
into those areas.
The two men disc,ussed the situation and agreed
that McDonald should proceed at once to establish himself at Fort
Yukon, with periodic visits to Lapierre House and Fort McPherson.
McDonald hastened to complete his journey, reaching Fort McPherson on
September 8 and Fort Yukon some two weeks later" on September 23.
His journal indicates that he lost no time before beginning his task:

IO"cDonald's lIaternal grandfather, Robert Logan, had been in the service of the Northwest Company at Sault St.
"arie. While there he larried (c. 1805) an Ojibway wOlan. f. A. Peake, "Robert "cDonald (1829-1913): the
Great Unknown "issionary of the Northwest, I Journal of the Canadian Church Historical Society, Vol. 17,
No.3, Sept. 1975, pp. 55-72. See also the article on Robert "cDonald in The Church "essenger of Canada,
Vol. 35, No.3, "ar. 1960, pp. 7-8. •
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Reached Fort Youcon at eleven a.m. A
September 23. 1862.
kind welcome from Mr. Strachan-Jones, officer in charge, also
from a few Indians at the place. . . .
Assembled all within
the Fort square in the afternoon and gave them an address.
Antoine Hoole, the Hudson Bay Company's interpreter, kindly
The Indians are
un de rt ak es. to be in te rp re te r f or me.
delighted to have a minister among them.
Then he adds, "Began at once preaching and teaching.":L:L
The preaching had· to be carried out through the medium of an
interpreter, but from the outset McDonald's concern was to teach the
Indians to read so that they might have access during his absences
to the word of God.
Three days later, on September 26, we find him
already pondering the matter of language: "Teaching them English may
prove of very little use to them, but they are so eager to learn
that I can not well put them off.":L2
Before long he was holding daily morning and evening prayers for
the Indians and also night school classes for the men at the Fort who
lacked what we call today "literacy skills."
By late October, English
prayers and school with the Indians had to be reduced to Wednesdays
and Saturdays due to lack of space at the Fort, while night classes
McDonald from the
continued throughout the week for the Fort men.
beginning set himself to learn the native tongue with Mrs. Eliza
Boucher, the Indian wife of one of the Company employees, as teacher.
Fortunately he was, according to Peake (p. 56), fluent in French, the
language of the Boucher family.
In return for her assistance as interpreter and teacher of the Indian language--a role whose importance
is only now receiving recognition:L3--McDonald held day school as regu-

llProvincial Archives of "anitoba (PA"l, Archives of the Ecclesiastical Province of Rupert's Land (AEPRLl, "SS
4001, Robert "cDonald Papers, licrofill copy at Yukon Archives (YAl, R. "cDonald, "Journal," 23 Septelber
1862.
12Ibid.
13Sylvia Van Kirk, ""any Tender Ties·, WOlen in Fur Trade Society 1670-1870 (Winnipeg: Watson and Dwyer Publishing Co" 1980?l, For information concerning the role of Indian wOlen as interpreters and teachers of
language see page 65.
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larly as ~ossible for the Boucher children, though in what language is
not recorded.
By the following spring, we find him accompanying a trading party
from the Fort on a two-month journey among the Chandalar tribe whose
territory lay north of the Yukon River toward the Arctic coast. Excerpts from his journal reveal his preoccupations at the time:
March 31, 1863.· Before reaching the sea two days have to be
made with out any fire, igloo s have to be made.
Evening.
prayer with the Indians. Taught Boucher children.
April 5, 1863. (Easter Sunday) Morning and. evening prayers
with the Indians.
In the evening, taught them the Apostle's
Creed and a hymn which have been rendered into Tukudh by
Madame Boucher. Held school for the Boucher children.
April 30, 1863. I am on the whole pleased with the result of
my visit..
They have learnt five new hymns, three
prayers, grace before and after meat and the Apostle's Creed
most of which have been rende red into Tukudh by Madame
Boucher.
Afte r bidding them fare well, set off f or Fort
Youcon.
After a quick trip to Lapierre House and Fort McPherson, McDonald
became engaged In the search f.or a satisfactory written form for the
native language.
He first tried syllablcs, a system already in use
for other native tongues and with which he was familiar, but he soon
encountered difficulties. The Loucheux language, he found, required "a
larger number [of syllabic characters] than the Chipewyan."J..4 He also
felt hampered at this time by his own imperfect knowledge of this difficult and unfamiliar tongue.J..5
So much, it seemed, had to be done,
and so quickly!
His final decision to abandon syllabics in favour of

14R. "eDonald, "Journal,· 14 July 1863.
I~Ibid.,

22 July 1863.
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the Roman alphabet appears, however, to have been influenced by consumer reaction:
August 1, 1863. English prayers and school for the Indians.
They do not learn the syllabic characters quickly.
The fact
is they do not think much of it. They prefer the roman letters. I teach a few in english.J..6
Shortly thereafter McDonald set· out again, this time with the
Fort Yukon fur shipment to Lapierre House.
Winter ice delayed the
party on its return journey; an event which, though a hindrance to
the Company men, provided McDonald with an opportunity to do some
systematic teaching at Lapierre House for some weeks.
He reached
Fort Yukon finally on November 8 after a particularly arduous journey
due to the early onset of winter. His first year among the Loucheux
people had been a strenuous introduction to his life's work and another three or four years would still be required before he could
dispense entirely with an interpreter and converse freely with the Indians in their own language.J..7 Soon he was to discover that, while he
had made a good beginning, such a pace could not be maintained for
long.
William C. Bompas: Pioneer Missionary-Bishop (1865)
After two years at Fort Yukon, McDonald became seriously ill
with what was then thought to be in~luenza but which, in light of his
later periods of ill-health, may have been tuberculosis. Fearing that
he would be unable to carry on, he asked the CMS to relieve him of
his northern duties and in due course an urgent appeal for someone
to replace him reached the Society's headquarters in London.
Once
again, an enthusiastic volunteer came forward in the person of William
Carpenter Bompas, a thirty-one year old Anglican curate who had long

16Ibid., 1 August 1863.
17Peake, "Robert "cDonald," pp. 57-58.
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desired an overseas posting.loB
Reared in the Baptist faith, Bompas
had originally begun to follow family tradition by articling as a
solicitor.
However, in his mid-twenties he opted instead for ordination in the Church of England, serving for a time in a number of poor
and rough parishes where he proved to have a sympathetic approach
to his parishioners and a talent for teaching. The prospect of going
to Fort Yukon delighted him; within three weeks he had disposed of all
his possessions and begun the arduous eight-thousand mile journey to
North west America.
Six months later, on Christmas Day, .1865, he
reached Fort Simpson where he learned to his surprise that McDonald
had recovered from his illness and returned to his ministry in the
North.
Alt hough keenly disappo inted, Bompas agreed to remain as
Kirkby's assistant in the Athabasca district, studying Chipewyan and
teaching school at Fort Simpson for a time before beginning the extensive and almost constant journeyings that characterized the rest
of his career and suited his restless and solitary nature.
In July, 1869, Bompas finally reached Fort Yukon and was present
,when the United States took possession of the fort on August 9th of
'that year. After wintering at Rampart House,lo9 he travelled east, intending to spend some time with the Eskimo people along the Arctic,
coast.
Howeve r, seve re snow -blindness cut short this vi sit and
"forced him to return to Fort McPherson, whence he journeyed south to
the Peace River country.
In 1872-73 he paid a second visit to the
iYukon River area, a happy experience which strengthened his affection
for that part of the country and its people. During this visit, he
received a letter from the CMS recalling him to Red River and thence
to London where he was to be consecrated Bishop of the newly formed

laIn view of his later linguistic contributions, it is interesting to read that the C"S had refused to send him
to China or India on the grounds that he was too old to learn new languages. H. A. Cody, Apostle of the
North (New York, Dutton and Co., 1908), pp. 25-31.
19The Hudson's Bay Company, forced at that time to leave Fort Yukon, built (Old) Ra.part House on the Porcupine
River in order to maintain its trade with the Indians of the Fort Yukon area. Supposedly on Canadian
soil, it too had to be abandoned when a later boundary survey placed it still in Alaska. Its replace.ent,
New Rampart House, further upstream, was built in 1889. Wright, Prelude to Bonanza, pp. 127-28; 203.
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Diocese of Athabasca. 2o
Although he may have tried to dissuade the
CMS from this decision, he accepted the appointment and was consecrated on May 3, 1874. Four days later he married a cousin, Charlotte Selina Cox, a sensitive and highly cultured lady who had lived
for some years in Italy.
Warning her not to expect a normal family
life but rather that of a missionary, he set out with her at once on
the long journey to Fort Simpson. He never again returned to England
and in fact did not leave his beloved wilderness for another thirty
years. 2 1.
The Tukudh Mission: Organization and Workers
As the newly appointed Bishop of Athabasca, Bompas faced an
overwhelming task . . With only three clergy and a handful of catechists
trained by McDonald he found himself responsible for "the whole of the
enormous territories watered by the Athabasca and Mackenzie Rivers,
and such part of the Yukon basin as was within British territory."22
This latter portion--or as much of it as was then known to the outside world-':"had already for some years been designated by the CMS
as a special area called the Tukudh Mission, with Robert McDonald, now
residing at Fort McPherson, as missionary-in-charge. He was assisted
for a time by his brother Kenneth, who joined the Mission as a lay
catechist in 1871 and served devotedly throughout the area until he
left in 1876 to enter the employ of the Hudson's Bay Company.
As
time passed, a number of native catechists were added to the Mission
team: Henry (Venn) -Ketse, John Ttssietla, and others. Finally in 1882
appeals to the CMS brought two newcomers, V. C. Sim and T. H. Canham,
to the Tukudh Mission, both from England.

2°Originally, all western Canada formed one vast diocese of the Church of England, known as the Diocese of
Rupert's Land, directed frol Red River. British Colulbia withdrew when it becale a province in 1871. The
administration of the remainder becaae increasingly unwieldy as population increased and in 1875 it was
subdivided into four dioceses, one being the Diocese of Athabasca. Later, this diocese was itself further
divided. BOlpas always ceded the lore established area and loved as bishop to the lore relote district.
(Cody, Apostle of the North, p. 144.)
21In 1904 he attended a conference of bishops in Winnipeg.
reasons of health and to visit her falily in England.
nCody, Apostle of the North, p. 14·4.
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Mrs. BOlpas lade a nUlber of trips ·outside" for

Supervision of the Diocese of Athabasca soon proved too much
for even such an indefatigable traveller as Bishop Bompas.
Consequently, in 1884 the Diocese of Mackenzie River was formed, incorporating the Mackenzie River basin north of the sixtieth parallel
and the whole of what is now the Yukon Territory. Bishop Bompas, in
assuming charge of this new and somewhat smaller diocese, hoped at
last to be able to devote more attention to the Eskimo and Loucheux
peoples.
By this time,· both he and Robert McDonald had spent twenty
years in the North. What progress had the church made in the educational aspect of its missionary venture in this part of the world?
Literacy, the Handmaid of Religion
Certainly, despite the vast distances involved, the few clergy
had achieved considerable succ ess in their efforts to spread th e
.Gospel among these semi..:.nomadic people. References in their diaries
and letters to "teaching" consequently imply the imparting of basic
Christian beliefs, supported by scriptur e passages, Bible' sto ries,
·prayers and hymns.
The Indians found little difficulty in committing
these to memory,2:J no doubt because they were people of an oral
tradition, used to remembering the tales and precepts of their own
elders. In line with the CMS philosophy, education was viewed by the
Tukudh Mission workers primarily as the handmaid of religion, since
·:literacy provided direct access to scriptural material, especially in
the absence of a missionary.
As we have seen, the Tukudh missionaries used the Indians' own language for all instruction, with the
help of interpreters if necessary.
Technigues and Trials of Itinerant Teachers
The records left by thes e early miss ionary-teachers conta in
only brief references to their literacy classes, yet from these fragmentary glimpses we can reconstruct a general picture of the school-

23Anglican Church of Canada 6eneral Synod Archives (6SA), Canhaa Papers, "56-2, .icrofil. available at Yukon
Archives, Ace. 178/36, Ite. C-14, August, 1897.
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ing of the period. Mrs. Bompas, for example, speaking of her husband's
classes at Fort Simpson in 1874, comments:
My ears grew weary of the perpetual 'ba, be, bo, bu;
cha, che, cho, chu'.
These, with a few hymns translated into
their language, and a little counting, were the first studies
mastered by our Simpson scholars.24
Robert McDonald, writing
serves:

in the

same

year

at

Lapierre

House, ob-

September 26, 1874. School commenced with eight pupils three
days since; all are in the alphabet.
They were taught a
little last summer, but had forgotten it.2!5
A month later he refers to the re being ten pupils, although occaSionally no school is held "for want of a room at the fort." By the
.end of the year he is able to report "very fair progress: addi~g:
December 16, 1874.
Two have learned to read pretty well in the New Testament in
Takudh.
Half a dozen more would in less than a fortnight
have been prepared to read in it.
The number of pupils has
averaged a dozen.
It is a pity that they have to be left
again for a while since many of them might be able to read
well by next Spring. 26
The following day, he
duties at Fort Yukon.

had to leave . Lapierre . House

to

resume· his

Progres s in learning was inevitably hindered by the endle ss
Robert
travel required of the men attached to the Tukudh Mission.

24Cody, Apostle of the North, p.1SB.
2'Public Archives of Canada (PAC), CKS Papers, licrofilu, reel K617B2, Robert KcDonald, "Journal," 26 September
1874.
2&Ibid., 16 December lB74.
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McDonald tells of a visit made by his brother Kenneth in the spring
of 1874 to three ban~s of Indians cOnnected with Rampart House which
were so widely separated that in order to reach them all he had to
travel over fifteen hundred miles on snowshoes.
He spent several
days with each band and noted in his journal that "a considerable
amount of Christian instruction was imparted.'! From that. journey he
returned to Fort McPherson to carry on the work there for a few
months before setting out. for Lapierre House in June. 27
Whenever
the Indians were at one of the Hudson's Bay posts, classes were
usually held in a room of the fort but when they left for their hunting or fishing grounds the missionary often went with them so that
religious. instruction and literacy classes might continue as usual.
Kenneth McDonald tells of holding school for "about forty pupils" at a
hunting camp with Indians from Peel River and Lapierre House.
Of
these, he reports that "eleven read in the Ne.w Testament in Tukudh,
ten are learning the syllabarium, and the rest trying the A-B-C."2 e
Shortly there after he comme nts upon the us eful he lp that he is
receiving from some of the better students:
February 9, 1876. John Tshietla holds school daily . . . . He
learnt a good deal this winter at Fort McPherson and he, as
well as the Lapierre House Christian leaders, is very diligent
in imparting the little he knows to his countrymen. 29
This was no isolated instance, for Bishop Bompas some years later
speaks of his delight in hearing adults and children at each of the
Tukudh Mission posts read from the Tukudh books printed for their
benefit, adding that "as they have now begun to teach one another to
read, our missionary will be somewhat relieved from the necessity of
holding school for all."30

27Ibid., 13 April 1874.
2Blbid., Kenneth "cDonald, "Journal,D 4 February
1876.
29lbid.
3°Cody, Apostle of the North, p.207.
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Early Successes: The Contributions of Bomgas and McPonald
How did it happen that a handful of itinerant missionaries were
able to develop even this degree of literacy in the face of 50 many
difficulties?
In the first place, records indicate that the Loucheux
people from the beginning welcomed the visitors with enthusiasm and
respect. The Hudson's Bay Company, whose men appear to have enjoyed
the Indians' confidence, gave the newcomers strong support and the
Indian wives of Company employees served often not only as translators but as cross-cultural mediators, helping them learn Indian survival skills and allaying native fears of new and foreign ways.3~ Most
of all, however, the success of the Tukudh Mission is a reflection of
the Loucheux people's eagerness to learn this new skill and the encouragement given them by both McPonald and Bompas.
These two pioneers seem to have shared certain qualities of intellect and personality that enabled them to work effectively towards
their common goal.
In the first place, both men possessed a talent
for linguistic studies, along with the drive and perseverance required
for translation work.
Robert McPonald eventually translated not only
the gospels but the entire Bible into Loucheux,32 along with the
Anglican Book of Common Prayer and many hymns--a truly monumental
achievement.
He also prepared a scholarly grammar of that language,
a book of family prayers to be used in the native camps, and a primer·
for teaching reading.
Bishop Bompas, himself fluent in .several Indian
tongues, prepared a number of primers 3:3 and insisted that new clergy
coming to his diocese undertake systematic language studies. Bompas,
however, was more interested in biblical scholarship and personal

31Van Kirk, "any Tender

Tie~,

Chapter 3, pp. 53-73.

32PAC, CK5 Papers, reel "617B2, BOlpas to CKS, 22 Novelber 1876: "The Loucheux language is a hard one to read
and write but I think the children will learn it, they are so persevering, and Archdeacon IIcDonald
deserves great credit for the accuracy with which he has rendered the 60spels into Tukudh."
33Cody, Apostle of the North, pp. 337-338. ·For example, between 1870 and 1880 Bishop BOlpas put forth four Indian prilers in Slavi, Beaver, Dogrib and Tukudh, printed in London, and a portion of the prayer book (in
syllabics) in Chipewyan in conjunction with Kirkby.
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scriptural research than in translation and devoted such spare time
as he had to studies in Greek, Hebrew and Syriac.
Secondly, both Archdeacon McDonald and Bishop Bompas displayed
a readiness to adapt to wilderness life and to share the hardships of
the people.
A teacher, according to Bompas, must "be willing to surrender his life to a permanent residence among the heathen country
as an adopted home," where he could teach by example as well as by
precept.:u
After a visit to the British Columbia coast, he chose to·
return north "without even visiting the haunts of civilization on the
ground that such a visit renders the mind unsettled or disinclined for
a life in the wilds."3!5 Both men spent their lives in the North among
the native people there.

ly.

Bishop Bompas always realized that results would not come quickIn 1867 he commented that
A familiarity with the Indians' habits and feelings and modes
of thought, the hardening of one's own constitution to bear
the exposure of associating with them in their tents, the
best means of approaching them with the truth, etc., are all
a matter of time, and in this country progress is slow. 36

At the first synod of the Diocese of Athabasca in August, 1876, he
admitted that, faced with the impossibility of carrying out systematic
teaching with virtually no schoolmasters, the only solution was for
the missionaries themselves to carry on elementary instruction,
teaching the Indian children "by rote at their camps or wherever opportunity may offer."37
Any dreams he may have had of organizing a
training institution for native teachers in the far North,38 or of es-

34Ibid., p. 32.
3l1Ibid., p. 199.
36Ibid., p. 64.
37Ibid., p. 1B4 •.
38

5. A. Archer, AHeroine of the North: "eloirs of Charlotte Selina Bompas (Tpronto: "ac"il1an, 1929), p.7B.
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tablishing a diocesan school in connection with an "industrial farm" as
an aid to acculturation,39 were not to bear fruit for many years.
Indian education continued for decades to follow the pattern established by the early itinerant missionaries along the lines indicated
above and described by John Martin, a native clergyman who came to
Ross River from the P~e1 River country in 1930:
I remember when I. was 8 or 10 years old, every day we had
five different' schools made for us outside the Mission House.
There was one white Minister--Archdeacon McDona1d--the rest
were all Indians teaching one another. When we came to the
.Fort, then every day we had service, yet we never had too
much yet and it seems to me that the people of that time
were better than the people now.
We all went to school-young children and old people and it did not cost much . . .
to run the school at that time for those Indians rustled for
food at the same time. We had no school house, only an open
place and the older people who learned before and who were
taught by Arch. McDona1d, these were the school teachers for
the others. . . .
Archdeacon McDona1d died a long time ago,
but the work that he did .is working yet. 40
No more fitting tribute could be paid to this well remembered pioneer
missionary and teacher.

39W. C. BOlpas, Diocese of "ackenzie River (Colonial Church Histories, London, SPCK, 1888), pp. 32-36.
4°YA, Anglican Church, Diocese of Yukon Records (ACDYR),Series H.a, Box 5, folder 4, John Kartin, typescript, n.d., 5 pp. In this doculent, John Kartin gives an account of the language problels he encountered
on cOIDing to Ross River as deacon in 1930 and also tells sOlething of the 1i fe and work of seven native
. catechists taught by Robert "cDonald.
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CHAPTER II
THE MOVE TO THE WEST
(1884-1892)
Mackenzie River Diocese: New Problems Arise (1884-92)
After twenty years' activity among the tribes of North West
. America, the CMS was able to report with considerable satisfaction
that the results obtained by the Tukudh Mission were highly gratifying. The simple faith and fervour of these converts was described as
being "unsurpassed in any Mission field" while their system of appointing Christian leaders as catechists to their fellow tribesmen,
"not ceasing from their hunting and fishing, and taking no pay," was an
example which, in the Society's view, other more prosperous native
Christians would do well to emulate.].
With this foundation, it appeared that further efforts would surely result in continued progress
as Christian knowledge and education were extended to other native
bands in the region.
The creation in 1884 of the new and somewhat
smaller Dioce se of Mackenzie River did not, however, bring the
anticipated benefits: the territory was still too vast and the workers
too few. Furthermore, great and unforeseen changes were beginning to
occur in the western part of the Diocese as traders and gold-seekers
moved from Alaska into the Upper Yukon basin, threatening the age-old
lifestyle of the Indian people there.
Education continued to follow its established pattern as the accompaniment and support of religious instruction, although Bishop
Bompas seems· to have become increasingly convinced as time passed
that the combined role of missionary-teacher was too great a responsibility to be handled effectively by anyone person. Since for various reasons the CMS was slow in responding to his repeated appeals
for· lay schoolmasters, the task of teaching school remained in the
. hands of the few clergy in the area.
For the Bishop the ensuing
decade was a period of intense disappointment and continual frustra-

lE. Stock, History of the Church "issionary Society (London: C"S, 1899), Vol. 3, p. 248.

tion as he shuffled his meagre staff from post to post in an effort
to keep pace with changing times, new demands and unexpected
calamities. Reports from the various mission stations tend to reflect
the instabilities and stresses of the time and it is often difficult to
reconstruct from these infrequent accounts a clear picture of life
and events at each post.
Vincent Sim at Rampart House (1882-85)
At firs t, pros pects seemed encouraging.
Despite Archde acon
2
McDonald's absence from Fort McPherson
on an extended furlough in
Winnipeg, hi.s work among the Peel and Porcupine River Indians who
traded at the Fort was maintained by Bishop Bompas, assisted by T. H.
Canham, a recent arrival from England.
The western area had since
1882 been in charge of the Reverend V. C. Sim who was showing indications of becoming a missionary-teacher in the tradition almost 0 f
McDonald himself. His accounts of his few years at Rampart House offer additional insights into the claims of the CMS respecting the
Tukudh Mission and reveal the remarkable extent to which McDonald's
influence and teaching had taken root among the Indians along the Upper Yukon.
Vincent Sim, a graduate of the CMS training college at ISlington,
near London, was ordained in 1879 and appointed briefly to the
Athabascan Mission at Fort Chipewyan.
From there he was sent to
Fort McPherson where, as assistant to Archdeacon Mcdonald, he gained
a working knowledge of the Tukudh language in preparation for his assignment to Rampart House in 1882. Enthusiastic and hardworking, he
taxed himself to the utmost in a series of long journeys to visit all
the Loucheux and related bands from Lapierre House in the east to as
far as Nulato on the Lower Yukon in Alaska and Fort Reliance on the
Upper Yukon. 3
A born teacher, responsive to his students, he tells

2"cDonald had loved frol Rampart Housa to rort "cPherson in 1871. rive years later ha larried Julia Kutug, one
of his converts frol Arctic Red River, nearly thirty years his junior. Peake, 'Robert "cDonald,· pp. 6769. She was to. provide invaluable assistance to him in his translation work.
.
3rort Reliance was a trading post six miles downstream from the present site of Dawson City. Built in 1874 by
Jack "cQuesten, a trader for the Alaska Com.ercial COlpany, it was the centre of trade on the upper Yukon
until 1886.
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us that wherever he-went the Indians showed such desire for instruction that he could scarcely find time to sleep and that his voice and
chest were severely affected by the strains of constantly teaching,
preaching and singing.
As his command of the language improved, he
became more and more aware of the extent of McDonald's influence and
of the Indians' potential for education. On the last of his long summer journeys he spent ten _days with a distant band some two hundred
miles up the Tanana River in "hard, but very happy work, from morning
to night being constantly engaged in teaching." Here, despite scarcity
of food, he found the people reluctant to let him go:
I was the first minister who had been to their country they
said and they were glad, so I musn't hurry away, never mind
if they were hungry.
But although this was the first time a
missionary had ever visited their country, many of them had
been under Archdeacon McDonald's instruction when at Nyooklakyet. . . . It was interesting also to see their desire for
books.
One of them had got
possession of a Tuku~h Prayer
Book which was torn and distributed amongst them and I would
often see them poring over their leaves and trying hard to
read them.4
On his return to Fort Yukon Sim was pleased to learn that a native
leader from Rampart House who had spent the summer among the Indians
at the Fort gave a good account of their progress.
Such contacts,
Sim felt, should be encouraged, and he hoped that the Fort Reliance
Indians would be similarly visited the following year. Although he had
originally planned to go upstream as far as old Fort Selkirk, the
onset of cold weather forced him to turn back at Fort Reliance and
return to Rampart House after a three-month journey of more than
2,600 miles.

4PAC, C"S Papers, reel A-113, V. C. Si; to C. C. renn, IReport to C. C. renn,· 9 January lBB5. _Since the
people of this area spoke the Han language, they were in effect starting to learn to read Loucheux from
"cDonald's translations.
I
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In his report to the eMS in London, Sim clearly outlined the
need for at least one permanent missionary in the area besides himself:
I have promised the Indians that I will visit them again next
summer, but it is impossible for me to accomplish this journey every year.
The Upper Yukon t~xes all my energies with
the still greater field of work in the lower Yukon. . . . To
work this vast region which includes the greater part 0 f
Alaska there is but one Protestant missionary [Le., himself]
whose station and proper work lie within British Territory
where the Indians require his first attention . . . . Then Fort
Selkirk, the Pelly River and the country about the headwaters
of the Yukon have never been reached. . . . 5
This appeal for a helper was soon fOllowed by the news of his death
at Rampart House on May 11, 1885, the result of a three-month illness
brought about by overwork and near starvation.
His passing was a
severe blow to the Tukudh Mission and to its native people for whom
he had developed a deep and sincere affection.
To quote a modern
anthropologist:
It is a pity that he died so young, for had he been
able to continue his work, not only would the Indians of that
region have had the attentions of" a sympathetic and
enthusiastic teacher, but a good deal of valuable information
about the Indians of these areas . . . might have been placed
on record in his letters and journals. s
Sim's
deaf ears.

requests for aid had not, however, fallen upon entirely
In England a Mr. T. F. Buxton responded with a gift of one

!lIbid.
6Kary E. Wesbrook, "A Venture into Ethnohistory: the Journals of Rev. V. C. Sil, Pioneer Kissionary to the
Yukon,· Polar Notes, No. 9, Kay, 1969, P, 44, The Journals of Robert KcDonald also contain data on SiGI,
These, as well as Si.'s own letters and journals and testilonials following his death, lay be found in
PAC, CKS Papers, reels A-7S, A-77, A-I03, A-IIO, A-Ill, A-113.
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hundred pounds per annum towards the support 10£ an additional worker
for the Tukudh Mission, enabling the CMS in March 1885 to appoint J.
w. Ellington to Rampart House, where he was to be trained under Sim
for eventual work on the Upper Yukon.
Unfortunately, Sim died long
before Ellington could reach the North, leaving the entire PorcupineYukon· basin with no resident misslOnary.
Bishop Bompas, "doubly
anxious for the return of our friend Archdea~on McDonald and the ar-·
rival of Mr. Ellington if Providence permits," waited impatiently as the
months passed with no replacement- for Sim at Rampart House. 7
The
following January, Mrs. Bompas added her plea for reinforcements:
If a man be
ern - region
clergyman to
forward next
language) be
him qualified

not sent out next May the whole of that Northwill yet have been a whole year without a
minister to them.
Mr. Ellington will, we hope go
Spring and· will in time (Le. when he knows the
useful as a catechist but you would not deem
e
for any other position . .

It seems as if doubts were already being cast upon Ellington's future.
Literacy in Alaska: McDonald's Proposal
It appears, however, that McDonald, despite his recurring bouts
of ill-health, was at this time considering the possibility of returning
to the Indian people among whom he had first laboured - on the Yukon
River in Alaska. Writing to the Missionary Society of the Protestant
Episcopal Church of America (as the Anglican Church had come to be
known in the U.S.A.) and to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in Washington, he offered to serve in Alaska should his health improve and
the CMS agree to his transfer.
This correspondence reinforces Slm's
accounts of the gradual spread of literacy among the various tribes
there, using the tools that McDonald himself had developed:

7Ibid., reel A-113, Bompas to C"S, 13 August 1885.
Blbid., "rs. BOlpas to C. C. Fenn, 4 January 1886.
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Having learnt that other tribes have been taught to read on
the e aste rn[i.e. Canadian] side of the border a strong
desire has ~prung up among them to have the same privilege.
A few have since been taught to read by the Christian leaders of Rampart House in the Territory of Canada.
So great
is the desire to be taught to read that one of them three
years since made a journey of about six hundred miles, from
Nuklukayet to Rampart House on the Porcupine River, in order
that he might have the opportunity of learning to read.
In the same letter McDonald informs us that two native Christian
leaders from Rampart House had visited these Indians at Nuklukayet
previously "for the purposes of instructing them" and that
at one place an American fur trader, whose name is
McQuesten, hearing that one .of these leaders had come among
Indians living about fifty miles from his Trading Post found
his Indians so desirous of being taught to read that he sent
for the Christian leader and accommodated him in his house
to afford his Indians an opportunity of being taught, and in
order that he might be· able to assist them after the departure of the Christian leader he himself learned the syllabary
formed for the native tongue.
Trader "Jack" McQuesten, in addition to his other accomplishments, appears to have some claim to being one of the early supporters of Indian education along the Upper Yukon.
In writing to the U.S. authorities, McDonald proposed that a
share of their federal grant for educational purposes in the Territory of Alaska should be allotted to him so that he could superintend
the further training of native Indian teachers for that area; if this
were done, he says, he would be willing to become a resident 0 f
Alaska, predicting that before many years "we might naturally expect
such a development of. the work as would soon overtake them all.',g

9Quotations in this and the preceding paragraph are fro. Ibid., R. "cDonald to the COlllissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, U.S.A., 2 June 1885.
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His negotiations, however, proved unsuccessful.
The American Episcopal Church, lacking workers of its own in Alaska and totally unaware
of events in the Tukudh Mission, countered his offer by requesting
instead that the CMS lend Sim and another worker to the Diocese of
Alaska, while the Indian Affairs authorities in Washington--who disapproved of education given in the native torigue--did not follow up
his proposal. The time was not ripe for an intensive literacy crusade
on the Alaskan side of the border, an effort which might well have
benefited the Loucheux people of the Yukon Territory who travelled
back and forth across the boundary in their seasonal migrations. As
for McDonald, he remained in Winnipeg for the winter of 1885-86 to
complete his translation of the Psalte r into Louche uXi finally, in
April, 1886, he sent Bishop Bompas and the CMS the welcome news that
he would return to· Fort McPherson the following summer, adding, "I am
thankful to say that my health is fairly good. II1O
J. W. Ellington and G. Wallis at Rampart House (1886)

Meanwhile the Tukudh Mission had been plagued by further setbacks, this time occasioned by the Riel Rebellion which, by cutting off
the movement of supplies, had brought many posts along the Mackenzie
River to the brink of famine and had also affected Bompas' incoming
party of recruits, detaining them for a year at Red River.
For Ellington this delay was beneficial since it enabled him to pass the
winter of 1885-86 at an Indian mission on the Rainy River where he
learned the rudiments of the Salteaux language and gained useful experience teaching at the school there. When he finally reached Fort
Simpson in August, 1886, Bishop Bompas-"::impressed with "the most commendatory reports of. his winter's work"3..3..--ordained him as deacon and
began at once to teach him Loucheux in preparation for his northern
posting. The Bishop seems to have found no grounds at this point for
doubting the young man's suitability for the mission field, to judge
from his enthusiastic report to the CMS:

IOIbid., R, "cDonald to C"S, 2 April 1886,
IIIbid" reel A-114, Boapas to C, C. Fenn, 8 August 1886,
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Mr. Ellington gave me much satisfaction in his examination as
he has done since in his daily study with me of the Tukudh
language and in Christian intercourse. . . .
He has also
considerable knowledge of the Salteaux language
and he
is acquiring the Tukudh language faster than I should have
thought possible.1. 2
The CMS, either because of Sim's sad experience or because its selection committee had detected a certain lack of maturity in Ellington,
had requested that he not be left to work alone.
Consequently, the
Bishop arranged for him to spend his first wint~r at Rampart House in
company with another young Englishman who was due to arrive shortly
to fill the vacancy there left by Sim's death.
This young man was the Reverend George C. Wallis who since early May had been waiting in Winnipeg to travel north with· Archdeacon
McDonald and his family and studying the Loucheux language under the
. guidance of Mrs. McDonald1. 3 in preparation for his future work at
Rampart House.
Leaving Winnipeg in July, the party made what was
then a quick trip, arriving at Fort Simpson on September 20, 1886.
Here Wallis spent a week with Bishop Bompas before he and Ellington
set out with the McDonalds for Fort McPherson.
A month later the
two young men, filled with optimism and a sense of adventure, were on
the last stage of their journey to Rampart House.
The winter there passed smoothly enough.
They proved compatible and shared with enthusiasm the duties of the mission, Ellington apparently doing the cooking while Wallis used his carpentry skills
to build furniture for the new church.
Both men shared in the
preaching, at first through Mr. Flett, the interpreter, until by midJanuary Ellington was able to report that they could read the ser-

12Ibid., Bo.pas to C"S, 15 September 1886.
13Ibid., reel A-113, Rev. Abraha. Cowley to C. C. Fenn, 14 "ay 1886. 81 pressed upon our young friend the
.necessity of close application [to his Loucheux studies], and showing hi. the i ••ense advantage he has in
the presence of "rs. "cDonald, charged hi. not to alloll anything to interfere with this duty •••• I do
not think any previous missionary enjoyed such facilities."
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vices "in Loochew" [sic] well enough to be understood by the people.J..4
As for teaching, Wallis writes of holding classes every alternate week
not only for the y.oung children but for the young men and women also.
In the same letter he outlines the many duties that kept him fully
occupied, such as "looking after the church, keeping school, visiting
camps, dispensing medicine, learning the language, attending to the Indians when they come in, and seeing after the household affairs," and
concludes by requesting permission to marry so that he may have a
companion to share the load once Ellington has left.J..5 Permission was
soon forthcoming but some years. were to elapse before he found an
English bride willing to venture to so remote an outpost.
Ellington at Fortymile (1887-90)
Ellington remained at Rampart House until the middle of May,
1887, when he set out for Fort Yukon, journeying thence downriver to
st. Michael's on the Arctic coast to obtain supplies for his next
year's work.
Returning to Fort Yukon in early August, he then proceeded upstream to the mouth of, Fortymile Creek, the proposed site
of the new station which was to be named Buxton Mission in honour of
his sponsor in England.
Although shocked--as many have been since-by the high cost of goods and services in the North,J..6 he seems to
have made an earnest attempt to adjust to the lifestyle and duties
of an itinerant missionary.
His reports indicate that he began at
once to hold school and services for members of the two Indian bands
that frequ ented the F ortymile a rea, refer red to as "David's" an d
"Charlie's" bands, both of whom apparently welcomed him warmly.J..'7 Archdeacon McDonald, who that same summer made a circuit of the Porcupine and upper Yukon missions, going beyond them for the first time

14Ibid., reel A-114, Ellington to BOlpas, 1~ January 1887.
IsIbid., G. Wallis to Bo.pas, 14 January 1887.
16The bookkeeper at St. "ichael's at the tile that Ellington bought his first year's supplies is said to have
reported that Ellington, on learning that the freight rate lIas .12~ a ton, lIent to his roolD and began to
pray vigorously to the Lord that the rates light be IOllered. Ibid., reel A-l1~, 'Li fe on the Yukon
River,· The Chicago Evening Nells, 23 Septelber 1891.
17Ibid., reel A-117, Ellington to C. C. fenn, 13 June 1888 and Ellington to "r. Gray, 19 June 1888.
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to the Stewart River area, commented favourably to the Bishop on Ellington's work at his new pOSLl..B
The following summer Ellington decided upon the final site for the mission buildings and set the Indians
to work on them while he himself undertook a journey upriver to the
mouth of the Stewart.
On the way he stopped for a time with the
Fort Reliance band and also with a few of the interior or "stick" Indians before returning to his home base, where he found that the
mission house was nearing completion and that a beginning had been
made on a separate school building.
In an article that he wrote at
this time for the magazine of his former school in England he describes his project:
If I

have my way the Buxton Mission (Le. the church, school
and mission house) will form a kind of . triangle, and if we can
get funds I shall have a boarded path and paling. The School
House will be heated by a furnace, the walls of which will be
built with rocks.
Four feet furnace iron or soapstone will
cover the space· between, the walls of which will b~ built
perpendicularly of rocks, mortared together with fireclay or
mud; of course a stovepipe will go out a hole in the roof.1..9
However, the only· structure that he completed was the twostorey log mission house, for his plans for the other buildings as
well as his dreams of training native catechists were cut short by a
wild gold stampede to the Fortymile area.
Before long, hundreds of
miners were attracted to the district, creating a situation for which
the inexperienced young man was quite unprepared and under which his
sanity eventually gave way.
Mr. J. E. McGrath of the Yukon River
Bounda ryS urvey, who spent some time at Fortymile in 1890, is
reported as saying that Ellington had never known anything of the
world and that "while he was a pious, zealous and conscientious man,
he was almost as unfit to be left to himself in a wild country like

lBIbid., Bompas to C"S, 30 December lS91.
19Ibid., reel A-llS, J. W. Ellington "Buxton "ission,· The Georgian, Christmas, lSSS. In this article Ellington also tells something of the country and the native people.
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this as a 12-year-old schoolboy would be."'2O
He soon fell victim to
the miners' practical jokes and into debt with the traders, while the
Indians--claiming that his Peel River accent was hard to understand
and. resenting his tendency to criticize them for laziness--grew increasingly disaffected.
Although the Bishop had asked Mr. Canham,
then stationed at Nuklukayet, to provide financial and pastoral supervision for him, the eight hundred miles of river travel that ,separated
the two posts, while not too great by northern standards, rendered
any frequent communication quite impossible. In June, 1889, Ellington,
overwhelmed by a sense of failure, attempted in desperation to leave
the country.
Pausing in his flight to visit the Canhams, he allowed'
himself to be persuaded to return to Fortymile where his mental condition rapidly deteriorated. A year later he had to be escorted home
to England, leaving Buxton Mission vacant.2~.
As for Rampart House, Wallis' activities during his years there
do not appear to be documented in any detail.
He became fluent in
Loucheux and was considered by' both Bompas, and McDonald to be an
active and effective evangelist.'22 In the absence of information concerning his literacy classes, we may assume that he continued to hold
school at his post and in the camps as regularly as the nomadic pursuits of his people permitted.
He laboured alone at Rampart House
with the assistance of a native catechist until his furlough in 1891
'when, having found a young lady who was apparently both suitable and
willing, he returned to England to marry, planning to return north with
his wife the following summer.
Bompas; The Move to Fortymile (1892)
Meanwhile Bishop Bompas, depressed by difficulties in the Macken....;
zie River area and frustrated by the impossibility of effectively su-

2°His letter fons the basis for the article frol the Chicago Evening Nevs quoted above
subtitle 'Hov a "issionary was Driven "ad.'

(17)

vhich bears the

21Psychiatry being then in its infancy, Ellington's falily seels to have felt that his condition vas largely
the result of severe sunstroke, the American doctor at St. "ichael's diagnosed it as 'softening of the
brain.' On reaching England the young man vas cO.IUted to an asylul. He died in 1902. Ibid., reel A117, K. A. Ell ington to "r. Furness-SIUh, 30 July 1891 and BOlpas to C"S, 30 Decellber 1891.
22Ibid., BOlpas to C"S, 22 "arch 1888; also reel A-llB, 6. C. Wallis to C. C. Fenn, 17 October lB93.
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pervising the more remote Tukudh mission stations, had for some years
been pleading for a division of his diocese that would free him to
move west into the region that had become for him almost a "promised
land." As early as 1885 he had indicated his longing for such a move.
"I have a feeling," he wrote, "that having. been appointed myself twenty years ago to the Yukon country, I should not like another again to
be sent to take my place there if I can avoid it."23
Increasingly
perturbed by the detrimental influence that. he felt the white miners
would have on the Indian people if the western missions were not
strengthened, and preoccupied with a sense of his own failing health,
he continued to press the CMS for permission to spend his remaining
years in the Yukon.
In 1891, his wish was finally granted: despite its small population
the Diocese of Selkirk, comprising all the present Yukon Territory,
was separated from the Diocese of Mackenzie River and he was free to
move.
In the summer of 1892, after wintering at Rampart House in
Wallis' absence, Bompas set out for Fort Yukon.
Here he met the
Alaska Commercial Company's little steamboat, the Arctic, on its way
upriver from st. Michael's with supplies for the various trading posts.
On board were his wife, whom he had not seen for five years, and a
party of mission workers consisting of Wallis and his bride, along with
Mr. and Mrs.· Canham who had just completed a five-year term with the
Episcopal Church in Alaska and Benjamin Totty, a new CMS recruit from
England.
At this point the Wallises left the group, setting out by
canoe on their journey up the Porcupine to Rampart House; the rest
of the party remained on board the Arctic, the Canhams going directly
to Fort Selkirk while the Bishop, Mrs. Bompas and Mr. Totty disembarked at Fortymile.
This raw new mining camp, the site of Ellington's ill-fated endeavours at Buxton Misson, was to be Bompas' first
base in his new diocese.

23Ibid., reel

A~113,

BOllpas to the Rev. W. D. Reeve, 2S Septellber lBBS.
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5.

Revepend Vincent Sim,
Rampapt House, 1882-85
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CHAPTER III
THE YUKON: A TIME OF TRANSITION
(1892-1896)

Once Buxton Mission had been made habitable, the Bishop began
to consider ways of reaching the native people in the more remote
parts of his new diocese.
His health had improved, his spirits had
risen, and for the moment at least he had sufficient ordained clergy
to maintain his few missions, while Mr. Totty was in reserve, learning
Loucheux and studying for deacon's orders.
New Opportunities and Added Responsibilities
The Bishop, ever eager to press on to new areas, was soon
making plans to go to the Hootalinqua district where he had heard
that the Indians were "numerous and very pit1ful."1
Further inquiry
led him to report optimistically to the CMS that he had heard that
"the country round Lake Le Barge, Lake Marsh and Lake Tako" was
favourable to· a Mission, and that "the best hope of success there
would be in teaching the Indians to build and to farm, in growing
wheat, barley and vegetables, and even in introducing sheep and
cattle."2
As always, he had a strong desire to undertake outreach
work among the Indian people himself, since he felt that his talents
lay in that direction. Before long, however, the increasing number of
white miners in the Fortymile area forced him to make some provision
for them in his ministry, thereby placing a severe strain upon his
limited resources of men and money and preventing his immediate
departure for the southwest part of the Diocese. The Yukon had embarked upon the transition from "a savage wilderness,"as Bompas expressed it, "to a civilized white man's home."3
His own dream of
returning to the simpler pattern of his early northern years had once
more to be set aside.

lPAC, CK5 Papers, microfilm, reel A-117, Boapas to C. C. Fenn, 6 August 1892.
2Ibid., Boapas to CK5, 1 Septeiber 1892.
3Ibid., reel A-119, Boapas to CKS, 24 Kay 1895.

Pre-Goldrush Schools
As regards education, the church continued to be the sole
agency for the promotion of literacy among both children. and adults.
Within a few months of the Bishop's arrival at Buxton Mission in 1892
three Indian schools were reported to be operating in the Diocese.
Of these, one was associated with a new station at Fort Selkirk, one
was the ongoing school at Rampart House, while the third was an embryonic boarding school at Fortymile where schooling was also offered
to the native people in regular day classes. These were the Yukon's
pre-goldrush educational institutions, although their small size and
wo ef ully limi te d fac ilit ie s sca rc ely mer it so dignif ie d a name.
Nevertheless, they represented a further stage in the evolution of
the Yukon school system and were also instrumental in bringing to the
Territory a nucleus of workers who remained to shape the pattern of
Indian education there in later years.
Fort Selkirk: T. H. Canham and B. Totty (1892-96)
At Fort Selkirk, classes began in the summer of 1892 with the
arrival of the Reverend and Mrs. T. H. Canham. Although originally intended by the CMS for work among the Eskimos of the western Arctic,
Mr. Canham had by this time gained such knowledge of the country and
people along the Yukon River and such mastery of their languages
that he was considered a pillar of the Tukudh Mission's work there. 4
He and his wife now volunteered to open a new station at Fort Selkirk
among a band of interior Indians whose previous contact with the
church had come only through brief visits from McDonald (1887), Ellington (1888), and perhaps an itinerant native teacher.
Leaving Nuk-

4Canhall had been sent out to fort "cPherson inlBB2 through a special donation of one thousand pounds offered
by Bishop BOllpas' brother for the express purpose of evangelizing the Eskimo people of the western Arctic
coast. (Stock, History of the CI'IS, Yol. 3, p. 247.> He remained there for language study, worked with
the Peel River Indians during "cDonald's absence, and spent sOle lonths with Sill during the latter's last
illness. BOlpas reported to the C"S that Canhal ahad lade so successful a journey down the Youcon [1886]
to the Paci fic and so wide a field was open there before hil, that I have authorized him to repeat his
visit thither and, if so disposed, to relain •••• " Ibid., reel A-117, BOlpas to CI'IS, 17 february 1887.
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lukayet near the mouth of the Tanana, where they had been on loan to
the Episcopal Diocese of Alaska,5 the Canhams in the summer of 1892
proceeded directly upriver to a point some two hundred miles beyond
Fortymile where an independent trader had begun operations near the
site of a former Hudson's Bay Company fort.6
Writing to the Society
in February, 1893, Mr. Canham records his first impressions:
In August . . . having by God's providence made a prosperous
and most enjoyable trip, we landed at Selkirk amidst the most
uncivilized looking Indians I have seen yet.
Nearly six
months have passed since then, which have given us a little
~nsight into
their character.
They are we find wretchedly
poor and very dark and superstitious and more or less indifferent about matters of religion. 7
He found preaching difficult, since the language of the Selkirk Indians
was unfamiliar and the Tukudh books "so valuable and helpful at Fortymile and elsewhere" proved useless, nor did he have the services of
-an interpreter as had previously been the case in similar circumstances.
He did his best, however, reading from the Tukudh New
Testament and using pictures to illustrate the message and arouse
the interest of his hearers.
Although the language barrier was a
major hindrance to literacy classes, Canham made the best of the
situation, as he tells us:
In the day school for children where of course nothing but
English is taught we have all along made it a point that the
children shall teach us and give us all the help they can in
acquiring a knowledge of their tongue. The result of this is
a vocabula ry of some 250 (probably more) wo rds which is
certainly not to be despised.

SAn article in the Rupert's Land Sleaner, June, 1892, indicates that St. JaDes "ission there, built by "r. Canha., included a school that would acco.lodate 200 children. Ibid.
6Fort Selkirk, built by Robert Ca.pbell in 1848, was destroyed by a raiding party of coast Chilkat Indians in
1852. (Wright, Prelude to Bonanza, pp. 59-75.)
7For this and following quotations, see PAC, C"S Papers, reel A-118, Canha. to C. C. Fenn, 17 February 1893.
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From this beginning he was able in the next few years to develop
written material for the. use of the Selkirk band leading to the production of "a small book consisting of a few short Bible lessons,
hymns and prayers, printed in 1897 and later revised and added to,"
as well as an English-Wood Indian vocabulary, published by the seCK in
In March, 1894, he made the long journey on the
London in 1898. 8
winter ice to Fortymile where he reported to the Bishop that his mission buildings were "fairly completed," with a daily attendance of
about thirty Indian children at school. 9
Until he had mastered their
language, his lessons seem to have been limited to the alphabet along
with a few simple hymns in English and although much progress towards
literacy could not be looked for, he noted that at least "kind words
and actions are understood the world over."~o However, in the summer
of 1894, after only two years at Selkirk, Canham's efforts were cut
short by an emergency that necessitated his ilnmediate transfer for a
time to Rampart House. He did not return until 1898.
Abandoning any thought of moving his own headquarters to
Selkirk, Bishop Bompas sent Benjamin Totty to carry on the work that
Canham had so recently begun there.
For the next two years he and
his part-Indian wife maintained the work at Selkirk; the latter, a
daughter of the pioneer trader Alfred H. Mayo and his native wife
from the Rampart House area, proved invaluable in speaking to the Indians for her husband who--hampered by deafness--was slow to learn
the Selkirk language.~~ Although the· Tottys together translated a few

a·Wood Indian" is Canha.'s term for the language and people now known as "Northern Tutchone," Mr. Canhal spent
luch tile in language study and in his "Notes and Jottings" (1897) speaks of "having laboured during 15
years in three different dioceses under one Bishop and in four stations, each with a different language or
dialect." Except for two years at Ralpart House (1894-96) followed by a furlough, the Canhals relained at
Fort Selkirk frol 1892 to 1909, when they loved to Carcross in the southwest corner of the Diocese. Mr.
Canhal was Archdeacon of the Yukon frol 1892 to 1924. SSA, Canhal Papers, Section C.
9PAC, CMS Papers, reel· A-118, BOlpas to C"S, 15 "ay 1894.
IOSSA, Canhal Papers, C-14, August 1897.
l1"rs. Totty, the forler Selina Mayo, lived with Bishop and "rs, BOlpas at Buxton Mission for two or three
years prior to her lDarriage. The Bishop thought highly of her. PAC, C"S Papers, reel A-119, BOlpas to
CMS, 9 August 1894, 24 "ay 1895 and 13 January 1896.
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hymns, prayers and Bible lessons into the Selkirk Indian tongue, they
lacked a syllabarium and other tools for teaching the natives to read
so that progress in that respect could not. have been great. Then, in
the summer of 1896, the Bishop decided to recall them to Buxton Mission so as to free himself to spend some time at Fort Selkirk with a
new recruit, F. F. Flewelling. There Bompas intended to learn the language of the· Selkirk band while preparing Flewelling for an eventual
move to the neglected Hootalinqua district. Events, however, decreed
otherwise: on August 17, 1896, the dramatic Klondike gold discovery
focused his· immediate attention upon that area. and before he could
make other arrangements for the work at Selkirk, nature intervened.
An unusually severe cold spell in the early fall of that year prevented the arrival of the supply boat from Alaska and forced the
Bishop to close Selkirk mission for a time.
Regular activities were
not resumed until the Canhams returned from furlough to reopen it
two years later.
Fortymile: A Difficult Year <1892-93)
In the meantime, significant developments had been taking place
at Buxton Mission.
Soon after their arrival, the Bishop and his wife
had found themselves in charge of a number of Indian or metis children who were, for various reasons, in need of care--a situation not
. at all unusual at a time when churches generally carried out many
functions of our present-day social welfare agencies. Other clergy in
the Diocese were similarly caring for homeless or abandoned children,
as we learn from a letter written by Mrs. Canham in 1896:
The Bishop hopes that we shall. bring back with us a married
schoolmaster either from England or Canada, in order to set
u~ a boarding schoo~ he and Hrs. Bompas have had as many as
eleven children in their house, and we have had four--the
state of my health prevented us from taking more--and Mr.
Totty had I think two or three with his own child . . . . 12

126SA, Canhal Papers, B-3, "rs. Canhal to "iss Large, Septelber 1896.
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As early as 1892 the need for a teacher had become apparent at Fortymile, where the Bishop's Indian school met twice daily with an attendance that at times reached thirty to forty pupils, mostly adults.
His chief assistant that first year was his wife, who cared for the
Mission house and the "family" of boarders, sharing school duties with
her husband on alternate days J..:3 unless other duties called him away.
Then in her early sixties and far from robust, she carried on classes
as best she could, since Mr. Totty's usefulness was limited to practical tasks around the Mission until he gained a measure of fluency in
Loucheux.
In his first six months the Bishop had been able to make
only two short trips, presumably to visit the Fort Reliance Indians,
as well as a tour of the busy Fortymile mining district, the latter "a
strange contrast to the usual loneliness of winter travel in the
North."J..4
Not surprisingly, he began to grow increasingly impatient
with the CMS authorities in London and the fact that he could expect
no reply to his letters for six months to a year exacerbated his irritation.
Although he had long been urging the Society to send lay
workers to the North, it seems that the CMS had become particularly
r~luctant to provide a grant
for this purpose: money was in short
supply and the demands of the "teeming millions" in India and China
seemed to outweigh by far the needs of a few hundred native people
In view of his urgent need for asin remote North west America.
sistance, Bompas tried to suggest alternatives.
"Even if you refuse
a grant for it," he wrote, "still you need not defer sending a schoolmistress. In the last resort my brother would I expect pay her passage money. . . . The parents of the half-breed children would I think
be willing to pay about
[one hundred pounds] a year for their board
and schooling." As an additional spur to the Society he added, "If no
one will offer us a grant for a schoolmaster or schoolmistress to be
a stay on the Jesuits I still wish to have one out all the same and
take the burden on ourselves for looking for Government aid."J..!5
He

13Archer, Heroine of the North, p. 133.
14PAC, C"S Papers, reel A-liS, Bo.pas to C"S, 20 January 1893.
ISIbid., reel A-117, 22 July lS92.
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did indeed soon begin to seek government aid, first from Alaska and
later from Canada, but the Americans had other plans and it was some
years before ottawa provided any support for the education of Indians in the Yukon, then only a vaguely known component of the vast
North West Territories.
A Teacher for Fortymile: Susan Mellett (1893-)
In May, 1893, he was relieved to learn "from private sources and
with much thankfulness" that he was to be aided by a schoolmistress
from Ireland, a prospect that gave him particular satisfaction in view
of his concern for his wife's health.1.&
Although the source of funds
for the teacher's passage and salary is not clear, it is certain. that
the CMS refused to contribute to her support since she would be
teaching metis children for whom the Society accepted no responsibility.1.7
In any case, Susan Mellett arrived at Fortymile in July, 1893,
having made the long journey from Ireland via San Francisco and st.
Michael's. She was the first unmarried white woman in the Diocese and
the first person employed specifically as a teacher in a Yukon school.
In her memoirs she recalls her first meeting with the Bishop and her
·impression that he was somewhat disappointed to find her "a meek
little person" in her early twenties.
Nevertheless, she proved a
valued addition to the Buxton Mission staff, as she had already had
some experience as a teacher, having taught for a time during the
Irish Rebellion in the "ragged schools" of Dublin.1.9
Her feelings of
inadequacy in her strange new surroundings soon disappeared and she
seems to have had a saving sense of humour that carried her through

16Ibid., reel A-llB, Bo.pas to C"S, 22 "ay lB93.
17Ibid.,3 January lB94. The C"S refused to take responsibility for the schooling of children of Indian women
if they had a ·putative white father.·
IBISusan "ellett Bowen (1970-1962)·, five Pioneer WOlen of the Anglican Church in the Yukon, Yukon Diocesan
Board, Women's Auxiliary, Anglican Church of Canada, Whitehorse, Y.T.: 1964, pp. 1-5. The ·ragged
schools" were 19th century institutions maintained through charity to provide elellentary schooling and
other services for poor children.
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the difficulties that came her way.
Many years later, recalling her
experiences in the North, she described her duties at Buxton Mission:
My chief work was the school and in between everything from
papering the house to cleaning of floors.
The children were
good little helpers and when ta'ught to do things took delight
in doing everything as well as possible.
I taught them to
knit and their sewing was very good because they could copy
anything . . . . The school was a great mixture, all sorts and
sizes and ages came to learn to read, men, women, and children, many of the women with babies on their backs. One had
no:thing to help explain what one was trying to tell them, no
pictures, no maps, no globes.
But. as time went on we improved.
The natives were so willing to help, it was their
first school and they loved it.
They enjoyed singing and
when the day's work was done, stories had the preeminence.
The greatest punishment was the omission of the story telling period.J..9
It was not all quite as straightforward as she implies. For example,
"wall papering" (an attempt to seal out drafts and brighten the room)
involved covering the logs with cotton drill, which was then in turn
covered with a thick layer of red paint.
"The sch oolroom," Mrs.
Bompas tells us, "was the last to be papered, but we fear it will be
lost labour here, for the cold was so severe (that is, 50 below zero)
that the paste froze on the walls before it could dry (in spite of a
large fire), and all the paper is cracJdng."20 It was obviously a process that both women long remembered.
Few additional details regarding the early classes at Fortymile
have survived.
Language must have been of some concern since as
early as January, 1893, Mrs. Bompas not ed t hat the var iety of
dialects spoken by the Indians of the district was a problem, adding

19"rs. R. J. Bowen, "Sreetings on the riftieth Anniversary of the Diocese of the Yukon, 1891-1941,' typescript,
9 pp., YA, ACDYR, Series IV.3, Box 52, folder 11.
2°Archer, Heroine of the Nort~, p.143.
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by way of illustration that although there were but five mission children boarding with them at the time, "amongst these .there are three
distinct languages."2J..
Under these circumstances, the Bishop's linguistic gifts were invaluable and although he chafed at being tied for
long to one locality his continuous presence at Buxton Mission at this
time enabled him to act as interpreter and to give regular instruction in Loucheux to Mr. Totty and Mrs. Bompas, and later to Susan Mellett.
It would seem that he himself took charge of at .least the Indian language reading lessons at the school during her first year
there.
In fact, by December of 1893 he was able to report that the
Indians had made such good progress in learning to read in their own
language that they were now also being taught English in school,22--a
necessity since they were now coming into increasing contact with
white miners and traders.
Susan Mellett's presence seems to have made a real difference
to life at the mission and that winter, in spite of the cold and the
limited die t of porridg e and fish,2:3 the daily routine went along
peacefully and happily. Mrs. Bompas gives her much credit, noting that
the children were devoted to her and that she kept them "in first
rate order."
"One comfort," she adds, "is that she has good health
and is not troubled with nerves,"24_-a malady to ·which Mrs. Bompas
herself seems to have been rather susceptible. In his report to the
• eMS the following spring, the Bishop took obvious pleasure in praising
his teacher's success with the boarding pupils, who he said had made
"good progress in school and religion, are living in· harmony and setting a good example for others."
At the same time he reminded the
Society that small thanks were due to them, since Miss Mellett was in
their view excluded from the mission staff.2~

21Ibid., p. 139.·
22PAC, C"S Papers, reel A-llB, Bompas to C"S, 10 December 1893.
23Archer, Heroine of the North, p. 144.
24Ibid.
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Diocesan Problems (1894)
His satisfaction with his teacher's work was soon outweighed by
new problems.
To his irritation with theCMS was added his concern
for the mission at Rampart House, left vacant in 1893 by the sudden
departure of Wallis and his wife after a stay of less than a year.
Since this was considered a key location, Bompas had been forced to
dispatch Mr. Totty, whom he had been training for Indian work at Buxton Mission, to hold the Porcupine area until a replacement for Wallis
could be found.
Once again he was short of workers, and in addition
life among the miners at Fortymile was causing him considerable uneasiness, particularly in view of the increasing liquor traffic among
the Indians.
Advancing age was beginning to sap his energies, disturbing news had reached him concerning the health of the Canham's at
Fort Selkirk and his patience was wearing thin.
"During the winter/'
he writes despondently, "l have had to sustain unaided the Sunday
services and school in the week and the care of a numerous household
with an ill-built house and a temperature close to 70 below zero." 26
More workers were obviously needed.
The only bright light in the situation that summer was the arrival in July, 1894, of a second schoolmistress, destined originally to
ass ist the Canhams at Fort Se lki rk.
She was a Sc ott ish girl,
Margaret MacDonald, whom Mrs. Bompas refers to as "a young lady
friend of mine"27 and who again may have been supported privately. A
month later, realizing that the season was too far advanced to permit
arrival of any additional staff that year, the Bishop bitterly attacked the eMS for failing to send him a replacement for Wallis or
anyone to extend the work to Hootalinqua and other unreached areas.
His many requests for a married schoolmaster for. a separate boarding
school where all children needing care could be together under one

26Ibid. It was at this time that the Bishop began requesting Ottawa to send a NWMP detachment to Fortymile.
27Archer, Heroine of the North, p. 147. Since she was intended originally for the Indian mission at Fort
Selkirk, Bompas informed the CMS that he had authorized Miss MacDonald to draw the expense of her passage
from the CMS block grant to hill. Her stipend, if any, may have come fro. friends in England. PAC, CMS
Papers, reel A-l1S, Bo.pas to CMS, 4 June lS94.
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roof had also brought no results. Although claiming to be ashamed of
his "impatience," he nevertheless repeated his accusations, asserting
that during his thirty years in the North the CMS had neither sent
him sufficient workers nor paid. sufficient attention to. education.
To
emphasize this. point, he concluded his argument by stating plainly his
opinion that "little or no work is needed for [the Indian population J
beyond schooling, men, women and children alike." 2 e
In this statement
he echoes a previous letter in which he had urged the CMS to follow
the example of the Roman Catholics who consider the school to be "the
nursery of the Mission"29;and give education the support it merits.
Ramgart House: A Time of Decline <1893-96)
Bompas' plans to send Miss MacDonald to Fort Selkirk did not
materialize.
Instead, the urgent need for an experienced worker at
Rampart House caused a major shuffle of diocesan staff in the summer
of 1894.
Mr. Totty, recalled to Buxton Mission, married Selina Mayo
and, as previously described, proceeded to take over the work at
Selkirk for the following two years.
Meanwhile the Canhams, although
long overdue for a furlough, accepted a transfer to Rampart House,
where the Bishop hoped that Mr. Canham's fluency in Loucheux and his
familiarity with the area and its people would compensate for the loss
of Wallis.
Since Mrs. Canham was far from well, the Bishop sent Miss
Mellett with her to assist with the foster children and to serve as
schoolmistress, her place at Buxton Mission being taken by Miss MacDonald. He himself would carry. on the Loucheux classes at the Indian
day school there.
In this way, after only one year at Fortymile,
Susan Mellett found herself on her way· to the most northerly and
lonely mission in the Diocese.
Conditions at Rampart House
death in 1886, altering the habits
ing his stay there in the winter
restlessness and attributed it at

2

8

had changed drastically since Sim's
of the Indians of the region. Durof 1891-92, Bompas had sensed their
first to excessive liberality on the

Ibid., 30 July 1894.

2'Jlbid., 3 July 1894.
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part of the missionaries. 30
However, he soon became aware tha t
other factors had been at work.
In 1889 a boundary survey had
forced the Hudson's -Bay Company to move its Rampart House post to a
new site farther up the river; in addition, the more aggressive methods and superior goods of the American traders had begun to encourage the native people to take their furs to Fort Yukon or
Herschel Island.
Consequently, by 1893 dwindling profits had forced
the Hudson's Bay Company to suspend its operations west of Fort
McPhersoni from that time on regular river traffic along the Porcupine
ceased and the mission at New Rampart House was left on its own in
almost total isolation. Wallis, returning there with his bride in 1892,
discovered that the Indian people no longer came that way as often
as they had previously.
Mrs. Wallis, to whom the long journey had
been an ordeal and who was, in addition, subject to respiratory ailments, found winter conditions there unendurable;3:L as a result, the
following spring Wallis took his wife back to England. Uncertain as to
whether or not they would return, the Bishop sent Mr. Totty to carry
on the work at Rampart House for the 1893-94 season and when it became clear that Wallis would not come north again, he persuaded the
Canhams, together with Susan Mellett, to take up the challenge.
Susan Mellett has left an account of her adventures on the
journey up the Porcupine River in the summer of 1894.
Since their
boat was smal~ two trips were .required to convey the party and their
supplies from Fort Yukon to Rampart House. Mrs. Canham, Miss Mellett
and the four foster-children went first, reaching their destination
seventeen days later after a mishap involving the death by drowning
of one of their Indian boatmen.
On arrival they found the house far
from suitable for family occupancy, especially in winter, but they set

3011 find the Rampart House Indians spoiled and inclined to make tea and tobacco their gods. I would not willingly spend another winter with them on account of their begging propensities •••• a Ibid., reel A-117,
Bompas to C~S, 22 July 1892.
3\Susan "ellett met the. at St. "ichael's on their way ·outside,· She cOlDlents that a"rs. Wallis had nothing
to say in recommendation of the country. Had I met them before I left Ireland her conversation light have
influenced me, but seeing I was only eighteen hundred miles frol my destination FortYlile I pressed on,"
~rs. R. J. Bowen, ·Greetings on the Fiftieth Anniversary •• , ,D p,3,
The Wallises later returned frol
England to a parish in Lunenburg, Nova Scotia,
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to work to make the best of it.
Mr. Canham arrived safely a month
later, bringing their supplies, and they settled in for their two-year
stay. 3:2
They had a difficult time.
When it was all over, Mrs.
sent the following concise but graphic' account to a friend:

Canham

Only one bale reached us last year, the second we found at
Old Fort Yukon on our arrival at that post last summer . . . .
Not receiving the second bale was a great loss, as it contained several mufflers and shirts that were much needed.
We were in such straits that petticoats that were of any
length had to be turned into shirts, and every available
scrap of wool was knit into mUfflers, stockings and cuffs.
The winter was unusually cold and long, and my health at
times causing anxiety, made it very trying to us all. We had
a kind friend in Miss Mellett, who helped us in every way she
could, and although at times provisions were scarce . . . we
never really wanted for anything.
The Indians were not successful in hunting, so that at times we had very little meat
for ourselves or dogs, sickness visited our people also, and
a few deaths took place, but at a distance from the Mission. 33
Susan Mellett also recalls the near-famine conditions, as well as the
fact that no mail reached them for eighteen months.
Of the school
she tells us very little, only that it was "very flourishing while the
Indians were in the encampment, but they were away a great deal
hunting and fishing."34
Since they lacked oil for their lamps, one may
assume that reading was at a minimum, at least in the dark winter
months.
Mr. Canham found his work discouraging as more and more Indians were drifting away to Fort Yukon or to Herschel Island where it

32Ibid.
33Canham Papers, "rs. Canham to "iss Large, September 1896.
34"rs. R. J. Bowen, "Greetings on the Fiftieth Anniversary.
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was feared that they were being demoralized by contact with the
American whalers and exposure to the liquor traffic. 3 !!1
He· tried to
encourage them to visit Rampart House by buying their furs, which he
then handed over to the Alaska Commercial Company,36 but it was too
late; the established trading patterns had broken down and by 1896
very few Indians frequented their old camps on the Porcupine River.
On June 6, 1896, the mission party--no doubt thankfully--Ieft
Rampart House for Fort Yukon.
There they camped for five weeks on
the river bank awaiting the arrival of the steamer that was to take
Susan Mellett back to Fortymile and return a week later for the Canhams, at last on their way to a well-earned furlough in England.
To
their surprise, they found that Bishop Bompas had already been at
Fort Yukon for some two weeks, holding school daily from eight o'clock
in the morning until eight at night. One of his classes was especially
gratifying to him, as it proved that earlier labours had borne good
fruit.
"It was .a pIe asure to me," he rep orts, "to hold a . daily
afternoon class of middle-aged men, at which several chapters o.f the
New Testament were daily read by them, with intelligence and interest,
in their own tongue, by way of exercise and at their own request."37
Susan Mellett's arrival was particularly timely since she was able to
share the teaching load; together they maintained a busy schedule until the steamer arrived to take them back to Buxton Mission.
Changes at Fortymile <1894-96)
Many changes had occurred there during her two-year absence.
Miss MacDonald had left, apparently for health reasons,38 as had Mrs.
Bompas, recalled to England by illness in her family.
The Reverend

C"S Papers, Reel A-119, Bompas to C"S, 24 "ay le95.
36Ibid., T. H. Canham to B. Gould, 25 November lS9S.
3~PAC,

37Cody, Apostle of the North, p. 277. "r. Canhall had also carried on classes for the rott Yukon Indians while
he was there in 1894 on his way to Rampart House.
3BI"iss "acdonald [sic], whom the Bishop got to come out froll England for a period of three years was obliged
to go home after two years on account of ill health. She was obliged to pay her own passage." GSA,
Naylor (family) Papers, "75-10, H. A. Naylor to rather and "other, 15 April 18ge.
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and Mrs. Tatty had just returned from Fort Selkirk to carry on the
Indian day school at Fortymile and the CMS had at. last come to the
Bishop's rescue, sending out Mr. R. J. Bowen in 1895 to be trained for
the native ministry. Within a short time, however, Bowen found himself
diverted to work among the white miners in the surrounding area, and
in the summer of 1896 he was transferred to Circle City, Alaska,
where a new gold find had occurred, attracting many potential members
of his Fortymile congregation.:lI9 Soon after Susan Mellett's return to
Buxton Mission two new workers arrived, this time from eastern Canada: Mr. F. F. FIe welling, already mentioned, and the Reverend and Mrs.
H. A. Naylor who were assigned to carry on the work Bowen had begun
a~ong the miners.
Fortymile itself had become a quieter community,
partly because of the exodus to Circle City and partly because of
the arrival in 1895 of Inspector C. Constantine of the North West
Mounted Police with a detachment of twenty men. At the Mission, Miss
Mellett assumed full charge of the boarders, now eleven in number,
and when the Bishop was away took over such. duties as the weighing
of the gold dust paid to the Indians by the white men for whom they
had worked. 4 0
At this point her role seems to have been in effect
that of matron in charge of the boarders, although she no doubt
shared teaching duties at the day school as required.
Indian Schooling: The Peel River Area (1892-96)
Although the main developments in education in the Territory between 1892 and 1896 occurred at these Yukon River mission stations,
native peoples in the eastern part of the Diocese were not neglected.
The Peel River Indians who frequented the lower Mackenzie area between Lapierre House and Fort McPherson, while affected to some degree by the presence of American traders on the coast, remained
faithful to the Hudson's Bay Compan yand continued their regular
round of visits to both these posts. At Fort McPherson, Archdeacon
McDonald supervised their instruction while at Lapierre House the literacy classes were maintained by John Ttssietla. One of the earliest

39YA, ACDYR, Series IV.3, Box 52, folder 11, R. J. Bowen to Arc~bishop N. R. Adams, 25 January 1952.
40~rs. R. J. Bowen, "Greetings on the Fiftieth Anniversary •• , ,"
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native catechiststrained by McDonald, he was admitted to the ministry by Bishop Reeve of the Diocese of Mackenzie River on July 15,
1893--thc first native within the Arctic Circle to be ordained. 4 :l. Unfortunately he died only a few years later, victim of an influenza
epidemic that took the lives of many of the Indians with whom he was
making a winter trip from Fort McPherson across the mountains to the
Mayo area.
Eskimo Schooling: I. O. Stringer at Herschel Island (1893 -)
As for the Eskimo people at the mouth of the Mackenzie River,
the CMS had been interested in placing a worker there since Bompas'
first visit to them many years earlier.
Regular contacts finally began with the arrival in 1893 of a young theology student from
Ontario, Isaac Stringer.
Directed for the sake of convenience by
Bishop Reeve of Mackenzie River· diocese, his work proceeded smoothly;
Stringer quickly won the trust and friendship of the Eskimos and made
rapid progress in their language, which Canham had been unable to do.
In 1893 and 1894 he visited Herschel Island, where he found the
whalers kind and hospitable and the younger Eskimos anxious to learn
t.o read and write.
By 1895 Bishop Reeve reported to the eMS that
the whalers had appealed to him to establish a mission on the Island
and had raised "about one hundred pounds" to meet the expense. 4 2
It
must have been gratifying to Bishop Bompas amid his many cares to
know that one of his early hopes was at last about to be realized.
The increasing complexity of the situation in the Yukon was a
constant concern to the Bishop. His correspondence with the CMS between 1892 and 1896 reflects his preoccupation with matters of education as he pondered ways of meeting the needs of a growing white
community that he mistrusted and those of the native people whom he
wished to protect from contaminating influences.
In moments of dis-

4lStock, History of the C"S, Vol. 3, p. 622.
42PAC, C"S Papers, reel A-119, W. D. Reeve to C"S, IS July 189S. Both Bo.pas and Reeve had appealed for a
worker to help Stringer with the Eskilllos. The Reverend C. E. Whittaker arrived for this purpose in July
189S.
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couragement he tended to fe_el that his entire thirty years in the
North had been of little use.
Yet the scattered accounts now available indicate that slow growth was indeed taking place in spite of·
many hardships and difficulties.
Changing Trends in Native Education (1892-96)
Throughout this period Indian education continued to be
directed mainly towards the teaching of literacy skills to the native
population as a support to the propagation of the Gospel.
However,
classes now tended to be centred at the mission stations where resident clergy or other workers taught the Indian people their letters.
This trend may be seen as a reflection of the growing ability of the
native people themselves to use the printed materials prepared for
them by McDonald while on their seasonal journeys; it also indicates a
a change in the lifestyle of the Indians living along the upper Yukon,
who were beginning to find work on the fringes of the mining camps
and who therefore visited the settlements more frequently.
Perhaps
the family ties of the married clergy also tended to keep them closer
to their home base, since few white women could accept the long
months of separation that Mrs. Bompas endu red during her earlie r
years in the North. While the need to itinerate had not disappeared,
native Christian leaders were now carrying a larger share of this
. aspect of the mission work.
Instructional Content. Materials and Technigues
Since instruction was given in the Indian language of an area, a
missionary was require d to spend some years in serious lang uage
study in order to acquire not only the written form of the Peel River
Tukudh adopted by McDonald for his scriptural translations but also
the local idiom of the band being taught. English reading and writing
was specifically introduced for some pupils at Fortymile when it was
noticed that the younger Indians were learning it from the miners and
its usefulness had become apparent.
The missionaries' wives introduced Indian girls and women to knitting and other new sewing and
household skills; all schools included singing and some ·general information about the outside world and direction in matters of cleanliness and personal hygiene.
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Recor ds indicate an ext reme s horta ge of teaching mat erials.
Some pictures seem to have been available, usually of Biblical scenes,
while reading charts based on McDonald's Loucheux syllabarium were
provided· by the SPCK in England, who also printed the primers and
scriptural material that he (and later' Canhaml prepared.
Othe r s upplementary supplies seem to have come from .private donations in the
mission bales sent from England or eastern Canada, since Mrs. Canham
has left us a list requesting clothing, toys and "school materials." 43
Since the latter items were always extremely scarce, it is doubtful
that any of these early schools were better supplied than the one at
Fort Yukon ta ught by Mrs. Bompas in 1897:
Mr. H[awksley] and I keep school daily.
We have as many as
fifty children, and it is very interesting work, only we are
terribly handicapped for want of school materials.
We have
no slates, only a few broken pieces [and] fragments of slate
pencils; no copy books whatever, only some sheets of whiteybrown paper which I begged from the Company's stores.
I
have to write out alphabets and spelling and copies on this
paper for the standard lesson books for our elder classes; I
have to compose thrilling stories and adventures of Rose and
Ben.
Our schoolroom is also used for the church services,
but it is far too small for our numbers. For benches we put
planks on empty cases, and for seats blocks of wood.
In
spite of all difficulties, however, the children are getting on
and by degrees taming down, for a wilder or more undisciplined set of little ruffians than they were at first
would be hard to find out of the Zoological Gardens. 4 4
Certainly the teacher's inventiveness and
strained to the utmost under such conditions.

resourcefulness

were

43Canham Papers, "rs. Canham to Kiss Large, September 1896.
44Quoted by Archer, Heroine of the North, pp. 156-157. "rs. Dompas, returning from England, was stranded for
the winter of 1897-98 at Fort Yukon. During these months she helped the Reverend "r. Hawksley, the missionary in charge, with the Indian school.
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Administrative Changes and New Plans (1896)
The remoteness of the area and the lack of any regular mail
service were a hindrance to effective administration of the Diocese in
these times of rapid change.
The resulting delays and misunderstandings finally led the Bishop to notify London 'of his intention to proceed as he saw fit without waiting for eMS approval of his decisions:
if this procedure were unacceptable, he offered to resign his office.
Since he refused to return to England for personal consultations, the
Society apparently made the required allowances, for he carried on as
Bishop for another decade.
However, the appointment in 1896 of the
Right Reverend Peter Rowe as the first resident bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of Alaska relieved Bompas of responsibility for the work
that the Tukudh Mission had for so long maintained at Fort Yukon. 4 !5
Bishop Rowe's arrival enabled the CMS to withdraw from Alaska apart
from lending staff for a time until American missionaries were available.
Two major problems still remained: the need to provide for children of mixed race and the need to serve the Yukon's growing white
community.
The CMS, as already noted, did not acknowledge any responsibility for the education of the offspring of white men and Indian women, nor did its mandate permit it to provide clergy to minister to the miners. For the time being, Bompas continued to encourage
metis children to attend his school at Fortymile; the Bishop also entered into negotiations with other Anglican church societies to obtain
funding and workers for the men on "the creeks" since any religious
influence upon them would, he felt, help prevent demoralization of his
native converts. By the summer of 1896 his plans had advanced sufficiently to enable him to publish a proposal for· future development,
soliciting gifts for "special objects" in the Diocese of Selkirk, including a number of new schools. Contributions were requested for

4SAlthough. for a time in 1983-84 it had seemed that the American government was prepared to make Bishop BOlpas
a grant of $1,000 a year in support of the mission school at Fort Yukon, the plan had failed to materialize, leaving BO/Bpas to uinhin the work there as best he could. PAC, C"S Papers, reel A-ll8, BOlpas to
C"S, 3 January 1894.
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A church for the miners at Fortymile and a Mission House
and School-Church at· Hootalinga (sic1;
1.

2.
A Girls' School for the Indians, to be established at
Fort Reliance with a· married schoolmaster, intended both for
boarders and day scholars, and a similar Boys' School to be
founded at Sixty-Mile;
3.
The Selkirk Diocesan Fund, on which fall the salaries of
the mission agent s and all other Mis sion expenses beyond
those defrayed by the Missionary Societies of England and
Canada. 46
These projects never developed. An extension of native schooling did
indeed occur in the following decade but on a lesser scale than the
Bishop had hoped and in areas of which he as yet· knew very little.
Within a few months of this appeal, Fortymile itself had become almost
a ghost town and the greatest gold rush in history was drawing thousands to the Klondike.
Long-term planning, then as now, was no easy
matter in the Yukon.

46Ibid., reel A-119, Bishop of Selkirk, Diocese of Selkirk, c. 1896, 11 pp.
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CHAPTER IV
THE GOLD RUSH YEARS: INDIAN SCHOOLING
(1896-1906)
The Klondike gold strike -(August, 1896) ushered in a decade of
social and political change that ended - forever the old patterns of
life in the Yukon.
The first area affected was Fortyrnile which was
virtually emptied overnight as its miners rushed off upriver in a mad
exodus from which that community never recovered. 1
A decade later
Buxton Mission was closed, .=!bandoned even by its native population,
while its missionaries had moved to stations in communities near the
gold fields or along the new access route from the South.
Although
other religious denominations arrived during the period to share the
ministry to the white inhabitants, the CMS workers and their colleagues. remained committed to their original task among the Indian
people of the Territory. As before, schooling continued to be one of
their principal endeavours despite the many pressures of this difficult period and a chronic .shortage of workers and money.
F. Flewelling: Missionary to the Klondike (1896-98)
The first of the new missions was established in October, 1896,
when Bishop Bompas, fearing that the "large influx of excited miners in
their immediate vicinity" would -expose the Indians to "grievous temptations,"2 hastened to place Frederick Flewelling as a full-time worker
in their village on the Klondlke where they were accustomed to gather
in the salmon fishing season.
His experiences there are not unlike
those of the earlier Tukudh missionaries, except that thirty years of
occasional contact with itinerant missionaries and Christian leaders
from Rampart House had already given this band some knowledge of the
Gospels and a degree of literacy.
A good number of them, according

IAn eyewitness account of this exodus frol Forty.ile lay be found in an undated typescript by H. A. Naylor, YA,
ACDYR, Series lV.3, Box 52, folder 11.
2PAC, C"S Papers, Reel A-118, Report frol BOlpas to the C"S, The Church "issionarv lntelligencer, Vol. 23, January 1898.

to Canham, could by this time r:1~;_ld and write in their own language:3
and a few had even acquir ed a little rudimentary spoken English.
Since the village, located at the confluence of the Klondike and Yukon
Rivers, was not far from the new mining claims, these Indians were
soon drawn into contact with the white miners; some found employment
in the gold fields, while others began selling meat, fish and even
their cabins to the newcomers.4
At the same time, the townsite of
Dawson City was springing up nearby, further increasing what Bishop
Bompas saw as detrimental white influences.
Upon arriving at his new post Flewelling erected a small log
cabin in the Indian campsite to serve as living quarters, church and
school and then settled in for his first northern winter.
"I have
school in my cabin from ten to twelve each morning," he notes in his
journal,!5 adding, "Prayers in the Tukudh language at three o'clock.
And all my housework, which I find very dreadful."
His inquisitive
pr! rishioners were a sore trial to his" patience ann love of order until
he learned to accept their constant interruptions and made four
simple rules which he tried to enforce, namely "that all must knock
before entering, must take off their hats, must not spit on the floor,
and must leave the fire alone." School was popular, he tells us, with
twenty or thirty pupils of all ages learning their ABCs and attending
regularly until the band dispersed to hunt in late December. With the
departure a little later of two young Indian lads who had been staying with him, the winter darkness and solitude became oppressive; it
was, he said, "to be dead alive." His ordination in March, 1897, raised
his spirits and by the summer he was happily at work building a
larger mission and schoolhouse on a forty-acre site that he" understood was to be reserved for the Indians. The North West Mounted
Police, however, had a prior claim and the band was offered the choice

3Ibid., T. H. Canhal, 'The Diocese of Selkirk, its Work and Workers.'
4YA, ACDYR, Series l-l.c, Box 14, folder 6, Supt. C. Constantine, NW"P, to the Deputy "inister of the Interi~
or, 19 November 1896.
lIFrederick r. newelling, a native of New Brunswick, cale to the Yukon upon cOlpletion of his theological
studies in Toronto. He kept a careful record of his first year in the Klondike, revealing a sensitive and
idealistic nature. For a typewritten copy see Ibid., Series IV.l, Box 51, folder 6.
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of a new location either up the Yukon River or a few miles
downstream below Dawson City.
They chose the latter, selecting a
site at the mouth of Moosehide Creek where a parcel of land was duly
surveyed and set apart for their use.
On this ground Flewelling set
to work late in the season to build yet another small cabin from
which to continue his ministry.
That winter he held no school "for
want of a school house! as Bompas records in a reproachful letter to
the CMS, and at the beginning of July 1898, he quietly resigned and
left the country, apparently because no money was available for his
support.6
Although his departure was a loss, the work that he had
begun was carried on by Mr. Tatty, who moved to Moosehide that Septemberand began a day school there which was to operate continuously for another fifty years.
staff Changes at Buxton Mission, Fortymile (1898)
During this period little had yet occurred to alter the established routine of the Indian day and boarding schools at Buxton Mission. In January of 1898, however, the marriage of Susan Mellett and
Richard Bowen prompted the Bishop to exchange places for a time with
Bowen, then rector of a small church for the Anglican adherents at
Dawson City, so that the young couple could be together in charge of
the "family" at the Mission until Mrs. Bompas returned from a visit to
England. This exchange proved unfortunate as the Bishop, long out of·
touch with the white man's world, found himself by his own admission
out of his element in Dawson, unpopular with the miners and faced
with dwindling congregations. In late April, weakened and depressed by
a severe attack of scurvy,7 he returned to Fortymile where Susan

6Both Naylor and Flewelling had been sent to the Yukon by the Canadian [Anglican] Church "issionary Society,
but with no provision for their stipends other than sOle private donations. BOlpas assigned Naylor to
work with the liners of the rortYlile area, thereby obtaining a grant for hi. frol the Colonial and Continental Church Society (CCCS) in England. The C"S, restricted by its land ate and unable to believe that
Koosehide, so close to Dawson, could still be a self-contained native cOllunity, refused to support
rlewelling. BOlpas' own diocesan funds were at this time practically non-existent. PAC, C"S Papers, reel
A-120, BOlpas to C"S, 4 "ay lS9S.
7Ibid., 2S April lS9S. BOlpas apparently thought that scurvy was contagious, and blaled the liners for spreading it.
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Bowen set him on the road to recovery by sending the Indian children
to gather the first green shoots of spring to make herbal teas for
the invalid. He slowly recovered, and by August, 1898, his preoccupation~ with financial worries and the loss of F1ewelling were somewhat
offset by the safe return of the Canhams to reopen· the mission and
school at Fort Selkirk. That winter he and his wife shared the Indian
work and car e of the boarders at Buxt on . Mission where, as Mrs.
Bompas tells us, life went on much the same as ever: "The mining excitement [Le., at Dawson] does not affect us.
Bishop holds school
twice a day, except Tuesdays and Fridays when I have a sewing and
music class..
"8
Another difficult year, however, lay ahead.
The CMS committee in London, una ware of the extent of the
changes then· ocr.urring in the Yukon, had arranged for the Tottys to
leave Moosehide in the summer of 1899 for a year's furlough in England.
Unfortunately, their departure coincided with that of the
Bowens, both in poor health following the typhoid epidemic that had
afflicted Dawson that winter, so that once again a major staff shuffle
was required.
As a result, the Nay10rs moved from Fortymile to replace the Bowens at Dawson, while the Bishop decided to take charge
of Moosehide himself for the coming year, since the CMS did not provide replacements for workers on furlough.
By a fortunate coincidence, another pioneer CMS worker was available to fill the vacancies that these moves created at Buxton Mission.
John Hawksley: From Fort Yukon to Buxton Mission (1898)
John Hawks1ey had come to the North in 1887 in response to an
appeal by Bompas for a lay carpenter to erect mission buildings at
Fort Liard, a Hudson's Bay Company post some two hundred miles up
the Liard River from Fort Simpson.
Following his ordination a few
years later, he served at a number of Mackenzie River stations, including Fort Simpson~ Fort McPherson and Fort Norman. Bishop Bompas,
who thought highly of his work and linguistic accomplishments, encouraged him to move west and in 1897 sent him on loan to the

8Archer, Heroine of the North, p. 160.
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Diocese of Alaska to reopen the mission at Fort Yukon, at that time
frequented by many Indians from the abandoned Rampart House station.
As already noted, Hawksley carried on a day school there for some
fifty pupils and also held evening classes for the adults. At the end
of his two-year contract he left Fort Yukon in charge of William"
Loola, a native catechist, and came to Bompas' aid at Fortymile.
There he faced a particularly heavy task as the only missionary
for both whites and Indians, with visits to mining outstations more
than a hundred miles distant. To ease his load the Bishop decided to"
disband the boarding school for a time.
One child stayed with the
Hawkgleys and two went to Moosehide with the Bishop, while Mrs.
Bompas remained alone at Fortymile in a small cabin with two young
Indian boys in her care. 9
Since she was then approaching her
seventieth birthday this arrangement proved more arduous for he r
than anyone had anticipated. In addition, she was worried about her
husband's health, for he was notoriously inattentive to his own per':'
sonal needs; after a few months she "kicked the traces," as she says,
and--being a woman of considerable spirit--went off by dog" team at
forty below zero to rejoin him, leaving the children for a time with
"the Hawksleys.10
Bompas at Moosehide (1899-1900)
At Moosehide they proceed"ed to maintain services and hold
school twice daily for the rest of the winter under living conditions
that would have tried the endurance of persons half their age.
Flewelling's mission house had been hastily enlarged for the Tottys'
use by annexing to it an Indian cabin; the resulting area suitable for
use in the winter measured eighteen by twenty feet and was divided

9Information concerning "re Hallksley and the boarding school frol 1899 to 1902 lliy be found in a handllritten
document entitled IAccount of Hallksley's "hsionary Activities,1 6SA, Stringer Papers. Well-acquainted
lIith the Loucheux people and fluent in their language, Hallksley served for lany years in the Yukon, finally becoling the first Indian agent for the Territory, a post he held frol 1914 until his retirelent in
1934.
lOArcher, Heroine of the North, pp. 163-64.
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into three tiny rooms with no upstairs or cellar, a floor below ground
level that flooded in the spring thaw and a sod roof that leaked in
rainy weather.~~
Once again they seem to have gathered the "family"
. around them, and by April, 1900, the Bishop was again appealing for a
school teache r, this time to Naylor in Dawson:
Do you think you could see some of the ladies who have tried
schooling in Dawson and have failed and propose to them to
try teaching at Moosehide, including the care of our Boarders
at a salary of $100 per month.
Or if it is troublesome for
you to see them, could you obtain their addresses for me to
call on them when I am up on Saturday.l.2
No suitable person came forward and in June Mrs. Bompas returned to
Fortymile suffering from bronchitis and fatigue, while her husband
confided to Naylor that he thought it "best for her and for me for
her to be separated if possible from these children as she fusses
rather nervously over them."l.:3 It would appear that "cabin fev.er" had
taken its toll.
The Rev. Lamont Gordon's School: Fortymile (1900-02)
For some years the Bishop had, in fact, been seeking to relieve
his wife of the care of foster children, n~w more than ever beyond
her physical capacities although she enjoyed the,ir company.
Tha t
summer an unexpected opportunity to place the boarding school on a
more formal basis and to lighten Hawksley's workload presented itself
in the form of a dynamic and rather mysterious newcomer to Dawson,
the Reverend G. Lamont Gordon. Impressed by his apparent qualifications and his willingness to establish a boarding school for both
white and native children at Fortymile, the Bishop in August, 1900,
transferred the children to Mr. Gordon's care and began arrangements

.1lPAC, C"S Papers, reel A-120, B. Totty to "r. Furness-Slith, 21 February 1900.
126SA, "75-10, Naylor Papers, BOlpas to H. A. Naylor, 9 April 1900.
13Ibid., 8 June 1900.
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to move his own headquarters to Caribou Crossing (soon to be known
as "Carcr OSs") in t he southwestern pa rt of the Diocese wh ere it
seemed that his cherished dream of a life of semi-retirement among
the native people of that area might at last be realized.
Mr. Gordon was an Englishman in his early fifties, widely
travelled and highly accomplished, according to an article appearing in
The Greater Britain Messenger, a CMS publication of the time:
Rev. G. L. L. Gordon, M.A. of Oxford, and first ordained to
Deacon's Orders in England . . . has passed a noble career as
Principal of various educat ional establishments in var ious
parts of the world for many years, such as South Australia,
South Africa, Japan, and lately in America. He has lately arrived in Da wson, intending to open a high-class private
school there, but is thwarted by the opening of a Government
public school.
Mr. Gordon has been accustomed to unite Mission work
with school work.
He used to go twenty-one miles to take a
Kaffir service in South Africa.
He speaks four or five native South African tongues as well as Dutch, French and
Spanish, not to mention his knowledge of Latin, Greek and
Hebrew.1..4
At a salary of $2,000 per annum, met in part by a grant from
the Colonial and Continental Church Society (CCCS), he settled with his
family into the former Naylor house at Fortymile as assistant priest
of St. James' Church for the white people and principal of an institution known as Selkirk Diocesan School.
This school had two departments, one for white and one for native boarders, but it is not clear
what arrangements were made for the Indian day classes. Presumably
these remained in charge of Mr. Hawksley, at least as far as any instruction in Loucheux was concerned, since the new principal, however

l"VA, ACDVR, Series IY.3, Box 52, folder 10, Letter frol BOlpas IThe Diocese of Selkirk l , The 6reater Britain
"Kessenger, c. 1900, p. 152.
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talented, could not have had time to gain fluency in that language. A
number of white families placed their children in the school as boarders and in the spring of 1901 Mr. Gordon wrote optimistically to The
Greater Britain Messenger that attendance was "small but encouraging," adding his opinion that "should the. country get more permanently
settled, as most likely it will . . . we shall have a good high-class
institution, which will be a great boon to' many who hitherto have
been compelled to send their children away to be educated."~!5
These plans were quite unrealistic, .for the mining boom was already on the wane and thousands were leaving the Territory, lured by
new gold discoveries in Alaska. Activity in the Fortymile area, after
a brief resurgence, was again on the decline, while families that had
stayed in the Klondike now found government-supported schools available.
Moreover, it appears that questions had arisen concerning Mr.
Gordon himself and that resulting enquiries had aroused some doubts
as to the validity of his educational and ecclesiastical qualifications.~6
In 1902 he left Fortymilej Mr. Hawksley resumed charge of
both Indian and white work, while the Bishop himself came from Carcross to reorganize the schooling along its original lines and to initiate two new teachers into their duties.
This time he was more fortunate in his selection of recruits.
Two young women from the Maritimes, Mary Melli sh and Mary Elli s,
volunteered for service in the Yukon at a salary that was more within
the Bishop's limited means: $250 a. year each, in addition to their
transportation and living expenses. Both were qualified teachers and
one, Mary Ellis, had already had some experience in teaching Indian
children at an Indian school 1n southern British Columbia.~ 7 For most
of that fa1l and winter the Bishop remained at Buxton Mission until,

lSIbid., Letter frol Lalont 60rdon dated 14 rebruary 1901, Tha areater Britain "assenger, April 1901, p. 65.
166SA, Naylor Papers, H. A. Naylor to his father, 13 August 1901. See also PAC, C"S Papers, reel A-121,
'Precis of Correspondence frol N.N. America,' Septe.ber 1902.
17PAC, R6 10, Vol. 3962, John T. Ross to Deparhent of Indian Affairs, 10 Nove.ber 1902(?). In this report
Ross notes that "ary Ellis had cOle to the Yukon frol the Industrial School at Yale, B.C.
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satisfied that matters were in good hands, he felt free to return to
Carcross.
New Missions: Carcross and Whitehorse (1900)
This little community, which he had first visited briefly during
the summer of 1899, suited his needs well., Quieter than the mining
camp of Fortymile in its heyday, it was now the main entry point into
the Territory, with good communications and sufficient activity to be
interesting. ''We have railway trains passing here many times a day,"
he wrote during his first weeks there, "and a steam Boat most days
and a Sawmill employing 60 hands. We have a small store and Post Office and a drawbridge for the Railway across the narrows between the
two lakes Bennett and Tagish which is constantly on the swing . . . . "],,8
Its greatest recommendation in his eyes, however, was the opportunity
it afforded him to extend the CMS influence to the headwaters of the
Yukon River and to work personally among anothe r band of Indian
people. Abandoning his earlier plans for a mission at Hootalinqua, he
made Carcross his "See" and at the same time decided to build a
church at Whitehorse, then emerging as the transit point between the
newly opened White Pass Railway from the coast and the riverboat
service to Dawson. In August, 1900, the Bowens returned from England
to complete the construction of a log church intended primarily to
serve the white residents there, although the Bishop hoped that Bowen
would also visit the Indians whenever they were in that 10cality.]"9
From their beginning the missions at both Whitehorse and Carcross offered day classes for any native people who wished to attend.
At Whitehorse the classes begun by the Bowens and continued by their
successors never developed a consistent pattern since few Indians

1SPAC, C"S Papers, reel A-121, BOlpas to C"S, 27 August 1900. Although he deplored uny lodern trends, the
Bishop welco.ed technological advances that improved travel and cOI.unications between scattered northern
cOI.unities and the outside world. His work in the "adenzie area had been greatly eased by the advent of
the Hudson Bay Company's stealer Beaver in 1BB7 <Ibid., reel A-11S, BOlpas to C"S, 3 "arch 1BB8). BOlpas
was also instrulental in having the nale 'Caribou Crossing' changed to 'Carcross' to elilinate postal confusion.
"Ibid.
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stayed in the vicinity for any length of time. Carcross, on the other
hand, soon became the centre of a small but ongoing day schoopo
taught at first by the Bishop i.n his home, a former "road house." By
the summer of 1901 he had engaged a certificated teacher, Miss Nellie
Brown, who at times also taught a few white children from the community and attempted to reach the adult native people as well. When
she left in March, 1903, the task again reverted entirely to the
Bishop. Unable to obtain a replacement for her, he decided that June
to close the boarding school at Fortymile and to bring Mary Ellis and
the six or eight children. then in her care to Carcross where he
housed them in a small log cabin near the railway station.
The
Hawsk1eys and Mary Mellish continued the day school at Buxton Mission
until in 1905 that school too was clo sed because all the native
people had moved across· the border to Eagle, Alaska. The mission at
Fortymile, no longer an active centre, was replaced by that at Carcross which, as the Indian school grew, became a focal point for native education in the Territory.
Financial Problems; Federal Funding for Indian Schools
Througho ut this decade the Bishop had faced eve r-increa sing
financial problems.
The CMS, originally his main source of support,
was itself short of funds and had begun to seek relief from its
responsibilities in Canada; the Canadian Anglican Church, centered in
the eastern provinces, was not yet in a position to assume full
charge of the CMS missions across the western provinces and in the
North.
The flow of private donations, always an important source of
support for missionary activities, could be maintained only by means
of energetic personal campaigns. During her occasional visits to England or eastern Canada Mrs. Bompas had conducted appeals, as had the
Canhams and other workers returning home from· time to time on fur-

2°In a letter to the C"S dated 21 "arch 1900, BOlpas indicates that sOle schooling lay have been offered at
Carcross before his arri vaI, referring to 'a voluntary and unpaid Lay Reader "r. Johnson a Trader at
Caribou Crossing who not only holds successful services for the whites but also Sunday School for the Indians with School Lessons frol the Black Board,' and adding, 'I hope to be per.itted to follow up this effort in the course of the cOling season. 1 (Ibid., reel A-120) That he did so is indicated in his letter
to Naylor dated 4 Septelber 1900. (YA, ACDYR, Serin H.a, Box 5, folder 15)
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lough, but such visits were too infrequent to ensure an adequate
number of committed supporters.
Church authorities in both England
and Canada had repeatedly urged the Bishop to leave his diocese for
a time both for his mental and physical health's sake and for the
publicity value of such a visit, for he had by now become almost a
legendary figure.
This, however, he steadfastly refused to do, clinging to his isolation and maintaining that his ·duty lay in daily mission
work rather than personal fund-raising.
Now, faced with everincreasing costs brought about by the gold rush, he began to seek
other sources of income.
The missions for white miners and their
families could be supported by contributions from their congregations
and by grants from other church societies; for the Indians, always his
major concern, the only recourse was to appeal for federal aid.
The Indian people of Canada had become wards of the federal
government under the terms of the British North America Act of 1867;
in 1885 the Indian Affairs Branch, then within the Department of the
Interior, had acquired a school division which provided partial aid for
denominational schools across the country.
Some reports of this development had reached the Bishop and in the mid-1890s, encouraged by
news that assistance was being extended to schools for non-treaty
Indians in the dioceses of Athabasca and Mackenzie River, he began to
request support for his schools.
In June of 1896 he wrote to the
Acting Minister of the Interior urging the claim of the Indians of the
Upper Yukon upon the federal authorities for "schooling and medical
attention as some compensation for [their] being forced . to surrender
all the wealth of their country to the whites," pointing out (according
to the rather tattered letter that survives) that "the expense would
be trifling, and it would repay the Government . . . a hundred fold"
because the Indian "would be [grown] into a useful and law [abiding]
citizen."21.. In August, he followed this letter with a more specific request to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs at ottawa, enclosing the
register of school attendance at the day school at Buxton and at the
same time referring to the schools that the CMS had been operating
at Rampart House and Fort Selkirk, as well as the need for teachers'

21PAC, R6 10, Vol. 3962, Extract frol Letter, BOlpas to the Departlent of Indian Affairs, 18 June 1896.
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salaries and school supplies.
These petitions, further strengthened
by a visit from Mr. Canham to the Minister of the Interior in October,
were received graciously and on December 5, 1896, the Bishop was told
that, while the Department regretted exceedingly having no funds at·
its disposal from which a grant could be made at that time, an item
would be placed in the next. year's estimates to provide him with "the
usual grant made to similar schools outside' Treaty' Limits, viz. $200
per annum."22
An appropriation in the federal estimates did not guarantee that
a cheque would soon be forthcoming, as the Bishop was to learn to
his cost over the next f~w years, or he might not have embarked upon
his venture with Mr. Gordon at Fortymile.
Much of the delay in
providing support for his schools seems to have stemmed from federal
ignorance of conditions in the Territory along with the involvement of
a third party in the form of the emerging Territorial government,
whose officials were themselves in many cases newcomers to the area.
By 1902 the original annual grant of $200 for one day school (at Buxton) had been increased to $600 for three day schools and consideration was being given to increasing the appropriation to $5000 provided some basis of payment could be found that was agreeable to
both federal and territorial authorities.
This stipulation created a.
further delay in payment, since each person consulted on the matter
had a different opinion concerning the extent to which he felt the
Yukon Indians could or should be educated.
Matters dragged on, complicated by the belated federal discovery that there was also a
boarding school requiring assistance whose estimated costs, apparently double those for similar schools in other parts of the North
west Territories, could have absorbed the entire allocation. Finally,
in an attempt to settle the issue, the Honourable James Smart,
Deputy Minister of the Interior, requested John T. Ross, the Territorial Superintendent of Schools, to visit the existing Indian classrooms and report to him upon conditions there. His report, submitted

22Ibid., Superintendent of Indian Affairs to BOlpas, 5 Decelber 1896.
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in November, 1902, provides the first professional review of native
schooling in the Yukon. 23
Yukon Indian Schools: First Official Reports (1902)
Superintendent Ross' inspection indicated that four schools were
in operation at that time, at Moosehide, Caribou Crossing (Carcross),
Fort Selkirk and Fortymile, with a tota 1 enrolment 0 f ninety-fou r
pupils, and that "regular" (Le., certificated) teachers were employed at
Caribou and Fortymile, the other two schools being taught by the missionary in charge.
His report implied that very conscientious work
was being done at Fortymile, where at that time the newly appointed
women teachers were also being assisted by Bishop Bompas, but that
the children's progress in the other schools was far from satisfactory owing to the irregular attendance of the pupils, the short and
broken school sessions and the pressure of other work upon the missionaries or teachers.
This report, along with othe r information
reaching Ottawa from' various sources, was seen by officials of the
Department of Indian Affairs as reinforcing their already pessimistic
views regarding the future of Indian schools in the Yukon Territory.24
_A Funding Agreement Reached (1903)
The Bishop, persisting in his appeals, continued to press his
. case and turned to local political figures for assistance. A letter
to the Honourable J. H. Ross, a former Commissioner of the Territory
who had recently become the' first elected Member of Parliament for
the Yukon, outlines his views:
Caribou Crossing, Yukon Territory, Canada
7th March, 1903
Honourable Sir/

23Correspondence concerning these negotiations as lIell as Inspector Ross' reports on the church schools for
1902, 1903, 1904 and 1906 are to be found in the Indian Affairs records, Ibid.
24Ibid., "artin Benson to Deputy Superintendent-General, 23 January 1903.
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You were kind enough to recommend while Commissioner of
this Territory that assistance be given to our Indian schools
and that Medicine chests be supplied to our Missions. I believe your action in this matter is endorsed by the present
acting C ommissi oner but we have a s yet rec eived nothing
though our expences [sic] for our. Schools have been very
heavy and indeed have been increased in reliance on Government aid.
I suppose our Indian schools cost us about $5,000 last
year and about half .that sum annually for several years be, fore and we had promise of Government aid five years ago
but without any fulfillment of it.
You are. aware, Sir, that I think our Indians are also
entitled to claim for the Government Treaty rights and
privileges and some compensation for the injury done to them
for their lands with the minerals being possessed by the
whites and the wild animals greatly thinned by the white
hunters till the Indians are reduced to straits to make a
living either by hunting or trapping and they are likely before long to become utterly destitute.
Our poor
and the number
fluence others
with unmerited
British side of

Indians in this part have had few advocates
of Americans residing here are likely to into treat the natives as in their own country
contempt contrary to our traditions on the
the border.

Believe me to remain
Honourable Sir
w. C. Bompas, 0.0.
Bishop of Selkirk 2

2:1Ibid.
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A few days later Major Z. T. Wood of the NWMP, then Acting Commissioner of the Yukon, wrote to the Superintendent General of Indian
Affairs at ottawa to point out at Bompas' insistence "the pitiable
state of the Indians at Whitehorse and vicinity," many 'of whom were in
need of care. While stressing the welfare role of the missions, Major
Wood also took the opportunity to point out' that the Indian schools
had not as yet been assisted in any way by the Government.26 Despite
the negative attitude of his successor, Commissioner F. T. Congdon,
who expressed the view that any money. spent on Indian education
would be money thrown away,27 these appeals must have carried some
weight. In June, 1903, the Territorial comptroller received a cheque
for two thousand dollars to be allocated in whole or in part to the
Bishop for his schools, subject of course to the approval of the Commissioner.
In early July, Congdon forwarded the entire amount to
Bishop Bompas at Carcross, subsequently commenting to ottawa that
from all enquiries he now thought that sum "a moderate bonus for the
. . . services rendered by the[se] schools."2B
Although dis9.ppointed
at not receiving the full amount of the appropriation, the Bishop was
nevertheless happy to accept two thousand dollars, seven years after
. his first application for federal assistance.
While the full appropriation was theoretically still available, ottawa remained cautious with regard to any increase in expenditures
for Indian schooling in the Territory. Policy concerning grants to the
Yukon is clearly set out· in a memorandum to Commissioner Congdon:
The opinions of all officers [i.e. of the federal department
concerned] ,who have been in a position to judge of this
question seem to agree that it is not advisable to spend
larger sums on the education of the Indians in the Yukon, at
least at present, and the Department is desirous of not in-

26Ibid., "ajor Z. T. Wood to Indian Affairs, 11 "arch 1903.
27Ibid., F. T. Congdon to F. Pedley, 28 April 1903.
2Blbid., Congdon to Pedley, 22 July 1903.
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creasing the annual apportionment beyond the amount now
voted, viz. $5,000. Whatever grant is made to Bishop Bompas
for schools under his control ought to be for work actually
done.
I observe that you agree with the Department's position that it would be inadvisable to settle upon any scale of
per capita grants or salaries. 29
The apportionment remained at $5,000 for some years but the grants
provided from this sum were increased upon proof of additional outlay
made by the Church and receipt of favourable inspector's reports on
the schools.
In 1904 the Bishop applied for and received $2,500 for
the 1903 -0 4 fiscal year, half his total school costs for the period; in
1905 the amount was raised to $3,000.
From the balance of the allotted sum ottawa from time to time met other related expenses, such
as the costs of school inspections and the expenses of a deaf and
dumb Indian orphan whom the Bishop had placed in a special school in
Winnipeg in 1904. 30
Yukon Indian Schools: Staff, Curriculum, Etc. (1903-06) .
From the inspector's reports of the period a fairly clear picture emerges of the four Indian schools then receiving federal support.
Of the six teachers involved, three held teaching certificates
from eastern Canada, while three were clergy; all are described as
having a liking for their work and a real interest in it.31 Miss Mary
Mellish, who taught at Fortymile until 1905 when she moved to
Moosehide for some months, receives high praise for her energy, tact
and good teaching methods.
Miss Eilis, also an experienced and competent teacher, was responsible for training the girls at the boarding
school to cook, sew and keep house.
Miss Brown at Carcross seems
also to have brought a professional approach to her task there. The

29Ibid., Pedley to Congdon, Dawson, 28 April 1903.
30Inspection costs in 1904 alounted to $319.10 while the child's expenses alounted to three hundred dollars.
Ibid., l"eloranda,1 24 June 1904 and 19 April 1904.
31All details concerning these schools are based upon the reports sublitted by the Yukon Superintendent of
Schools J. T. Ross to the Departlent of Indian Affairs, Dttawa, for the years 1903, 1904 and 1906. Ibid.
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reports commend Mr. Canham at Fort Selkirk for his kindness, patience
and understanding under great difficulties while, by way of contrast,
Mr. Totty is mentioned as being very conscientious but hampered both
by deafness and lack of natural talent for teaching.
In matters of curriculum, the main emphasis in these schools appears to have shifted away from training for literacy in the. native
tongue to use of the English language arts: reading, writing and
spelling, with use of the Indian language regarded, at ·least by the
Territorial school superintendent, as a hindrance to the learning of
English. According to his reports, a few pupils had reached the fifth
reader (i..e. grade eight) and some the third, while the majority were
either total beginners or at the primary level, their progress being
judged according to their pronunciation, expression and understanding
of material read.
All schools received generally favourable comments
upon the pupils' handwriting which was apparently a strong point, even
in the case of the primary chlldren copy-writing on slates. In arithmetic it seems that progress was generally slow, the majority of the
children finding the concepts difficult and not obviously applicable to
their immediate needs.
At· Carcross and Fortymile geography classes
and stories - of other lands appear to have caught their interest; history was, however, less appealing.
As noted above, the girls at the
Fortymile (later, Carcross) boarding school showed considerable aptitude for cooking and other household skills; perhaps it was
fortunate that they were the majority, as the teachers admitted having difficulty in finding enough suitable indoor chores for the one Indian boy then in residence.
The school day in the mission schools consisted of one two-hour
session a day, from ten o'clock until noon; at Fortymile and Carcross
a second two-hour afternoon session was usual, so that pupils at
those schools made generally better progress.
If the Bishop was in
charge, two daily sessions seem to have been the rule.
The classes
were held either in the church, which was fitted with counters and
benches along the walls for the pupils' use, or--especially in winter-in the missionary's home.
Ins-pector Ross indicates that the schoolrooms were light, clean and well ventilated; he was more critical of
their extreme dearth of eqUipment in comparison with the white
schools of the time.
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The students showed a wide range in age. In 1906 at Moosehide,
the "advanced" pupils (Le., grade three level), are reported as being
between the ages of thirteen and twenty.
In general, however, most
were younger children; in 1904 one little four-year-old boy was said
to be making excellent progress at For'tymile.
Some of the children
were orphans living with the missionary, notably at Fortymile and Carcross. At these two points. a few white children also attended from
time to time.
Little is said about classes for adults, except that
Miss Brown at Carcross is reported to have made some efforts to
teach some of the native women in the village.
Unresolved Problems (1906)
The report of 1906 deals with three schools only, since the day
school at Fortymile was by that time closed. While the inspector had
much praise for the boarding and day pupils at Carcross, he noted
that the pupils at both Selkirk and Moosehide were making very little
progress. At Selkirk espeCially, student attendance had become so irregular that the best efforts of Mr. and Mrs. Canham brought no
visible results; at Moosehide the attendance was somewhat better but
progress was still extremely slow and Mr. Ross was very critiCal of
the poor sanitary conditions in both the school and .community.
His
report, forwarded directly to ottawa, drew an immediate request from
the Department of Indian Affairs that Bishop Bompas take steps to improve the unsatisfactory conditions at these two schools. On May 25,
1906, he came once more to the defence of his people:
I hardly see how I can proceed to amend the situation
until I am made acquainted rather more definitely as to what
the ground of complaint is. Is it the buildings that are at
fault or the teachers or the course of instruction or the
discipline or the attendance or what else?
I suggest that your complaint may chiefly refer to irregularity of school attendance, and this last I know not how
to amend.
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You may be aware that when the Indians were alone in
this· country (previous to the last 8 years) they were able
to make a good living by hunting and trapping without much
difficulty.
They then resided around the trading posts and
were able to send their children to school regularly.
Now all this is changed. From the keen competition both
in hunting and fishing which the Indians suffer from the
Whites they have to scatter to the more distant woods to
make their living and remain but for short times round the
Missions. This contracts the schooling . .
At Fortymile we had a good school. Now I believe there
is not a child in the camp.
The Indians are mostly on the
American side. At Moosehide we had an average attendance of
20 to 25. Now I think it may be only 10 to 12 though with 30
children on the Books.
They are away from the Mission half
the time.
At Selkirk was a large band of Indians and a good
school.
Now they are all dispersed. .
They are but a
short time at Selkirk and the average attendance is only I
think from 3 to 6 though with 26 children on the books.32
After suggesting that government-supported boarding homes might be
the only way to ensure regular school .attendance for children of
nomadic parents, the Bishop promised to report again once he had
visited the two stations in question.
His plans to travel downriver
were, however, cut short by his sudden death ten days later at his
home in Carcross at the age of seventy-two, leaving his appointed
successor Isaac O. Stringer to carry on the work.
Bompas' Death: Assessment of His Work
Throughout his forty years in the North, William Carpenter
Bompas had remained unswervingly faithful to the CMS commitment to

3Zlbid., Bo.pas to J. D. "cLean, 25 "ay 1906.
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the evangelization and education of the indigenous people of North
West America.
His philosophy and personal efforts brought into being
a chain of mission schools along the upper Yukon and laid the foundation for later Indian schooling in that region.
However, although he
was widely revered for his dedication and self-sacrifice, his long isolation had unfitted him for daily life in a white community and he
eventually came to be seen by some of his 'younger clergy:3:3 as irritable, impulsive and frugal to the point of stinginess. Many of the
Territory's white residents may have viewed him as stern and unbending, while to others he undoubtedly seemed naive and overly trusting.
Those who worked longest with him over the years speak of him as unfailingly kind, entirely unselfish:3 4 and totally committed to his calling.
Certainly he loved the Indian people and was deeply concerned
for their spiritual, moral and physical welfare.
He had learned to
speak their language and share their life, and had proved himself a
constant champion of their rights.
Although suspicious of the
demoralizing influences of white society, he was nevertheless aware
that the native people could not continue for long to live in isolation from it and in his view education was the chief tool to help them
find their place in a changing world.
The Legacy of the Tukudh Mission
Even before Bompas' death the Tukudh Mission, with its emphasis
on education as the handmaid of religion, had ceased to exist as such.
Nevertheless, the tradition of native leadership that had been one of
its main features remained strong; in the following decades literacy
classes taught by native clergy and catechists using the materials
and methods developed by Archdeacon McDonald persisted all across
the North from the Mackenzie Delta to Fort Yukon and other pOints in
central Alaska. As a result, the written form of Peel River Loucheux
became familiar to all the bands in that region and consistent use of

336SA, Naylor Papers, Naylor to his father and lother, 15 April to 6 June, 1896.
34In hi I report of 1903, Inspector Ross nohs that the work of the schools at fortYlile and Carcroll was'
carried on largely by the generosity of the Bishop, who "devotes his whole salary to this cause." Ibid.,
J. T. ROls to r. T. Congdon, 5 June 1903.
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this language in their worship services has helped to keep it alive to
the present day.35 Elsewhere in the Territory Indian schools were by
1906 starting to reflect the goals and standards demanded by the Department of Indian Affairs--an inevitable consequence once federal
funding had become involved.
A long period of compromise and experiment was to follow as government and church sought to meet what
each then saw as the needs of native children facing the inroads of
white society.
Bompas' death was the first among the pioneer Tukudh missionaries. Robert McDonald, whose ill-health had first brought Bompas
to the North, outlived his colleague for some years, dying in retirement in Winnipeg in 1913.
Mrs. Bompas, who herself had made no small
contribution to the Mission, moved to Montreal where she died in 1917.
The other CMS missionaries, Hawksley, Canham and Totty, remained in
the Yukon to carry on the work Bompas had entrusted to them. In the
en suing yea rs they and the ir Canadian colleagues struggled to
maintain and expand the educational work that he had begun ~mong the
""Indian people of the Territory.
As he had foretold, it was to be a
long, slow process.

35The Anglican church has continued to laintain an active presence in this region. In 1979 the Anglican Episcopal Kutchin Coalition (IThielchilnut l ) lIas foned to strengthen the life of the Kutchin or Loucheux
people. At a conference in Old Croll in January, 1982, a reprinted edition of "cDonald's translations of
the Bible and Nell Testa.ent lIas made available to all Tukudh cOllunities in the Yukon and Alaska. H2I1hern Lights (nell ed.), Easter, 1982, pp. 6-7; IIhihhorse Star, 10 February 1982.
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CHAPTER V
TERRITORIAL SCHOOLS: THE FIRST DECADE
(1896-1906)

The frantic stampede to the Klondike area reached its peak
within three years, creating in the process a community that rivalled
larger southern centres in the diversity and sophistication of many
of its facilities.
During this time Dawson grew from a disorganized
clutter of hastily erected tents, log cabins and shacks into a city
possessing, as Berton tells us, such amenities as 'la telephone service, running water, steam heat and electricity," along with a . wide
range of commercial and professional enterprises that included "dozens
of hotels . . . motion picture theatres . . . restaurants . . . three
hospitals, seventy physicians and uncounted platoons of lawyers."1
By
1898 it was the largest Canadian city west of Winnipeg, although its
population ebbed and flowed as boatloads of miners arrived and dispersed to the surrounding creeks or, discouraged, set out on. the long
journey home.
One of the more basic services that failed to develop
was a public school; not until 1899 when the rush had passed did the
more permanent families with school age children begin concerted ef..,.
forts to obtain government-sponsored schooling.
Once the initial
steps had been taken, however, a Territorial school system evolved
rapidly until by 1905 most white children in the Yukon enjoyed educational opportunities that compared favourably with those then available in other parts of western Canada.
Early· Days: Few Children, No Schools
Prior to 1896 there were practically no white children of any
age on the Upper Yukon.
The first of whom mention is made are the
three infant daughters of Alexander Hunter Murray, who brought his
young wife to Fort Yukon in 1848;2 thereafter no white women appear

lFor this and following details, see Pierre Berton, Klondike: The Li fe and Death of the Last 6reat 601d Rush
(Toronto: KcLelland and Stewart, 195B), pp. 300 and 369.
2Wright, Prelude to Bonanza, p. 57.

to have come into the country until Mrs. Bompas and Mrs. Canham arrived at Fortymile and Fort Selkirk in 1892 and both these ladies
were childless.
Inspector Constantine of the North West Mounted Police in his first report on Fortymile in 1894 mentions the presence of
"perhaps three or four whites" at Bompas' mission school there. "Many
of the respectable miners," he continues, "would bring in their
families if schools were established, or if, they would be within a
reasonable time. At present there are about eight white children of
school age."3
Although, as he reports, there was a desire for a
school and the wife ,of the local manager of the North American Trading and Transportation Company was willing to board a female teacher
free for a time, the population of that settlement was not sufficiently permanent to permit such a development.
A Church School; R. J. Bowen (1897)
By April, 1897, before news of the Klondike gold strike had
reached the outside world, Dawson City had acquired some fifteen hundred inhabitants, most of them miners, from Alaska, some accompanied
by their families.
That summer the first wave of outsiders began to
arrive, many of' them entrepreneurs who would make a fortune without
ever going near the goldfields. Within a few weeks the town's population doubled as newcomers arrived in boats of every size and shape
and scrambled to erect their tents and cabins along the muddy shore.
In an attempt to meet at least some of the needs of this growing
settlement, Bishop Bompas cancelled his plans to send the Reverend R.
J. Bowen from Circle City to Rampart House, instructing him instead,
as Bowen recalls, "to go to Dawson, build a church, open school and
carry on."4 In view of the urgency of the situation, the Bishop found
him an assistant, a former schoolmaster from Winnipeg who had recently come to help the staff at Buxton Mission. As it happened, this Mr.
McLeod did not stay in Dawson long enough to put his teaching skills
to use; once the church was built he resigned to work in the gold

3Charles Constantine, IReport on the Yukon District, October 10, 1894,1 Report of the COllissioner of the North
West "ounted Police, 1894 (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1895), Pi 77.
·YA, ACDYR, Series IY.3, Box 52, folder 11, R. J. Bowen to the "ost Reverend W. R. Adals, 25 January 1950.
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fields,5 leaving Bowen to provide as best he could for a day school.
By mid-October he had begun holding classes every morning in his
church for some fifteen children; according to a report dated December 13, 1897, this was the only school in Dawson at the time.
"If a
school should be established by the authorities," the writer notes,
"Mr. Bowen would close his.
He is carrying on the work solely as a
work of charity."s
This first school appears' to have been discontinued shortly thereafter, probably as a result of Bowen's increasing
parish workload and the epidemics that swept through the town in the·
trying months that followed.
The. spring and summer of 1898 was an especially difficult period
for the residents of Dawson.
Conditions there verged on the chaotic
as the authorities struggled to bring some order to the fast-growing
townsite, while lack of sanitation and inadequate diet caused hundreds
to fall victim to dysentery, typhoid and scurvy. Bishop Bompas, concerned for the children of the settlement, sought to direct the new
Commissioner's attention to the need for government schools for both
whites and Indians:
There are now <tw-b ladies here who are trying to start private schools with some difficulty but who hope that you may
be able to take the matter up on the part of the GovernI think one lady would be willing :to keep school for
ment.
the Indians and one for the Whites if the Government could
bear the expence [sic] . . . . 7
His proposal was premat ure since the education of a compara tive
handful of children seemed a minor consideration in relation to the
urgent need for roads, drainage and fire protection.
Public schools
would have to wait their turn.

.

-

sIbid., folder 10, R. J. Bowen, IThe Fiftieth Anniversary of the Yukon Diocese,l n.d.
&IExtracts frol the Reports of Thos. Fawcett, D.T.S., 601d CO.lissioner for the Yukon District,l Annual Report
of the Departlent of the Interior for the Year IB97 (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, ·1898), p. BB.
7YA, YR6 1, Series 1, Vol. 67, file 1, BOlpas. to CO.lissioner WI. Dgilvie, S Septelber IB9B.
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Private Ventures
To fill the gap, a number of private ventures were begun. One
such attempt was that made by Miss Lulu Alice Craig, presumably one
of the ladies mentioned by Bompas, who had obtained a year's leave
from her school in Missouri in order to accompany her brother and his
family on a junket to the Klondike.
In late August, 1898, she advertised her intention to open a private school in the Church of England building where she proposed to offer "all elementary and Grammar
school classes."s For some weeks that fall such a school was in fact
held in the church, although whether or not she was the teacher is
not certain; in her memoirs she merely states that "it was greatly to
be deplored that there was no school in Dawson; at least no public
school and as far as I knew no successful private one. . . . The matter was being agitated when I came away [June, 1899]."9 Any such attempts to open private schools seem to have been short-lived; no
school books we re available except those the children might have
brought with them, nor--given Dawson's infla~ed prices--could their
parents afford to provide and equip suitable premises and pay the
teacher an adequate salary.
·A Public School System Delayed (1898-99)
Agitation for a public school system had in reality begun sooner
than Miss Craig implies, becoming more heated and intense as the
months passed.
As early as September, 1898, the editor of the
Klondike Nugget had raised the issue, voicing his concern and pointing
out to his readers that Dawson City presented "the peculiar anomaly
of a community of nearly twenty thousand intelligent English-speaking
people . . . having no public educational institution.lI:l·o That December
a petition requesting a school came before the Territorial Council,
who responded by referring it to a committee for further investiga-

8Klondike Nugget, 27 August and 23 Novelber 1898.
'Lulu Alice Craig, Slilgses of Sunshine and Shade in the far North: "y Trayels in the Land of the "idnight Sun
(Cincinnati: Editor Publishing Co., 1900), p. 93.
'OKlondike Nugget. 28 Septelber 1898.
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tion and r ecommendation. 11 Befo re long, other cris es-- incl uding a
million-dollar fire that wiped out whole blocks of the town-intervened to preoccupy the Council, delaying formation of this committee until the following May (1899) when a number of local clergymen
were appointed to look into the school question. This committee made
three recommendations: that schools should be established in Dawson
as soon as possible; that they should be public in nature, conducted
on strictly non-sectarian lines; and that the various religious
denominations should have "equitable representation" on any school
board ultimately appointed "so as to have a voice in the arranging of
the curriculum, etc."12
These resolutions did not, however, indicate
committee unanimity.
The day following their submission Father P. E.
Gendreau, aMI, who as chairman had been unable to vote, wrote to the
Commissioner setting forth his own views and requesting the establishment of separate schools, supported by taxes from Catholic
ratepayers and by a government grant in proportion to the number of
pupils attending such a schoo1. 13
As a result of this protest and
other difficulties surrounding the whole question, Council took no immediate action upon the committee's report but voted instead to leave
the matter of public schools in abeyance for a time. 14
Schools Must Wait: The Reasons
,,The Council's reluctance to proceed is understandable in light of
,the inexperience of its members and the complexity of the problems
confronting them.
Only a few years previously in 1895, the Yukon,

IIIbid., 10 Decelber lB9B. The petition lay be found in YA, Governlent Records, Ace. IBB/41 (retro.).
'2YA, YRG I, Series I, Vol. 9, file 50S, Andrew S. Grant to the COllissioner of Yukon Territory, 17 "ay 1899.
'3Ibid., 60vernlent Records, Ace. 18B/41 (retro.), father 6endreau to COllissioner Ogilvie, 18 "ay 1899; also
'Journals and Sessional Papers, Yukon Council, 1912, Sessional Paper No. 10, pp. 47-4B. father Sendreau, a
relarkable lan, had already distinguished hilself as a Itheologian, diplolat, financier, and builder.', In
1892 the federal governllnt appointed hil as special agent to investigate the conditions of the Indian
tribes in the Northwest Territories. He is reported later to have built a branch railroad for the new
colony of Teliscilingue, Quebec. PAC, R6 85, Vol. 758, file 4769, father Ri vet, IThe (Ronn) Catholic
Church in the Yukon, I 2 pp., c. 1925.
14Klondike Nugget, 31 "ay 1899.
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still largely unexplored and unknown, had been created a provisional
district of what was then the North West Territories, an immense
region that included all northern Canada along with the present provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan and part of Manitoba, with Regina
as its seat of government.
At first the federal authorities seem to
have been only dimly aware of the newly created Territory, regarding
it mainly as a potential source of mining revenue; as a consequence
the national presence in the Yukon continued for a time to be limited
chiefly to members of the North West Mounted Police stationed there,
from whom officials were appointed to collect royalties on gold and
regulate the recording of mining claims.
It was not until the late
summer of 1897 that a federal officer known as the Commissioner of
the Yukon was appointed to coordinate and supervise economic activities in the Territory; on June 13, 1898, the Yukon Act was passed,
providing for a form of Territorial government by the Commissioner
and a council of six appointed members, with executive and legislative
powers. 1 !S
The se six councillor s we re at fi rst selected by the
authorities in ottawa from the ranks of federal officials stationed in
the Yukon, and vacancies were filled from this same source until 1900,
when the residents were given the right to elect two members to
Council from among themselves.
The number was increased to five in
1902, with an equal number. of appointed members; a fully elected tenmember council did not come into being until 1908.
In 1898-99, when organized demands for a public school system
were first being voiced, this newly formed government was facing a
unique and difficult situation.
In addition to their individual duties
as federal civil servants, Commissioner Ogilvie and his councillors
found themselves responsible for many matters that elsewhere in Canada would have fallen under provincial or municipal jurisdiction and

'SL. H. Tholas, The Struggle for Responsible Sovernlent in the Northvest Territories, 1970-1997, 2nd. ed.,
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1979), pp. 266-69.
"orrison, (Politics of the Yukon, p. 12),
notes that the first COllissioner, "ajor J. ". Nalsh, did not arrive in Davson until "ay, 1999, Ifully
nine lonths after his appoinhent and ata tile vhen he had already decided to sublit his resignation. I
He vas replaced in August by Nilliil Dgilvie, vho had first cOle into the country in 1887 to survey the
area drained by the Yukon River. He further COlllents (p. 21> that Ogilvie's job vas a delinding one Ibecause he vas constantly sought out by people vho thought he, as COllissioner, could vork liracles. 1
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for which they had no previous preparation or experience. As Ogilvie
said, he was expected to be not only Commissioner, but also "Dawson's
mayor, city engineer and fire chief.":1.6
Furthermore, the Councillors
themselves were far from unified: each member held strongly partisan
religi ous and political vie ws, and it appe ars that Prime Minister
Laurier and his Minister of the Interior were kept busy trying to
ease the tensions between their Yukon appointees.:1.7
To their inexperience and lack of unity was added the absence of specific legislation governing Yukon schools, although permission was forthcoming to
follow the procedures set forth in the Northwest Territories' Ordinance.
Above all, there· was no money for schools: local revenues
were minimal and the federal government had not as yet made any pro~
vision for funding educatibn in this remote area and in fact appeared
reluctant to do so--possibly because the Minister, Clifford Sifton,
who had just been involved in working out a compromise in the
Manitoba separate school dispute,:1.8 needed time to consider the implications of the Yukon situation.
Under these circumstances, it is
not surprising that the Councillors voted to shelve the local committee's report.
Meanwhile they assured Dawson residents that, as a
preliminary step, they would make a prompt beginning upon a Yukon
school ordinance based upon . that of the Northwest Territories.
As
further evidence of good. intentions, they also announced that a supply of school books had been ordered, selected. from those in use in
Ontario, and that, once these had arrived, some temporary educational
~\rrangements for the children of Dawson would be considered.:1.9
Public Pressure
Since the great majority of Dawson residents were Americans,
accustomed to considerable autonomy in local affairs, they rapidly
lost patience with what they viewed as unnecessary bureaucratic

16Quoted by "orrison, p. 12.
17Ibid., p. 23.
lsPhillips, Development of Education, pp. 226-27.
19K1ondike Nugget, 15 July 1899.
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delays in meeting a community need.
In the absence of a municipal
council, the town's .newly formed Board of Trade assumed in the fall of
1899 the role of a pressure group, setting up a Schools and Architecture Committee to conduct its own inquiries, while the Dawson newspape.rs kept the matter alive, using education as another issue with
which to belabour the Territorial Council and the federal authorities
in the colourful journalistic prose of the' day.
The Dawson Daily
News, for example, undertook to prepare its readers for the appearance of a school ordinance which would, so the writer said, introduce denominational schools and make both the English and French languages obligatory in the Catholic schools, features which he fe It
would certainly seem "peculiar" to Dawson's American residents. 2 0
A
few weeks later a scathing editorial in the' same newspaper laid the
blame for the lack of public schools directly at ottawa's door, accusing the federal government of treating the need for schools in the
Yukon as "a secondary matter to that of enforcing usurious royalty
that is killing the goos e that lays the golden egg" and delaying
ratification of the new legislation which, "as there is no profit in it
. . has no doubt long ago been pigeon holed and will be allowed to
rot there."21
At this point the Board of Trade committee met with
Commissioner Ogilvie . only to learn that he had no power to raise
funds for education (or anything else) and that the hoped-for school
books would not be available until the following summer since they had
not arrived at Whitehorse in time for the last freight shipment
upriver before freeze-up. With this disappointing news it seemed that
the matter had again reached a standstill.
A Catholic School: st. Mary's (1899)
Before long, the Roman Catholic members of the community, encouraged by the provision for confessional schools in the Northwest
Territories' ordinance and unwilling to risk the possible absorption of
their children into an eventual public school system, presented the
government· with a fait accompli by supporting Father Gendreau's plans

2°Dawson Daily News, 5 October 1899.
21Dawson Daily News, 29 October 1899.
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to open his own Catholic school.
On Saturday, November 4, 1899, the
Klondike Nugget, under the caption "Dawson's First School," announced
that free classes would begin the following Monday in a building at
the north end of town. Ten boys and eight girls were reported to be
already enrolled, not all of them Catholics since, according to the article, the school was to be open to all children. Sister Mary Joseph
Calasanz of the Sisters of Saint Ann22 was teacher and donations of
any suitable school books were solicited. As the weeks passed, grow-:
ing numbers of pupils crowded the little log building known as st.
Mary's School.
Federal Funding for Yukon Schools (1900)

".-,-

.","

At once other parents and community groups, spurred on by the
opening of st. Mary's, began to clamour for at least some temporary
provision for the education of their children.
The need was obvious,
they felt, since a police census had found 163 school age children in
Dawson, of whom only thirty were then enrolled in the Catholic school
while a small additional number were being taught privately.
The
Board of Trade promptly circulated a petition in the town and, only
ten days after the opening of st. Mary's, submitted to Council a formal request for the immediate opening of a public school, supported
by several pages of signatures. 2 :J
As no money was available, the
councillors could only refer the matter to a committee for further
s;tudy, thereby creating another wave of public discontent and provoking more demands for immediate and positive action.
The year ended,

22The Sisters of Saint Ann, a Quebec order founded in 1850, pioneered the establishlent of Catholic education
in the Pacific Northwest. In the sUller of 1898 four Sisters arrived in Dawson frol Alaska in response to
an appeal for nurses frol Father 11. H. Judge, the pioneer Jesuit lissionary who in 1897 had built the
first Catholic church and hospital there.
Following his death in January, 1899, his parish
'responsibilities were assigned to Father 6endreau, while the Sisters of Saint Ann assuled charge of Saint
"ary's Hospital and provided teaching personnel for the school. Sister "ary "argaret Down, ACentury of
Service (Victoria, B.C.: Sishrs of Saint Ann, 1966), pp. 121-122. See also a typescript by Athol Retallack entitled IDawson School Celebrates Dillond Jubilee, I and other related laterials in YA, Sisters of
Saint Ann Records, Ace. '81/45-1.
23YA, YR6 1, Series 1, vol. 9, file 505, Report of the CO.littee on Education and Architecture to the Trustees
of the Dawson Board of Trade, 15 Novelber 1899; also the petltion and accolpanying letter sent to Territorial Council, 16 Novelber 1899.
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however, on an ·unexpectedly bright note with the announcement that
the federal estimates for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1900, now
included ten thousand dollars to provide public schools in the Territory.
With the need officially recognized, it seemed safe to assume
that· financial support for Yukon education would be ongoing.
The
news inspired the editor of the Nugget to praise this ''most commendable action" which, as he said, was proof of "an inclination long
dormant . . . but at length awakening, to consider seriously the needs
of our growing community."24
The first application for a grant from this sum came from Father
Gendreau il) early January, 1900:
Last Fall 1 bought a lot on the corner of First Avenue and
Ninth street and built a school house upon it. We have registered the names of forty-five children attending that
school and are using all the books we can get.
Considering
the number of children attending the school, I have secured
the assistance of a young lady to help the Sister in charge
of the' school. The task of keeping and heating the school is
beyond my means.'
Therefore· I humbly ask your council to
grant a sum of $300.00 per month during one scholastic year.
And your petitioner will pray for yoU. 25
In the absence of a Yukon school ordinance· it had been agreed that
any school would be considered eligible for assistance if it was operating along the lines of those in the Northwest Territories.:Z &
The
Council, having received a favourable report from a special committee
appointed to inspect the Catholic school, approved Father Gendreau's
request and granted him $100 a month for Sister Mary Joseph and an
additional $50 monthly for her assistant, a young girl by the name of
Mamie Connor, as well as $100 a month for maintenance costs. By the

24Klondike Nugget, 9 Decelber 1899.
2sQuoted by Retallack in "Dawson School Celebrates Dialond Jubilee.'
26Journals and Sessional Papers, Yukon Council, 1912, Sessional Paper No. 10, p. 47.
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end of the first school year, fifty-three pupils were crowded into the
little building so that the teachers were hard-pressed to cope with
the ac~te shortage of both space and supplies.. A year later some
alterations were made and a second full-time teacher engaged as the
enrolment continued to grow in response to community needs. 2 7
Dawson Public School; Temporary Arrangements (1900-01)
With funding for education assured for the time being, the Territorial Council could proceed with plans for a public school in Dawson. On March 23, 1900, the Board of Trade learned that its petition
had been approved and that, if suitable accommodation could be found,
public school classes would begin in September. After some debate,
the Council proceeded, to lease the Fraternal Hall on Mission (Church)
Street for a year from its joint owners, the Odd Fellows and Masonic
lodges.
In two . rooms in these temporary quarte rs Dawson Public
School opened in mid-September, 1900, with Mr. George MacKenzie, said
to be. a descendant of the explorer Alexander. Mackenzie, as principa1. 28
That first month, fifty-seven intermediate-level pupils were
enrolled; in October a primary level that included kindergarten added
.another fifty pupils and in ,January, 1901, an additi(mal twenty-six
pupils were registered. -in an advanced department where' Standards IV
and V were taught,29 along with some work of first year high school.
At the end of that school year Mr. MacKenzie reported an enrolment of

27le PeUt Journal de la Providence (Tha II ttle Journal of Providence), inhoulI publicaUon of the Sisters of
Providence, 1956, Vol. 55, pp. 131-32. Saa allo YA, Silterl of St. Ann Recordl, 'Ecola Ste-"aria, Dawson,
Y.T.,· typelcript, n.d., 3 pp.
28 6. P. "eKenzie (or "ackenzie), the first principal of Dawson Public School, apparently left teaching because
his certificate failed to net the regulations of the 1902 School Ordinance. For a tin he engaged in
lining and othar purluitll in 1907 he entered the Sold COllissioner's office as a junior clerk, rising in
1912 to bacole Sold COllislioner, responsible for lining latters in the Yukon. When the Yukon Act was
alended in 1918 he ~ecan chief exicutive officer for the Territory. In 1924 he vas transferred to Ottava
in charge of the Northarn Division supplying the Arctic, where he travalled extenlively. Frol inforlation
supplied by the late Victoria Faulkner, in YA, Iris Warner Collection, Acc. 182/245. See also the lAKun.
b, 16 April and 23 July 1927 and 31 July 1928. Additional laterial lay be found in PAC, R685, Vol •.
598, file 1962-1.
29In the vestern provinces (e.g. Saskatchevan) in the early 1890s the three high school standards vere VI, VII
and VIII, vhich folloved five elelentary standards. Phillips, Deyelqpl.nt of Education in Canada, p. 204.
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175 pupils following "as· far as circumstances would permit" the grading
system and course of studies prescribed for the Northwest Territories.
He had, he said, found it extremely difficult to assign students who were not beginners to appropriate levels since they came
from so many different provinces and American states, all with varying
requirements and' standards, while the lack of books had seriously
retarded student progress, especially in. the upper grades, and had
taxed the teachers' ingenuity to the utmost.30
His views were reinforced by details furnished many years later by the primary teacher,
who recalled having received only "a rather small and inferior blackboard, a few crayons, one dozen primers, one dozen pencils, and that
was all"--for more than thirty pupils.
On the first school day she
managed, by "cutting up the Dawson Daily News into sections, cutting
[the] dozen pencils in two, giving a piece of the newspaper to each
child in a long row and asking them to underline every familiar word
01) the slip," to give the children something to do while she talked to
the parents who wer e still ar riving with more children, many accompanied by their dogs. 31 Unfortunately, the Ontario texts which the
Council had impulsively ordered in the summer of 1899 and which would
have been invaluable in this emergency had ended up at the bottom of
the Yukori River, lost in the sinking of the steamboat w. s. Stratton
en route from Whitehorse. 32
As for accommodation for the unexpectedly large enrolment, it seems that as the school year progressed two additional rooms in the town were leased, one from the
Salvation Army and the other from the Met~odist Church.
Dawson Public School: A New Building (1901)
Now that public unrest had been calmed by these temporary arrangements, the authorities could proceed with plans for a permanent
building.
After. purchasing a block of eleven lots near Fifth and
Front Streets, they authorized the construction of a substantial two-

30YA, YR6 1; file 505, 6. P. "cKenzie to J. H. Ross, received 3(1) July 1901.
31Davson Nev~, 20 June 1925.
32Klondike Nugget, 1 April 1900.
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Front streets, they authorized the construction of a substantial twostorey frame building with four classrooms on each floor. . Completed
by the following fall at a cost of about $45,000, its opening on October 14, 1901, was hailed by the Dawson Daily News as "a great stride
in the educational development of that city.":3:3
Until the new school was ready for occupancy, classes resumed
in the Fraternal Hall for pupils at the intermediate and advanced
levels only, while the staff spent much time reorganizing the program
into an eight-grade system and adapting the Northwest Territories'
curriculum to meet Yukon needs. By early November, 1901, Mr. MacKenzie was able to report that the teachers were happy in their new
quarters and that the pupils were generally cheerful, although somewhat lacking as yet in ''method and order.'"
His statistics indicate
that there were five teachers and 188 pupils at' that date, distributed as follows:

G. P. MacKenzie
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

McRae
McKinnon
Keyes
Edwards

advanced classes
intermed. classes
junior classes
primary classes
kinc1ergarten

0bviously, regulations
.come into being.:J4

controlling

24
39
46
51
29

pupils,
pupils,
pupils,
pupils,
pupils

pupil-teacher

grades
grades
grades
.grades

ratios

7,8,9
5,6
3,4
1,2

had not

yet

An Education System Begins: organization
and Legislation (1902)
Since other Yukon communities had also begun to ask for public
schools, Ogilvie's successor, Commissioner James Ross, had in 1901 set
up a temporary Council of Education to deal with educational matters
in the Territory, including the completion of a Yukon school ordinance

331Education in the Klondike,l Dawson Daily

New~,

Solden Cleanup Edition, 1902.

34YA, YSR I, Series I, voL 9, file 50S, S. P, "cKenzie, Report of the Public School, Dawson, for the Quarter
Ending November I, 1901,
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and the appointment of a superintendent of schools. Mr. John T. Ross,
named to this office in August, 1902, lost no time in making his first
inspection tour.
Following his first classroom visits that September,
he reported finding two main problems at Dawson Public School: the inadequate qualifications and training of some of the teachers, and the
unsatisfactory progress of many students in the upper grades resulting from the diversity of educational background prevalent among Dawson children at the time.
In line with the thinking of the day, he
also notified the Council that Miss· Edwards, a well-trained and competent kindergarten teacher, could not be retained after her marriage.
"In most of the states of the Union, and provinces of Canada," he
pointed eut, "kinderga rten teache rs are net accepted if they are
married, as it is found that they will [not] devote themselves with
the same energy to. the werk."3!!,
In general, hewever, he cenceded
that these early years were difficult ones for a new school system
and that it weuld take time to. overceme the preblems.
He soon had a framework of reference for his decisions in the
Yukon Scheol Ordinance, which finally came into. being en September 12,
1902.:36
As might have been expected, it fellowed clesely that ef the
Nerthwest Territeries and equalled in scepe previncial legislatien ef
the day geverning the administratien ef schools.
Provision was made
for both public and separate schoel districts, each supported by a
scheel tax levied upon its ratepayers accerding to. their preferences
and directed by a scheol board elected by them.
To regulate such
overall matters as inspection ef scheols, licensing of teachers and
approval of curriculum and text-beoks there was to be a Ceuncil of
Public Instructien compesed ef the Territerial Council with two. additienal· appeinted members, ene Cathelic and ene Pretestant, with the
superintendent ef Scheels as its secretary.
The Cemmissiener was
given certain respensibilities, ameng them netably the establishment
and funding as required ef schoels eutside an erganized scheel dis-

3SYA, YR8 1, Series 4, Vol. 13, file 306, John ROil to J. T. Lithgoll, 4 Septe.ber 1902. According to an article frol the Edmonton Journal reprinted in the Dallson Nells, 7 Nove.ber 1917, "r. Ross later becale Deputy
"inister of Education for the province of Alberta.
360rdinance No. 27 of 1902: An Ordinance Respecting Schools (Assented to Septelber 12, 1902), 17 pp.
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trict. Education was to be free to the end of Standard V (i.e. Grade
VIII) except in the case of kindergartens, for which a fee of one dollar per month per child could be charged.
This very comprehensive legislation seems to have been based on
the assumption that the Yukon Territory would continue to grow and
develop along provincial lines.
Owing, however, to the unforeseen
drastic drop in population37 with the ebbing of the gold rush,38 many
of its provisions were never implemented.
For example, no Council of
Public Instruction was ever formed and eighty years later the Territory still does not have its first school board, although that legislative provision remains in the statute book.
Dawson Schools: Developments After 1902
For some years following 1902, both Dawson schools continued to
flourish. Although the population of the community was declining, many
of those leaving were single men; the families who stayed became established and the growing number of children result~9 in increased enrolments and improvement of facilities, while Superintendent Ross saw
to it that better qualified teachers were hired and programs expanded.
st. Mary's Catholic School
In 1904 St. Mary's school, which by then had some sixty pupils
and two full-time teachers, moved from its original cramped quarters
in Father Gendreau's building into a new two-storey frame structure
more conveniently located in the centre of town.
The upper floor
served as a chapel for Dawson's Catholic parish while the ground floor
with two classrooms, a music room and a recreation room, was rented
by the Oblate Fathers to the government for school purposes.
In
return they received an increased annual grant for rent, fuel and
maintenance costs.
That same year, in response to the requirements

37Frol 27,219 in 1901 to 8,512 in 1911.
38Korrison, Politics of the Yukon, Appendix A.
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of the School Ordinance, two new Sisters, Mary Cas silda and Mary
Mark, arrived to take charge of the classes.
Since both had received
approved training and certification from the province of Quebec, the
annual government grant for the teachers at Saint Mary's school was
raised to $3,600, representing a monthly salary. of $175 each, equal
to that of a public school teacher. >With this new operational basis
and new building, the school was now firmly' established in the community it was to serve for many years.
Dawson Public School
In 1903 Dawson Public School, with an enrolment of 261 pupils,
added Standard VI to accommodate five students at the first-year
high school level.
To enable students to proceed to matriculation,
two specialist teachers were hired and in 1904 a classroom on the upper floor was converted into a laboratory so that chemistry and
physics might be taught.
Since the final exam at the end of three
years' high school provided for entrance into the University of
Toronto, the Ontario course of studies was followed at the secondary
level.
The students were fortunate in having a number of outstanding
teachers who combined scholarship with a natural talent for teaching
and discipline problems were minimal, as evidenced by a popular student ditty in honour of T. G. Bragg,39 their Latin and history teacher:
Bragg, Bragg, the punching bag,
Went to church on Sunday,
And prayed the Lord to give him strength
To whip the kids on Monday.

39Th OilS 6eorge 8ragg, a first-class honours graduate in Classics and "oderns of the University of Toronto,
with six years' teaching experience in Dntario, was appointed principal of Dawson Public School in 1903.
He becale one of the pillars of the early education systel in the Yukon, principal, teacher and Superintendent of Schools. YA, YR6 I, Series 2, Vol. 10, file 8719. The verse is contributed by "rs. Vera
Lintner of Vancouver, a forler pupil, and verified by a nUlber of others.
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He was, however, no ogre but a rather quiet man of medium build who
expected and received close attentlon during his classes.
The disciplinary and academic features of Dawson Public School in the early
190 Os are further illustrated in the following recollections of a for-·
mer pupil:

.,

The High School classes were taken by male teachers who had
to be men of physical vigor to cope with the student body
which came from an extremely mixed population and was inclined to be unruly. In my last term there was one pupil who
was in the professional prize ring and not a light weight at
that. On the staff there were teachers, both women and men,
of outstanding qualifications and capacity, among whom I might
mention . . . T. G. Bragg, John Henry (with a degree in science
from Cambridge) and G. A. Jeckell who later became Commissioner of the Territory.
It was a· source of poignant
regret to Mr. Bragg that there was no place for Greek on the
curriculum, but he solaced himself by,: driving in the Latin to
which he was also devoted.
It was normal procedure day in
and day out for the teaching staff to stay on duty long extra hours to make certain that pupils took in everything
they were considered capable of--and in spite of the reluctance of the aforesaid pupils. This was popularly considered
to the be the teachers' idea of pleasant ; relaxation. It was
the practice to move ahead during a term pupils who
responded to this treatment and it was not at all unusual
for the Toronto matriculation to be taken at the age of 13
or 14. There must have been an emphasis on English and that
sort of thing as I remember that when I was 13 years old our
class had been given "The Merchant of Venice" the term before and "Macbeth" in that year. 4 0

certainly, children in this remote northerly community could not, by
the standards of the day, be considered educationally deprived.
Be-

4°YA, Iris Warner Collection, PTA script, n.d., 5 pp. The passage is frol a letter frol "r. Charles "cLeod, a
Dawson resident and forler pupil of Dawson Public School.
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ginning in 1905 and 1906 a number of Dawson students are reported to
have achieved honour (i.e. senior) matriculation standing in their final
examinations4~ and those who entered universities elsewhere in Canada
or the United states -appear to have excelled in their studies.
The System ExPands: Whitehorse (1901)
In the other settlements that sprang up in the wake of the
K10ndike rush, public pressure for schools brought relatively quick
results, since the legislative and administrative framework was by
then in place. In Whitehorse, need for a school was expressed in May,
1900, at the first meeting of the Board of Trade which, in the absence of any civic administration, undertook to be the voice of that
very new and very small community.4 2. No classes began, however, until the following year when once again a church came forward to offer
its help.
On February 4, 1901, the Presbyterian minister John J.
Wright, "the leading minister and citizen of Whiteho rse," open ed a
school for some sixteen children betw'een the ages of five and fourteen in the reading room of his church, a small frame building· on the
south side of Main Street near Second Avenue. 43
At the same time,
community forces were being marshalled to demand for the children of
Whitehorse the sameeduca tional privileges that were available in
Dawson; within two weeks a parents' petition went forward to the Territorial Council along with a formal request to the Commissioner from
the Board of Trade for the immediate establishment of a public school
in Whitehorse, where a count had revealed forty-one children of

41The Yukon Territory, its History and Resources (Ottawa: The Departlent of the Interior, 60vernlent Printing
Bureau, 1907), p. 122.
42Whitehorse Star, First Annual Edition, 1 Kay 1901, p. 7.
43J. J. Wright, a native of Quebec, was ordained in 1890 following graduation frol Queen's University. After a
few lonths in Dawson, he was transferred to Whitehorse in 1901, relaining there until 1904. He died in
Levis, Quebec in 1921. Thora KcIlroy Kills, The Church and the Klondike 601d Rush (Toronto: United
Church Publi shing House, 1977), pp. 81-82. According to Kr. Joseph Wi 11 ials, who attended this first
school, classes began in a tent-fral! building on First Avenue near Kain Street, loving farther up the
street at the end of three weeks. (Courtesy of John Scott, Whitehorse.)
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school age. 4 4
Shortly thereafter Commissioner Ogilvie informed Mr.
Robert Lowe, president of the Board of Trade, that a grant was
available for school purposes and that an order could be placed for
class supplies.
By early June, 1901, Mr. Wright was able in his turn
to notify the Dawson authorities that a local three-member school
committee had been formed with himself as president, and that it had
already equipped a school and hired a teacher on a month-to-month
basis.
Classes had, in fact, been in progress since early May, meeting as before in temporary quarters in the Presbyterian church. 45
This interim school, supported by a monthly grant of $225, operated for a full year in the church reading room with Mr. Patrick Campbell (who does not appear to have been a certificated teacher) in
charge, at a salary of $125 per month.
Teacher and pupils worked
conscientiously, holding classes through the summer months to make up
for the late start of the school year; the longer vacation appears to
have been postponed until winter.
By then, increasing enrolment created the need for a second teacher for the primary pupils, so that a
junior. division was created in January, 1902, with Susan (Mellett)
Bowen in charge. 46
Since accommodation was very . limited, each division attended for half a" day only. Late that summer, a contract was
let for construction of.· a two-room frame school to be erected on
Gambert Street between Third and Fourth Avenues at a cost of
$2,545.00. At the same time two new teachers were·· appointed for the
C:fall term. Mr. Arthur E. Fisher, a graduate of "Toronto University with
a· first-class non-professional certificate from the Northwest Territories,47 replaced Mr. Campbell but the selection of a young unmarried

44YA, YR6 1, Series 4, Vol. 41, file 22B5A, Petition to Territorial Council, 6 and 15 rebruary 1901; also !tr.
Wright to COI.issioner Ogilvie, 22 rebruary 1901.
4Blbid., J. J. Wright to COI.issioner J. H. Ross, 6 June 1901.
46Writing to an unnaled correspondent, possibly Archbishop W. R. Adus, !tr. Bowen says, "The· first church
opened· in Whitehorse was the Presbyterian. The Rev. IIr. Sinclair who built the church at Lake Bennett,
erected and linistered in it. His successor the Reverend !tr. Wright opened a school and IIrs. Bowen was
head of the Junior Departlent. This is for your personal inforlation.' YA, ACDYR, Series IV.3, Box 52,
folder 11, R. J. Bowen, 'August, 1900. Again in the Diocese of Selkirk,' typscript, n.d.
47With regard to hac her certi fication at the tile, hachers in all provinces were required by 1900 to have had
sOle education beyond elelentary level but were not necessarily required to have had actual professional
training. A non-professional certificate frol the Northwest Territories seels to have implied cOlpletion
of a written exalination frol the Regina Norlal School; the professional" certificate was given following a
satisfactory inspector's report. Phillips, Developlent of Education, pp. 560-63; 576-79.
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lady as primary teacher proved a matter of some concern, since Superintendent Ross felt that attractive young ladies might be "so
sought after socially that their efficiency as teachers would be impaired."
The Reverend Mr. Wright had other views, however, consider'ing that "if such an one can be secured with good sense and teaching
ability, it would be better for the pupils"" B, and consequently Miss
Kate Middlemiss, a certificated teacher from 'the Northwest Territories, was engaged to teach the younger children.
Whitehorse: Lambert Street School (1902)
Since work on the new school had only just commenced, classes
~hat September were forced to continue in temporary quarters.
Miss
Middlemiss' primary grades met for those first weeks in a tent building belonging to the Whitehorse North Star Athletic Club where Inspector Ross, visiting in mid-October, found twenty-five pupils on the
roll, some of whom had not yet attended school because of a scarlet
fever epidemic in the town.
The upper-level pupils in this classroom
were, he said, doing well; the others were, of course, less far advanced but he expressed his confidence that the teacher would prove
very satisfactory. Mr. Fisher, "a man of good appearance [who] has a
good' manner -before his class" would, he felt, do well once the classes
were better organized and in more suitable accommodation; the twenty
pupils in the senior classes were still using the Presbyterian church
as temporary quarters where they were separated from the reading
room only by a thin cotton curtain so that noise there disturbed the
pupils and was "a serious hindrance to good discipline.""9 It was with
relief that pupils and teachers moved to their new quarters in November, 1902.
The Whitehorse school was now on the same footing as the other
Territorial schools, with the result that the new teachers 'were bet-

4SYA, YR6 I, Series 4, Vol. ,41, file 22B5-A, J. J. Wright to the COllissioner, 1 July 1902.
49Ibid., J. T. Ross to Acting COllissioner I. T. Wood, 15 October 1902.
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ter paid than Mr. Campbell had been, Mr. Fisher and Miss Middlemiss
receiving salaries of $200 and $150 a month respectively.
Thes e
salaries remained unchanged for the duration of their employment, Miss
Middlemiss being refused an increase of $25 per month in 1903 on the
grounds that living costs were lower in Whitehorse· than in Dawson and
travel costs from "outside" cheaper.
Mr. Matthew Watson (who later
became a pioneer merchant in Carcross) was' engaged as janitor for
$20 a month, increased to $40 in January, 1903. The inspector visited
the school twice a year, ongoing management being in the hands of a
three-man school committee appointed by the Commissioner. Apart from
some grading· problems similar to those encountered in Dawson, the
classes operated smoothly and the new school facilities were a welcome improvement despite some heating difficulties in the winter
months.
I

Over the next few years total pupil enrolment in the whitehorse
school remained fairly constant, increasing from 43 to 54 in 1904 and
£.alling slightly to 49 in 1906.
Miss Middlemiss had the larger class,
since most of the pupils were in the primary grades.
The first
secondary-level students are reported in 1904,. when two pupils
received assistance from the principal in first-year high school subjects, but only before" ,and after school hours since the trustees
:t{ere, according to Mr. Ross, "rather opposed" to.~heir attending at
~ll.
Because grade eight or "entrance" was at the time the normal
limit of public responsibility for education, these children were admitted only because they were still of school age; not surprisingly,
Mr. Ross indicates that they were not making very good progress 50 .
In 1905 a Bookkeeping class was introduced and in the fall of 1906 Mr.
Bragg, who had replaced Mr. Ross as Superintendent of Schools,
reported that a Standard VI class had officially begun in Whitehorse,
offering instruction at the first year high school level in "Latin, Algebra, Euclid and the usual subjects."51

SOIbid., J. T. Ross to COllissioner F. Congdon, 17 October 1904.
slIbid., file 2285-B, T. 6. Bragg to COllissioner F. Congdon, 25 Nove.ber 1906.
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Whitehorse: A Separate School (1903)
During this period, the Catholic residents of Whitehorse succeeded in establishing a school of their own.
Construction began in
1901, when Father Lefebre, OMI, erected a church and a nearby schoolhouse to serve his parishioners.
The school, situated at the corner
of Fourth Avenue and Wood Street, was not completed at once, and by
the time that two Sisters of st. Ann arrived to take charge (September, 1903), many Catholic families had already left the area.
As the
goldrush. "boom" drew to a close, the population of Whitehorse continued to fall rapidly and within ·less than a year the Sisters closed
the school owing to lack of a sufficient number of pupils. 52
FUrther Expansion: Klondike "Creek" Schools
DUring this period other communities outside Dawson were also
requesting schools for their children. Parents in various settlements
along the Klondike creeks made their demands known and by 1902-03 six
government-supported schools were reported in that area: at Grand
Forks (Bonanza Creek), at Bear Creek, at Gold Bottom on Hunker Creek,
at Gold Run and Dominion and at 30 Below Bonanza. 53
All one-room
schools, they were in general held in whatever quarters were available, although when numbers seemed sufficient to justify the expense
a Territorial· school 'might be built.
The government assume d all
costs, including the teacher'S salary, the rent of the premises, the
cost of fuel, water and janitor services, and also provided a rather
meagre stock of instructional materials which were, as already noted,
in short supply in Dawson.
Few of these schools were maintained for
long,for once the gold that was recoverable by hand techniques was
exhausted the miners moved on to new locations taking the hotels,
stores and other community services with them.
The life-cycle of
Bonanza school at Grand Forks seems to be characteristic of them all.

S2Frol infor.ation supplied by the Rev. E. "orisset, 0"1, of Whitehorse (July 9, 1986).
s3Annual Report of the Department of the Interior for 1902-03 (Ottawa: 60vernment Printing Bureau, 1904), Part
IV, pp. 27-28.
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Grand Forks School. Bonanza
The community of Grand Forks at the junction of Bonanza and
Eldorado Creeks was for a brief period second only to Dawson City in
size, with a population of some 15,000. As early as October, 1900, we
find residents and property owners there petitioning the Commissioner
for a public school in their townsite; they h'ad identified twenty-five
children between the ages of six and sixteen, had located a room
"ready furnished, heated, and kept clean" and were, accordingly, requesting a grant of $250 per month for rent and the teacher's
salary.54
With Commissioner Ogilvie's approval, a school was opened
on November 12 in the Presbyterian church at Grand Forks with
twenty-two pupils in grades one to four in charge of Miss Adah Lind,
a certificated teacher from Ontario with two years' experience in that
province.
In that first year a number of problems peculiar to these
"creek" schools manifested themselves.
First, it was necessary to
build a shelter for dogs at a cost of $375, .as some of the children
living along the creeks travelled a considerable distance to and from
school in winter by dog sled; then the school cale~dar had to be adjusted to meet the exigencies of the Yukon climate, the school being
closed for two weeks in ·winter· because of the severe cold and again
in spring when break-up rendered the trails totally unfit for travel
·of any sort. As a result, classes continued all s~mmer except during
a. short spell of very warm weather in July. The shortage of supplies
was acute:
Miss Lind several times requested ''maps, a register, a
blackboard eraser, etc.," as well as drawing and writing books for her
pupils. "Can there be any reason," asked the school committee secretary, apparently' unaware of the shortages of such materials even in
Dawson, "why she should not have them?"
In September, 1901, she was replaced by a local man, Mr. J. L.
McKay, who held certificates from both Ontario and British Columbia
(1884 and 1888), but who had no professional training, although he had
taught for a time on Vancouver Island.
A year later Inspector Ross,

!l4These and following details concerning the school at Brand rorks are frol correspondence found in YA, YRB 1,
Series 4, Vol. 20, file 364.
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on his first visit to the school, found the classes "not well up in
their work" and his report the following spring underlined two other
problems typical of' these schools: an extremely high rate of pupil
turnover--Iess than one-quarter of them remaining a full year--and
the general unsuitability of the rented premises which, in this case,
had pews rather than student desks while a high platform in front
separated the teacher from· his pupils.
The' playground also was inadequate, being "low and poor." That June Mr. McKay was dismissed on
the grounds that the School Ordinance (which had come into effect
since McKay's appointment) provided "that all teachers in the schools
of Yukon Territory must have taken a course of study at some approved Normal School before· they are eligible to retain their positions after June 20, 1903."
Late that summer the government built a
new schoolhouse at a cost of $2,820, to be known as Grand Forks
School, Bonanza District.
The next two years represent the high point in its existence.
Miss Evelyn Keyes arrived from Dawson as teacher for some thirty
children at a salary of $200 a month.
Her task was far from easy
since the constantly changing population brought endless grading problems but by May, 1905,' Mr. Ross expressed general satisfaction at the
progress her· pupils were making.
From then on, however, a rapid
decline set in.
The winter of 1906-07 saw her twenty-six children
forced to take their long holidays in December and January as the
green lumber of which the school' had be~n built continued to dry out,
shrinking and letting in drafts that made the classroom unbearably
cold. To make up the time, they attended classes all July and August
but by September, 1907, all but a few families had left the area.
With only five children in regular attendance, Grand Forks school lost
its status as a fully supported government school; the building fell
into complete disrepair and in 1910 it was sold to the Yukon Gold Company for $320 to be used as a mess-house.
Subsequent attempts to
hold classes on an assisted basis in other quarters met with only
limited success.
The community failed to revive and Grand Fo rks
School finally disappears from the records in the closing years of
World War I.
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other Klondike Schools
As for the smaller and even less permanent settlements along
the creeks, the sketchy records now available yield only fleeting
glimpses of their long-abandoned schools.
Some may be remembered
for the colourful personalities associated with them, as for example,
the heavyweight champion Frank Slavin, whose wife headed the first
request for a school at Bear Creek in the summer of 1902.
Slavin's
sparring partner, Joe Boyle, later famous as "the uncrowned king of
Roumania,"55 undertook to build a small log schoolhouse there which he
rented to the government, enabling classes to begin for nine pupils
by mid-November that year. This school seems to have closed a year
or two later, possibly in 1904, and the hastily coristructed building
was reported a few years later to be abandoned and in poor condition. 5 E!
Statistical reports are useful, although lacking in human interest.
Inspector Ross' semi-annual report for 1903 indicates that
schools at Gold Bottom and Gold Run operated in 1902-03 in rented
quarters, the former with a Miss Annie McRae as teacher while the
latter, taught by a Miss Edith Robinson, had eleven children on the
roll.57 Surviving correspondence reveals somewhat more concerning
Sulphur Creek school, where apparently a few children w~re taught
privately in 1902, although by an unqualified teacher.
In November,
1,903, a resident rented a room adjoining his cabin for use as a
school and Miss McNeil, a certificated teacher, was sent to teach
there.
The life of this school seems to have been exceptionally
brief; the twenty-one pupils enrolled in May, 1904, dwindled to nine
the following November and all government records for Sulphur Creek
school end in January, 1905. 58 .

55Berton, Klondike, pp. 379-90
56Correspondence concerning Bear Creek school lay be found in YA, YR6 I, Series I, Vol. 16, File 377B.
s7Ibid., Series 4, Vol. 13, file 306, J. T. Ross to Acting Co •• issioner Z. Wood, 24 January 1903.
SBIbid., Series I, Vol. 10, File 1736.
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Winnifred McLellan and Caribou School (1905-06)
A more personal view of the Caribou Creek school, later known
as Dominion School, is given in the letters written by Winnifred McLellan to her family during her year as teacher there in 1905-06. 59 We
learn from her that Caribou was "quite a little village, with tw 0
hotels, post office, several stores, police station, etc."
The school
there had opened in September, 1902, with a Miss Wilson in charge but
it appears that by March, 1905, some of the parents had taken a dislike to her and forced the closure of the school by removing their
children.
Miss McLellan, her successor, handled the situation in a
truly diplomatic fashion, carefully visiting the aggrieved parents before school reopened the following September.
The pupils returned,
eighteen or nineteen in all, including one older girl who was taking
grade nine work and consequently required ext ra attention.
They
were, she says, bright and interested, although classes were "crippled
. . . for want of books, chalk, etc.," with "only two blackboards, not
much bigger than a good-sized slate, and no bell,--excepting Dr. Bell
whose office is close to us and who is doing the janitor work, but he
has not the right ring about him." Since the schoolroom was the former mining recorder's office,· opening directly onto the main sidewalk
of the town and surrounded entirely by cabins, with no space for a
playground, one wonders how she managed to collect her pupils together after recess without a handbell, that standard item of issue in all
Canadian rural schools. Miss McLellan also mentions having previously
taught for a time at a similar school at 30 Below Bonanza from 1902
to 1903 or '04.
It seems obvious that she found her work in these
schools interesting and enjoyable; her time there must have been a
rewarding experience for the children in her charge.
other small settlements in the area requested schools.
Some,
like Last Chance, do not appear to have been successful while those
at Quartz Creek and Granville, during their brief existence, were
granted "assisted" status, a category that eventually claimed all the
schools on the "creeks" and which will be discussed more fully in a

S9Ibid.,

~cLellan

Papers, Ace. 082/32.
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later chapter.
Inevitably, these small communities disappeared when
the dredges moved in to extract from the gravel the gold that the
hand-miners had missed and visitors to the Klondike today find very
few traces of the tho usands who once live d and toiled along it s
placer-bearing streams.
A Pioneer School system: Summary
The school system that emerged from the gold rush years proved
to be far more enduring than many of the communities that created
the need for it and would have done credit to a much older, established jurisdiction.
Within a very few years the Territory had acquired its own school legislation, an above-average corps of teachers
and' a highly competent superintendent.
Dawson City, with its larger
and more stable population, had a wider range of facilities than the
other settlements; its children had access to schooling from kindergarten to university entrance as well as to private music teachers
0and the
resources of the town's Carnegie-endowed library.
Pupils in
:many of the smaller Yukon communities could receive schooling comparable to that available in similar situations "outside." There were,
of course, many problems; some were capable of an eventual solution,
while others have remained constant over the years.
The Yukon
(:climate is, after all, a factor that must always be reckoned with in
··the construction and management of the Territory's" schools, while the
;::ephemeral nature of Yukon mining communities continues to plague edu'cational planners to this day.
In retrospect, however, the education
system that was established under the pressures of the Klondike
stampede must certainly be viewed as one of the few truly lasting
benefits of that amazing era.
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17.

St. Paul'8 Anglican Chupch, Daw80n City, 1897.

The sign indicates "Daily School: 1 0 a.m . "

-

18.

Public School,

19.

St. Mapy's Catholic Chupch and School, Daw60n City.
This building Ul8 eT'ected in 1904. School pooms l.cJeT'e on the gr'ound jlooP.

DaWSGn

City, 1901.

20.

Kinde~ga~ten eLass

and

teaehe~,

DaWson PubLie SehooL, 1901.

21.

ppesbyterian Chupah, Whitehopse,
home to the town's fipst pubLia schooL aLasses, 1901-02.

22.

Whitehopse Pubtia SchooL, Lambept Stpeet, epeated in 1902.
~e poof of the 1916 additon may be gLimpsed at the peap.

23.

GoLd Bottom SchooL, n.d.

24.

The 8chooZ at GoZd Run; Miss PringZe, teachep, at right, n.d.

25.

Bea~ ~eek

Sehoot, 1903.

CHAPTER VI
TERRITORIAL SCHOOLS: THE LEAN YEARS
(1906-1940)

The Yukon in Decline'
The outburst of activity generated by the gold rush was followed by a long period of economic decline and political retrenchment.
Owing to the continuing instability of world conditions, investors became less willing to risk large capital sums in such a remote and
costly area as the Yukon, nor did any substantial secondary industries arise there to stimulate its shrinking economy. The population of the Territory continued to dwindle, falling from about 8,500 in
1911 to half that number by 1921 and remaining fairly constant thereafter until the Second World War sparked a renewed interest in the
area.:!.
The curtailment of federal services, which had begun as early
as 1904 with the closing of the mining recorders' offices along the
Klondike creeks and a reduction in the number of surveyors and timber
inspectors,2 was accelerated in 1918· by a drastic reorganization of
the structure 0 f the Territorial government.:J
By that date th e
strain of World War I upon the national economy had given rise to
complaints in the House of Commons that administration of this comparative handful of Yukoners had become burdensome, allegedly costing
as much as a million dollars a year.
Although the actual figure was
only about a third of that sum, the resulting scrutiny of the Territory's affairs brought about an immediate fifty-percent cut in the
federal grant as well as an amendment to the Yukon Act that
abolished the position of Commissioner and combined his duties with
those of the Gold Commissioner, an office then held by George P.

1The Dawson News, 14 "ay 1927, notes that the Yukon's population was then estilated to be as low as 3,4~0. The
1931 official census, however, found 4,2~0 residents and by 1941 the nu.ber had risen to 4,914.
2See the correspondence in YA, YR6 I, Series I, Vol. 30, file 13158.
3K. J. Rea, The Political EconolY of the Canadian North (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1968), pp. 24ff.

MacKenzie-,4 who had been the first principal of Dawson Public School.
The following year (1919), a further amendment of the Yukon Act
reduced the number. of Territorial councillors from ten elected members to three, with a cut in their sessional indemnity from six hundred to four hundred dollars each. 5 From that date on, every effort
was made to keep federal' and territorial staff and expenditures in
the Yukon to the absolute minimum required to maintain essential services' there.
The mining industry, though less vigoro us than formerly, wa s
still the basis of the Territory's economy.
In the Dawson area, a
number of dredging companies continued to consolidate the gold mining
operations along the K10ndike tributaries; elsewhere, individual hand
miners maintained their solitary search for another Bonanza.
At
_times, increasing demand raised prices sufficiently to make the production of other metals profitable, even in the Yukon.
In 1906, for
example, a rise in the world price of copper stimulated developments
in the copper belt of the Whitehorse area that lasted until the price
slumped again in 1920; towards the end of World War I a similar cycle
began with the silver-lead strike at Keno Hill in the Mayo district.
This diversification - of mining activity, while doing little to increase
the total population of the Territory, served to remind the federal
government of the region's possibilities and also fostered the growth
of a number of small communities, some of which became permanent.
While thousands left, those who stayed on through these difficult years formed a small self-contained society in -which life continued much as it had previously, although on a greatly diminished
scale--a microcosm, as it were, of a larger community "outside." Although an increasing number of aging single men, no longer able to
sustain themselves by hunting or prospecting, were forced to turn to

·Correspondence in his personnel file indicates that his pro.oUon to this dual' function lIas based upon his
long residence in the Yukon and his adlinistrative expe~ience as 601d COllissioner, cOlbined lIith his possession lin no sla11 degree I of lability, caution, tact, and cOllon sense. I PAC, R6 85, Vot. 598, rile
1962-1.
~Rea,

Political EconolY, p. 25.
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the government for assistance, most Yukoners cbntinued their independent way, earning a modest livelihood not only in mining but also in a
wide range of other activities and support services.
Underlying and
upholding this shrunken social fabric was the administrative framework
that had been set up at the turn of the century to direct the affairs of a much larger population .
.This framework, already scaled down in 1909, 1912-13 and 1918,
was further reduced during the 1930s when the world-wide depression
that affected all Canada brought an additional curtailment of the
Yukon's administrative staff and even stricter enforcement of economy
measures.
For a time the Territory was, in fact, under-funded and
the writer has, for example, come upon instances of government letters written upon the backs of others, presumably to save paper. In
1932 the office of Gold Commissioner was in its turn abolished and
merged with that of the Territorial treasurer or "comptroller" (later,
"controller"),6 a . step which brought another long-time resident and
former teacher, G. A. Jeckell,'1 to the fore as the Yukon's chief administrator in a complex and onerous role that he filled with great
competence for the next fifteen years.
By the late 1930s the school
. system, severely hampered by the prevailing financial constrictions,
was
operating (like other government services) with a minimal staff
and budget.
During the intervening years, howev,er, it had not
remained static; indeed, in spite of difficult times, there had been
considerable activity and a number of new developments.
Funding for Education; The separate School Question
In reviewing the trends of this period, it should be noted that
changes in educational services did not imply any alteration in the

&Ibid., p. 26.
76eorge A. Jeckell (1880-1950), an Ontario farl boy, cale to the Yukon in 1902 frol Cardston, Alberta, to take
charge of the upper ele.entary classes in Dawson Public School. He left teaching in 1913 to becole COIptroller in the Territorial adlinistration, a post he held until his retirelent in 1946. Described as la
stern-eyed lan with a square, deterlined jaw,' he, perhaps erroneously, is said never to have taken an annual holiday during his thirty-three years in governlent service. In 1946 he was awarded the OBE. Dawson
Daily News, 13 Noveeber 1902j Dawson Weekly News, 25 July 1946.
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method of their funding.
Although the School Ordinance of 1902 had
provided for the setting up of public and separate school districts
and the levying of a rate upon their respective taxpayers for school
purposes, the Territory continued to follow the precedent set in 1900
of financing all schools out of grants from the Consolidated Revenue
Fund, as the federal authorities now called the Yukon government account. In 1912 this procedure was called into question with regard to
the Catholic school in Dawson, where the expense of maintaining two
schools had aroused strong partisan feelings and sparked a move to
eliminate support for st. Mary's. Heated debate ensued concerning the
whole question of government support for separate schools.
After
reviewing the situation,S the Council decided to hold a plebiscite to
ascertain the extent of local desire for the establishment of two
school districts and the levying of school taxes. This plebiscite was
held the following June (1913) and aroused little interest, with only
148 out of 704 voters going to the polls/,' possibly because it was
summer, a time when outdoor pursuits took priority· in Dawson even
over politics.
Since only thirty-seven of those voting favoured
taxing themselves for the support of their schools, no change was
made in the system. The debate in Council, reported at length in the
Dawson Daily News of April 21, 1913, indicated that body's acceptance
of the principle of separate denominational schools that the Yukon
had inherited from the earlier Northwest Territories' legislation and
which was, in any case, entrenched in the Yukon Act.
The grant was,
accordingly, restored to st. Mary's school and ~atters continued as
before. 10
A quarter of a century later, the dual nature of the Territory's
school system again came to the fore, but in a tot'ally different context.
In 1937 Premier T. D. Pattullo advanced a plan to annex the
Yukon to his province of British Columbia, thereby sparking a controversy that threatened to awake underlying tensions in other parts

eChas. "acDonald, IRe Yukon Schools,' Sessional Paper 10, Journals of the Yukon Council, 1912.
9Dawson Daily News, 11 June 1913.
lOIn 1914, the Yukon Council a.ended the School Ordinance to clari fy procedures for the election of trustees
should school districts be established in the future.
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of Canada.
Since British Columbia made no prOV1Slon for separate
schools and many of its residents were strongly opposed to their introduction, the federal and provincial authorities agreed to drop the
annexation issue, and it is therefore possible that the mere existence
of st. Mary's School contributed to the Yukon's survival as a separate political entity.~1
The Superintendent of Schools; puties and Pifficulties
Administration of all aspects of the school system remained in
the hands of the Superintendent of Schools, subject always to the
will of the Commissioner.
He was, for example, required by the Ordinance to visit all schools and report upon pupil attendance and
progr ess; to esta blish rules and re gulat ions f or the conduct of
schools; to make a detailed annual report to the Yukon Council and
"to perform the duties of a board of trustees in respect to all
schools . . . not within the limits of an established school district."~ 2
Since, as already noted, no such districts or boards were ever established, a host of other duties, too numerous to list here, devolved
upon the Superintendent.
These included the hiring and firing of
teachers, the suspension and expulsion of pupils, the settlement of
disputes and the provision of suitable school premises, privies, stabling and drinking water.
In addition, he had to place orders for appropriate instructional materials and "when deemed . expedient" provide
a suitable library for each school.~3
Furthermore, by the terms of
the Public Service Ordinance of 1902, he was responsible as head of
the Department of Education <of which he was the sole employee) for
submitting to the Commissioner all facts concerning expenditures for

"Richard Stuart, IDuff Pattullo and the Yukon Schools Question of 1937,1 Canadian Historical Review, Vol.
LXIV, No. 1, "arch 1983; Dawson Daily News. 26 April 1938.
12An Ordinance Respecting Schools, 1902, Section 10(3).
13lbid., Sections 54(1) to 54(26). School libraries were by today's standards ainiul. SOle settle.ents had
free public reading rools to which the governlent gave a sllill annual grant. These were in lost cases
lIIanaged by the local chapter of the lODE and school pupils and teachers had access to thel, though not
necessarily during school hours.
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schools, for making recommendations in respect to these, and
ce rtifying all payments for schools and teachers' salaries.:l. 4

for

As if all this were not enough, it also appears that the first
superintendent, John T. Ross, had at some point begun to teach a number of classes in the Dawson Public School, probably following the introduction of high school classes there in' 1902-03.
Certainly his
successor T.G. Bragg, in assuming the duties bf Superintendent of
Schools in the spring of 1906, did so in addition to his regular fulltime employment as principal-teacher of that school. The task, as he
later reports, was no easy one:
I might add that ever since' my appointment . . . in 1906, I
have been a "working" head of the department, not only being
responsible for the appointment or dismissal of all teachers .
. . and the general management and course of studies . . .
but also making myself responsible for the language and history branches in the various grades of the Dawson. senior
high school department and teaching throughout each school
day besides discharging the duties of principal of the Dawson
school, being responsible for the grading of the pupils, the
allottment of classes among the various departments and the
general maintenance of discipline throughout the school.:l.!5
For many years following his resignation in 1919 to take a less complex teaching position "outside," Mr. Bragg's successors continued to
fill this triple function of principal, teacher and superintendent,
receiving for their serviCes a salary of some four thousand dollars a
year, an amount that varied little between 1910 and 1940 and which
represented about a thousand dQllars a year more than that paid to a
high school teacher in the Yukon schools.:l. 6

14An Ordinance Respecting the Public Service of the Yukon Territory (1902), Sections 5, 31, 32(a) and 32(b).
ler. 6. Bragg,Supplelenhry Report, Sessional Paper No. 1, Journals of the Yukon Council, 1918, p. 17.
16public Accounts, Sovern.ent of Yukon, 1905-50.
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Although the small number of schools and teachers made the Su- perintendent's task less onerous than the above description implies,
the provision of adequate supervision for teachers in the outlying
schools became a matter of increasing concern as the years passed.
From the beginning, inspection visits tended to be infrequent, limited
by the time and money available and by the weather. Since the overland stage journey from Dawson to Whitehorse could require at the
very least a week of travel each way, Mr. Bragg had adopted the
custom of making no winter visits to the southern part of the TerrF
tory, choosing instead to go by boat either before freezeup in early
fall or in June when river traffic had resumed, thereby ensuring a
shorter and more pleasant trip at times when he could most easily be
spared from his own teaching duties.
His successors, with more
schools to supervise and a heavier teaching load, were to find this
routine far from satisfactory, as Superintendent Tompkins reports:
Owing to the meeting of the Yukon Council in June 1928 the
annual visits of inspection had to be postponed to the fall.
I visited Keno and Mayo in August, taking part of the time
from my holidays.
The Keno school did not open until after
my visit.
I was in Mayo school for the first two days of
school and then, on the urgent request of the Commissioner,
proceeded to Whitehorse.
My visit to Whitehorse coincided
with the weekend of Labour Day so I had one half day only in
the school there and had no time for Carcross.~7
While Mr. Tompkins considered supervision of all schools to be a vital
necessity, especially for young and inexperienced teachers, he also
found that his absence from Dawson at the beginning or end of the
school year created an undue hardship for his own students.
His
successor, P. L. F. Riches, found the situation even more difficult: he
left the Yukon in the summer of 1929 after only one year in office

17YA, YR6 1, Series "l-A, Vol. 2, file 135-A, S. R. TOlpkins, Annual Report of the Departlent of Education for
1926-27, 16 April 1928. rollowing Kr. Bragg's suggestion in his 1915-16 report that the SUller vacation
be changed to conforl to the Yukon clilate, it becale custolary to begin classes on the first Konday after
Discovery Day (August 17) and to end thel on the rriday before the beginning of the IItriculation eXllS,
usually about June 18.
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during which, despite the need, he had been unable to find the time to
visit any rural classrooms.
His parting recommendation that future
superintendents be allowed to. travel by the newly begun passenger
air service "during that part of the term when inspections are most
valuable" 1 B was not implemente d; inspect ion visits to the outlying
schools remained infrequent and after 1934 ceased for a time
altogether, victims of the fiscal restraints (!)f the depression years.
Teachers in these schools were, consequently, left very much on their
own; in the absence of an overland telephone system they could communicate with their Superintendent 'Only by mail or by messages
relayed by anyone travelling to and from Dawson. A telegraph service
was availa~le, but teachers were expected not to use it except in
emergencies.
Few superintendents remained in office as long as Mr. Bragg: the·
twenty years that followed his departure from the Territory brought
seven incumbents to the position. 1 9
. suitable
candidates were not
easy to find, as we learn from a memorandum to the federal Minister
of the Interior dated May 22, 1922.20 To maintain the academic standards of Dawson· High School, the Yukon authorities continued their
long-established policy· of requiring that the Superintendent be an
honours graduate of a recognized university, a specialist in one or
more academic fields, as well as an experienced· teacher capable of
directing all aspects of the school system. Underlying these criteria
was an equally important unwritten expectation: that the Superintendent be able to understand and get along well with all levels of the
Yukon's is olated and ingrown society.
For assistanc e in locating
suitable candidates they consulted officials of the Ontario Department
of Education or Mr. John T. Ross in Alberta, whose personal knowledge
Although the records are far from
of the Territory was invaluable.
complete, it seems that their selection was generally sound; in any
case during the period under review the various superintendents suc-

t8Ibid., fi le 135-8-1, P. L. r. Riches, Annual Report, 22 "ay 1929.
t9See the Appendix for a list of the Yukon's superintendents of schools.
2°PAC, R6 B5, Yol. 210, file 600-1-3, part 1.
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ceeded, despite financial constraints and generally diminishing enrolments, in encou raging some modest growth in th e total numbp.r 0 f
schools and in instituting as far as circumstances permitted policies
and programs that were being adopt~d elsewhere in Canada.
New Programs
Introduction of Standardized Tests

(1~26)

Perceptive teachers had long been aware of the need to provide
for individual differences in pupil ability.
By the mid-1920s, the development of standardized intelligence and achievement tests gave education an apparently scientific means of assessing student potential
and performance. In the spring of 1926, Mr. Tompkins introduced these
comparatively new tests to the Yukon; administering them to the public school pupils in Dawson.
In a long article int~rpreting the
results of this new educational procedure, the Dawson News proudly
announced that the local children were ''more than holding their own in
comparison with outside schools"--an apparent reference to those in
Alaska, where the same tests had also been given. 21
Superintendent
Tompkins, a strong advoci3,te of this testing program, reported finding
it particularly helpful in placing metis pupils entering his school from
other settlements, some of whom had had little previous experience
with regular schooling. 2 2
Adoption of the British Columbia Program of Studies (1934).
An even more important step was taken in September, 1934, with
the formal introduction of the British Columbia program of studies
into all classrooms of the Territory.
As a result, the elementary
grades no longer followed the Alberta program, and high school students changed from the Ontario to the British Columbia curriculum,

21Dallson Nells, 13 April 1926. These tests lIere used for the first tile in B.C. schools in 1924. (Johnson,
Brief History of Education, p. 137.)
22YA, YR6 91, Series I-A, Vol. 2, file 135-a, S. R. TODpkins, Annual Report, 16 April 1928. To IIhat extent his
successors used this program is not at present clear.
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writing the B.C. matriculation examinations at the end of their
secondary studies if they were seeking university entrance. Although
re as ons for the change are not stated, it is probable that by this
date developments in the West had made it cheaper and more convenient for Yukon students to continue their studies in British
Columbia rather than in eastern Canada or the United states.
The
transition, according to the Superintendent, F. J. Patterson--who had
himself taught for ten ,years in West Vancouver--was facilitated by
the fact that many of the teachers had B.C. training and experience. 23
It also appears that this change of curriculum led to an adjustment
of the Yukon school year to bring it into conformity with that of
British Columbia, so that starting in September, 1935, classes began
the day after Labour Day, with the second term ending June 26, 1936.
Since the province of British Columbia had, as a result of the
Putnam and Weir Survey of 1925,24 been reorganizing its curriculum
along more "progressivist" lines, the Yukon by adopting the B.C. system found itself caught up in these revisions which, according to Mr.
Patterson, were ''more in the nature of method and emphasis than subject matter."
The high school program was extended from three years
to four, with matriculation now being at the end of grade twelve --a
development which seemed to many at the time to be a way of coping'
with unemployment by delaying the entry into the labour market of at
least some young people.
In addition, the grading system was
reorganized on the 6-3-3 basis, implying the introduction of· a junior
high school stage with a number of optional subjects; greater emphasis was placed upon learning by "projects" and "activities" rather than
by more formal methods, while the underlying philosophy tended to take
into greater account the child's more immediate needs and interests.
All this was not always easy to implement.
Even' in British Columbia

23Ibid., YR6 I, Series I, Vol. 59, file 34362, Fred J. Pattenon, Report of the Public Schools of the Yukon
Territory, 1933-34, part C, 31 "arch 1935. Afurther benefit lay in the generosity of the B.C. Departlent
of Education's Text Book Branch, vhich supplied books at list price and prepaid the freight.
24The educational survey conducted in British Colulbia by J. H. Putnal and 6. ". Weir vas the lost thorough investigation of its kind conducted anywhere in Canada up to that tile. Their report led to the introduction in that province of a three-year junior high school and a lore flexible secondary progral. (Phi!lips, Development of Education, pp. 262-64.)
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in the 19305 the small size of rural high schools limited them to a
mainly academic program; little else could be expected in the sparsely
populated Yukon.
Mr. Patterson was careful to point out to Council
that "the small enrolment in the Yukon schools makes it impossible to
offer all the new features of the revised programme, especially the
great variety of options in the Junior High grades but some of these
are being adapted to our needs, and the spirit of the programme is
being adapted to the regular subjects."25 The limited extent to which
any broadening of the curriculum was then possible is revealed by a
closer study of the individual schools of the Territory.
C

Yukon Schools; Difficult Times
Dawson Public School
In 1910 the largest and most comprehensive school in the Yukon
was Dawson Public School with an enrolment of 196 pupils from kindergarten to grade eleven (Le. matriculation) and six full-time teachers
in addition to the Superintendent. At this date its major problem was
apparently one of pupil attendance.
While periods of severe cold
weather and recurring epidemics of influenza and whooping cough often
kept the younger children at home for days. at a time during the
winter months, Mr. Bragg was especially disturbed by the tendency of
students in the upper grades to drop out of school "to avail themselves of the many good opportunities . . . for profitable employment"
then open to them, a tendency which he feared might lead to the discontinuance of matriculation classes in Dawson High School if the
trend persisted. 26
His fears were, however, quite unfounded; both
press reports and accounts of former pupils indicate that many
families ch ose to remain in Da wson so that their children might
benefit from the schooling there and that ~tudents who later attended
such universities as Toronto, Harvard or Stanford were in no way
hampered by having received their earlier education in this small

YRS 1, Series I-A, file 135-j-i, fred J. Patterson, Annual Report of the Public Schools of the Yukon Territory for the School Year ending June 30, 1936, 31 "arch 1937, p. 6.
26Ibid., Series 4, Vol. 13, file 306, T. S. Bragg, Report of the Superintendent of Schools, 29 "ay 1910.
2~YA,
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no rt he rn comm un it y. 27
Much cr edit mu st go to their teachers,
recruited from the best applicants available and usually specialists
in their grade or subject area, as well as to the continuity in classroom management and teaching methods ensured by the relatively low
teacher turnover that prevailed in the upper grades until the 1920s.
A spp.cial feature of the Dawson Public school was for a time
itskinderg arten, the only one in the Territory, conducted by a
trained "directress" for children between the ages of. four and six.
In her book I Married the Klondike 29 Mrs. Laura Berton speaks of her
delight and astonishment at finding on her arrival from Toronto so
bright and attractive a classroom.
Her classes and those of her
successors were, however, very large by today's standards, although
such enrolrnents
were not unusual elsewhere
in Canada at that time.
.
.
In 1910, for example, she had forty-three children in her charge and
kindergarten enrolrnents remained similarly high for some years more.
Finally, in 1919, when attendance had for the first time fallen below
thirty, this class was eliminated as a concession to economy.29
For a time overcrowding created problems at other grade levels
too. Although, as Mr. Bragg reported,30 the school's eight classrooms
could easily accommodate from 250 to 275 pupils, a marked increase in
enrolrnents after 1911 created difficulties in certain elementary divisions where by 1914 teachers were. faced with multi-grade classe s
ranging in size from 46 to 51 pupils. In 1916, when the student population reached 252, exceeding the 1905 figure, the situation was somewhat eased by the hiring of an additional teacher, bringing the total
staff to seven in addition to the Superintendent.
After 1919, how-

27froll infonationsupplied by foner pupils "rs. rlorence White and "rs. Lillian Cheathal (July, 1984). for a
detailed account by T. S. 8ragg concerning Dawson High School graduates, see the Dawson Daily News, 17 August 1915; for parents' views see the Daily News.. 6 "ay 1913.
2BLaura Beatrice Berton, I "arri~d the Klondike (Boston: 1954; rpt. Toronto: "cLelland and Stewart, 1967), pp.
33-34.
29Journals of the Yukon Council, 1918) pp. 14-15. "ore than forty years were to pass before a kindergarten
again became an integral part of a Yukon school.
30Ibid.
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ever, a steady decline set in, resulting in successive staff cuts that
eventually had an adverse effect upon the matriculation classes 3 1
since fewer teachers were left to bear responsibility for the same
number of grades or subjects as before and the senior students
received in consequence a smaller share of the time' at their disposal.
By 1927 the Superintendent reported 3 2 that the school had 103 pupils,
with four teachers and occasional part-time, assistance from a local
clergyman in the upper grades; by 1936 the enrolment 3 3 had fallen to
eighty-eight, suggesting that by then the Superintendent had become a
full-time teacher since he and three others were responsible for the
entire program from grades one to twelve.
By 1940 he was the only
teacher for all high school sUbjects.
The school building continued to serve the community well, although maintenance costs at times strained the Territory's slender
budget.
Always more than adequate in size, its one major defect was
a lack of provision for indoor recreation.
With no gymnasium, the
teachers found it difficult to offer a systematic year-round physical
education program although they encouraged outdoor games and
athletic acti vities wh enev er po ssible.
B efor e str inge nt ec onomy
measures became necess,ary, a number of much-needed costly improvements were made, including the installation in 1912 of an efficient
steam-heating plant and in 1914 of indoor flush toilets.
As for
classroom lighting, always a concern in a region of long dark winters,
a survey conducted at Superintendent Patterson's request in 1935- 3 6
found it then still far below the accepted standard of the time 34 in
spite of a number of previous attempts to upgrade it. The most constant expense throughout this entire period appears, however, to have

31Dawson Daily News, 11 June 1923. See also Riches, Annual Report, 22 "ay 1929.
32Tolpkins, Annual Report, 16 April 1928, p. 4.
33Collplete, accurate enrolment figures for Yukon schools 1910-1940 cannot be given as the superintendent's
reports appear to be .issing for the years 1918-1920, 1923-25, 1928-29, 1932-33 and 1938-40. Allowance
lust also be made for the fact that sOle of the available statistics are based on an entire school year
while others are frol interia reports covering in sOle cases only the first ter.. The general trends are,
however, obvious.
34Patterson, Annual Report, 31 "arch 1937, p. S.
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been that of renewing the foundations as the pilings upon which the
·school rested rose and fell and decayed with the heaving and thawing
of the ground, a perpetual problem with all buildings in Dawson City.
In many respects Dawson Public School seems to have reached its
zenith during the years of World War 1. Reports indicate that its enrolments and teaching staff had by then attained their greatest numbers in more than a decade, while the building itself was in better
condition than ever before. Patriotism, encouraged by the local chapter of the lODE, had always been stressed; when the war broke out
teachers and pupils plunged into massive fund-raising activities in aid
of the war effort.
Beginning in May, 1915, the school presented the
first of a series of public entertainments that over the next two
years realized some sixteen hundred dollars for the Canadian Yukon
Patriotic Fund to help equip the University of Toronto Military Hospital. 3 !!! A grade three pupil of that era still vividly recalls his class'
contribution to one of these concerts, a spirited song with a challenging theme:
Why don't you wear a uniform? Why don't you all fall in?
Why don't you help your country in her hour of need to win?
Your King and Country call on you
To fight through thick and thin.
In a good old British uniform, FALL IN! FALL IN! FALL IN! 36
Needle ss to sa y, such exhort at ions did not fall up on deaf ears.
Inevitably, however, the names of former students began to find their
way into the casualty lists; on March 31, 1917, Mr. Bragg reported that
seven of the fifty former Yukon pupils who had enlisted for service
had either been killed in action or had died of wounds.
Nor did the
future seem very bright: as 1917 drew to a close, hints of impending
budget and staff cuts were beginning to cast a shadow and by 1919,
although peace had come, serious retrenchments were under way in
response to the massive cut in the federal grants to the Territory.

35See the Superintendent's reports for 1914-15 and 1915-16, Vukon Council Journals and Sessional Papers.
36From an interview with 6ordon Kclntyre, Nhitehorse, V.T., 10 July 19S5.
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Under these depressing circumstances, it became necessary to
find a replacement for Mr. Bragg.
In line with the policy of hiring
war veterans, Gold Commissioner MacKenzie secured the services of
Major W. F. Dyde, a man of outstan~ing qualifications with a distinguished war record, whose three years in the Yukon as Superintendent of Schools and teacher of history, literature and languages are
still remembered. 37
He left Dawson in June, 1922, to accept a
scholarship for doctoral studies at Columbia University; an obituary
article in the Yukon News dated October 11, 1973, indicates that at
the time of his death he was Vice-President Emeritus of the University of Colorado.
Another well remembered superintendent is Stuart
R. Tompkins, whose four years at Dawson City (1924-28) led him to a
Ph.D. program at Chicago University, a faculty position at the University of Oklahoma, and the authorship of a number of works on Alaskan
history.
Few details have as yet come to light concerning the other
individuals who filled the position during this period.
As the years passed, Dawson Public School reflected more and
more the society that it served: dwindling in population, yet maintaining all its original esse'ntial functions.
Some benefits even accrued
as unused classrooms provided space for other activities.
One room
on the ground floor housed the community library;38 in 1934 another
became available for some modified physical education classes, while
the upstairs hallway was converted into a study area. It also became
p'ossible in 1935 to offer typing instruction to seven students who
paid a small fee to cover the cost of the equipment. From the pupils'
point of view, school routines went on much as usual: the Dawson News
continued to publish its detailed reports of their monthly exam
results as well, as accounts of their athletic events, class outings
and special programs honouring their mothers or the pioneers of the

37W. F. Dyde, ".A. (Dueen's), B.A. (Oxon.), Ph.D. (Columbia), ".C. An article in the Dawson Daily News, 29
July 1919, indicates that in addition to his studies at Oxford as a Rhodes Scholar he had also attended
the University of Berlin for a year prior to the war. He received the "Uitary Cross for wounds received
in combat in World War I.
3BF. ". Envoldsen, "The Dawson Free Public Library," Dawson New~, 24 April 1934.
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district.
The teachers coped valiantly with their many classes and
duties as well as with the ten-percent pay cut imposed for some
years after. 1933-34 on all government. employees in Canada.
In the
spring of 1938, however, parental dissatisfaction over student
dropouts in the senior grades seems to have surfaced, resulting in
Mr. Patters on's dismissal.:n
In his place, Mr. Jeckell, an eminently
practical man, appointed a Yukon teacher whose knowledge of the Territory and personal· qualities took precedence over "outside" experience. In september of that year R. J. "Jack" Hulland was, accordingly,
transferred from Whitehorse to Dawson to begin his long tenure as
Superintendent of Yukon schools.
st. Mary's Catholic School
st. Mary's Catholic School, though much smaller than Dawson Public School, was similarly affected by the general trends of the era.
At first, enrolments increased markedly, exceeding those of 1902-05;
by 1910 eighty-three pupils were crowded into its two cla;;srooms,
sixty-eight of them in the lower grades.
To alleviate this difficult
situation and to maintain educational standards, the Oblate Fathers
added an annex to their building to serve the primary classes, while
the Sisters of st. Ann provided a third teacher, Sister Mary Raoul, at
no expense to the government. 40 In the senior class, instruction now
extended beyond grade eight; records indicate that in 1910 four of
Sister Mary Casilda's pupils were completing the work of second year
high school. 4 :!.
By 1914, when pressures at the primary level had
diminished, a recombination of classes occurred that permitted the annex to be used for a special high school commercial class arranged by
extension with st. Ann's Academy in Victoria, B.C., and for which tuition fees were required.
This class, taught by Sister Mary Esther,
provided excellent stenographic training for a number of Yukon stu-

39See a letter frol 6. A. Jeckell to the Hon. T. A. Crerar, "inishr of "ines and Resources, Ottawa, and the
latter's reply to "r. Patterson dated 15 June 1938. PAC, R6 85, Vol. 210, file 600-1-3, part 1.

4°'Ecole Ste-"arie, Dawson, V. T.·, p. 2.
41Ibid., p. 1.
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dents42 until it was discontinued in 1920 owing to insufficient enrolments.
The two remaining Sisters carried on the elementary program
until 1922 when only nineteen pupils remained and the authorities
withdrew the government grant for one teacher.
st. Mary's then became in effect a one-room elementary schoo~ although the few reports
available indicate that some secondary level work was carried on from
time to time, usually in the form of assistance to students enrolled
in B. C. Department of Education correspondence courses. 4 :3
Also, in
spite of its small enrolments, st. Mary's was always able to offer
some additional instruction beyond the basic curriculum. In· 1937, for
example, the Sisters offered oral French lessons, while Sister Mary
Rose Eva is especially well remembered for her quarter of a century
as music teacher there, from 1913 to 1938. Certainly, the reports of
the school's activities in the Dawson News reveal the extent of the
encouragement and support that these dedicated teachers provided for
many years to the pupils of st. Mary's School.
Whitehorse Public School (Lambert Street)
In Whitehorse, the reduction of staff and enrolments that characterized the Dawson schools during this period was far less severe
and may be seen as an indication of the somewhat greater economic·
stability of this small community whose transportation services

Enrolments 1910-35
(See footnote 32)
Whitehorse
Public School

1910-11
1920
1930
1935

59
39(7)
64
53

st. Mary's

83
49
8

13

Dawson
Public .School

196
142(7)
104
88

provided employment even in the Territory's lean years.
In 1910 its
two-room school was offering mainly elementary level education to

42"iss Victoria faulkner, secretary to the COllissioner ,of Yukon for ;any years, was a graduate of the 1916
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some sixty children, although a few were in Standard VI, or first year
high school.
Since its inception in 1902 there had been some change
of staff: the principal, A. E. Fisher, had left in 1909 to join a life
insurance company in Regina,4 4 while a number of young ladies had
carried on· the junior classroom after Kate Middlemiss' departure in
March, 1907, for parts unknown.
In line with its hiring policy, the
government secured in January, 1910, the 'services of two highly
qualified teachers from the Calgary Normal Public School, Mr. T. M. Edwards and Miss E. Murphy, of whom Mr. Bragg is reported to have
spoken "in glowing terms" following his inspection visit that September.
The ~ocal newspaper is particularly valuable for additional
details that supplement the Superintendent's rather terse reports
concerning the Whitehorse school.
For example, the Star of June 28,
1912, sheds some light on the curriculum, publishing the marks obtained
by the grade three and four pupils in their final examinations in ten
SUbjects: reading, writing, arithmetic, drawing, history, geography, literature, composition, grammar and spelling, with a passing mark of
thirty-three percent in each subject and a total of 500 marks, i.e., a
fifty-percent average.
From the same source we also learn (December
20, 1912) that the school's fifty-eight pupils had presented· an ambitious and highly successful Christmas cantata and that there were
then five students in Standard V or grade eight, and eight in Standard VI.
From a later item dated May 15, 1916, we find that in January, 1912, the newly arrived principal, Mr. Duncan Grant, had obtained
Mr. Bragg's permission to affiliate Whitehorse Public School with the
British Columbia Department of Education so that its Standard VI
(grade nine) classes might, with a slight change in their course of
studies, write the B.C. provincial examinations for that grade level.

(continued)

class. Retallack, "Dawson School Celebrates Dialond Jubilee."
43See for example Patterson, "Report of the Public Schools, 1933-34" and also H. 6. "enzies' report dated 22
"ay 1930. VA, VR6 I, Series I-A, Vol. 3, file 135-c.
44Whitehorse Weekly Star, 30 September 1910.
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typewriters were available, the pupils practised
niq ues for wee ks, using c ardboa rd c ha rts.
mastered the fingering did their teacher,Miss
them to use the actual machines--but they all
cient touch typists. 5 4

their keyboard techOnly wh en t hey had
Connie Morgan, allow
became highly profi-

Such, then, was the schooling available to the children of Dawson
and Whitehorse during the years of the Yukon's "big sleep," as the interval between the Territory's two "boom" periods is sometimes known.
Hampered by the severe financial constraints of the time, it remained
generally academic in nature and decidedly textbook-oriented, cu rriculum enrichment 0 ften being provided through the generosit y of
concerned parents.
Such education. differed little from that offered
in small communities elsewhere in Canada during these difficult years.

'54Dehils regarding Whitehorse Public School in the 1930s are based on infonation supplied by "n. 6udrun
(Erikson) Sparling and "rs. Estelle (Caleron) Wilson.
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26.

Reunion of women teache1's and forrme1' teache1's of Dawson Public SchooL, c. 191?

CHAPTER VII
TERRIT·ORIAL SCHOOLS: THE LEAN YEARS (continued)
(1906-1940)
Assisted Schools: A Response to Rural Needs
Families who sought a livelihood outside the larger centres of
Dawson or Whitehorse were faced with a difficult and often costly decision once their children reached school age.
In general, they had
three choices: to move to a more populated area, to send their children away from home to board with friends or relatives or to send
them "outside" to private school.
In an effort to meet the 'leet:l~ ~t
parents in areas lacking the minimum number of twelve pupils required

tOt

,:t

tull:t 8UPPoIte(\ 5choolf tft~ .'tI~ r:ritoIi:3.1 \jO\~~ tnm~nt l)t~:jn

til"loItl y

after the turn of the century to provide the "assisted" schools which
were to become a feature of the Yukon's early education system. Establishe d thr ough the a utho rity granted the Commis sion er in the
School Ordinance of 1902 and first mentioned in the Public Accounts
for 1906-07, they represent the dying stages of once larger schools
such as Bonanza or the birth of new ones, some of which had a very
short life indeed.
According to Mr. Bragg, these· schools were a
cooperative venture, with parents and government sharing the costs
and responsibilities involved in their operation. As he explains in a
letter to a new teacher:
At first only a monthly grant was given the teacher, the
parents concerned providing the building, the equipment and
the fuel.
Later, the government agreed to the practice of
making a grant up to $100 per annum for fuel in most of such
schools.
It was expected that those who reaped the benefit
of the school would be ready to help the teacher out by
paying the rent for any required building, providing stoves,
and otherwise assisting the teacher.l.

lYA, YRS 1, Series 4, Vol. 13, file 311-A, T. S. Bragg to "iss Edith "urphy, 5 February 1918.

The salary grants to which he refers varied from $100 to $125 according to the· number of pupils enrolled 2 and were paid to the
teacher on a month-to-month basis only as long as an attendance of
six (later, seven) pupils was maintained.
It would appear that the
amount of classroom furniture, equipment and instructional material
that the government supplied was minimal, if we may judge by the following inventory submitted in August, 1911, by Arthur Livingstone, the
teacher at Carcross Assisted School: 3
13 desks
3 blackboards, 1 very small and 1 needing a new cover
1 dictionary
5 erasers
1 Aldine second reader
1 geography of the British Colonies
1 school register, partly used
1/2 box co1ored crayons; 1/2 box white crayons
1 British Empire map of the world
1 map of the world in hemispheres
1 map of Asia
1 map of Africa
1 map of Europe
1 map of Canada
2 home made tables, 3 home made benches, 2 home made desks
(long like tables)
With the possible exception of a few packages of foolscap, whatever
else was required in the classroom must have been left to the ingenuity of the teacher and the generosity of the parents.
Early Assisted Schools
\

The earliest of these assisted schools emerged in 1906, the
first year of Mr. Bragg's superintendency: one was at Conrad City, a

2Dawson Daily News, 24 "arch 1911.
3YA, YRG 1, Series 4, Yol.13, file 308.
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long-vanished mmmg camp located twelve miles from Carcross on Windy
Arm of Tagish Lake and once described as "the liveliest little town in
the North,"4 while two others were in the Klondike area at Quartz
Creek and 9 Below Dominion.
Their brief existence may be traced in
the Public Accounts which indicate that classes at Conrad were discontinued at the end of June, 1907, after only seven months of operation, with those at 9 Below Dominion following suit a year later i
Quartz Creek school was apparently somewhat more durable since it
managed to stay alive until about 1910 or 1911.
By that date, however, other assisted schools had come into being in a number of tiny
communities, while for a few years the Church of England was given a
block grant for including a few white children in its mission schools
at Selkirk, Carcross and Fortymile.
Difficulties and Disappointments
At first, Mr. Bragg seems to have been well pleased with these
attempts to provide schooling in the smaller settlements.
In 1910 he
informed the Territorial Council that there were five assisted schools
then in operation at Gold Bottom, Granville, Quartz Creek, Selkirk and
Carcross, all in charge of well-qualified teachers.!5
His satisfaction
was, however, short-lived since the difficulties inherent in maintaining
the efficient operation of such small and isolated schools became increasingly apparent as the years passed.
The transitory nature of
the settlements and· the unsettled employment conditions of the time
combined with the difficulties of travel and communication to create
endless problems for the Superintendent.
Mr. Bragg's experience in 1913-14 with a proposed new assisted
school at Pueblo, a copper property near Whitehorse, seems to have

"Whihhorse Weekly Star, 10 July 1914.
SHis report for the school year 1910-11 indicates that Kiss Irving, the teacher at Gold Bottom, held certificahs frolll both Nova Scotia and Kassachussets, Kr. Livingstone at Carcross frol Alberta and Kr. rrank
Berton at Granville frol New Brunswick. Kr. Galpin, who taught at guarh Creek, held a headmaster's certificah froll England, while Kr. Canhall at Selkirk was also well-experienced, although not a trained
hacher.
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been particularly disappointing. Here, he tells us, an assisted school
had been started "on the distinct unders.tanding and guarantee that
families with children of school age would immediately settle in this
locality in more than sufficient numbers to justify the maintenance of
an assisted school."s The government in this case certainly did its
share: the teacher was paid and the school kept open' for 137 days at
a cost of $ 630 for only three pupils, including the son and daughter
of the mine manager, who set aside a spacious room in his house for
a classroom.
The mining. company seems also to have acted in good
faith, but due to the onset of World War I followed by a serious mine
accident that took a number of lives, the townsite failed to develop
and Pueblo, like Conrad City, joined the ranks of Yukon's vanished
hopes. 7
Thereafter, the Territorial authorities displayed much more
caution, tending to delay the establishment of any ne w assisted
school until the required number of pupils was actually present in the
locality.
Solutions: Letters of Permit and a "Stage" Service
By 1914-15, Mr. Bragg announced that he had given up trying to
find qualified teachers for these small schools. As he explains in his
report for that year:
The uncertainty in respect to all such schools does not warrant the securing of experienced and qualified teachers
because experience proves that the maintenance of an assisted School for one entire year is never certain. The only
possible course to follow.
. is to appoint the best
qualified person available at the time in the Territory, who
mayor may not have had previous experience, but who gives
evidence of performing the required duties with a fair degree

6T. 6. Bragg, "Report of the Superintendent of Schools,· Sessional Paper No. 1, Journal of the Yukon Council,
1913-14.
7PAC, R6 18, Series l-A, Vol. 387, file 181-10, Captain P. "artin to Co.missioner 6. Black, 18 Septelber 1913.
Addi tional detai Is regarding Pueblo lIere obtained frol the Public Accounts, frol"r. Bragg's reports, and
frol information supplied by "r. John Scott of Whitehorse.
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of efficiency and is willing to put up with the uncertain'ties
and other difficulties of the situation and to accept the
grant which the Government is justified in giving, supplemented as it may be by such assistance as those benefited
by the school are disposed to give.
With great regret I am
compelled to say that in most instances such assistance
amounts to little or nothing.
He had, in fact, already begun the' practice of selecting promising
young ladies from his matriculation class who, following 'a short period
of training in the elementary classrooms of Dawson Public School,'
could be sent to teach in one of the Territory's assisted schools
with a "letter of permit"--a procedure which provided a satisfactory
supply of teachers for the smaller communities for many years thereafter.
To limit the proliferation of assisted schools along the Klondike
creeks,S at least in the immediate vicinity of Dawson, Mr. Bragg introduced in September, 1914, a daily automobile service to bring children
from adjacent settlements such as Ogilvie Bridge and Bear Creek to
Dawson Public school.
This undertaking, costing from two to three
thousand dollars a year, was no more expensive, as he pointed out,
than the maintenance of "two or three inferior schools" and had the
added advantage of offering the children from those communities better facilities and instruction. It was, moreover, in line with a trend
to consolidation then, making its appearance in some rural areas of
southern Canada and the United States. 9
Once begun, this "stage"
service, its cost recorded under the heading of "assisted schools" and
at times shared by the parents, continued until activity at Bear
Creek ended forty years later. Of a similar nature was the provision
for a few weeks in 1916 and 1917 of a launch to bring children to
school from Sunnydale, a farming area eight miles upt:iver from Dawson,

BSee the Appendix for a complete list of assisted schools based on inforlation in the Public Accounts, the lost
reliable source for tracing all Territorial schools and educational costs between 1905 and 1950.
9r rol infonation contained in "r. Bragg's report for 1915-16, as well as his supplementary report of 10 April
1918. This lust have been one of the earliest school bus services in Canada.
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~nabling

them to live at home between school opening in August and
freeze-up in October, when their families moved to town.
A Typical Assisted School: Tagish (1929-31)
While the uncertainties that plagued the assisted schools were
undoubtedly a trial to the Superintendent, they were no less a source
of anxiety to conscientious parents concerned for their children's education but tied by circumstances to life in isolated areas. In this
/
respect, the experiences of the residents of Tagish, some fiftee n
miles south of Carcross, provide valuable insight into the problems
encountered by both parents and teachers in such situations.
Records:1.0 indicate that in 1929 Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dickson, owners of
a trading post and fur farm, were granted permission to erect a small
log building to serve as a school house for the eight pupils expected
to attend classes there.
By October the teacher, Miss Katie Martin,
appears to have settled in quite happily de spite some misgiving s
about certain latent tensions that she sensed between the three or
four families in the settlement.
Perhaps to avoid any appearance of
favoritism, she seems to have kept very much to herself, but even
her previous experience in Carcross from 1923 to 1928 had not
prepared her for the almost total isolation of life at Tagish, especially in winter.
Solitary and depressed, she finally unburdened herself to the Superintendent:
This has been a very hard year to me. The loneliness is almost unbearable and it has taken no end of will-power to
keep me from resigning at least a dozen times. . . . My chief
occupation is to arrange my day so that night will come
quicker.
I even keep the kids in till four very often with
that end in view. . . . This is hardly a letter for a subordinate to write but it has passed a few moments and made
a break in an otherwise monotonous evening . . . . :1.:1.

IOYA, YRS 1, Series 4, Vol. 29, file 464.
IIIbid., Katie "artin to Superintendent S. "enzies, 22 "arch 1930.
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It was not a good situation for a young and active girl, as she herself admitted; at the end of June she resigned her post to return
With respect to her classes, however, she had
home to Whitehorse.
been quite successful: the children had enjoyed school and had made
good progress, while the Dicksons noted that the general spirit of the
community had improved through having ·the school there to serve as a
common interest.
Her successor was apparently less effective. That
year two children moved with their mother to Carcross and four
others dropped out of school so that by June, 1931, only. five pupils
remained and the Superintendent was forced to withdraw support.
In
spite 6f repeated pleas from the two remaining families, who pointed
out that the Tagish fur farms were then providing more tax revenue
per capita than any othe r locality in the Yukon, the authorities
remained firm.
Since no additional children arrived to enable the
school to reopen, Mrs. Dickson for some years resorted to carrying on
full-time classes for her own two boys and another young lad so that
they could at least complete their elementary schooling.
Under the
circumstances, it was fortunate that she herself was a former
teacher.
other Short-Lived Schools
·Carmacks (1925)
Tagish was, of course, by no means unique.
Somewhat similar
problems had arisen a few years earlier in Carmacks,12 where the efforts of some parents to establish an assisted school had apparently
been hampered by the unwillingness or the inability of others to participate. A teacher had, in fact, come for a few weeks in the fall of
1925 to begin regular classes there but as numbers remained insufficient the Superintendent closed the school in October.
The teacher,
Miss Sybil Martin,. returned home to Whitehorse and the parents
reverted to hiring tutors for their children.

12Inforllation concerning Canacks is derived frol an interview (July 1984) with Krs. Ida Soulter, a pioneer
resident of that cOllunity, as well as from correspondence in YA, YRS 1, Series 4, Vol. 19, file 357.
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Stewart City (1924-25)
Nor were the families at Stewart Cit y J..3 much more successful in
obtaining schooling for their children. Their· first request in September, 1924, met with approval but once again the required attendance
was not maintained and the teacher, Miss Hattie Stone from Dawson,
was withdrawn in June, 1925, after holding' classes for only seven
months. A decade later, in 1935 and again iri 1936, appeals for an assisted school at Stewart were refused, this time not because ·there
were too few children but because no apportionment had been made for
a school there and the limited Territorial budget could not provide
funds for such a contingency.
As with Tagish, the only recourse was
for one of the mothers to carry on classes as best she could for a
few of the children; once again it was fortunate that she had been a
teacher.
Selkirk (1925-27)
Developments at SelkirkJ..4 followed much the same pattern.
Although the mission school did occasionally provide some instruction
for a few white children there, the irregular attendance of the Indian
pupils prevented development of a systematic year-round school
routine, so that Selkirk parents in general sought other alternatives.
In the early 192 Os an application for an assisted school was refused
on the grounds that no money had been set aside in the budget for
that purpose. A second request was, however, more successful: in October, 1925, the Gold Commissioner--apparently with a little pressure
from George Black, the Yukon's federal MP--approved the appointment
of a teacher for Selkirk. After the customary short period of training, a Dawson girl, Miss Pauline White, proceeded to Selkirk where she
held school in a log cabin, studied for her own matriculation examinations and returned from writing them to teach a second year at
Selkirk at the parents' request.
Her time there ended in June, 1927;

13See the correspondence in Ibid., file 355, and also an item in the Dawson News, 25 November 1925.
14Infonation concerning the assisted school at Selkirk is froll "rs. Pauline (White) Russell, who taught there
fro. 1925 to 1927, and from docullents in YA, YR6 1, Series 4, Vol. 21, file 371.
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thereafter the records make no further mention of a public school at
Selkirk.
Permanent Schools Emerge
Carcross (1910-14; 1923)
Not all assisted schools were fated to disappear.
A few, more
fortunately located in settlements with a greater potential for
permanence, outgrew their early difficulties and developed into fully
supported schools from which their present-day successors have
evolved.
Of these, the school at Carcross has the longest history.:l.!5
Since by 1909 the Anglican mission was no longer accepting white children, the residents that summer circulated a petition requesting the
establishment of a government school. As a result, the following January saw the opening of the first of a series of short-lived assisted
schools,:L6 the last of which closed in 1914 when anticipated mining developments failed to materialize and bring more families to the district. A decade elapsed before the presence in 1923 of eight schoolage children once more justified the opening of an assisted school
taught by Miss Katie Martin, a Whitehorse girl who had taken senior
matriculation and Normal School training in British Columbia and who,
as previously mentioned, later taught for a year at Tagish.
By 1927 enrolments had increased sufflc iently to ensure full
government support,:L7 thereby providing Miss Martin with a salary increase of $ 2 5 a month and freeing the parents from their obligation
to provide wood to heat the school building.
Katie Martin was fol-

ISInfonation regarding Carcross may be found in correspondence in Ibid., Yol.· 13, file 309. Additional
details were provided in interviews with former teachers or stUdents: Mrs. 6ertrude (Rose) Squirechuk,
Mrs. 6udrun (Erikson) Sparling of Whitehorse and the late "rs. Matthew Watson, formerly of Carcross.
16The first teacher, Louise McCormac[kl, left in June, 1910. She was followed that September by Arthur Livingstone, a young teacher from Alberta, but by Augu~t, 1911, too few pupils relained to permit the school to
reopen. Asecond attempt, in 1913-14, lasted only one year but brought a well-known pioneer resident to
Carcross. Hazel "cLaren, one of "r. Bragg's pupils, taught that year with a letter of permit and stayed
on in the cOI.unity as Mrs. Matthew Watson until 1956.
17Carcross School reverted br ieny to assi sted status during the 1929-30 school year.
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lowed in 1928 by Adele Sansom, also born and educated in Whitehorse,
with a teacher's certificate from B.C.l..B
Two years later she in turn
was succeeded by William Tinney, a clergyman and former principal of
the nearby Indian residential school, who held a teaching certificate
from Manitoba and is reported to have maintained "a good school, with
sound scholarship and a pleasant, aggressive atmosphere of work."l..9
Carrying on classes in cramped and inadequa·te quarters, improvising
materials and at times even making his own desks, his initiative and
ingenuity were rewarded, at least in 1935-36, by almost perfect attendance, surely an indication of parental and pupil support.
When
the school (scarcely larger than a one-car garage, as his son recollects) was. destroyed by fire in July, 1936, he supervised its relocation to a somewhat larger building once used by the Anglican Church
as a school and community reading room.
Since his own children were
approaching high school age, he moved that December with his family
to Whitehorse to accept an appointment to the Canadian Customs Service there.
He was replaced by a . young teacher from Vancouver,
Renard R. Brunt, a university graduate whose vigour and enthusiasm,
while appreciated by his pupils, seems to have caused some concern to
parents accustomed to Mr. Tinney's more traditional methods.
At the
end of two years, his appointment was not renewed and the school
passed into the hands of other teachers, few of whom remained longer
than a year or two.
Mayo (1913-)
The assisted school that opened in 1913 at Mayo Landing began a
few years later than its counterpart at Carcross but differed from it
by achieving full government support in a shorter time without any
breaks in the continuity of its operation.
On the first of October

IBAdele Sansol "c"urphy, like Hazel "cLaren, married and spent the greater part of her li fe in Carcross. Both
have descendents still living in the area.
19Patterson, Report of the Public Schools, Part C, 31 ~arch 1935. According to his son Arthur, "r. Tinney
later took a civil service post as a way ·outside! so that his children light have access to a university
education. His four sons did all graduate, two with Ph.D.'s. Three of the. became teachers.
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that year, Alex Profeit,20 a young teacher from eastern Canada, began
holding school for eight pupils in a classroom provided by the parents
and referred to as "Binet's house."
During each of his two years
there records indicate that for some reason classes were discontinued in early spring: perhaps by that time both teacher and parents
. were eager to set out prospecting.
In any case, when the school
closed in mid-February of 1915 the likelih00d of its reopening that
fall seemed very remote.
During the summer, however, a number of
new families arrived in the settlement,· increasing the total number of
school-age children to eleven and providing Mr. Bragg with a staffing
problem.
With no qualified person readily available to replace Mr.
Profeit, he decided to follow the procedure already begun in Carcross
and to place one of his Dawson pupils, Emma AlIen, in charge of the
school in Mayo, the first of a series of such appointments to tliat
school over the next few years. Throughout this period the enrolment
remained very small; in 1920 when Miss Dorothy Hoggan took charge 2 1.
there were still only ten pupils on the register. That fall encouraging mining developments attracted more newcomers to the area; as a
result a committee of parents wrote to the Commissioner. pointing. out
that Mayo, with an estimated population of one hundred and an additional two hundred and .fifty in the surrounding district, would in the
near future require a fully supported schoo1. 22 Despite some understandable hesitation on the part of the Territorial authorities, an
enrolment of thirteen pupils in September, 1921, justified this change
of status and additional expense; as a result the school was moved to
somewhat larger quarters in the log cabin rented from Mr. F. Cantin
which was to be its home for mo re than twenty years, while the
teacher'S salary was increased from $125 to $150 a month and the ed-

2°His letter of application indicates that he was a quali fied teacher with a total of five years experience in
Ontario and Saskatchewan. In 1911 he had applied to teach at Srand rorks (Bonanza), where he was elllployed
for a time as night foreman on construction of a gold dredge. VA, RS1, Series 4, Vol. 20, file 364, Alex
Profeit to T. S. Bragg, 31 August 1911.
21Dorothy Hoggan, daughter of a river-boat captain, was the
in Dawson, gained a teaching certificate frolD B.C., and
Washington. Dawson Daily New5, 26 July 1925. She was
lespie, who taught at "ayo until 1928.
22VA, VRS I, Series 4, Vol. 13, file 311-A, J. E. rarrell to
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first white girl born in Whitehorse. She grew up
after teaching four years in Mayo moved to Tacoma,
succeeded by another Daw50n girl, Miss Laura GilGold Commissioner S. "cKenzie, 13 Dece_ber 1920.
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ucational equipment of the school was improved. '2:3
Before long, the need to offer high school classes arose; to add
ten grade nine subjects to the tear.her's already heavy workload was
felt to be out of the question, yet the number of children involved
was insufficient to warrant the hiring of another full-time staff member.
In 1923-24 the Church of England rector, the Reverend F. H.
Buck,'24 provided a temporary solution by offering to teach the four
stUdents then entering high school for a fee of fifty dollars a month,
to be shared equally by the parents and the Territorial government .
. He appears to have held classes for five hours a day, sometimes
more, in the one-room annex to the school building which was later to
become the IODE library.
The following year he again taught the same
four pupils, using the church vestry as a classroom and obtaining
some aid from the government in the form of a few locally built desks
and a supply of gas for his lamp.
Since the records indicate that a
number of matriculation exams were written in Mayo that June when his
students were still enrolled in grade ten, he must have brought them
along very well in some subjects.
His departure that summer created
considerable panic until a replacement was found in the person of
Lieutenant H. E. Tabor of the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals stationed in Mayo who saw these students through their final year of
high school, his fee being fully supported by a government grant of
$500 a y-ear.
In September, 1926, the position reverted to the local
clergyman, the Reverend G. F. Leigh, who seems to have taught two or
three grade nine students that year and perhaps some again the following year, although apparently with less success than his predecessors to judge from Superintendent Tompkins' comment in his 1927-28
report that there was "very little to show for the money spent other
than that of satisfying the feeling of the parents." - After June, 1928,

23See W. r. Dyde's annual report for the schools of the Yukon Territory dated 31 "arch 1932. PAC, RS 85; Vol.
210, file 600-1-3-i.
24The Rev. frank Buck, BA, had come to the Yukon in 1915 to work among the miners of the lIayo and Klondike
areas. In 1917 he went overseas with the Yukon Infantry Company under Captain S. Black. In 1922 he became the first rector of St. "ary's Church, lIayo, leaving three years later to continue his studies in education at UBC. C"A Highway for our God,· a manuscript in the writer's possession, Chapter 4; also Northern Lights, Vol. 13, No. 4, November, 1925, pp. 3-4.>
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this policy of hiring a part-time high school instructor for Mayo was
abandoned and for some years the few pupils requiring grade nine
were entrusted to the elementary teachers, Miss Vera Gillespie (192830) and Mr. N. Manual (1930-32).
A very different and more practical approach to post-elementary
instruction in Mayo was that introduced by' Gordon McIntyre who arrived there in the fall of 1932 to teach grades one to eight, intending to offer some commercial instruction privately.2!S At Mr. Jeckell's
suggestion and with some adjustment in salary, he began that October
to hold shorthand, bookkeeping and typing classes for two hours every
day in the late afternoon for three older r~i:rls.
The following ye.:lr
the program continued with three new pupils but had to be discontinued thereafter owing to lack of stUdents. This undertaking, however,
earned for Mr. McIntyre the lasting appreciation of the community for
his efforts to provide specific job training for young people whose
parents could not have afforded in that time of depression to send
them away from home for further education. 26
Mining Camp Schools
Keno Hill

(1925~31)

and Wernecke Camp (1931-33)

As mining exploration and development continued in the Mayo
region, a succession of small schools came into being, only one of
which was destined for eventual permanence.
The first of these was
opened in August, 1925, at Keno Hill, where strenuous lobbying on the
part of the company and its employees had succeeded in winning Gold
Commissioner Reid's approval for a government public school in spite

2!16ordon "cintyre, born and educated in Dalolson City, attended Normal School in B.C. and also took sOle COllllercial training in that province. He taught in "ayo frol 1932-41 and, after service in the Canadian forces
during the Second World War, returned there as mining recorder, later serving as Territorial councillor
for that area. Now retired, he lives in Whitehorse. Kevin Shackell, "Little Red Schoolhouse ••• ,.
Yukon News, 29 November 1982.
26"r. "cIntyre's reports concerning these classes are appended to the Superintendent's reports for 1932-33,
1933-34 and 1935-36 found in YA, YR6 1, Series 1, Vol. 3, file 135-F-ij Vol. 59, file 34362 and Vol. 3,
file 135-J-i, respectively.
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of the objections o'f Superintendent Tompkins, who thought it would be
more prudent to proceed cautiously and either delay the opening of a
school there or, at .most, establish an assisted one. 27
His views
concerning the high cost of schools in mining communities were in this
case justified: in its brief six years of existence enrolments at the
Keno Hill school failed to grow beyond the minimum required for full
support while fuel and maintenance costs were heavy and rent was
high, at least until a new and smaller classroom became available.
The families there were, however, well served since the school provided all elementary classes as well as grade nine, if required.
Its
first teacher, Miss Alice Fisher, a Mayo girl, was followed in 1929 by
Ted R. Bleiler, a young Albertan who had been attracted to the Yukon
by the higher salaries offered to teachers there. 28 When the mine at
Keno Hill closed in June, 1931, he moved with five pupils to nearby
Wernecke Camp29 where a second school was opened early that October
for thirteen children aged six to seventeen in grades one, three,
five, nine and ten.
As Territorial Council had made no apportionment
for this school, the company and parents provided and maintained the
classroom. This assisted status brought a corresponding reduction in
salary so that Mr. Bleiler had, in effect, a heavier teaching load with
less pay than at Keno and, in fact, received no salary at all until
Council could meet the following spring to· vote the necessary funds.
When he left teaching in 1932 to go. placer mining, the company
officials faced a new problem. They discovered to their consternation
that his replacement was to be a young single girl, a recent graduate
of Daws on scho 01, for whom accommodation other than the miners'
bunkhouse would have to be provided.
It seems, however, that their
fears were groundless: suitable housing was found for Emma Skistad
who proved, moreover, to be "a. wonderful little teacher" well liked by
all. 30
Her time there was short; in March, 1933, the mine moved its

27Ibid., Vol. 13, file 311-A, S. R. Tompkins to "r. Percy Reid, 2 July 1925.
2B

1

The Year the Market Crashed Forced Pioneers Northwards,· Yukon News., 19 October 1983.

2'9YA, YR6 1, Series 1, Vol. 3, file 13S-E-ii, T. R. Bleiler to H. 6. l'Ienzies, 27 May 1932. See also Ibid.,
Series 4, Vol. 19, file 360, T. Bleiler's report for October, 1931.
30Ibid., L. Wernecke to 6. A. Jeckell, 14 "arch 1932.
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headquarters to Mayo and too few children were left to justify continuation of the school at Wernecke Camp beyond Easter.
EIs a ( 1 9 3 7 - )
Discovery of the rich Galena Hill ore deposits and the s ubsequent opening of the Treadwell-Yukon Company's camp at EIsa soon
brought a third school to the district. In 1936 the government turned
down the parents' first request for a teacher for ten children there
on the grounds that no money had been allocated for the purpose.
However, the following year the number rose to thirteen, justifying
the opening of a public school in premises provided and maintained by
the Company with Mr. A. Lanyon as teacher.:31. Like its predecessors in
the area, it seemed at first to be destined for a brief existence,
especially when the United states in the early 1940s ceased buying
foreign silver, forcing the EIsa mine to close for a time.
Following
its reopening some years later this· mine proved to be a remarkably
durable operation; as a result EIsa school later became an ongoing
component of the Territory's education system.
other Reguests and Unmet Needs
Fortymile
Now and again the records yield traces of less successful at:...
tempts to persuade the authorities to provide schooling for small
numbers· of children in other remote districts.
As previously mentioned, the mission school at Fortymile received assistance in 1907
and 1908 for a few white children attending classes there; some years
later, in 1914, an effort seems to have been made to reopen it as "an
assisted school, with the privilege of Indians to attend." In this instance the Indian agent reported that, lacking the requisite number of
white children for a grant, the Bishop nevertheless kept· the school
open for a few years for "four or five white and four Indian children"

31Information concerning the EIsa school at this period is found· in the Keno file, Ibid.
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.with a former Oxford .student, A. C. Field, in charge.:32
Soon afterwards, the settlement was apparently totany abandoned and by 1937
was reported by a visitor to have become a mere "ghost town, almost
ee rie in its loneliness ."3:3
The Kluane-Burwash Area
Fortymile was at least situated on the Yukon River; more difficult of access was the Kluane-Burwash area northwest of Whitehorse
which remained relatively isolated until the construction of the
Alaska Highway. In October, 1917,. Mr. T. A. Dickson, a hunter and guide
at Kluane, asked Bishop Stringer to help him obtain an assisted school
in that area.
Having heard that six children would be required, he
writes:
I have five children 0 Id enough to at tend sc hool.
Jack
Haydon has two besides· a good many of the Aishihik Indians
would attend schuol regular if there could be one arranged
at or near my place.
I will willingly put up a good school
and have all the rations etc. for same free of cost. Besides
supplying them with abundant meat and fish which is ver y
plentiful at my place at the foot of Kluane Lake, Jack Haydon
is in a good position to subscribe well towards the same and
I hope that I will be able to do a little more than I have
already stated . . . . 34
It seems that no such school was ever opened, nor did a similar request from Eugene Jacquot at Burwash Landing in 1934 bring any
results even though there were ten school-age children there, since
the Territorial government was particularly short of funds at the
time and had no money available for the purpose.
A second request
from Burwa2h residents in 1939, supported by a petition signed by Mr.

32PAC, R6 10, Vol. 6478, file 931-1, part I, J. Hallksley to the Department of Indian Affairs, 17 June 1916.
Regarding A. C. Field, see YA, ACDYR, Series I-I-a, Box 3, file 12.
33Northern Lights, Vol. 26, Nos. 3-4, Aug.-Nov., 1937, p. 3.
34YA, ACDYR, Series l-l.a, Box 8, file 6, T. A. Dickson to Bishop I. O. Stringer, 20 October 1917.
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Jacquot and thirty-two others, met with a similar refusal, presumably
for the same reason. 3 5
Alternatives
Under cLrcumstances such as these, parents unable to move to a
larger community had to look for other altern'atives.
Some solved the
problem by sending their children to Dawson or Whitehorse where they
lived with fri.ends or relatives while attending school; those of mixed
parentage could be accommodated at St. Paul's Hostel, a residence established by Bishop Stringer in 1920 so that such children, from the
more remote areas might have access to Dawson Public Schoo1. 36 Some
parents, better placed financially, sent their children to schools
"outside," while others hired tutors, to direct their children's lessons,
sometimes sharing their services with other families in the neighbourhood.
Finally, the mother herself occasionally assumed the task, as
was the case at Stewart City and Tagish; in that event the Superintendent appears to have assisted by sending her the necess ary
texts and a curriculum guide.
A further aid to home study were the
correspondence courses developed after 1919 by the British Columbia
Department' of Education 37 or those supplied by the Calvert Correspondence School of Boston, Massachusetts, which Mr. Mclntyre
recalls as being particularly popular with Yukoners for many years.
Yukon Schools, 1910-1940: Summary
Despite its inability to provide equal educational opportunities
for all children in all parts 0 f the Territ ory, it would be inappropriate to judge the Yukon school system too harshly for its
performance during these years.
Given the region's extremely small

3sJournals of the Yukon Council, 1934 and 1939.
36A list of the children attending Dawson or Whitehorse schools fro. the outlying areas of the Territory in
1934-35 will be found in the Appendix.
37 In 1919 British Columbia became the first Canadian province to establish a correspondence division. Ten
years later these original elementary courses were extended through the junior high grades and later to
the senior high school level. Phillips, Development of Education, p. 132.
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population, the vast distances between its settlements and the
prevailing diff iculties of comm unication, it is remarkable that the
system functioned as well as it did.
At its best, in the Dawson and
Whitehorse schools, it offered the Territory's pupils an education
very s.i.milar to that available at the time in other rural areas of
western Canada where reliance continued to be placed mainly on small
schools housing all elementary and secondary· grades under one roof 3B
until the trend to larger schools became widespread after World War
n. The greatest handicap for much of the period was undoubtedly
shortage of money, especially after 1933 when expenditures for the
entire Yukon school system did not exceed thirty-five or forty thousand dollars a year. 39
However, it is well to remember that even in
times of greatest economy Yukon teachers continued to receive their
same basic salary, apart from the universal ten-percent cut imposed
for a few years in the 1930s on all government employees across Canada; in this respect they were more fortunate than many of their
provincial counterparts,4 0 even if working conditions were far from
ideal.
In any case, brighter days lay ahead: before many mor~ years
elapsed the Yukon found itself entering a new and unforeseen phase
that brought sweeping changes to all aspects 0 f its society and
renewed vigour to its school system.

3BJohnson, ABrief History of Education., p. 152.
39See the Appendix for a table setting forth the total expenditures on education as shown in the public accounts for the period •.
4°The depreSSion years were particularly di fficult for Saskatchewan teachers. According to Phillips, Development of Education, p. 229, the salaries of wOlen teachers holding first class certificates fell in rural
areas there frol $1,142 in .1930 to $442 in 1934. Even these salaries could not always be paid. "In many
districts teachers were given only the govern lent grant of a dollar a day and usually, but not always,
their board.
I
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27.

M1.yo PubUc School pupils !J>ith teacheT' DOT'othy Hoggan (left of dooT').
Gold CommissioneT' and MT's. G.P. MacKenzie (in fT'ont of doOT'), c. i923-24.

28.

Revepend Fpank Buck, teachep, with Mayo high schooZ cZass
on chupch step8 at Mayo, c. 1923-24.

CHAPTER VIII
NATIVE EDUCATION: RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS
(1906-1940)
For almost half a century following the death in June, 1906, of
Bishop Bompas, that staunch advocate of Indian education, the Yukon's
native children--like their counterparts elsewhere in Canada--remained
outside the public school system.
Until the 1940s, such education as
they received continued to be provided through the efforts of the
Anglican church with financial assistance from the federal government,
an alliance at times fraught with tensions and misunderstandings and
inevitably affected by the economic difficulties of the period.
One
notable result of their joint efforts was the establishment of two
widely separated boarding institutions for children 6f native ancestry:
Chooutla Indian Residential School near Carcross in the south-western
corne r of the Yukon and Shingle Point Eskimo Residential School on the
Territory's remote Arctic coast.
Each of these had its own purpose
and each, according to circumstances, met with a different degree of
success.
An Indian Residental School
From Fortymile to Carcross (1903)
Chooutla Schoo~1 the older and better known of the two, was the
outgrowth of the little boarding home for orphans and neglected children that Bishop Bompas had transferred in 1903 from Fortymile to a
small cabin behind th~ railway station in Carcross. Only a year later
he moved the children and Miss Ellis, their supervisor, to large r
quarters in the Indian village across the river, a location which in
its turn soon proved inadequate for the school's growing population.
The urgent need for improved facilities was noted by Mr. Bragg, the
Territorial Superintendent of Schools, whose reports clearly portray

lPronounced ·Choo-ut-Ia,· the nale is a Loucheux word meaning "laughing water,' a reference to the stream running through the property to which the school was loved in 1912.

conditions there between 1907 and 1910. 2
The main building was, he
tells· us, a log structure of "a storey and a half, the half being so
low as to amount to little more than a good garret" containing two
cramped rooms used as dormitories for the girls and ventilated by "a
good-sized window at each end, open day and night."
Downstairs on
the ground floor were a room about eighteen feet square used for
both meals and lessons, two small rooms for' the matron and her assistant, a ver.y tiny and inadequately equipped kitchen and also "a
back room with a little cache attached, this room being used for a
laundry and storage purposes." In 1907 a log building was erected as
a dormitory for the growing number of boys, with a small private room
. for. their. matron; two years later. a separate one-room schoolhouse
was built, freeing the large room in the main building for use exclusively as a dining hall while somewhere, according to Mr. Bragg, space
was found for a workshop where the boys could doa little simple carpentry.
All these improvements were, however, merely stopgap
measures that enabled the school to carry on while the slow process
of obtaining federal support for the construction and maintenance of
a new building was under way.
The Struggle for Federal Funding
By 1906 the Diocese of Selkirk 3 was under the direction of its
second bishop, Isaac O. Stringer, whose appointment in November, 1905,
had enabled Bishop Bompas to retire.
On assuming office, Stringer
was dismayed to discover that the diocesan finances were in a
precarious state.
Learning that the CMS, which was still fully supporting three missionaries and the bulk of the Indian work in the
Yukon, planned to withdraw its aid and transfer this responsibility to
the newly formed Missionary Society of the Church of England in Canada (MSCC), he decided to set out for England where he hoped by capitalizing upon the affection which Bompas had inspired to build up a

2PAC, RS 10, Vol. 3962, file 147,654-1,
1908 and 21 April 1910.

(2),

T. S. Bragg to Deparhent of Indian Affairs, 1 "ay 1907, 14 "ay

3Renaled "Diocese of Yukon' in August, 1907.
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diocesan endowment fund as a memorial to his predecessor. 4
On his
way overseas in November, 1906, he stopped at Ottawa to present the
Honorable John Oliver, Minister of the Interior, with an appeal for a
new boarding school at Carcross dnd a larger annual grant for his
other mission schools in the Territo:J;"Y.
On this visit he was accompanied by a new member of his clergy, the Reverend A. E. O'Meara,!5
whose previous legal experience enabled him 'to play a major role in
negotiations with Ottawa concerning Indian matters in the Yukon.
In
March, 1907, O'Meara undertook in the Bishop's absence to remind the
Minister of Stringer's appeal,s prompting in return a federal request
for the Commissioner and the Superintendent of Schools to state their
views as ·to what should be done about Indian education in the Territory and the probable costs involved. 7
In reply Mr. Bragg submitted two detailed and thorongh reports
based' on a number of visits to the mission schools. In the first of
these, dated May 1, 1907, he echoed the opinions of his predecessor,
J:; T. Ross, by stating that in his view the Indian day schools at
Moosehide and Selkirk were almost totally ineffective since the lack
o f t eachin9 materials, irregular pupil attendance and deplorable
sanitary conditions in the villages defeated the best efforts of the
workers there. On the other hand, he reported that, despite its many
limitations, he was "most favour ably impressed" with "the progre 55
made and the excellent work done" by the pupils at Carcross school
under the direction of the Reverend John Hawksley with Miss Ellis as
matron and the Misses Thompson and Hutchison, both with Montreal dip-

4Report of the rirst Synod of the Diocese of Yukon, Whitehorse, Y.T., September 10-12, 1907. Bishop Stringer,
missionary to the Eskimos and rector of Christ Church in Whitehorse from 1902 to 1905, was to prove as
constant in his journeyings as Bompas had been, although his travels often took him much farther afield.
SArthur Eugene O'"eara (c.1861-1928), son of a pioneer missionary to the Ojibway~, was called to the Ontario
bar in 1886, later entering the ministry at the urgent invitation of I. O. Stringer. rollowing his ordination in 1906 he was stationed for a time at Conrad City near Carcrossj a few years later he left the
Yukon for British Colullbia where he is said to have become "a self-appointed Indian advocate. r. A.
Peake, The Anglican Church in British Columbia (Vancouver: "itchell press, 1959), p. 153.
6PAC, RS 10, Vol. 6479, file 940-1, part 1, A. E. O'"eara to the "inister of the Interior, 18 "arch 1907.
7Ibid., J. D. "cLean to Acting Commissioner J. T. Lithgow, 23 April 1907.
I
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lomas, as the classroom teachers.
In his second report, written to
the Commissioner later that year, he restated his opinion concerning
the day schools and rec,ommended that "a substantial grant be made
for the erection of suitable buildings at Carcross" where, he felt,
the work "should include in addition to the ordinary rudiments of a
school education, carpentry and gardenIng for the boys and possibly
blacksmithing, and cooking and general domestic service for the girls."
In conclusion, he suggested. that the required expenditure, which he
estimated at about six thousand dollars, should be administered from
the Yukon by the Bishop and urged that the matter be dealt with as
speedily as possible so that a new building could be erected by the
following summer.s
The Vowell and Green Survey (1908)
These reports, endorsed by the Commissioner and accompanied by
information from O'Meara pertaining to the number, location and conditions of the various Yukon Indian bands/~ failed to achieve the immediate results that Mr. Bragg had recommended and the Bishop had
hoped for, since Indian Affairs officials in ottawa were at that time
preoccupied with an in-depth nationwide study of Indian education and
were consequently unwilling to undertake new expenditures.
Furthermore, they had also been approached by representatives of the Roman
Catholic Church who were seeking aid for a proposed boarding school
for Indians at Atlin, in an adjacent and equally unfamiliar region of
northern British Columbia.
Since more information about both areas
was obviously required, the federal authorities asked the Superintendent of Indian Affairs for British Columbia, Mr. A. W. Vowell, and the
Reverend A. E. Green, Inspector of Indian schools for that province,
to extend their proposed visit to Atlin to include Carcross and any
portion of the Yukon which they thought advisable "in order to obtain
a thorough knowledge of the situation, which would enable the· Depart-

BIbid., T. S. Bragg to Alexander Henderson, 14 December 1907.
9YA, ACDYR, Series l-l.c, Box 14, folder 8, ·"emo for the "inister re Yukon Indians,· typescript, 9 pp.
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ment to decide in the best interests of all concerned· with reference
to the future school policy in this remote part of the Dominion."~o
These two gentlemen duly arrived from. Victoria, reaching Carcross on July 15, 1908.
Here they were met by Q'Meara and Hawksley
and given the, opportunity to spend a day at the school inspecting the
buildings, which they fo und "tot ally ina deq\:late," and th e eighte en
pupils who they noted were "bright and well behaved" and "fairly well
grounded in the elementary rudiments of reading, writing, spelling and
arithmetic." From Carcross they proceeded to Atlin where they investigated the need for a Catholic boarding school ~~ and where they als 0
interviewed Chief Teslin Billy in order to learn something about the
history of his band at nearby Teslin Lake.
They then separated, Mr.
Green travelling by boat some five hundred miles downriver with
Q'Meara to gather what information he could about various Indian
bands along the upper Yukon, while Mr. Vowell and Mr. Hawksley visited
the Indians at Champagne, some sixty miles northwest of Whitehorse,
before travelling overland to rejoin their colleagues in Dawson.
Their enquiries and observations led them to conclude that a
boarding school was, under. the circumstances, the most suitable way
of educating the Yukon Indians.
Such a school, they felt, needed to
provide only "the simplest form of education, such as reading, writing
and arithmetic and, it may be, carpentry," since that was all in their
yiew that the Indians would need to enable them to be selfsupporting, and anything more would "unfit them for their condition in
life." With respect to day schools, they were of the same opinion as
Mr. Bragg, considering them to be of little use except in localities
where the native people resided all year round.
In conclusion, they
reminded the Department that there were thousands of Indians in British Columbia who had no schools and yet were "getting along com-

IOPAC, R6 10, Vol. 3962, file 147,654-1, Secretary to Indian Affairs to A. E. Vowell, 4 April 1908.
IIAlthough the boarding school at Atlin failed to materialize, the Department did lake a grant in support of
the Indian day school conducted there by father f. J. Allard, 0"1. This school closed in 1910 owing to
falling enrollllent. Concerning Indian schools at Atlin, see the correspondence in Ibid., Vol. 6384, file
80H, part 1.
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fortably and making a good living. for themselves and their families,"~2
apparently implying that they saw no immediate need for Ottawa to
hasten the process of educating the Territory's entire n-ative population.
Indian Education: Federal Policies
Up to this point Ottawa's approach to Bishop Stringer's request
had been one of extreme caution, mainly because the federal policy
concerning Indian education had for some time been undergoing .3
review at the insistence of the three Protestant denominations involved in native schooling.~3
Such a national review was long overdue: the thirty or so Indian schools of 1858 had multiplied until in
1906 there were 226 day schools, 55 boarding schools and 22 industrial residential schools from the Maritimes to British Columbia.~ 4
To
all of these the churches, both Catholic and Protestant, had made
great contributions in buildings, manpower and money, supported by the
federal government, which since Confederation had provided grants
totalling nearly six and a half million dollars.
By 1908, as the above
Committee's report states, grave doubts had arisen as to the effectiveness of these joint efforts.
The industrial schools which had
seemed so effective in eastern Canada were by then being criticized
as expensive and ineffective, especially in the western prairie regions
where it was felt that their specialized trades training failed to
equip the Indian pupils for conditions they would meet as adults. The
boarding schools, for which the churches had always borne· the major
costs and which emphasized the teaching of basic literacy skills and
agriculture, were seen as somewhat more successful, although the high

12For these recommendations see Ibid., Vol. 3962, file 147,654-1, A. W. Vowell and A. E. Green, Report to the
Secretary of the. Indian Department, 14 August 190B.
13The information that follows is derived froll a 20-page docullent setting forth the Department's views: Ibid.,
Vol. 6001, file 1-1-1, part 2, Report froll the Department of Indian Affairs to the "embers of a Joint .COImittee Representing the "ethodist, Presbyterian and Anglican Churches, 21 "arch 190B.
14Additional information concerning the various types of Indian schools and their development lay be found in
H. J. Vallery, lA History of Indian Education in Canada,' a thesis sublDitted to the Department of History
of Queen's University in partial fulfilllent of the requirelents for the degree of "aster of Arts, April,
1942, Ch. 6, 7, B.
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death rate from tuberculosis and "the adverse influences of reservation life on the discharged pupils" minimized their educational advantages.
Careful consideration of his Department's policies had
brought Mr. Oliver himself, as well as some of the senior members of
his staff, to the firm belief that for both cultural and educational
reasons the establishment of an improved type of day school on the
Indian reservations would be a more humane, ,effective and economical
course to follow.
In British Columbia, where the treaty reservation
system did not exist and where the Indians were seen as practic:ally
self-supporting, it was felt that a special study of each locality
should be made and that, in fact, the children would be better off if
left with their parents to learn· their traditional skills, a view
strongly' supported by the Minister.~5
In short, the essence of the
Department's report was, "Proceed with circumspection before large expenditures are incurred which would tend -to perpetuate the present
system (of boarding schools]."
The Yukon did not, of course, fit into any provincial pattern.
Indeed, it must have seemed from Mr. Bragg's reports and from that
submitted by Messrs. Vowell and Green that the Indians there would be
better served by a small boarding school, especially since these official reports indicated that the nomadic life style of the Yukon's native people rendered local· day schools almost worthless. Accordingly,
when Bishop Stringer and Mr. O'Meara appeared· before Mr. Oliver on
F~brua ry
28, 1909, for a final interview, the Minister--no doubt
reluctantly--agreed to build and equip a school for thirty boarders
at a total cost of $17,50 O.
To a list of thirteen other requests
from the diocesan clergy for assistance in a number of educational
and social programs~6 he turned a deaf ear, refusing for example to
consider the provision of a doctor and hospital for the Yukon Indians
and rejecting appeals for a second boarding school at Selkirk and an
increase in the existing number of day schools.
He was also re1uc-

IS6SA, "SCC Series 2-14, 6S 75-103, F'rank Oliver to A.C.C., 28 January 1908.
16These requests were the outCOIe of suggestions lade at the 1907 Diocesan Synod followed by a subsequent
clergy conference. VA, ACDVR, Series 1-I.c, Box 14, folder 17, "Requests Regarding the Indians,· typescript, 1 p., November 1908.
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tant to "foste r dependency" by appointing a Yukon Indian agent, aI-though he did promise to reconsider this matter at a later date.J.7
With the necessary funding for the new building finally approved,
attention turned to selection of an a.ppropriat e site.
Mr. B ragg
favoured Tagish LandingJ.e but when in June, 1910, a partially developed
homestead in a beautiful location only two miles from Carcross became
available for a reasonable figure, Bishop Stringer persuaded the Department to purchase it.J.9 At the same time, the Bishop accepted the
Minister's offer of a yearly operating grant of $200 per pupil up to
a maximum of thirty, to take effect at the beginning of the 1911 fiscal
year. 2 0
Until that date the school continued to be supported from
the annual block grant of three thousand dollars paid to the Diocese
for Indian education.
Finally, 'by September, 1911, the Bishop was
happy to announce that the new building would be ready for occupancy
in December of that year. 2 J.
Chooutla School: The Early Yeats
In its old quarters, with only about twenty pupils and a capable
staff of four who had stayed long enough to ensure continuity, the
school seems to have retained to a marked degree the qualities. of
the group home that Bishop Bompas had begun at Fortymile almost
twenty years previously.
In his report of April, 1910, Mr. Bragg describes the children as well dressed, healthy, and progressing well in
their school subjects under the guidance of Mis s Hutchison, the
teacher engaged by Bompas in 1905, who' also had full care of the
boys, assigning their duties, seeing that they bathed twice a week
and gathering them together for a bedtime story hour when the~ read

17Ibid., Notes of Interview, rebruary 28, 1909.
lapAC, RS 10, Vol. 3962, file 147,654-1 (2), T. S. Bragg, Supplementary Report re Indian Schools in Yukon Territory, 23 June 1910.
19Ibid., Vol. 6479, file 940-1, part I, I. O. Stringer to the Honourable rrank Oliver, 9 August 1910.
2°Ibid., Assistant Deputy and Secretary, Indian Affairs, to I. O. Stringer, 13 April 1911.
21See Bishop Stringer's report to the "SCC, n.d., in YA, Stringer Papers, Series I-A-I, Acc.182-16.
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aloud to one another. Miss Ida Collins, "a lady of resource and ideas
as well as energy," prepared all the meals, improvised furniture and
did much to make the rooms comfortable and attractive. Assisting her
with the sewing and housekeeping was a young Englishwoman, Maude
Bell, whose cheerful disposition and musical talents seem to have made
her a favourite with the children.
The fourth staff member, Mr. W. D.
Young,22 had replaced John Hawksley as prin'cipal in 1909.
From him
the boys learned such outdoor skills as how to handle a boat and cut
wood, as well as the use of tools in simple carpentry, while the girls
were trained in cooking and housekeeping by the three female staff
members.
This type of learning, assimilated from shared experiences
in a comparatively home -like atmosphere, had already enabled some of
the girls to find employment as cooks or domestic help, while one boy
who had come from Moosehide as a "ragged orphan" was said to be
doing well as a teamster in Carcross.
Even so, Mr. Bragg in his
report of April 21, 1910, was calling for more specific training for
employment, stating that in addition to their school subjects these
pupils "must have something else to set them up in life, to keep them
healthy and strong, and to provide an incentive, after they leave
school, for living like white men and not returning to original Indian
habits"--a well-intentioned proposal typical of its time which, however, failed to take into account the psychological and cultural
stresses that the children would have to face in attempting .such a
transition.
A New Building: A Larger School (1911-)
Facilities and Staff
The new building must have seemed palatial to those who moved
there in the winter of 1911-12.
Situated on a hundred acres of land,
the three-storey frame structure brought the school's operation un-

22A forlller Ontario farmer and uncle to "rs. Stringer, he was an experienced outdoorsman and carpenter who had
originally cOllie with the Stringers to Herschel Island in the 1890s. In the Peel and Porcupine River areas
he must have met relatives of at least some of the pupils at Carcross. He served lIIany more years in the
Diocese, filling in as a lay worker and general handyman whenever he was needed in missions from Champagne
in the South to Shingle Point on the Arctic coast.
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der one roof, with dormitories on the upper floor, classrooms, staff
rooms, office and sitting room on the main floor and the kitchen,
dining room, furnace room and laundry in the basement. 2 3
In spite of
these physical improvements, the transition year does not seem to
have been an entirely happy one.
A major staff tur.nover brought
four new workers to the scene who before long were drawing accusations from an agent of the federal Auditor-Ge'neral of inefficient management of money and lack of attentiun to the pupils' diet and health.
The resulting dissatisfaction had, he said, caused a drop in enrolment
and resulted in over-staffing 2 4 --a situation remedied at the year's
end by the resignation of the principal, Mr. E. Dyfed Evans; and the
other persons concerned.
In their place the Bishop hired Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Johnson, experienced lay workers from the Indian residential school at Hay River,
N.W.T., to be manager and housekeeper respectively at Chooutla School.
They were a fortunate choice and their ar.rival in March, 1913, followed shortly thereafter by that of the new principa~ the Reverend W.
T. Townsend, ushered in five or six years of comparative stability.
During this period two significant administrative changes occurred: in
November, 1913, the federal grant was raised to cover thirty-five
pupils instead of thirty, permitting the staff to be increased to six
and thereby spreading the workload more evenly, while April, 1914,
brought the appointment of John Hawksley as the first Indian agent
for the Territory, responsible for inspecting all Indian schools and
reporting to Ottawa on all aspects of their operation. 25
Objectives
With a maximum capacity of thirty-five pupils, Chooutla Indian
School was not intended to be a major instrument for educating the

23Principal C. r. Johnson's report of April 1, 1918, describes this building as well as those added in the next
few years such as the barn, workshop and principal's residence. VA, ACDVR, Series l-1.a, Box 4, folder
11. Unfortunately, no provision was made for an indoor playroom, so necessary in the winter months.
24PAC, RS 10, Vol. 6479, file 940-1, part 1, Edmund E. Stockton to the Department of Indian Affairs, 23 June
and 29 November 1912.
2~"r.

Hawksley held this position until his retirement in 1934. Afuller description of his duties is found in
Ibid., Vol. 5505, Letterbook pp. 219-222, Reel C-BB77.
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native population of the Yukon.
The goal which emerged during this
period was, rather, that of training children who appeared to be "the
best in health and intellect" so that they might return to be leaders
in their bands as well as "a foundation upon which the missionaries
could build" and "useful citizens of the greater Canada of· the future."26
Selected by the Bishop or, in his absence, by the clergy or
Mr. Hawksley, they came from all parts of the Territory from nearby
Tagish to the remote Porcupine Rive r region or eve n the Arctic
coast.27
Those from a distance often remained for years without a
trip home because of the travel time involved and the expense, since
Indian Affairs would pay transportation only when children first entered the school or when their time there was ended. 2B Since federal
regulations stipulated that, to be eligible for the grant, pupils had
to be between the ages of seven and eighteen and of full Indian
status, younger children or those of mixed parentage now had to be
turned away unless, as rarely happened, other arrangements could be
found for their support.
School Routines
The routine established at this time was followed with relatively
little change for many· years.
During ten months of the year the dai-·
ly schedule was divided between regular school lessons and more practical matters. Only three hours of each day were spent in the classroom, the younger children attending in the mornings from nine o'clock
to noon, with the seniors at a corresponding afternoon session. Following Miss Hutchison's retirement in 1914, her duties as teacher were

2

6

YA, ACDYR, Series ., Box 53, folder 6, The Chooutla Indian School, Carcross, Yukon Terr., pamphlet printed by
the boys of the school, n. d., 4 pp.

27In 1917 two Eskilllo boys calle to the school frolll Herschel Island, returning hOlle sOlDe five years later. One
is said to have learned to set type, operate a printing press and play the violin 'IIhile the other lad,
besides his regular school work, became adept at shoe repairing. The Bishop hoped that both would become
teachers and "leaders of others· since they had proved such apt pupils themselves. He also encouraged
them to keep their language while at school, a practice that seems to have fallen into disuse since
Bompas' day. Northern Lights, Vol. 11, No. 3, Aug. 1923, pp. 5-6. Old Log Church Collection, Whitehorse.
See also YA, ACDYR, ·Series l-l.a, Box ., folder 11, I. O. Stringer to C. F. Johnson, 31 October 1917.
2B Ibid., folder 9, Russell T. Ferrier to John Ha'llksley, 5 August 1924.
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taken over first by the principal, Mr. Townsend, and later by a series
of qualified teachers.
Although Mr. Hawksley's reports do not dwell
upon details of classroom management, the children· seem to have made
satisfactory progress in their lessons, some even completing grade
eight despite the slow pace of the half-day system.
When not in
class, their time was occupied with the necessary tasks of living.
The boys, for example, helped with the vegetable garden which provided
lettuce and radishes for summer salads and root crops for winter
storayc; they also helped with the haying and the care of such
poultry and livestock as the school acquired in its efforts to be as
self-supporting as possible, gaining along with their farm work some
experience in carpentry and blacksmithing.
During these years, some
of the older lads learned type setting and printing through production
of the diocesan paper Northern Lights, while all took their share in
the constant chore of cutting, hauling and sawing the many cords of
firewood required for the long winter months.
The girls, meanwhile,
learned to cook, to bake bread, to sew, mend and clean house and to
attend to the laundry and the ironing--without the modern advantages
of electricity, at least until the mid-19 2 Os.
Although so many tasks required attention, all was not drudgery.
Accounts in the Northern Lights indicate that some time was set aside
each day for play, outdoors if possible, while handicrafts such as
knitting, beadwork and basketry occupied spare moments indoors.
Some
of the children went fishing in the lake while others were encouraged
to snare small animals and sell the skins for pocket money; in the
fall of 1916 we learn that Mr. Townsend spent his holiday hunting
moose to supplement the school's food supply, taking with him Fred
Boss, one of the pupils.
Together, as Michael Gibbs records in his
"History of Chooutla School," they secured four moose in record time;
as Gibbs also notes, Townsend's successors were less active and their
students did not eat so well. 29
In any case, such hunting expeditions
do not appear to have become routine events.
For the children who
could not go home in summer, we read in Northern Lights of camping

29Ibid., Series 4, Box 53, folder 6, Michael 6ibbs, 'History of Chooutla School,' lDialeographed typescript, 17
pp., n.d., p. 5. Kichael C. 6ibbs was the last principal of the school, 1964-69.
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activities and berry picking outings, while items in t.he same little
journal tell of skating parties, picnics and sports days, all of which
seem to have depended upon the interest, energy and talents of the
:3taff employed at a given time. Religious instruction was, of course,
always an integral part of the school program and Christmas a t.ruly
festive occasion, a real break in the' school routine with a big tree,
Santa Claus, gifts for everyone and a special, dinner.
with its program and management well in hand, Chooutla School
seems to have operated for some years with relatively little sta Ef
friction or cause for anxiety.
An attempt by the federal authorities
in 1914 to reduce the staff from six to five was successfully
resisted by Bishop Stringer, who pointed out the da.nger of "burnout"
inherent in a boarding school situation where staff members worked
very long hours for low pay, Cl statement reinforced by Mr. Hawksley's
report of January 7, 1915, outlining their yearly salaries as fo110ws: 30
Rev. W.
Mr. and
Miss E.
Miss A.
Miss R.

. ...............
. ........

T. Townsend
Mrs. C. F. .Johnson
J. Naftel .. (girls' matron) . .
Appleyard (boys' matron)
Sibley (kitchen helper) . ...

. ..

$1200
$ 900
$ 400
$ 400
$ 300

without board
with board
with board
.wi th board
with board

Since their Yukon public school counterparts with longer holidays and
a shorter working day received from $1800 to $2100 a year, the matter was not reopened.
Effects of World War I
Although the first years of World War I made little difference to
daily life at Chooutla School, its effects eventually became noticeable.
For example, by 1918-19 the short supply and poor quality of
the fabrics available for civilian use caused a reduction in the number of clothing bales sent to the school, so that the workers there

3°PAC, R6 10, Vol. 6479, file 940-1, part 1, John Hawksley to J. D. "cLean, 7 January 1915.
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found them sel ves hard-p ressed to keep the boys wa rmly clad in
winter.:n Then too, as the war years passed, Mr. Townsend became un-'
settled; his resignation in June, 1917, ushered in a troubled period
which saw the principalship of r.hooutla . School change hands no· les::;
than eight· times in the· next thirteen years.
While his successors
may have been well intentioned and hard-working, some of them failed
to understand native children 32 and others lacked the managerial
skills required to keep this struggling enterprise afloat, especially
,-- after Mr. Johnson's departure in 1921.
Even more worrisome were the constant financial constraints of
the period.
To begin with, a seventy-five percent increase jn the
school's operating costs caused by wartime inflation led Mr. Johnson
in 1919 to appeal for additional help from the government either in
the form of a larger grant or a war bonus since he felt it was
"scarcely fair to the staff or to the children that they should be
stinted in the matter of food and other advantages."33 However, although some increase was made in the per capita grant in 1920, the
school was to remain hard-pressed for money for many more years.
Nor did Chooutla, despite all precautions, escape the dreaded postwar "Spanish" -flu epidemic of 1919-20 which, according to Michael Gibbs,
sent all the students and four of the staff to their beds within a
week, nursed by a number of Carcross residents who generously came
to their assistance. 34

31Their matron, writing to the Bishop, then in eastern Canada, implored him to try to find flannel shirts for
nine boys, aged 12 to 14, although ·anythin~ dark and warm would be acceptable." YA, ACDYR, Series 1-1.a,
Box 1, folder 12, Kiss C. E. Bennett to Bishop Stringer, 24 November 1919. The ladies of the Women's Auxiliary to the Anglican Church provided much of the clothing for the residential schools as part of their
missionary work.
32Dr. Grasset-Smith, a medical doctor, seems to have been one of Stringer's less fortunate appointments. Principal of Chooutla from 1919-21, he tried to enforce strict segregation of the boys and girls at the
school, even when they were from the same family. YA, ACDYR, Series l.l.a, Box 7, folder 11, Rev. Whittaker to Dr. 6rasset-Smith, 2 July 1919.
33PAC, R6 10, Vol. 6479, file 940-1, part 1, I. O. Stringer to the Secretary, Department of Indian Affairs, 27
!'larch 1919.
34YA, ACDYR, Series 1-1.a, Box 4, folder l1-a, Chas. Johnson to I. O. Stringer, 7 April 1920; also 6ibbs, "History of Chooutla,· p. 8.
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A Change of Management: A National Body in Charge (1921)
The burden upon the Diocese of maintaining its share of the
school's operation is indicated by the financial report for 1918-19
which shows the total expenditures as $16,829.23, of which $6,689.95
was recovered from the federal grant, the balance being made up as
follows: 3!S
Value of clothing from the Women's Auxiliary ...... .
$1,217.00
Monetary Gifts .. '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,638.00
Sundry Bonuses .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ','
36.18
Estimated Value of Farm and Garden Produce . . . . . . . . .
2,932.50
Deficiency paid by the Diocese of Yukon . . . . . . . . . . .
4,315.72
Total ....... . $10,139.40
Quite apart from this financial drain upon Bishop Stringer's limited
resources, the search for qualified staff was difficult and t imeconsuming, especially in view of his frequent and prolonged absences
from the Territory.
He was considerably relieved, therefore, when in
1921 Chooutla School was" transferred, along with a number of other
Indian boarding schools, to the Indian and Eskimo Commission of the
'MSCC, based in Winnipeg, which thereafter assumed responsibility for
all financial matters pertaining to the school as, well as for its
staffing. The federal grants were from that date on paid to the Commission, while the role of the Diocese was greatly restricted, the
Bishop retaining only a voice in the selection. of the principal and the
task of finding potential students. Otherwise, he was expected merely
"to visit the school and interest himself in its welfare."36
As a
result he now found himself in effect limited to his ecclesiastical
function of ensuring that the children at Chooutla were receiving
suitable religious instruction.

~SPAC,

RG 10, Vol. 6479, file 940-1, part 1, Department of Indian Affairs "emorandum, 23.April 1919.

36Report of the Synod of the Diocese of Yukon, Dawson, Y.T., July 29-31, 1923, pp. 6-7.
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Difficult Times: The 192 Os
The MSCC soon found that in assumjng responsibility for
Choou tla, the sma llest ,md mo st rem ote of the Angllca n boarding
schools, it had embarked upon 3. difficult 3.nd costly venture.
Attempts to offset the deficit by greatly enlarging the school's capacity failedt 0 win the approval of the Department of Indian Affairs and
although in April, 1923, the Department allowed an increase in pupilage
from thirty-five to forty,37 such stringent economy measures were
imposed upon the staff that by 1925 discontent had become rife. Frequent resignations and lack of consistent and firm leadership resulted
in mounting tensions, sharpened by overwork and ill-health, while the
ever-present threat of tuberculosis hung like a shadow over everyone
at the school.
Finally, by 1926 the Society found itself accused of
skimping on supplies to such an extent that both staff and children
were undernourished 38 and parents began to withdraw their children
from the school.
The principal's resignation in the fall of 1926 did
little to help matters; as no replacement could be found, the rector
of Whitehorse was persuaded to spend two or three days each week at
Chooutla as a temporary measure that lasted well into 1927, when the
Reverend William Tinney arrived from Manitoba to take charge.
An
energetic and hard-working man, he did his utmost to build up the
school farm and improve conditions generally but, thwarted by the
limited budget and by conflicts of policy, left at the end of two
years to teach public school at Carcross. His last year at Chooutla
was marred by a serious outbreak of influenza that affected all
workers and children arid was in turn followed by a second siege of
"septic pneumonia" that resulted in the death of t.wo pupils and kept
the school, as Mr. Hawksley reported, "on a prolonged holiday" for
many months. The one bright item of news in· his 1929 report was that

37PAC, RS 10, Vol. 6479, file 940-1, part 1, J. Hawksley to J. D. "cLean, 16 April 1923; "cLean to Hawksley, 25
"ay 1923.
38Ibid., Hawksley to "cLean, 21 August 1926. See also VA, ACDVR, Series l-l.a, Box 1, folder 9, Rev. 6. A.
Bagshaw's report to the Assistant Secretary-Treasurer~ "SCC, 22 June 1926 and Ibid., Box 2, folder 16, A.
C[oldrickl to the Bishop, 23 July 1930.
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two students had passed the Territorial high school entrance examinations, one--Alice Moses--receivin<j an average of eight-six petcent. 39
Nor did the 1930s begin very well. Although classroom work was
_satisfactory, management under Mr. Tinney's successor was apparently
lax, the building poorly maintained and the food suppUes still only
barely adequate. 4 0
Since he left at the end 'of that school year, the
MSCC was by June, 1930, once more engaged in a desperate search for
a principal as well as se rious efforts to improve conditions and
overcome the unsavoury reputation that the school had acquired over
the previous decade.
Recovery and Disaster: The 1930s
In November, 1930, despite an outbreak of chickenpox, the tide
finally began to turn with the appointment of the Reverend H. C. M.
Grant as principal. Both he and his wife had spent some years at Hay
River and McKay Residential Schools and under his direction conditions
began to show improvement, as Mr. Hawksley's report of March 25, 1931,
shows.
As confidence was gradually restored, applications for admission increased so that by 1934 the MSCC was pressing the government
to build a $10,000 addition to enlarge the school's accommodation to
fifty.
Since the financial constraints of the depression years did
not permit any such outlay,Chooutla school continued to operate with
44 to 48 pupils packed into its dormitories, although the grant was
still limited to forty. In addition, the staff grew from six in 1930 to
nine in 1935, permitting a better distribution of duties and more effective management of the farm and garden, as well as the employment
of a resident nurse.
The 1935 report on the inspector for the
Stikine agency of British Columbia, which placed a number of children
in the school, was generally favourable,41 as were those of the Yukon
Indian agent who noted in March, 1938, that the food was wholes ome

RG 10, Vol. 6479, file 940-1, part 1, J. Hawksley to J. D. HcLean, 9 July 1929.
4°Ibid., J. Hawksley, Report of Carcross Indian School, 22 July 1930.
~9PAC,

~~-

41YA, ACDYR, Series l-l.a, Box 3, folder 29, G. S. Pragnell, Stikine Agency Report No. 3, 31 July 1935.
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and varied and that the children were well and warmly clothed, making
good marks in their school work and receiving training in a variety of
prClctica.l skills, whil.E' the staff members all appeared "to have the
welfare of the children at heart."42
As a result of the crowded conditions at the school, the Yukon
Indian agent and Mr. Grant began in 1938 to. draft an appeal for increased dormitory space and. for some additional equipment to improve
the efficiency of its operation, hoping especially to obtain a tra.ctor
to ha ul the 250 cords of wood needed each year, as well as an icehouse to store the meat from the schoors successful pig-raising venture. 43
Unfortunately, before the federal allthoritje~~ could begin to'
t.1ke action regarding these and other requests, disaster struck. On
April 17, 1939, fire totally destroyed the school building and its adjacent workshop.
Since the outbreak, caused by an overheated chimney, occurred just after lunch when the children were playing outdoors, no one was injured and it was possible to save much of the
bedding, almost all the food supplies and some of the equipment. The
residents of Carcross rallied around and within twenty-four hours the
school was operating from its fourth home--a number of small log
buildings in the community of Carcross itself.4 4
In these makeshift
quarters' it carried on as best it could for the next few years.
Chooutla

Schoo~

operational Handicaps

The fire that destroyed the school building brought to an end
the second phase in the life of the Indian boarding school at Carcross.
In its twenty-seven years at the Chooutla site it had grown
from a small group home into a larger, more formal institution offering basic Canadian schooling with a semi -vocational orientation.
The

42PAC, RS 10, Vol. 6479, file 940~1, part 2, S. Binning, A/Supt. (for the Yukon), Department of Indian Affairs,
Annual Report for the Year Ending "arch 31, 1938.
43Ibid., Vol. 6480, file 940-5, part 6, H. C. K. Srant, Carcross Indian Residential School Requirements, 193940.
44Ibid., Report on the Fire which Destroyed the Chooutla Indian Residential School Building and Workshop on
_ April 17, 1939, typescript, 7 pp.
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church's original goal, that of developjng future leaders for the native people, seems to have remained relatively unchanged; certainly
the school was not viewed as a means of educating the majority of
the Territory's Indian children. The operation.J.l difficulties that beset it, particularly <luring the 1920s, limited 3t:=-. effectiveness to a
considerable degree; upon examination, however, they appear in many
respects to have been rooted in both the nature of the operation and
its management.
In the first place, as the auditors pointed out in their reports
for 1934 to 1937,45 the small size and remote location of Chooutla
School had, from the beginning, made it an expensive undertaking whir:h
required much greater financial assistance than either the government
or the church was in a position to provide, particularly in times of
economic uncertainty. Although the federal per capita grant incre~sed
over the years from $200 for twenty-five pupils in 1911 to $250 for
forty pupils in 1939, the amount paid was based on actual pupil enrolments which at times fell below these numbers; furthermore, although
salaries were far from high, they always consumed toe greater part of
the funds provided since no staff reduction was possible below a
certain minimum if the . school was to function at all.
Since the
church, for its part, was dependent upon voluntary contributions from
its adherents, it was seriously affected when the national economy
faltered; in addition, a massive financial disaster in 1932 46 increased
the burdens borne by the MSCC· and severely limited the Society's
resources.
In addition, the high cost of shipping goods to the Yukon
doubled the price of each item sent to Chooutla and made this school
very costly to operate, especially after 1921 when the MSCC, in accordance with it:;:) central purchasing policy, ordered all supplies from
Winnipeg rather than Vancouver, as had been the case formerly.
The

4SIbid., Vol. 6481, file 920-24, part 1, Auditors' reports re Chooutla Indian School, 28 Novelllber 1935, 12 November 1936 and 8 March 1938.
46In August, 1932, the episcopal endowment funds of five dioceses, including the Yukon, along with other church
funds in the custody of a Winnipeg investment firm almost entirely disappeared in what were termed "the
Machray defalcations." ·Details may be found in Frank A. Peake, The Bishop who Ate his Boots: ABiography
of Isaac D. Stringe~ (Toronto: Anglican Church of Canada, 1966), pp. 159-162.
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school's northerly location also limited the amount of farm and garden
produce that could be raised locally, a factor that was for a time
not well understood by the MSCC directors who :')eem. to have based
their expectations upon the agric.:ultural experience gained in the Indian ;:::cho()15 of southern Canada where climate and soil are more
favourable and crop::; more· dependable.
Finally, during this period the management of the school passed
almost completely into the hands of persons in ottawa or Winnipeg
who, while no doubt conscientious, were generally unfamiliar with Yukon
conditions and unable to deal quickly with incipient problems or staff
discontents.
Although John Hawks1ey as Indian Agent provided advice
to his superiors in ottawa and to the MSCC, he was based in Dawson
where for most of the year he was as inaccessible to the workers at
Chooutla as the Superintendent of Schools was to the teachers of the
outlying public schools,4'" with the added disadvantage that he played
no part in . hiring or paying the staff.
Above all, the Bishop no
longer had a close personal involvement with the school and although
correspondence reveals his concern for conditions there, management
decisions were no longer his to make.
As Bishop Stringer commented
in a letter to Dr. Westgate of the MSCC, "Unless a Bishop has a
pretty free hand his influence and usefulness is curtailed and his
position becomes practically impossible." 4 B
In short, remote control
of an already isolated school like Chooutla hampered its operation.
Limited Benefits and Unanswered Questions
Notwithstanding the problems and hardships that arose at
Choout1a School, it did to some extent meet its objective during
these years since some Indian young people succeeded in becoming
"teachers and leaders of their people," while all the pupils learned
English and gained some knowledge of the skills needed to get along in

47PAC, RG 10, Vol. 6479, file 940-1, part 1, J. Havksley to J. D. "cLean, 7 January 1915; J. Havksley to A. r.
Mackenzie, 25 March 1931.
48YA, ACDYR, Series 1-1.a, Box 7, folder 9, I. O. Stringer to Dr. Westgate, 21 June 1927. See also Dr. Westgate's report entitled "Relationship of the Bishops to the Indian Residential Schools,· Ibid.
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the more complex world of the white man. 49
Nevertheless, on leaving
school many found themselves caught, as it were, between two worlds,
a :3ituation that came to the fore in the diocesan synod meetings of
1936 when Mr. Grant brought the need for "after-care" of residential
school <]raduates to the attention of that body, hoping for assistance
in offsetting what he interpreted as a deplorable "reaction" on the
part of some former pupils to the school's teachings. It would appear
that the psychological stresses faced by children confronted by two
such vastly different cultures were not well understood at the time
and that the questions raised by the Minister during the 1908 federal
review of residential school policies and practices were still unresolved.
A Second venture: An Eskimo Residential School
A second venture int 0 residential school education develop ed
some years later on the remote northern coast of the Yukon Territory where the first boarding school in Canada for Eskimo children
came into being in 1929 through the combined efforts of the' Anglican
Church and the federal government.
While Shingle Point School differed in many ways from Chooutla, it too was an outgrowth of many
years of missionary teaching in the area that it served.
Schools for the Inuvialuit: I. O. Stringer (1892) and Others
Although Bompas in 1870 had established contact with the almost
unknown Eskimo people of the Mackenzie Delta area, Isaac Stringer was
the true pioneer of Anglican church work among them. Arriving in 1892
as their first resident missionary, he won their confidence, learned
their language and in 1896 set up a permanent mission on He rschel Island where many Eskimos congregated to trade with the American
whalers who wintered there at Pauline Cove. 50
With the help of his

49See an article by J. Hawksley in Northern lights, Vol. 9, No. 3, August, 1921, as well as 6ibbs, "History of
Choout la School,' pp. 13, 19.
~"Iris

Warner, "Herschel Island," Alaska Journal, Summer, 1973, pp. 130-43.
Feminine fashions of the late
Victorian period had created a great demand for whalebone, derived from the baleen plates of the bowhead
whale, then abundant in the Beaufort Sea. One whale could apparently produce, in addition to its blubber,
a ton of baleen which sold for as much as five dollars a pound.
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wife and Mr. W. D. Young, Stringer carried on classes for the Eskimos,
devising materials to teach them to read and write in their own language; he found them to be apt pupils, eager to learn and especially
adept at teaching one another. 51
When he left in 1901, the wnyk ut
Herschel Island passed to another pioneer of the Delta area, the
Reverend C. E. Whitt.J.ker, who ~itayed unti.l the coll.3p~;e of the whaling
industry in 1906 ca llsed the Eskimos to return to their earlier trading pattern at posts on the mainland.
For almost a decade thereafter, mission work among them was carried on by an itinerant native
catechist, James Atumaksinai not until Stringer had been Bishop of
Yukon for some years were attempts again made to establish a yearround mission on the Territory's Arctic coast.
Shingle Point Mission (1920)
Stringer's efforts in this respect were first directed towards
the reopening of the Herschel Island station, a plan which ultimately
proved impracticable since the original church buildings were no longer
available and fuel had. become extremely scarce and very expensive.
'An experienced Arctic worker, the Reverend E. H. Fry, did manage to
cqrry on regular day classes--taught by his wife in English--during
his term there from 1916 to 1919, but after his departure school was
held on the Island only occasionally by visiting clergy from the Mackenzie Delta area. 52
By 1919, however, it was apparent that Shingle Point, on the
mainland some fifty miles east of Herschel Island, was becoming a popular trading centre for the Eskimos.
Accordingly, the Bishop dispatched the Reverend W. A. Geddes and W. D. Young to that region in

SIHe describes his work among these western Eskimos, the schooling offered the. and adlllinistrative procedures
affecting them in a six-page letter to the Danish Minister in London, England, dated 26 May 1919. ror an
accompanying account of their custOllls and beliefs see C. E. Whittaker, "The Changed Li fe of the Eskimo,"
typescript, 4 pp. Both items lIIay be found in VA, ACDVR, Series 1-1.e, Box 13, folder 4.
s2Thomas Umaok writing to I. O. Stringer, 5 November 1925, reports that "a young lady on board Captain Klenenberg's Schooner, which wintered at Herschel last winter, used to teach the children each day for two
hours, and the children that attended seemed to be doing fairly well, and were very anxious to attend
every class." Ibid., Series 1-1.b, Box 9, folder 6.

~
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the summer of 1920 to investigate the possibility of establishing a
mission there.
with plenty of driftwood available, they proceeded to
build a log house and a year later, in 1922, they completed a small
church.
In thi s pro ject they were assi sted for a tlmE' by the
Reverend E. Hester, a visiting clergyman who also reported that a day
sch 001 held at the mis sion ha d "g one off splendidly, with sixty
scholars enrolled and an average attendance .of about forty."53
The
following year, attendance dropped sharply . since few families stayed
very long at Shingle Point; as a result, a regular day school did not
become an ongoing part· of the mission work there.
Although the Esldmo people of the Delta area were reported to be seeking a boarding
school of their own on the Arctic coast/54 neither the church nor the
authorities in Ottawa followed up their request at this time .
.Requests for a Residential School (1924 -)
Befor e long, howe ver, other c ircum stanc es aro se to p rovok e
wider interest in the education of both Indian and Eskimo children of
the Mackenzie Delta region.
The Roman Catholics, who for many years
had concentrated their efforts from the settlement of Arctic Re d
River to the south, had moved in 1924 to the new trading centre of
Aklav ik whe re, it was rumoure d, the y inte nded to open an Ind ian
residential school.
At once, age -old fears were aroused.
Since the
entire native population of the Delta was traditionally Anglican, the
executive committee of the MSCC contacted the Indian Affairs Department pointing out that, if any assistance was forthcoming, preference
should be given to establishing a Church of England· facility at Aklavik. 55
Upon further reflection, this committee revised its opinion,
suggesting instead that, since Indian children from the area could at-

S3Ibid., Series 1.1.a, Box 4, folder 3, E. Hester to Bishop [Stringer], 1 Septelber 1922. See also PAC, R6 85,
Vol. 793, file 6334, J. Hawksley to J. D. McLean, 24 February 1923.
~4The Eskimos complained that their children attending Hay River school picked up "bad traits· from the Indian
pupils there. In addition, they lost their language, came to dislike Eskimo food, and returned home unable to trap or hunt, having become in fact 'stranger[s] to the parents and the country." PAC, RG 10,
Vol. 6476, file 919-1, part 1, Inspector S. T. Wood to Commissioner, RCMP, Ottawa, 29 November 1922.
sSIbid., S. Sould to D. C. Scott, 30 May 1924.
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tend t he Anglican India n boar Cling school at Hay River, the most
pressing need was for a residential school for Eskimo children "with a
small hospital attached, the same to be located at Herschel Island or
some other suitable place on the Arctic coast."56
This appeal was
supported by the Eskimo people themselves who, dissatisfied with the
intermittent nature of the mission schooling provided up to that time
and unwilling to accept the long separations and cultural disadvantages involved in sending their children away to the Indian
school at Hay River, formally petitioned the authorities for a boarding school of their own on the coast. 57
The Department of Indian Affairs, while sympathetic to their reque:::;t, had up to that time (1926) had only very limited contacts with
the Eski.mos, especially with respect to education; consequently, before a decision could be taken, administrative channels had to be
cleared and more information obtained. 5s
On
December 29, 1926,
Bishop stringer met with Mr. stewart, the Minister of the Interior, Mr.
W. W. Cory, his deputy-minister in charge of Indian Affairs, .:md other
officials from the Indian Affairs' and the Northwest Territories' Departments.
At this meeting the basic question of the value of a
residential school· education once more arose, the Minister enquiring
whether or not it would truly benefit the Eskimo children or merely
unfit th em for ea rning th eir living in tra ditional ways; since no
agreement could be reached as to the best course to follow, the matter was dropped for the time being. 59

S6Ibid., 23 September 1924.
s7GSA, 75-103, MSCC Series 3-2, Box 61, C. E. Whittaker to Mr. finney, 29 June 1926 and accompanying lelo.
sBfor many years after Confederation, the Eskimos ·were not looked upon as Indians and although aborigines
residing in the Northwest Territories they were apparently considered wards of the Dominion Government but
not the responsibility of anyone Department.· In 1924, the writer continues, an amendment to the India~
k.t placed Eskimo administration under Indian Affairs; in 1927 it was transferred by an Order-in-Council
to the Comlissioner of the Northwest Territories. PAC, RS 85, Vol. 1676, file 250-1-1. Memorandum from
Kr. Gibson re Indians Including Eskimos in the Northwest Territories, 28 September 1939.
s9YA, ACDYR,· Series I-l.a, Box 7, folder 11, I. O. Stringer to C. E. Whittaker, 29 December 1926.
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The l\rctic Mission
While government officials were deliberating, the Anglir-an church
was taking steps to consoEdate and extend its work among the Eskimo
peop~e throughout the entire Arctic, where isolated missions had been
carried on for years.
Since no Diocese of the Arctic then existed, cl
special Arctic Mission Fund was established ,in 1926-27 with a grant
from the Hudson's Bay Company and support from the MSCC and a num-ber of church societies in England, supplemented by private donations.
The Reverend A. L. Fleming was placed in charge of _this fund,60 which
was intended to provide for the administration of all the church's Eskimo work along with that of some northern Indian missions under a
group calleo the Arctic Mission, a special committee of the MSCC.
From that time on, Bishop Stringer played a less active role in
negotiations concerning the education of Eskimo children in his
diocese, although he provided information from his previous expe rience
and from an extensive visit he paid to the Arctic coast in 1928.
An Exgeriment: Shingle Point Eskimo Residential School (1929)
The Arctic Mission, unable to select a permanent site for an Eskimo boarding school,6~ proposed instead to establish a temporary facility, more or less as an experiment, to see what the response of
the Eskimo people would be.
For this purpose they chose Shingle
Point where a plentiful supply of wood, fish and caribou meat was
available, using the mission house and church that Geddes had built
along with other buildings formerly occupied by the Hudson's Bay Company and Liebes and Company62 of San Frtlncisco. It was decided that

6°GSA, "Triennial Report of the "SCC,' General Synod Journal, 1927, pp. 203-04. See also Report of the General
Secretary to the Board of "anagement of the "SCC, 1928, pp. 17-18.
61It was thought desirable to locate the school at the place where the "ackenzie River entered the Arctic
Ocean; at that time, however, efforts to find the main channel had not yet been successful. PAC, RG 85,
Vol. 793, file 6334, "emo to W. W. Cory, 21 December 1928.
62As whaling decreased, a growing demand for Arctic fox pelts·led H. Liebes ~. Co. of San Francisco to establish
a trading post at Shingle Point in 1917, folloved by the Hudson's Bay Co. in 1920. Both companies left
the area once this fur "boom" had passed, within a decade. Ken Coates, "The Northern Yukon: a History,· 8
August 1979, pp. 45-46.
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the dozen or so Eskimo children enrolled at Hay River could then attend this school, together with others from the coastal area.
Mr.
Cory, the Deputy Minister, agreeing that "something should be· done in
the way of education of the Eskimo children . . . to enable them to
be':::;.:;r carry on their commercial pursuits" with members of the white
race, '53 Qlaced $10,000 in the estimates for capital expenses; enabling
Archdeacon Fleminq to proceed with plans for· the school.
Materials and supplies arrived by .boat from Vancouver in time
for Shingle Point Eskimo Residential School to open in August, 1929,
with a staH of four: the Reverend H. S. Shepherd, BA, as principal,
his sister as nurse-matron, Miss Bessie Quirt as teacher and Florence
Hirst in charge· of the meals. 64
In its cluster of little log buildings
on a bleak and windswept shore the school began its first year with
seven boys ,:md ten girls in residence and one boy and five girls attending as day scholars.
A School on the Arctic Coast
The letters written by various staff members to Archdeacon
Fleming in 1929 and 1930 give an intriguing picture of life at Shingle
Point 6!S during that first winter when they were discovering some of
the problems that would have to be faced in this new situation. Who,
for example, would have thought that lack of an icehouse would create
difficulties in the Arctic?
Yet an unusually mild winter spoiled that
summer's catch of fish and caribou, so that the residents were forced
to eat more "white man's food" than anticipated--scarcely a hardship,
since the children apparently preferred it, but certainly much more
costly. Mr. Shepherd also found it almost impossible to keep the boys
supplied with boots, a problem for which he found a happy solution by
having an Eskimo widow lady board at the school to make skin footwear
for the children and, eventually, other clothing as well. While nothing

63PAC, R6 85, Vol. 793, file 6334, W. W. Cory to Archdeacon A. L. Fleming, 3 January 1929.
646SA, Fleming Papers, "SCC General File, " 70-1, Series 3-B, file 15.
6i5Ibid., Box 2, file 4.
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could be done to bring the scatter-pd buildings closer together, he
soon was busy with plans to remodel them, hoping to accommodate fifty
children the following year since the venture was, he felt, proving
worthwhile.
As time passed, enrolments did in fact approach that number, hut
although the principal crowded as many children into the renovated
warehouses as seemed safe, many, others had to be turned away for
lack of space.
Parents from hundreds of miles away brought their
children to the school and then set off hunting and trapping, as Flerning says, some "in Banks Land, some in King William Land and others at
var iou s po int s sc att ere d over t he whole of the Wes ter n Arctic
coast,'lE; 6 visiting them when they could and usually taking them away
Vlith them for the summer months.
In addition, other families who
camped at Shingle Point sent their children to the school as day
pupils.
The general purpose of the education provided there was in line
with the philosophy of the day, being intended, as Archdeacon Fleming
noted in 1932, "as a definite effort to enlighten the minds of the Eskimo children, giving them the rudiments of education, teaching them
cleanliness and sanitation, as well as to read, write, count, understand the value of money, and the like," since it was felt that "unless the Eskimo children are educated and in other ways fitted to
meet the incoming tide of civilization, they a~e doomed."67
Instruction was given in English, as at Chooutla School, since federal policy
required that any school supported to any degree by the government
had to teach in that language in order to fit the pupils to take their
place in white society.6 e
However, since 'the children at Shingle Point
were in fairly constant contact with their own people, it seems unlikely that they lost their mother tongue; indeed the church
authorities seem to have been, as Fleming says, "most anxious ,not to

66PAC, RG 85, Vol. 793, file 6334, A. L. rleming to H. E. Hume, 7 March 1932.
&7GSA, rleming Papers, Series 3-8, file 23, rleling to H. H. Rowatt, 22 April 1932.
6BSee footnote 51 above, I. O. Stringer to the Danish Minister, p. 4.
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unfit the Eskimo for the life which he must lead under ordinary circumstances in the Arctic," and to have taken special measures accordingly:
With this end in view, the boys are ta ught to hunt the
caribou, the birds, white whales, etc., as well uS to make
nets, catch the fish, dry them, etc ..
The girls are taught
cooking, how best to utilize everything that comes to them,
and in muny other ways to become suitable citizens in Eskimo
settlements in days to come.
The fact that we have two Eskimo hunters at the School who take the boys hunting and
fishing, etc., and two Eskimo women who teach the girls to
sew boots, clothes, etc., is sufficient proof of the seriousness of our intention regarding these matters.
Christian teaching was, of course, an integral part of life at Shingle
Point; Mr. Geddes, who became the Bishop of Mackenzie River Diocese 1n
1929, took a great interest in the school and visited it fairly frequently, while in addition the Reverend Thomas Umaok, the first of his
race to become an ordained Anglican minister, made his headquarters
at the school and helped the teachers there.
From the scattered records available, a few details have come
to light concerning the operation and administration of Shingle Point
SchooL
Owing to· its isolation, many ofth e federal regulations
pertaining to resi.dential schools had to be disregarded; for example,
since most parents were constantly on the move, their signatures on
government forms were frequently unobtainable, while the compulsory
pre-admission medical examinations were almost impossible to arrange.
Although Miss Quirt's reports give some indication of the class enrolments. and subjects taught,69 formal school inspections seem to have
been non-existent; Archdeacon Fleming, in charge of the Arctic Mission,
made his first visit to the school in the summer of 1934 and could
stay only a day, long enough fora brief tour of the buildings, a
visit to the classroom, a confirmation, a concert and a midnight game

69Some of these may be found in PAC, RS 85, Vol. 793, file 6334.
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of tennis in bright sunshine. 70
Federal government support was provided by an annual grant of $200 pe:r pupil, paid--at least for a
time---out of its Arctic Relief Fund, which meant that all the chil(hen's parents had to be classed as "destitute" whether they were or
not, and accounts for the fact that the per capita grant was fifty
dollars less than that then being allowed for each pupil at
Chooutla. 7 :1The Arctic Mission Fund assumed :responsibility for all
other expenses at the school, while the Women's Auxili.J.ry helped by
sending bales of clothing and other gifts, as it did in the case of
other residential schools.
Apart from some instances of possible
typhoid-type infections, health problems seem to have been relatively
few: such records as exist do not mention serious epidemics and, although the doctor from Aklavik could make only brief and infrequent
visits, there was always a resident nurse at the school. Staff relations, as in any in stit u tion, under went periods of st ressi there
seems, however, to have been a sustained effort at cooperation and
such vacancies as· occurred through illness were filled with as little
delay as possible by replacements sent in from Aklavik or other
northern points.
The climatic conditions at Shingle Point were, however, an almost
constant source of anxiety.
During the long winter months tunnels
had to be dug to free doors and windows from the enormous snowdrifts
produced by the Arct ic blizzards and it was necessary to inst all
"life-lines" to enable the residents to make their way on windy days
Archdeacon
from dormitory to schoolhouse to dining hall, and so on.
Fleming quotes from a letter written by Nurse Shepherd, surely a
masterpiece of understatement: 72

7°Described in an article written by him for Arctic News, June, 1934(?), pp. 10, 13.
71The lIIaximum payable from the Arctic Relief Fund was $200.
file 6334.

See the correspondence in PAC, R6 B5, Vol. 793,

726SA, Fleming Papers, file 15. Conditions at Shingle Point are described in an untitled pamphlet published by
the Indian &Eskimo Commission of the ~SCC, n.d., pp. B-9, YA, ACDYR, Series IV.2, Box 52, folder 1. See
also Isobel Wylie Hutchison, North to the Rime-Ringed Sun (London: Blackie and Son, 1934), Chapter lB.
The writer is indebted to the Reverend Dr. J. H. Webster, who replaced Mr. Shepherd as principal of
Shingle Point School during the latter's furlough in 1933-34, for helpful inforlDation concerning the
Shingle Point School~
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We have just had a very bad storm, which lasted several
days.
We were nice and warm and comfortable in the houses,
but had to stay there until the storm abated.
Thomas and
the young me n brought us food (such a s could be sa fell'
r.arried in a blizzard.)
A storm at Shingle Point· is quite an
experience, and one in the outside world could hardly imagine
just what it is like without having lived through it.
Nor was this all. When the warmer months arriveu, the site itself WCl.3
endangered by the erosion resulting from high tides, pounding seas
and drifting ice.
The Move to Aklavik (1936)
By the winter of 1931-32 the Arctic Mission, feeling that the experimental stage was over, began to urge that the school be established on a more permanent basis in a less exposed location. Accordingly, in January, 1932, Archdeacon. Fleming wrote to the Northwest
Territories' Department suggesting that a new site be chosen on the
Delta east of the Mackenzie River at the point where it was proposed
to settle the reindeer herd then being brought from Alaska; such a
move would, he felt, ensure a constant supply of meat for the residents and also provide employment for some of the boys who, upon
lea ving school, might become he rde rs. 7:3 As it happened, plans we re by
then under way for the Department of Indian Affairs to build a new
and larger residential school in Aklavik to accommodate some 120 Indian and Eskimo children of the Mackenzie Delta area.
When this
school opened on August 30, 1936, the twenty-nine girls and nineteen
boys then enrolled at Shingle Point were transferred to All Saints'
Anglican Res idental Scho 01 there.
With them went th eir principa 1,
Sherman Shepherd, who seems to have maintained as head of this new
institution the practical approach to native schooling that he had developed during his years at Shingle Point,7 4 keeping the Eskimo chil-

73Ibid., file 24, rleming to H. H. Rowatt, 2 January 1932.
74PAC, RG 10, Vo!. 6476, file 919-1, part 1, H. Sherman Shepherd to R. A. Hoey, 5 April 1938. Mr. Shepherd
remained as principal of All Saints' Residential School, Aklavik, until 1944.
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dren at the school only long enough to ensure basic competence in
the rudiments of an English education and encouraging them to
maintain their native skills and family ties.
In this respect the experiment at Shingle Point seems to have provided to some degree a
more positive answer than did Chooutla to the 1908 debate concerning
the value of residential schools.
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CHAPTER IX
ALTERNATIVES TO CHOOUTLA (1906-1940)
Ongoing Mission Schools

Owing to its limite d facilit ies and remote 10ca tion, Cho outla
residential school near Carcross could directly serve only a small
percentage of the Yukon's native children.
Moreover, in spite of attempts to encourage more active recruitment it frequently operated
below capacity since many Indian parents were reluctant to send their
children there.
Some were frightened by reports of illness and
deaths at the school;~ others were deterred by the long separation
and the cultural loss that faced pupils at a boarding institution so
far from home. The views of one mother, requesting the return of her
thirteen-year old daughter, were widely shared: 2
I want my daughter Gladys to come home to me now, I think
she has had enough schooling . . . I do not want her to stay
at school till she is 18; that is too long; when they are too
long at school they won't have anything to do with us, they
want to be with white people; they grow away from us.
We
are mothers and we feel it.
For many parents, however, there was another alternative.
Their
children could maintain their family ties and traditional life style and
still obtain some instruction in the fundamentals ·of reading, writing
and counting by attending classes offered in their own locality at one
of the dozen or so mission schools that came into existence during
these years.
Intended as a means· of bringing the basics of white
schooling to a nomadic people, they developed as an extension of the
day school system that Bishop Bompas had established in the 1890s at
Fortymile, Moosehide and Selkirk.

IYA, ACDYR, Series l-l.a, Box 2, folder 16, A. Coldrick to I. O. Stringer, 23 July 1930.
2Ibid., Series l-l.b, Box 9, folder 10, Sarah Jane Esau to Bishop [Stringerl, 31 August 1919.

Moosehide Indian Day School
Although Mr. Bragg had been very critical of the results obtained at the Moosehide school, Bishop Stringer seems to have had no
thought of closing it.
Accordingly, no lapse occurred in the classes
held at that locality, where Mr. Totty faithfully maintained the
routine originally developed by his eMS colleagues: 3
The pupils learn to read and write in English as well as the
Indian languages.
We use "Line upon Line" and other easy
books leading up to the study of the Bible. One former pupil
has lately been teaching us a new hymn tune.
Some of them
read and write their own letters, and also read the newspaper.
A shy and unassuming man whose talents lay rather in pastoral work
than in the classroom, Mr. Totty's conscientious efforts came to a
close with his retirement in 1926. The school then passed for a time
to Mr. W. D. Young who proved, to Mr. Hawksley's relief, to be "a careful and painstaking teacher" under whom the pupils soon began to show
"marked progress."4
They made even greater strides following the arrival in the summer of 1928 of the Reve~end and Mrs. I. D. Daimpre. An energetic lady
of perfectionist tendencies, Gertrude Daimpre soon had the classes
reorganized along more modern lines,5 introducing her pupils to· drawing, painting and a wide range of other activities. That December, for

. 3Diocese of Yukon Third Synod Report, Dawson, V.T., 14-19 July, 1915, p. 42.
·VA, ACDVR, Series H.e, Box 13, folder 17, J. Hawksley to Indian Affairs, 19 January 1927. At the time of
his retirement, "r. Totty was the last Yukon missionary still supported by the C"S in England. A few
years later he moved with his family to New Westminster, B.C.~ where he died in 1945.
sPAC, lA, RS 10, Vol. 6477, file 9271, part 1, J. Hawksley to I. O. Stringer, 5 February 1929. "rs. Daimpre is
said to have had Normal and College training and to have been before her marriage a supervisor of schools
in the state of "assachussetts. She had also taught the Indian school at Kitkatla, B.C. Ibid., Hawksley
to Indian Affairs, 30 September 1927.
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example, she invited a number of Dawson residents, among them the
Commissioner und the public school principal, to a Christmas concert
at Moosehide at which all her pupils took part in presenting a prog-ram
of some twenty numbers, including two plays.s By the following summer
3he was too exhausted to continue; she and her husband moved to
England and the mission was placed in charge of Mr. and Mrs. Bentley,
lay workers from Chooutla School.
Rachel Bentley, also a qualified
and experienced teacher, continued the work begun by her predecessor
in a larger and brighter schoolroom converted from the old mission
house where Bishop Bompas had once lived.
When at the end of two
years her health gave way, classes were once again entrusted to a
resident clergyman, the Reverend C. W. Jenkins, who tried to improve
attendance by adapting the class schedule to the life -style of the
people, beginning classes somewhat later in the day than had been
customary and offering evening sessions which former pupils might attend after work if they wished. 7
To what extent these practices were
continued after his departure in the summer of 1934 is not certain;
the records give few details of the classes· conducted at Moosehide
by the young clergymen who succeeded him, while the last Synod report
for this period states merely that "the Moosehide child who leaves
school at the age of fourteen or fifteen has been given a knowledge
in English of reading, writing, arithmetic and hygienF.!.ns
Selkirk Indian Day School
The day school that the Canhams had established at Selkirk in
1892 also continued to operate for many more years.
On their transfer to the parish of Carcross in 1909, Selkirk mission was left for a
number of years in charge of a succession of temporary incumbents
and, as a result, year-round classes were discontinued until the arrival in 1916 of Miss Kathleen Martin as missionary-teacher restored
permanence to the day school there.
Best remembered un de r her

6Northern Lights, Vol. 17, No. 1, February, 1929, p. 10.
7PAC, lA, R6 10, Vol. 6477, file 9271-1, part 1, J. Hawksley to Indian Affairs, 3 April 1933.
BJournal of the Proceedings of the Eighth Synod of the Diocese of Vukon, Dawson, V.T., 12-13 July J936, p. 45.
r
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married name of Mrs. Cowaret,9 she carried on the tradition of the
early church workers, travelling the rivers to visit scattered
families, learning their language, giving such medical care and advice
as she could, and becoming in many wa ys a mother- figure to th e
people of the Selkirk band.
A qualified teacher, she held classes
regularly but, like Mr. Canham, found her pupils' progress was greatly
hampered by the nomadic habits of their families who were constantly
on the move, visiting the settlement only long enough to pick up supplies during brief interludes in their yearly round of hunting, trapping, fishing and cutting wood for the river poats. From time to time
during her many years there the resident clergyman took charge of
the school in. order to free her for a furlough or for other duties
but, although classes were held regularly, infrequent and irregular
attendance remained a constant hindrance to the children's progress.
Requests for Additional Schools (1907-08)
Despite the difficulties involved in their operation, Bishop
Stringer strongly favoured the extension of day schools to centres
other than Moosehide and Selkirk, his own experience at Herschel Island in the 1890s having convinced him of their effectiveness in
providing not only the tools of literacy but also a moral training
which he felt would help the native people withstand the less
desirable aspects of white society. Furthermore, as early as 1907 he
had begun to receive requests for education from Indians in more
remote districts.
O'Meara's visit to the Teslin Lake. area of the
southern Yukon had, for example, revealed a desire on the part of the
Tlingit people there for a day school,l..O while similar requests had

9Kathleen Adeline Cowant (1887-1958) was a native of "anitoba, with a teacher's certi ficate from that province. In 1929 she married Alex Coward, a Selkirk trapper and big galDe guide, but, not liking his
surname, chose to be known as ""rs. COllaret.· Details of her li fe and work may be found in five pioneer
Women, pp. 27-31, as lIe11 as in VA, ACDVR, Series IV.1, Box 51, folder 5 and in 6SA, Stringer Papers,
Series 1-A-5.
IOO'"eara's account of his visit to Teslin in June, 1907, lay be found in PAC, lA, R6 10, Vol. 6478, file 9301, part 1. The Tlingit Indians, a coastal people frol the vicinity of Juneau, had been cOling inland to
trap and to trade. Attracted to the Nisutlin Bay area of Teslin Lake by the trading posts that had been
established there as a result of the gold rush, they lIere by this time starting to spend the lIinters in
that region. A History of the Settlement of Teslin, Teslin WOlen's Institute, 1971, pp. 9-10.
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come from the Indians at Little Salmon and Champagne during the 1908
visit of Messrs. Vowell and Green to those districts.
Consequently,
even before delibexations concerning the new boarding school at Carcross had been concluded, the Bishop had begun to establish a number
of new mission schools.
Early Schooling in the Teslin Area (1908-10)
The first site that he chose for this expansion was at Te slin
Lake, where a permanent Indian village seemed likely to devp.lop:J.:L·' and
where the Roman Catholic church had also begun to show some interest.
In 1908 Stringer seized the advantage by bringing a young
theological student, J. R. Blythell, to the Yukon to establish a mission post and day school at Nisutlin Bay on Teslin Lake. Reaching his
destination on August 13, Blythell--like McDonald at Fort Yukon many
years earlier- -promptly "erected a temporary school and started to
give instruction the same day" to some twenty Indians who were still
there, the rest of the band having left only;two days previously for
their autumn hunt. 1 2
His task was easier than McDonald's since, as
O'Meara reports, the Teslin people had already had some contact with
Christianity through the. Russian Orthodox Church on the Alaska coast
and a good number had also by this time picked up a fragmentary
knowledge of. the English language.
In addition to his daytime ses'sions, Blythell also held evening classes for those who were unable
.to attend school during the day. When his pupils lEift in September he
reports that he "gave each of them a book containing writing exercises and. instructions how to write them and also sent books to
many who had previously 'left for their hunting grounds."
Just where
he obtained these materials is not known; it seems likely that he obtained a supply from the teachers at Carcross where he had been
delayed for a time en route to Teslin.

IIPAC, lA, Ra 10, Vol. 647S, file 930-1, part I, A, E, Q'"eara to Indian Affairs, B December 1909.
12These and other details of Blythell's work at Teslin are from his report to the Department of Indian Affairs
dated 3 December 1909, entitled ·Particulars regarding Indians of Teslin Lake," Ibid.
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That winte r Blythell visited as many India n campsite s as he
could, stopping at each long enough to hold services, give medicine,
review his pupils' work and assign mor~ writing· exercises, while those
whom he was unable to reach sent their "homework" to him at the mis·:=;ion.
The following summer (1909), classes resumed on July 5 in his
newly completed schoolhouse.
This time, he tells us, he had thirtyeight pupils on his register, with others 'attending night classes
three evenings a week.
His work there ended, however, on a rather
disappointing note:
The attendance at .school continued very good. Unfortunately,
I did not get the supply of books ann pencils I had ordered.
We us en rough building paper and small pieces of pencil tied
to pieces of sticks but even these crude materials could not
last, so we were forced to close school about three weeks
earlier than if. our supplies had come.
I was very sorry to
see them going away without their exercise books, which they
begged for and had had the previous FalL
Blythell's report, written from Toronto some time later, innicates that
almost all his students had been adults, including the chief of the
band, Joseph Squ·am, then fifty-six years of age. While the support of
the Teslin Indians had beenc1early demonstrated, it now became
neces~ary to ensure that schooling would continue to be available for
them.
Some months previously Bishop Stringer, seeking financial a ssistance for this new venture, had formally requested that a supplementary grant be made available for the Teslin school from the
federal appropriation for Indian work in the Yukon.:L3
The authorities,
however, dis regarding entirely Blyth ell's effort s during the winter
months, granted only $125 for the fifty-four days that the school had
been in regular session during his entire stay there.
They al:;o
refused to commit their department to any further support on the
grounds that "arrangements for opening a permanent school at this

13Ibid., A. E. O'Meara to Duncan Scott, 12 March 1909.
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point were premature as the nomadic habits of the Indians prevp.nt
their taking advantage of a school except for a very short time each
summer.'I:I.·4
Undeterred by their negative attitude, the Bishop pushed
ahead with plans to establish a second mission in an adjoIning area,
employing a year-round worker who could alternate his services between two Indian bands at times that were convenient to each. As a
result, the Reverend C. C. Brett arrived in Teslin in 1910 to continue
the summer work there, with instructions to spend the winter months
at Champagne Landing,.l..!5 where another band was accustomed to assem- .
ble at that season. This arrangement proved so satisfactory that Mr.
Brett: remained for the next few years as a full-time missionaryteacher in charge of both stations.
Federal SUk'Dort for Local Mission Schools (1911)
At this juncture, officials of the Department of Indian Affairs,
having decided that the time had come to change the grant system for
Indian education in the Yukon, placed the boarding school at Carcross
on a per capita basis and then turned their attention to the increasing number of day schools for· which assistance was being sought . .l..6
In May, 1911, they proposed that grants to these small schools she-lUld
be based in future upon an annual teacher's salary of $720, with
rental of the school premises at $ 2 0 a month or $ 2 0 0 a year.
In au.dition, Department officials stipulated, presumably at their Minister's
insistence, that this funding would depend upon classes being held for
at least seventy-five days each year with a minimum average attendance of ten pupils . .l.. 7
Since none of the mission schools, with the

14Ibid., Indian Affairs to O'Meara, 13 December 1909. According to a letter frolD O'Meara to the Department
dated 8 Decelber 1909, the costs to the church of building and staffing the mission totalled by that time
$2,269.25. Ibid.
15This was a trading post established in 1898 on the Dalton Trail, an alternate route into the interior frol
the coast near Skagway. It later served the placer miners of the Kluane Lake area, some 150 miles northwest of Whitehorse.
'SPAC, lA, R6 10, Vol. 6478, file 930-1, part 1, Memorandum, Frank Pedley to Mr. Oliver, 28 April 1911.
17Ibid., Indian Affairs to" Bishop Stringer, 30 May 1911. The amounts mentioned were to be paid on a per dieD
basis for those days that the school was actually in session, so that the actual amount paid was reduced
accordingly.
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possible exception of the one at Moosehide, could hope to
any federal assistance on these terms, it seemed as
classes at Selkirk, Champagne, Teslin and Whitehorse (where
dian school had been operating periodically since
threatened with closure.

qualify for
though the
a small In1902) were

Several months passed before the Bishop, who had been absent
all summer in the far northern part of his diocese, could respond to
this unwelcome news. In his reply to the Department of Indian Affairs
dated October 7, 1911,1 e he advanced strong arguments in favour of
greater leniency towards these small Indian schools in a Territory
where cond~tions were so difficult, suggesting that the minimum average attendance should be set at the more realistic figure of three
rather than ten and the number of required school days reduced from
seventy-five to forty.
Since Mr. Oliver was no longer in office, the
Department--unwilling to apply measures that would close the day
schools in the Yukon--accepted the numbers proposed by the Bishop19
and thereby established a policy that some federal officials would
later view as unduly liberal, especially in times of restraint.
A New Category: Seasonal Schools
As time passed, about ten of these small schools came into existence in various parts of the Diocese, often being termed "seasonal
schools" to distinguish them from the older day schools at Moosehide
and Selkirk that operated more or less continuously throughout the
school year.
As the name implies, they followed an irregular and unpredictable schedule depending upon the movements of the Indian bands
and upon the availability of teachers. Since each school developed in
its own way in response to local needs, no two stories are alike but,
taken as a whole, their histories add another dimension to our understanding of the Yukon's past.

ISIbi d.
19Ibid., D. C. Scott to Frank Pedley, 28 November 1911.
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Teslin Seasonal School (Anglican)
Except for some years during World War I and again from 1919 -2 2,
the school at Teslin operated continuously every summer from
Blythell's time until well into the 194 Os. At the end of June, 1915, Mr.
Brett left for Selkirk with happy memories of "the pleasant and
harmonious relations" that had characterized Teslin during his five
years there.'2O,
His successor, Wilfred Middleton, was the first of a
long series of theological students who came for a few weeks or
months each summer thereafter, gaining experience that tested their
talents for teaching as well as their fitness for the ministry.'2~
Since the Teslin Indians were so eager to learn, it appears that when
the same student returned for a number of years his pupils made
quite good progress in spite of the limited time available.
In the
early 1930s, for example, S. W. Semple, BA, spent three summers at
Teslin, where he held school for forty or more pupils for three or
four months at a time.
Finding the numbers too great to handle effectively alone, he undertook to employ a bright pupil, Lily Jackson,
as his assistant, paying her a small honorarium from his own stipend.
In addition to basic literacy _and arithmetic skills, he introduced a
dozen "older Young People" to "simple _Bookkeeping, lette r writing,
etc."'22 as well as a diversified sports program that included baseball
and football. Feeling that his pupils deserved more encouragement, he
urged that year-round schooling be made available for the Teslin
,people, possibly by a full-time itinerant missionary who could help the
children advance more rapidly in their studies. 23
Unfortunately, as
the depression intensified, Bishop Stringer's successors could not follow up Semple's suggestions: staff continuity was not established, the

2°Northern Lights, Vol. 3, No. 3, August, 1915.
21A list of the teachers, salaries and dates of classes held at Teslin by the Anglican Church from 1910-48 may
be found in PAC, lA, R6 10, Vol. 6478, fi le 9303-1.
22Ibid., Vol. 6477, file 925-1, part 1, A. H. Sovereign to the Secretary, Indian Affairs, 21 August 1933.
23VA, ACDVR, Series l-l.b, Box 10, file 7, S. W. Semple, Reports on Teslin Mission 1931 and 1932; also Seeple
to Sovereign, 11 July 1932(7). His reports shed considerable light upon conditions at both the mission
and the community, and also indicate that he included a number of metis children in his classes.
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buildings fell into greater disrepair, and many
turned elsewhere for schooling and support.

families

eventu.3lly

The ottawa authorities, also preoccupied with the need for er.onamy, had little direct help to offer despite the appedls made on the
school's behalf by Mr. Harper Reed, the Indian agent for the adjacent
Stikine area of northern British ColumJ:.iia, who included this remote
post in his annual trips to Atlin.
Although he did his best to encourage teachers such as Semple, pointing out the need for better
facilities and more equipment, Indian Affairs made little response.
From Harper Reed's later accounts we learn of impending changes: in
1938 he reported that the Oblate Fathers were planning to establish a
mission at Teslin to serve the Catholic Indians who migrated north to
that point from below the British Columbia-Yukon border. As a result,
by 1940 there were two denominations based in that community, each
offe ring scho oling in the summer months to the Indian children
there. 24
Champagne Landing Seasonal School
Upon his arrival at Champagne Landing in the late summer of
1910, Mr. Brett erected two small buildings where he could holdservices and teach school whenever the Indians assembled in that neighbourhood.
Before long, however, he found it advisable to spend much
time travelling with them on their journeys to Klukshu and Dalton
Post in order to prolong his contacts with them before he had to
return to Teslin the following spring.
After his last visit in 1914,
the mission remained vacant until Mr. W. D. Young came in 1917 as a
full-time lay worker.
He remained at Champagne for almost thr ee
years, repairing the mission buildings, doing such teaching and preaching as he could, and chafing at the long periods of inactivity when
the Indian families dispersed throughout the district and the post was
practically deserted. 25
In 1922 it was reopened as a summer mission

24 PAC, lA, RS10, Vol. 6478, file 930-1, part 1, Harper Reed to the Secretary, Indian Affairs Branch, 16 August
1939 and subsequent correspondence.
2~YA,

ACDYR, Series l-l.a, Box 7, Folder 19, I. D. Stringer to W. D. Young, 25 April and 19
D. Young to I. D. Stringer, 15 July 1919.
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~ay,

1917; also W.

with university students in charge.
For thirteen of the following
eighteen years it was staffed by one or another of Bishop Stringer's
four sons, each of whom in turn undertook this ministry among the native people of the area. 26
Details of this summer ministry are fo und in Alex Stringe r's
report to the 1928 Synod.
The members of the Champagne band were,
he tells us, "well-to-do and quite independent," the men being especially noted for their trapping ability.
As for the school, he held
classes regularly six days a week "wherever the Indians happened to
be," und in his travels discovered that the children often dld their
best work while out in the camps, sometimes teaching one another on
their own initiative.
With almost fifty pupils on the roll, he felt
that there was work for more than one teacher as "one man could
spend the whole of his time at Kluane Lake with a full school while
another could be kept busy at Champagne and Dalton Post~ and a request had come for a worker at Aishihik Lake. Almost a decade later,
his brother Randall gave a similar account of his experiences during
his time as a student in this region. 27
However, this short summer
exposure to schooling was too brief to be very effective.
In 1939
the teacher could not report any students beyond grade two; "Progress was fairly good," he writes, "but greatly retarded by the constant moving of the tribe, making it necessary for the children to
miss school."2 a
Whitehorse Indian Seasonal School
The Indian school at Whitehorse was much more erratic in its operation than those at Teslin and Champagne, reflecting not only the
migratory habits of the native people of the district but also the

26The eldest of the Stringer brothers, Herschel, spent four summers at Champagne from 1922-25, followed by Alex
froD 1926-30. He in turn was succeeded by Wilfred in 1931 and 1932, while the youngest brother, Randall,
was there from 1936-38. Both Wilfred and Herschel were medical students who were able to do SODe informal
clinical work during their time in the area.
27Northern Lights, Vol. 26, Nos. 3-4, August-November, 1937, pp. 4-5.
2BPAC, lA, RG 10, Vol. 6477, file 925-2, part I, J. W. Ellis, "Quarterly Report Ending August 31, 1939."
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greater demands made upon the rector by the larger white population
of that community.
Early in 1902 Mr. Bowen had begun a day school in
the church 29 which operated at intervals for some years, first under
Isaac Stringer, Bowen's successor, who added a. scboolruom to the rear
of the rectory, and after 1904 with the Reverend H. A. Cody,
Stringer's assistant, as teacher.
In November of that year, as Cody
recalls,30 he began holding classes whenever possible every
afternoon, teaching both children arid old people to read the letters
of the alphabet, the numbers and their names, while he in turn learned
from them some 150 words of their language.
In 1906 these classes
lapsed, either because Cody, then in full charge of the parish, was
too busy with other duties or because there were no pupils. In any
case, no further teaching took place until late in 1910 when Cody's
successor, the Reverend W. D. Blackwell, reopened the rectory schoolroom for nine children, all beginners, ranging in age from seven to
seventeen. 31
Needing space for his own family, Mr. Blackwell moved
the school in 1915 to a separate frame building that he built nearby
for the purpose.
Only a year later, however, his successor, the
Reverend Cecil Swans on, proceeded to move this new building to the
Indian rese rve whe re for a short time classes were continued with the
assistance of Mrs. Jackson, the Indian wife of eody's former guide and
inte rpre te r. 3 2
Almost a decade passed before the Whitehorse seasonal school
was again opened in August, 1927, this time in a three-roomed shack
near the rectory which had been, renovated for use as a schoolhouse.
Here Gertrude Daimpre taught the usual fluctuating numbers of children, varying from a dozen in August to three in December and dwindling thereafter until in March she had to close the school. By May,
1928, a sufficient number had reappeared to permit her to hold anoth-

29rrom a letter quoted in ·Whitehorse Rapids,' Greater British "essenger, n.d., p. 94. YA, ACDYR, Series IV.3,
Box 52, folder 10.
30Ted Jones, All the Days of his Li fe: ABiography of Archdeacon H. A. eody (Saint John, N.B.: The New Brunswick MuseulB, 1981>, pp. 87-172.
31 Wh i t eh or se Week ly Star, 23 Dec ember 191 O.
32YA, ACDYR, Series

1~I.a,

Box 2, folder 16, I. O. Stringer, MelorandulB, May, 1917.
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er session before she and her husband left to undertake full-time Indian work at Moosehide.
For the next five years the following rector's wife, Mrs. H. B. Metcalf, taught a few children in a buildinq that
was moved from the Indian reserve to the church property in town and
which may well have been the one originally built by Mr. Blackwell.
After 1933 the school was again closed and, since there were few Indian pe ople in the vicinity, it apparently did not re open until 1937,
when
Mr. J. Daisley, a summer student, held school for a few weeks.
Later, in 1939, the rector, Mr. Alex Anderson, was able to revive this
aspect of his parish work on a more regular basis for a few more
years. 33
Little Salmon-Carmacks Seasonal Schoul
The first steps to provide schooling for the Indians of the
Little Salmon-Carmacks band are recorded in Cody's account of his
trip to that area in January, 1905.
Discovering that "a considerable
Indian town" was forming at the confluence of the Yukon and Little
Salmon rivers, he secured the abandoned police detachment building
there for use as a mission house in the hope that before long the
Indians' request for a school could be met. 34
However, owing to
Bishop Bompas' death, this plan was never followed up, nor; did the
band's second request for a school mentioned in the Vowell and Green
report of 1908 bring any immediate results.
Not until the summer of
':1913 was Bishop Stringer able to . send a full-time worker·· there in the
per~30n
of Cecil Swans on, a young newly ordained clergyman.
After
building a log cabin and a church in the village,35 Swans on began
teaching, holding classes in the church until he . was able to complete
a separate schoolhouse, described by John Hawksley as "a well built
log building with a good shingle roof and the ground fenced in by wire

33PAC, lA, RS 10, Vol. 6477, file 929-1, part 1, Extracts frol Correspondence, 17 and 21 November 1942.
34YA, ACDYR, Series IV.3, Box 52, Folder 12, H. A. Cody, "Along the Sleaming Trail,' The New Era, n.d., pp.
236-40.
3sCecil Swanson, The Days of my Sojourning: a Reminiscence (Calgary: Slenbow-Alberta Institute, 1977), pp. 1720.
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fencing."36
Although Stringer had hoped that Little Salmon would be a
year-round station, the. Indians tended to be away trapping for about
si:<: months at a time in fall and winter.
Under the circumstances, it
seemed advisable for Swans on to spend that period at Carmacks, a
settle:nent on the Yukon River some twenty-five miles east of Little
Salmon where a tiny white community was developing and from where he
could continue to minister to the native people of the region. Accordingly, in August, 1914, when the Indians had left Little Salmon,
Swanson proceeded tu build another church and a small rectory at
Carmacks, planning to alternate his time from then on between these
two posts.
As it, happened, the work at Little Salmon did not flourish.
In
1916 the first of a series of severe epidemics of influenza took a
heavy toll of the Indian population there; that same year Swanson was
moved to Whitehorse and the missions at Little Salmon and Carmacks
became vacant.
Apart from some weeks in the summer of 1917, no
classes were apparently held at either point until 1922, when those
. missions began to be staffed by summer students.
By 1928 it was
becoming apparent that the native people preferred to visit Carmacks
rather than Little Salmon; the school at the latter point met for only
two weeks that summer and thereafter ceased to function .as a separate entity, while the village eventually became a ghost town. 37
This change in trading patterns encouraged the Bishop to keep
the Carmacks mission open all year. In 1929 the Reverend Gordon Ashbee held school for the Indians for a total of eighty-one days and
also earned the gratitude of the white residents by tutoring four of
their children during his time there.
By June, 1930, however, the mission had to be closed· again since a poor fur harvest had forced the
Indians to move to the outlying wood camps in search of work.
The
situation was much the same the following year; times were hard, and
with no credit available at the stores the native people did not

36PAC, lA, RG 10, Vol. 6477, file 926-1, part 1, J. Hawksley to Indian Affairs, 7 Dctober 1914.
3?Some information concerning these missions at this time may be found in the Journal of the Proceedings of the
Sixth Synod, Dawson, V.T., 29 July to 6 August 1928, pp. 37-38.
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linger near the settlement. 38
All through the 1930s school was held
only sporadically and despite the efforts of the various snmmer students at the mission, who often accompanied the families OIl their
travels in order to have more time with the children, pupil progress
remained minimal.
Hendrickson's Camp Scho'ol
One brief attempt to hold a summer school for the Indian children <'it a wood camp occurred in 1917.
Finding that a Mrs. Beulah
Lamb was willing to teach at Hendrickson's Camp, located near Big Salmon on the Yukon River above Carmacks, Bishop Stringer sent her a
few supplies that enabled her to hold classes there for twenty-nine
days that summer.
Even in this situation, with the families assembled
in one place, participation was disappointing: although she had seventeen pupils on the roll, the average attendance was limited to about
four children 39 and the experiment was apparently not repeated.
Ross River Seasonal School
Blshop Stringer's a ttempts to establis h a mission and schoo 1
among the Indians of the Ross River area also met with very limited
success.
Considered to be on the outer fringe of the Little SalmonCarmacks parish, this region was so remote and inaccessible that even
. 'Mr. Hawskley with his long experience in the Territory could only write
of it from hearsay. He reported that about two hundred Slavi Indians
from Fort Norman in the Mackenzie River area were apparently in the
habit of gathering at two trading posts near the headwaters of the
Pelly River and that some of them had been taught to read and write
in their own tongue by James Pelisse, a native catechist who
travelled with them.4 0
This rather meagre information was supple-

3BNorthern Lights, Vol. 20, No. I, Nov. 1931-reb. 1932, p. 12.
39YA, ACDYR, Series 1-1.a, Box 4, Folder 17, "rs. B. Lamb to I. O. Stringer, 16
items in PAC, RS 10, VI. 6040, file 166-7-1, part I.

Octobe~

1916. See also the

4°Ibid., Vol. 6478, file 931-1, part 2, J. Hallksley, Report of the Ross River Band of Indians, c. 1914.
Hawksley had himself trained JaBes Pelisse during his years at Fort Norman.
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mented by Cecil Swanson following his visits to the region in 1914-15.
Ross River itself he described as flowing into the Pelly about 280
miles above its junction with the YUKon, being accessible in the summer only by boat and in the winter overland by dog team from Little
Salmon, a distance of about 160 miles.
Besides confirming Hawksley's
account of the Mackenzie Indians, Swanson reported the presence of
two other bands, the Pellies and the Liards,' and urged the Bishop to
establish a mission among them as soon as possible. 4~
This recommendation was, however, ill-timed since the shortage of men and money
brought about by World War I pre vented Bishop Stringer from undertaking new projects. The best he could do, apart from visiting the
post himself, was to send James Wood, a graduate of the Carcross
residential school, to hold day classes in English there for twentythree days in July, 1916. 42
A second appeal for a mission and school
at Ross River came in 1923 from John Unsworth, a student who spent a
week there that July.
Noting that the native people trapped and
hunted over an area of hundreds of miles. and' were at the post for
only about a month each year, he proposed that a boarding school be
built "near the store where the children could be fed and housed during the winter months," adding that Taylor and Drury had some "excellent buildings" available for that purpose. 4 :3
This suggestion was
also impossible to implement; from then until 1926 schooling at Ross
River remained in the hands of summer students who came fiom
Carmacks for brief visits during which they held services and t'a ught
some rudiments of English to a few adults and children at this remote
station.
Four or five years later, some degree of permanence was established with the appointment in April, 1930, of the Reverend John
Martin, a native clergyman in deacon's orders, as the first resident

41Diocese of Yukon, Third Synod Report., pp. 36-37.
42YA, ACDYR, Series H.a, Box 5, rolder 11, 1. O. Stringer to W. "iddleton,.6 rebruary 1917. Jalles Wood also
relieved for a time in 1916 at Selkirk and at "oosehide in 1921.
43Ibid., Box 6, rolder 35, J. Unsworth, ·Report of Student's Visit to Ross River, July, 1923." The Indian
people of both the R055 River and Rampart House regions frol time to time requested a boarding school in
their area but it appears that the general shortage of money and 'workers prevented any such development.
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missionary at Ross River.44 A Loucheux Indian from the lower Mackenzie, he had spent some time at Moosehide before coming with his family
to the Pelly River area where his daughter Mary became the first
teacher to hold school on a regular basis at Ross River.
Educated
by her father, with only a short period of schooling at Moosehide under Mr. Tott y, she was de scribed by Mr. Hawksley as "bright· and
energetic."45 He provided her with a small sl,lpply of school materials
with which she carried on systematic classes for her brother and
sister and a few other children--doing, as she says, the best she
could.
As for the majority of the children there, she could offer
. classes for thp.m only during their brief sti'lY at the post in the summer months. 46
Her very commendable efforts ended in 1935 when she
moved with her father and family to Mayo; after their departure the
mission was closed and schooling lapsed entirely for many years.
Mayo Village Indian School
In! extending activitie5 to the Mayo area, Bishop Stringer again
relied upon his native clergy from the northern Yukon.
In 1916, when
the Mayo Indian band was settled on a reserve located some miles below the town on the opposite side of the Stewart River, they were
accompanied by Julius Kendi, an Indian catechist from the Porcupine
region.
After building a "neat and commodious schoolhouse" he proceeded to hold day classes regularly for some six pupils.
Since he
spoke little English, the children learned to read and write in their
'own language and, according to Mr. Hawkslei, were by their second
year "progressing very nicely."47
In 1919 he left Mayo for a time to

44Northern Lights, Yol. 18, No. 2, May, 1930, p. 9.
RS 10, .Yol. 6478, file 931-1, part 2, John Hawksley to Indian Affairs, 29 April 1932.
46Ibid., Mary Martin, Beneral Report of Ross River School. Her command of English as evidenced by her report
to Indian Affairs seems to have been better than Mr. Hawksley's comments would indicate. With Loucheux as
their mother tongue, both "ary and her father had to learn Kaska, the language of the Ross River area.
Her father took great interest in matters of language, compiling during his years in Ross River a dictionary of words in that language. (From an interview with Mary (Martin] Moses, 18 November 1985.) John
Martin's Kaska vocabulary may be found in YA, ACDYR, Series 1-1.c, Box 14, folder 4.
47From a typescript in the author's possession written by John Hawksley, 28 August 1917, entitled "Report of
the Mayo Band of Indians."

4~PAC,
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visit the Porcupine and Peel country, returning to resume his
pastoral and teaching duties at the Mayo Indian village 4 e at s orne
time in the mid-1920s.
Following his transfer to Old Crow in 1929,
classes at the Indian reserve were discontinued· for some years until
the arrival of John and Mary Martin in 1935 brought renewed activity
to the mission there.
Under Mary's direction day school classes began in mid-August for thirteen children, all beginners, continuing regularly49 until the following June whe n floods s wept away all the
buildings on the reserve, including the church where classes were
held. Following this disaster, the church was rebuilt; classes res umed
therp. in the fall and continued with Mary as teacher until at least
December, 1937.
Rampart House Seasonal School
Rampart House, deserted for a decade following the withdrawal in
1893 of the Hudson's Bay Company from the Porcupine River area, had
seen a renewal of activity when Daniel Cadzow took over the post in
1904.
Once again the Indian people began to assemble there but, in
the absence of a resident missionary, the long-established Indian mission and day school were not reopened for some years. In 1911, as a
result of a severe outbreak of smallpox, many of the native people
decided to abandon the site and move some sixty miles up the Porcupine River to the present location of the village of . Old Crow.50
For a time this new settlement was looked upon as an outstation of
Rampart House but eventually the situation was reversed, Old Crow
becoming the major community in the area.
In this northern part of the Diocese the church had long relied
heavily upon its itinerant native teachers and catechists, products of
the pioneer efforts of Archdeacon MacDonald and the other Tukudh
missionaries. In 1909 John Tizya, an Indian catechist, was reported to

4BReferences in the reports of the 1928, 1931 and 1936 Diocese of Yukon synod meetings indicate that Julius
Kendi taught school at Mayo for eleven years in all,· holding two sessions a day, assisted by his wife.
49PAC, lA, Ra 10, Vol. 6478, file 931-3, part I, Quarterly School Report, 31 December 1935.
~oYA, "S 82/67, Effie Linklater, The History of Old Crow, c. 1959-60.
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be visiting the camps along the Old Crow River and in 1911 Bishop
Stringer, wishing to reopen the Rampart House mi.ssion on a permanent
basis, sent the Reverend Amos Njootli there to live and work among
the people of the area.!!>l. For some years he carried on school faithfully in the traditional way, travelling with the Indians to their hunting grounds, "making service" and teaching them to read and write in
their own language. 52
In order to have an English school, the Bishop
in 1916 appoin ted J i'icob Njoo tli, a former pupil at Ca rcro ss, as
teacher at Rampart House; as a result the authorities provided a
small grant to the Diocese for the days that the school was in operation, payable upon receipt of tlie appropriate forms. 53
Under these
conditions classeF> continued there until Jacob Njootli left in 1920;
thereafter the school was reorganized and treated as a branch of the
one at Old Crow.
Old Crow Indian School
Meanwhile, during a visit to Old Crow in June, 1917, Bishop
Stringer had been surprised to find that Murdo Bi'ilaam (also' known as
Murdo Jootli), a young graduate of the Hay River residential school,
had for some months . been holding "a very creditable school". without
any special facilities. or outside help.
The Bishop at once contacted
Mr. Hawksley, asking that the young man be provided with slates and
;.phonic primers, along with "some sort of a map" and other books such
as "an arithmetic, Geography, Copy Books or perhaps Scribblers and
. pencils."!!> 4
Mr. Hawksley promptly passed the request to his superiors
in Ottawa, who authorized provision of these supplies and a per diem
grant on condition that reports were received regularly--a matter of
no small difficulty in view of the extremely remote location of the
village.
For the next few yea:rs Murdo Balaam held classes fairly

of Yukon, Third Synod Report, 1915, pp. 27, 44. ~arried to the adopted daughter of John Tssiettla,
Amos Njootli was the first Yukon Indian to be ordained (1911). He passed away rebruary 18, 1923, at
Rampart House.

~IIDiocese

~2PAC,

lA, RG 10, Vol. 6478, file 931-1, part I, I. O. Stringer to J. Hawksley, 19 November 1914.

~3Ibid.,

Indian Affairs to J. Hawksley, 23 November 1916.

~4Ibid.,

file 932-1, part I, I. O. Stringer to Mr. Hawksley, 19 June 1917.
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regularly at Old Crow, some of the children attending school both
there and at Rampart House as their famllies moved t:lround the area
in their seasonal pursuits., In 1920 the Reverend G. L. Moody took
charge of the mission work in the Old Crow-Rampart House district,
assisted at times by two Chooutla graduates, Maggie Fredson and Maggie Daniel.
In 1926 when Moody's :;uccessor, the Reverend A. C. McCullum, moved the mission. headquarters to Old Crow, these same two girls
seem to have continued to help him with classes held in the area.!5!5
Systematic schooling lapsed for a time in this district after
1930, since Julius Kendi, then in charge of· the mission, could not
maintain the English school himself and administrative changes in the
diocese left no one with authority to make other arrangements for its
continuation.
In addition, during this period near-famine conditions
affected the region for some years:
in 1935 Sergeant Binning of the
RCMP reported that a poor muskrat catch and extreme scarcity of
game had caused the village of Old Crow to be "the heaviest in the
Yukon in regard to relief," while the lack of a day school and the
tubercular appearance of the children were, he said, a matter of
serious concern.
To remedy the situation, he suggested that the Department should send a trained nurse "who was also a teacher" there
for the summer months to conduct school for the children and look
after the general health of the Old Crow people.!56
His proposal prompted some discussion between the federal
a uthorities and Bishop Geddes, who was then in charge of the Diocese,
with the Bishop advocating a year-round day school along the lines of
those at Selkirk and Moosehide rather than the holding of a shortterm summer session. 57
However, on the advice of its director. of
medical services, the Department went even further, making provision
in its 1936 estimates for a permanent year-round nurse-teacher for
the village of Old Crow.
Pending the appointment of this person,

~~Ibid"
~6Ibid.,
~7YA,

John Hawksley to J. D. "clean, 13 rebruary 1926.
extract fro. the report of 6. Binning, 17 July 1935.

ACDYR, Series H.c, Box 13, folder 17, W. A. Geddes to the Deputy Superintendent-6eneral, Indian Affairs, 17 September 1935.
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as Archbishop of Rupert's Land.
His successor, Bishop A. H.
Sovereign, spent only six months in the Territory before being in his
turn tran~;ferrcd t.o another diocese, while Bishop W. A. Geddes, a former Yukun missionary to the Arctic, did not arrive in Dawson until
1933 and, like Stringer before hjm, was thereafter frequently absent
from the Territory.6 7
Although both Sovereign and Geddes tried to
maintain the seasonal schools, Stringer's initiative and administrative
skills were gr eat1y missed, while his death on act ober 30, 1934,
deprived his successors of a consu1tarit with long years of northern
experience to whom they could turn for advice.
A similar loss of a
key person occurred in April, 1934, when John Hawksley retired at the
age of seventy and moved to Vancouver, leaving the Yukon without a
resident Indian agent.
His long association with the North and his
personal knowledge of the Territory's Indian people could not easily
be replaced. The position remained vacant for a time, being eventual....,
ly filled as an economy measure on an acting basis by members of the
RCMP who were responsible for administering welfare payments to the
native people and were therefore seen as the logical persons to assume thi:;;; added role. s8
The Depression Years
These changes in personnel coincided, unfortunately, with the
serious problems of the depression years. In addition to the economic difficulties affecting the entire nation at that time, the Anglican
church was faced with a major internal financial crisis known as "the
Machray disaster" that swept away the endowment funds of many western dioceses, including those built up by 1. O. Stringer for the
benefit of the Yukon.
As a' consequence, efforts to restore these
losses had to take priority over such matters as the renovation of

670riginally froRl the ~agdalen Islands, W. A. Seddes had served as a missionary to the Eskimo people of
Herschel Island and the "ackenzie Delta froll 1920 to 1927, bec.olling Bishop of the Kac.kenzie River Diocese
in 1929. When that diocese was dissolved in 1933, he was transferred to the Yukon, serving as its fourth
bishop until his death in 1947 after a long period of ill-health. Northern Light!, Vol. 29, No. 3, August, 1940, pp. 4, 6. See also YA, ACDYR, Series H.a, Box 2, folder 16, 1. O. Stringer to A. Coldrick,
17 September 1933.
69 YA, VRS 1, Series 1, Vol. 59, file 34362, 1/3, S. A. Jeekell to R. A. Sibson, 17 April 1939.
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aging mission buildings. 69 Moreover, in the reorganization of the various dioceses affected by this catastrophe, the Yukon's Eskimo missions were transferred to the newly formed Diocese of the Arctic, a
move that took from the Yukon church the aspect of its work which
over the years had held the greatest appeal for private donors. As
the depression deepened, revenues from the Department of Indian Affairs dropped, decreasing by fifteen percent, in 1932 - 3 3;70 the s ucceeding years brought only additional cuts and frequent delays in the
payment of the federal grants for the day and seasonal schools as
well as a decline in the MSCC contributions to the diocese.
Inevitably, the extreme financial stringency imposed by these conditions affected the Indian missi on schools, which by the end of the decade
were ill-prepared to meet the new demands that were to arise in the
1940s.

Schooling for Metls Children: st. Paul's Hostel
These schools were not the only evidence of Bishop stringer's
concern for education~
He was also responsible for establishing at
Dawson City a hostel for part-native children living in remote areas
where no government school could be opened and where no mission
could be located.
Such children could not attend Chooutla School,
since the federal· government assumed responsibility for their education only if their parents were "living as Indians on a reserve."7~
Otherwise, they were expected to attend the public schools established by the government of the province or territory in which they
resided.

69The Journal of the Eighth Synod of the Diocese of Yukon, July 12-13, 1936, Appendix I, contains much information concerning the personnel changes and financial problems of this period. See also the reference in
Chapter VIII, f.n. 45. It is worthy of note that "by far the best effort in connection with the Restoration rund was made by the Indians of the Old Crow district." (p. 21).
7°YA, ACDYR, Series l-l.a, Box 2, folder 16, ·A. C. Coldrick to Archbishop Stringer, 20 "arch 1933.
7'PAC, lA, RG 10, Vol. 6481, file 941-1, part 1, "ellorandum to the Honourable JalDes Lougheed, 2 "ay 1921. Although such children were not eligible for the per capita grant paid by Indian Affairs to the Yukon's Indian day and seasonal schools, the Bishop apparently allowed lIetis children to attend classes if they
wished but warned the teacher not to report the. on the forlls subllitted to Ottawa.
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Once it had become evident that metis children were no longer
acceptable at Chooutla, the Bishop began to seek some alternrttive
solution for those lrtcking access to a nearby public schooL
In 1917,
reque sts from parents at such widely sepa rated points as Kluane,
Selkirk .:lnd Big Salmon led him to consider "the possibility of providi.ng some sort - of boarding school" at Selkirk for these children."12
Since no Territorial school seemed likely to ,develop there, he relinquished this plan in favour of establishing a hostel in Dawson where
the children could live and have the advantages of attending Dawson
Public School.
In 1920 he began this experiment, starting on a very
modest scale in the hope that rtdditional financial support would be
forthcoming once its value had been established.
Before long he was
able to report that this hostel, located in a house purchased for the
purpose near st. Paul's Church, was indeed an accomplished fact with
four children in residence, "Percy Dewolfe's boy, Van Go rdon's [sic J girl,
and a girl and boy of Archie Linklater of Rampart House," with others
expected to ,come the following summer."1:3
In charge he placed Miss E.
J. Naftel, who had spent five years as girls' matron at Chooutla, with
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hickling of Dawson as her assistants."14
Interest in the new project grew rapidly and by the following
spring the Bishop, faced with the need for expanded facilities, requested assistance from the Department of Indian Affairs."1 5
Although
his proposal received sympathetic consideration, it had arrived at a
,time when the Department was trying to curtail its expenditures at
Chooutla and had no extra money for a new project which was, strictly
speaking, outside its jurisdiction.
Furthermore, the Territorial government could not be expected to support it, since the Council's federal grant had just been reduced by a massive fifty percent.
The
Minister of the Interior and his Department officials, agreeing that

72Bishop Stringer's letters to the parents concerned, all dated 10 "ay 1917, lay be found in
H.b, Box B, folder 12.'

y~, ~CDYR,

Series

73Ibid., Series H.a, Box 2, folder 9, I. O. Stringer to Archdeacon Canham, 13 November 1926.
74Details pertaining to the early years at St. Paul's Hostel may be found in a 2-page typescript entitled ·Commentary on New Problems racing the Yukon Church," c. 1921, in the Stringer Papers, SS~, "74.3, 3J3.
7sPAC, I~, RS 10, Vol. 6481, file 941-1, part 1, W. W. Cory to D. C. Scott, 11 April 1921.
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such an institution deserved assistance, undertook to treat st. Paurs
Hostel as a special case, channelling some federal funds to it under
the. (:!ene ral heading of "Indi.an Education" while at the same time insisLing that it was not on that .:lccount to be viewed as a residential
schoo] approved and supported by the Department of Indian Affairs."1 6
Since their request to Treasury Board' for supplementary funds for
this rather ambiguous solution had not been s.ubmitted in time for ap'proval that year, the Bishop went ahead with his own plans.
Unable
to obtain a larger building, he had an annex built onto the existing
hostel, thereby doubling the space available and making room for the
nineteen children who were to arrive that fall before the close of
navigation.
By the following summer, this experimental phase was diCiw:ing to
an end.
On June 1, 1922, the Department of Indian Affairs advised
Bishop Stringer that $5,000 had been voted to help defray the expenses already incurred in connection with the hostel and that beginning with that fiscal year he would receive a per capita grant of
$220 a year for up to thirty children plus a bonus of $20 per child,
so that the total grant equalled that then being given for a pupil at
Chooutla School."1"1
It was expected that the parents would continue
to pay $ 2 5 per month for each child, while the Bishop planned to
maintain his contacts with "other friends" in Canada and England who
might be willing to contribute to the support of the institution."1e
In
addition, the Dominion Women's Auxiliary promised financial assistance
as well as its customary prOVision of such clothing as the children
might need.
Finally, the MSCC increased its grant to the Diocese for
mission work, thereby doing its. share to help offset the added cost
of this new project, while agreeing at the same time to leave the
management of the hostel entirely in the hands of the Bishop and his
diocesan advisors. 79

?6Details of this plan and the ensuing agree.ent are set forth in an Indian Affairs memorandul dated 21 "ay
1921, .,hile the status of the hostel is clari Hed in a letter from Dr. S. 60uld of the "SCC to D. C.
Scott, 15 September 1922. Ibid.
??Ibid., Scott to Bishop Stringer, 1 June 1922.
?BFrom information in an Indian Affairs Department memorandum re St. Paul's Hostel, n.d., Ibid.
?~YA, ACDYR, Series l-l.a, Box 4, folder ll-a, .1. O. Stringer to C. F. Johnson, 3 Kay 1922.
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With these regular sources of income assured, the Bishop could
proceed with further plans.
Since Miss Naftel and the Hicklings were
leaving, he offered the position of manager to Mr. C. F. Johnson, who
was happy to move from Chooutla School to st. Paul's Hostel where he
would be directly responsible to the Bishop rather than to the MSCC
in Winnipe<j. B0
With his wife as housekeeper, he brought consistent
and capable dir ection to the ho stel's affairs from 1922 until his
death thirteen years later.
In 1923, the search for more 5 uitable
quarters ended with the purchase of the former Good Samaritan Hospital buildings which adjoined the church property; extensive renovations were carried out, although an addition begun in 1928 could not
be completed for lack of funds. B1
Connected to the city's water,
sewer and electrical services, the buildings were well suited for this
new purpose and also had a good garden which in normal years supplied
the institution with several hundred dollars' worth of produce. B2
During this period the hostel accommodated each year about
thirty boys and girls between the ages of six and sixteen ·who came
from widely separated parts of the Territory, generally accompanied
by other brothers and sisters.B3
As in Bompas' day, some of the
children were motherless and at times their number included a few
pre-school little ones who were in need of a home.
From the beginning, the operation seems to have gone relatively smoothly, without
the staff tensions that plagued Chooutla, while the children we re

SOIbid., Johnson to Stringer, 17 April 1922. Mr. Johnson, originally employed at Hay River, had knolln the
Bishop for many years. In October, 1909, he had been Stringer's companion on a journey overland frolll Fort
McPherson to Dawson City which nearly had a tragic ending when a series of misf~rtunes and the onset of
winter brought them to the verge of death from starvation. Peake,The Bishop who Ate his Boots, pp. 10B09 and 118-128.
SI Northern Lights, Vol. 17, No. 4, November, 1929, p. B.
s2PAC, lA, Ra 10, Vol. 6481, file 941-1, part 1, Comparative Statement of Receipt and Expenditure, 1925-31.
S3A list of 'twenty-nine children living at the Hostel in October, 1927, indicates that ten families were
represented at that time, some with as many as four or five children there. Most of·the nales are well
known in the Yukon today. YA, ACDYR, Series 1.1.a, Box 4, folder 11.
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reported as being well cared for in a home-like atmosphere and doing
well in their studies at school.,e 4
AUhough the presence of the hostel was generally well accepted
most residents of Daw'son, some evidence of latent prejudir:e
emerged in 1926.
Brought to a head by an epidemic of measles (during
whiCh the hostel residents were quarantined, for eleven weeks), complaints _probably arose from the fact that the presence of partnative children in the school was seen by some as a threat to community health.
Since the Bishop had previously been assured by Commissioner MacKenzie and Superintendent Mahon that the metis had "as
much right in the public school as any other children," he decided to
let matters take their courseie!5 eventually reason prevailed and the
situation passed. It is also possible that some white parents in isolated locations, disappointed at being unable to obtain an assisted
school in their own locality, were critical of the special federal support being given to st. Paul's Hostel. In 1927-28 Bishop Stringer did
in fact look into the possibility of housing a few white children there
but may have been deterred from fUrther action by the lack of space
in the building and the potential threat that their presence might
have posed to his federal grant.
Since neither the Diocese nor the
Territorial government could afford to establish a separate hostel
for white children without additional federal funding, that matter had
to be dropped. e 6
by

During the depression years of the 1930s the Hostel did not escape its share of problems and difficulties. In 1932 a sudden drop in
the number of children caused a major cut in the federal grant, while

a4·St. Paul's Hostel proved its value once again when our children' won three first places, two second, two
third and three fourths in their respective grades in the June examinations.' Northern LightsJ Vol. XXV,
No. 3, August, 1936, p. 7.
aSSee the correspondence between the Bishop and C. F. Johnson dated 20 November and 28 December 1926. VA, ACDVR, Series 1-1.a, Box 4, folder 11.
6
a Ibid., Stringer to Johnson, 20 April, 1927. For correspondence between J. H. Bryne and Bishop Stringer concerning the need for a white hostel in Dawson, see also Ibid., Box 2, folder 2, 14 December 1927 and 2
February 1928.
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at the same time other sources of funding declined sharply, including
the annual contribution from the MSCC.
Mr. Johns on's death in 1935
wa~ another blow: in October of that year Bishop Geddes in desperation asked the MSCC to assume full responsibility for the hostel on
the c,3rounds that the 1934 deficit would force him either to close it
or abandon two of his mission stations. s7
The Society, in no haste
to add to its own burdens, asked first to have the accommodation increased to forty and the federal per capita grant raised in order to
provide more ,revenue. ss However, before any action along these lines
could be initiated the tide had begun to turn.
The Reverend L. A.
Chappell, transferred from Moosehide . mission to take temporary charr:Je
of st. P~ul's following Mr. Johnson's death, remained for three years
more, assisted by his wife. By 1939 the hostel had under their direction regained its normal complement of residents and a measure of
financial stability.
Consequently, by the close of the decade no further effort was made to remove it from diocesan control.
Bishop Stringer and Indian Education
st. Paul's Hostel seems to have been a source of considerable
satisfaction to Bishop Stringer, particularly in view of the scholastic
progress and athletic successes of the children it served who from
its beginning gave promise, as he had hoped, of becoming "good and
useful citizens" of the Territory.s9
As for the residential school
near Carcross, his involvement with it had, after the MSCC takeover
in 1921 become more remote.
While he hod fostered its establishment
and was happy to see some of its graduates returning as teachers to
their own communities, he must have been saddened by the internal
difficulties of the 1920s which were beyond his power to alleviate.
Finally, although the intermittent schooling provided at the various
missions was criticized as costly and unproductive,90 he refused to

B7Ibid., Series 5, Box 53, folder 6, W. A. Seddes to Dr. Westgate, 31 October 1935.
BBlbid., Westgate to Seddes, 23 November 1935.
B9PAC, lA, RS 10, Vol. 6481, file 941-1, part I, I. O. Stringer to Duncan Scott, 31 January.1922.
90ror Indian Affairs' comments on the cost-effectiveness of the Yukon's seasonal and day schools see, for example, Ibid., Vol. 6478, file 931-3, part I, R. T. rerrier to John Hawksley, 15 November 1924. See also YA,
ACDYR, Series l-l.c, Box 13, folder 17, H. "cSill to Bishop Seddes, 21 November 1942.
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be discouraged but remained firm in his belief that even if only a few
children benefited, the attempt was well justified. 9 :L
All these undertakings seem to have sprung from his lifelong
conviction that education was, as he expressed it, "good in the final
analysis for all branches of the human race."92 As a young lad, he
had affirmed its priority in his own life by choosing a college education rather than the gift of a quarter section of Ontario farmland.
Later; as . Bishop of Yukon, he made every effort to provide "a reasonableamount" of schooling for the indigenous people of his diocese
in the belief, as he said, that this was "about all we can do for. the
natives of this country outside of gjving them the Gospel of Christ
and encouraging them to improve their condition physically as well as
mentally and morally." Certainly, as the day of the itinerant mission. ary passed, most members of the widely scattered bands of Indians in
the Yukon would have received· nothing at all in the way of basic literacy training if they had not had access to the seasonal and day
classes that Isaac Stringer made available to them.

9IPAC, lA, ~6 10, Vol. 6478, file 931-3, part 1, I. O. Stringer to ~ev. John Hallksley, 9 february 1925. See
also Ibid., Vo!. 6477, file 925-1, part 1, A. H. Sovereign to the Secretary, Indian Affairs, 21 August
1933.
92Quotations in this paragraph are frol an address delivered by Bishop Stringer in Dallson and reported in the
Dallson Nells, 17 April 1926.
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CHAPTER X
THE REAWAKENING: TERRITORIAL SCHOOLS
(1940-1955)

The Yukon and World War II
Northern Defence Projects (1942-4p)
The quiet routine of life in the Yukon, little affected by the
outbreak of hostilities in Europe, was abruptly broken by the United
States' entry into the war in December, 1941. The Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor endangered the Aleutians, creating the urgent need for
an overland route for the defence of Alaska and thereby thrusting
the Territory into an unexpected position of military importance.
Within a few months, four U.S. army regiments and dozens of civilian
contracting firms had begun to build a road through more than a
thousand miles of northern wilderness between Dawson Creek, B.C. and
Fairbanks, Alaska.
This remarkable engineering feat, carried out in
record time at a cost of some $138 million, roused the Yukon from its
long period of dormancy and brought in its wake economic and social
changes which neither the territorial nor the federal authorities of
the t~me could have foreseen.
The route selected for the Alaska highway has been termed a
"not -s o-simple matter of joining the dots," the dots in this cas e
being points on a map representing a chain of small airfields built by
the Dominion government to facilitate access to the Yukon by air from
Edmonton.1To bring men and supplies to the central portion of the
route, the American government leased the White Pass and Yukon railway for the duration of the war; as a result, Whitehorse became a
'major base for troops and civilian workers engaged in highway construction and other subsidiary projects that formed part of the total

IJim Lotz, Northern Realities (Toront6: New Press, 1970), p. 53. These early airfields later became bases on
the North West Staging Route for the shipment by air of supplies and planes to Alaska and onward to Russia.

plan for northern defence.
These included the building of an access
road to Haines, Alaska, as well as the construction of pipelines to
bring fuel from Skagway to points along the new highway and the upgrading of existing airfields to handle the flow of warplanes destined
for Russia.
The most difficult, costly and. controversial of these
supplementary defenceprojccts2 was the five-hundred-mile Canol
pipeline designed to brlng crude oil from Imperial Oil's field at Norman
Wells in the Northwest Territories to a refinery in Whitehorse. This
pipeline, begun in June, 1942, reached completion twenty months later
in April, 1944, and at the same time brought into being a three""thousand-mile overland telephone line, the first in the region, which
linked No rman Wells and Fairbanks, Edmonton and Helena, Montana.:1I
Within three years all this unprecedented· activity had opened up vast
and hitherto unknown areas of the Yukon and ended forever the Territory's isolation.
The Aftermath of the War Years (1946-53)
As each of these projects reached completion the American
troops and civilian support services moved on, leaving only a fraction
of their number behind to provide necessary maintenance.
When the
war ended, control of the Canadian portion of the Alaska highway
passed to the Dominion government; at the beginning of April, 1946,
the Canadian army formally assumed responsibility for what was then
termed the Northwest Highway System and proceeded to establish Camp
Takhini as its base in Whitehorse. Since an inland source of fuel for
the Alas ka war ef fort was no longe r necess ary, the
Whiteho rse
refinery was dismantled and the Canol pipeline and its accompanying
road fell into disuse. Now that the wave of frenzied wartime activity
had passed, Yukoners could settle back to await further developments
and ponder the changes that had overtaken their Territory in so brief
a period.

2C. Cecil Lingard and Reginald 6. Trotter, Canada in World Affairs, Canadian Institute of International Affairs
(Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1950), pp. 65-73.
3Lotz, Northern Realities, pp. 54-55. for the Canol project see Stan Cohen, The forgotten War (Missoula,
Montana: Pictorial Histories Publishing Co., 1981), pp. 3-38.
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soon became evident that a new era had begun. Dawson City,
bypassed by the Alaska highway (to the great disappointment of its
inhabitants),4 found itself superseded as the Yukon's centre of population and activity by Whitehorse, which the war years had transformed from a quiet hamlet to a dusty, overcrowded shack town.!5
Its
growth was further stimulated by an increase in mining activity as
exploration companies took advantage of the Alaska highway and an expanding network of secondary roads to investigate the Territory's
mineral potential.
Before long, the town had also become the main
supply centre for a number of new highway settlements that developed
as trucking services and road travel replaced the traditional slow and
seasonal river traffic. In addition, the postwar population growth and
the renewal of interest in northern development created a greater
demand for government services, thereby placing enormous pressure
upon the Territorial administration which had become largely a "oneman show" during Mr. Jeckell's years as Controller. s
Following his
retirement in 1946 and in recognition of the new developments in the
Territory, ottawa moved in 1948 to restore the office of Commissioner
and in 1951 to increase the number of Territorial councillors from
three to five.
Furthermore, the federal presence, which had almost
disappeared over the years, underwent marked expansion as more federal services began to be provided in the Yukon. 7
All these trends
It

4See the correspondence in YA,YR6 1, Vo!. 69, file 21, part 1.
Korosil, "The Changing Landscape of Whihhorse, Yukon Territory: a Historical Perspective,· people of
the Living Land, B.C. 6eographical Series, No. 15, 1972, pp. 193-97.

~Paul ~.

5In 1941 the government· staff in the Dawson office consisted of only six employees in addition to ~r. Jeckell,
some of whom performed both territorial and federal duties. (PAC, R6 85, Vol. 510-4, part 2, Memorandum,
A. L. Cuning to R. A. 6ibson, 22 April 1941.) By 1944, conditions there had changed very little as
wartime restrictions prevented the hiring of additional staff. !VA, YR6 I, Vol. 55, file 3340, Gibson to
G. A. Jeckell, 24 May 1944;) In Mayo and Whitehorse a Territorial agent looked after local matters with
periodic visits from Mr. Jeckell, who carefully checked their accounts, counted their supplies and investigated complaints.
7By 1950, the growing number of federal officials stationed in Whitehorse included those concerned with
forestry, water resources, geological services, Indian affairs, customs and excise, immigr.tion and northern health, as well as members of the RCMP, the Department of Transport and the Department of National
Defence.
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cUlminated in
Whitehorse, by
communities in
hind and a new

the transfer in 1953 of the capital from Dawson to
then the larger and more accessible of the two chief
the Te:rritory. Obviously, old ways werp. being left bepattern of life was emerginq.
Territorial Schools: A Time of Growth

As Mr. .Jeckell's annual report for 1942 indicates, the early war
years gave no hint of the rapid growth that was soon to occur in the
Yukon school system.
At that date there were only five schools in
the Territory: the two at Dawson and those at Mayo, Carcross and
Whitehorse.
The entire teaching body consisted of nine teachers for
a totaJ of 270 pupils, the majority enrolled in Dawson Public School.
Since the Sllperintendent, Mr. Hulland, was fully occupied with his
teaching duties there, it seems reasonable to assume that Mr. Jeckell,
himself a former teacher, kept a close eye upon school matters during
his routine visits to the various communities.
Whitehorse Public School
That spring (1942) a dramatic change began as Whitehorse, then a
little settlement of some eight hundred residents, found itself suddenly overrun by an influx of thirty thousand American soldiers and
civilian workers. Army installations sprang up ten miles from town at
McRae to handle incoming supplies; a tent camp was set up on the hill
overlookinq the valley and whole sections of the main town area were
taken over by the military authorities and contractors who· required
space for their workshops, offices, staff quarters and hospital services. Local facilities were strained to the utmost, hotel rooms were
at a premium, and vacant land was soon covered with an incredible
clutter of tent-frame dwellings and makeshift buildings not unlike
those in Dawson during the goldrush years.
Although the U.S. army
promptly insta Ued its own wat er and sewer services, the orig inal
residents were less fortunate and epidemics soon began to threaten
the overcrowded community.
Following the death of a pupil from
dysentery in October, 1942, the medical officer closed the public
school for ten days, a move which led some parents to petition the
Territorial government for the immediate replacement of the school's
outdoor privies and indoor chemical toilets (reserved for the use of
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the girls) by "an adequate number of flush toilets" and appropriate
washroom facilities. s
Although the onset of winter, along with lack of
funds and the impossibility of obtaining materials and labour at short
notice, prevented any improvements being made at that time, Mr. Jeckell did authorize the. spending of four thousand dollars the following
year~-to repaint and rewire the three-room school building.
Not until
1944 did it become possible to connect Lambert street School to the
army water and sewer system and install modern sanitary facilities
and a drinking fountain. 9
That year was a particularly difficult one for the over-burdened
Territorial administration in Dawson.
Hampered by wartime restrictions and shortages and uncertain as to the future that faced
Whitehorse once the "boom" was over, Mr. Jeckell was reluctant to
spend money on upgrading community services 0 r building a sch 001
there.
Some of the townspeople's demands were, he felt, quite frivolous; others, in his view, could '-not be considered until the residents
accepted incorporation and shared the cost of improvements by paying
school and property taxes instead of relying upon the Territorial
treasury for all benefits. In this regard, his reply to a federal request for explanation of ·certain proposals put forward by a
Whitehorse candidate for Territorial Council is revealing:l.. O
Respecting the proposal for a Federal Grant to be made to
the Territory for the upkeep of existing children's
pla.ygrounds . . . my comment is that there is no limit to the
demands of some people.
Residents of the Yukon pay no
school taxes and still are not satisfied with their present
conditions.
It is interesting to note that the candidate in question had sufficient local support to be elected.

eYA, YR6 1, Series 1, file 305-b, L. Higgins to J. E. 6ibben, 27 October 1942.
9Ibid., G. A. Jeckell to Higgins, 6 September 1944.
l°Ibid., Vol. 59, file 34362-3, Jeckell to R. A. 6ibson, 24 february 1944.
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Since something had to be. done at once to accommodate the
steadHy increasing number of pupils in Whiteh6rse, Mr. JeckeU agreed
as an inte rim meas u re to leas e add itio nal class room space if a
::; uitable location could be found.
Early that August. he was informed
that the Dowell's Camp. building, a two-storey frame structure used as
an office and dormitory by a contracti.ng firm employed by the American army, had become available.
Situated in the vicinity of Third
Avenue J.nd Wheeler Street in a crowded area just outside what was
then the northern boundary of the town, it was reported to have
space downstairs for "two large classrooms, laboratory, office,
hallways, modern toilets and washrooms," with additional room upstairs
for an auditorium.~::L
Supplies were' immediately ordered and renovations begun; that September (1944) the principal moved the secondary
and upper elementary grades from the Lambert Street school to these
new quarters where they managed as best they could until their desks
and blackboards, delayed by shortages of labour and materials in the
furniture industry, arrived the following February.
Acquis ition 0 f this second building provided only short -term
relief: even though most wartime construction was ending, other devel- .
opments continued to attract families to the town, many· with young
children. The' arrival of seventy more pupils between September, 1944,
and March, 1945, brought the school's enrolment to a total of 192 in
all grades; the resultant overcrowding was solved by hiring an additional teacher for anew grade 2-3 class, installed for the time being
in the Dowell area school.
As the population continued to grow, it
became necessary to find other classrooms in the vicinity, and in 1947
a former army barracks was moved to the Lambert Street school
grounds to provide a fourth room for what had become the town's primary school.
This structure, of a type only too familiar to
Whiteho rse residents of the era, was a one -storey prefabr icated
frame building, about twenty feet wide and sixty feet long, intended
for temporary use during the war emergency.
Drafty and poorly lit,

Itlbid., Telegram, L. Higgins to Jeckell, 10 August 1944.
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it was heated by two oil stoves fed from barrels attached to the
outside walls and, like the other school facilities in the town, was in
its turn soon overcrowded.
By edrly 1949 it was clear that measures of this type would no
longer suffice to meet the urgent need for accommodation of the 2 -1 4
pupils then enrolled, plus an additional 212, pre-school children for
whom space would soon be required.
That February a group of
mothers, whose application for a new school had been refus~d by Commissioner Gibben on financial grounds, sent the Minister of Mines and
Resources in Ottawa a petition outlining the situation in their COiO~
munity and reque sting that "immediatp. consideration be given and .:tc-tion taken to provide for the construction of a new school, which will
meet with the approved educational· standards throughout Canada."l..:Z
Their request, accompanied by photographs and supported by a letter
from the town's public health officers, was further strengthened by a
statement from Mr. C. K. LeCapelain, a federal official who had been
stationed at Whitehorse during the war year.s and who was well acquainted with conditions there.
His description of the Dowell area
-school reinforced that given in the parents' petition:l..3
It is

of temporary wooden construction without central heating; there being 19 oil stoves scattered throughout the
building.
The stairways are too narrow; the fire escapes
made of wood; the insulation is poor so that the building is
cold and draughty 1n the severe sub-zero weather sometimes
experienced in that locality; the windows are draughty and
give insufficient and improper light for the classrooms.
The
building is surrounded by warehouses and equipment shops and
there are nb playgrounds. At the best it is a makeshift and
at the worst it is a firetrap.
No wonder the parents are
worried over the safety and health of their children.

12PAC, RS B5, Vol. 325, file 630/200-1, part 1, Dorothy ". Wilson to the Hon. J. A. "cKinnon, 12 rebruary 1949,
and attached petition dated January 1949 •
.13Ibid., C. K. LeCapelain to "r. 6ibson, Report re Whitehorse School, 25 rebruary 1949. "r. LeCapelafn served
as federal liaison officer in Whitehorse for two and a half years, until 24 "arch 1944.
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In addition, he outlined the financial problems then facing the Yukon
government, pointing out that the fund set aside from liquor profits
for post-war construction had been seriously depleted because of
federal refusal to continue the customary annual grant-in-aid to the
Territory while such a nest egg remained.:L.4
Although a new federalterritorial financial agreement had been reached in 1948, the Territory's reserves were by then insufficient to meet the full capit..ll
cost of a new school, estimated at about $600,000.
Mr. LeCapelain
suggested therefore that, since the Department of National Defence
had so many children in whitehorse, "it would be sensible for it to
combine its funds with those of the Yukon government for the provi-sion of a common Public and High School Building and facilities," rather than to have schools erected at the Army and RCAF stations.
Although this course of action was readily approved in principle,
delays persisted and another year passed before the necessary. financial agreements between the Te rritorial government and the federal
departments concerned were finally completed.
Under their terms, the
Yukon undertook to contribute half the estimated cost of the new
b1,lilding or $300,000, the amount remaining in its liquor reserve fund.
The balance was to be shared equally by the Department of National
be fence and the Department of Mines and Resources, the federal body
then responsible for Yukon affairs.:L.!5 Since the building. was the first
of its size and type to be erected in the North, construction procedures became the subject of prolonged debate complicated by lack of
agreement as to the exact number of classrooms that would be re. quired and, while discussions continued, costs of labour and materials
steadily increased.
As for the administration in Dawson, it was
caught up in the period of rapid change and disorganization that followed Mr. Jeckell's retirement and was accordingly unable to expedite

14The federal grant, reduced to .50,000 in 1939, was discontinued entirely in the mid-1940s. The Territorial
government was informed after the war that the grant would not be renewed as long as this liquor reserve
fund existed.
'SCorrespondence pertaining to these agreements may be found in PAC, R6 85, Vol. 630/200-1, part 1.
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matters to any degree.loG
As the editor of the star pointed out, the
Council had--apart from voting money---left the new school "t 0 be
pushed around by more authorities than it takes to build a
battleship."lo7
Since overheated stoves and faulty chimneys in the
Dowell building h ad a Ire ady ca u sed a numbe r of nea r-c alamities,
avoided only by the constant vigilance of "Andy" Young, the resident
caretaker, this expression of public frustration seems remarkably mild.
Two years later, on August 15, 1952, the long-awaited new facility, known as Whitehorse Elementary-High School, was opened for public
viewing, to the general delight and approval of the entire population.
With the DoweU area and Lambert Street buildings no longer used for
school purposes, all pupils were now housed in a modern two-storey
concre te structure containing eighteen classro oms, an audita riumgymnasium, home economics and science laboratories, a library room,
and basement play space for use in the winter.
Unfortunately, the
respite was brief. In this time of rapid community expansion, the new
school soon proved barely adequate for the n.eeds of grades one to
twelve lo e and, although the Superintendent of Schools used it as his
base, no space could be found for temporary Territorial government
offices which had to be relegated to the Dowell building.
Besides
being too small, the new school proved upon completion to be considerably more costly than had been anticipated, exceeding the original
estimates by about $107,000.
As Territorial funds. could not absorb
this overrun, the federal departments concerned undertook to find
this amount, with the Department of National Defence contributing a
further sum of $.25,000 for furnishings and equipment, an item which
had somehow been completely overlooked in the planning process.lo9

16Mr. Jeckell's firm hand and wide knowledge of the Territory were greatly missed. The disorganization may be
partly attributed to the fact that between 1947 and 1952 three incumbents succeeded to the office of CommlSSloner: Mr. J. E. Gibben (1947-50), Mr. A. H. Gibson (1950-51) and . Mr. r. rraser (1951-52), Of
these, only Mr. Gibben had previous experience in the Yukon government; the other two had held federal administrative posts in Yellowknife.
7
1 Whitehorse Star, 17 March 1950.
ISPAC, RG 85, Vol. 1261, file 600-1-3, part 4, R. Hulland, Annual Report on the Operation of Yukon Territorial
Schools, 1952-53, pp. 4,6,7.
19Ibid., Vol. 1241, file 311/2006, part 1, Memorandum for the Deputy Minister, 19 March 1954.
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By September, 1953, only a year later, overcrowding was again
forcing the adoption of stopgap measures.
There were by then 648
pupils in a building designed for 550, with the prospect of there
being 700 in attendance before the end of the school year.
Since
space for five more classrooms over and above the original eighteen
had to be found, the library room and three of the four basement
playrooms were converted into classrooms, the fourth doing duty as
an a'rt room.
In addition, the old Lambert street school building had
to be reopened for use by a grade one class. -In view of this new
emergency, the federal government was once again approached for capital assist~nce2o and once again the same departments came to the
rescue, offering to share construction costs on the same basis as
formerly.
This time, plans included not - only a ten-room addition to
the recently opened public school facility but also an apartment block
adjacent to Lambert Street School for use by the town's single male
teachers.
The total cost of these projects was estimated at about
$400,000, plus an additional $21,815 for furnishing both buildings. 21
As no delays were anticipated, completion seemed probable by th e
s umm er 0 f 19 5 5.
While work on the addition to the school went forward, teachers
and pupils faced conditions reminiscent 0 f those in Dawson Public
School at the turn of the century.
Every room of the building was
overcrowded, storage space was non-existent, and the playground area
was found to be totally inadequate for eight hundred pupils of all
ages.
The principal, Mr. Stanley Hovdebo, encountered cOQstant organizational problems as pupils arrived every week from all parts of
Canada while others in turn withdrew as their parents moved south.
Despite all difficulties, the elementary classes made good progress,
although Mr. Hulland, like Mr. Bragg before him, was less satisfied with
the high school grades, where he found too many students leaving be-

2°Ibid.,_ Vol. 327, file 630/200-1, part 3, W. S. Brown to General Young, 3 October 1953.
21Ibid., Vol. 1242, file 311/200S, part 2, Paul "athieu to R. 6. Robertson, 15 October 1954.
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fore graduation in order to take paid employment in the community.2 2
The disadvantages of the school's location on Fourth Avenue, a main
thorough£.=ire, also became evident as the noise from the nea.rby army
fire hall and from the White Pass Company's trucking base across the
street disturbed the classes, while mud and dust from the unpaved
busy roads were a constant nuisan~e factor. Asked to comment on the
new schoo~ a grade seven boy wrote;23
[The school] is situated in a very poor location.
Children at
play may dart thoughtlessly out into the main street and get
seriously injured or even killed.
There are no grollnds on
which to play games. . . . When spring comes and the snow
melts, water runs into a ditch which is a real tentation [sic]
for children to play in . . . .
His point of view was probably shared by many.
The unattractive surroundings and the overcrowded conditions at
the new school may have obscured the fact that it was after all a
vast improvement upon the buildings that it had replaced.
Another
pupil in the same class had perhaps a longer memory. "I don't see why
we would want to complain about this school," she wrote.
"You can't
imagine the JOY of many pupils when· it was opened--modern and complete with washroom facilities. Let us give thanks." In fact, parents,
':pupils and teachers alike must all have given thanks when in september, 1955, the new addition was ready for use. Although it only partially solved the ongoing school accommodation problem in Whitehorse,
it offered at least some temporary relief for the situation while further action was being considered.
Christ the King School, Whitehorse
Pressures upon Whitehorse Public School would have been even
greater during this period had it not been for the emergence in the

22YA, Yukon Records Office Files (YROn 1-37-1, folder 3, R. J. Hulland, Annual Report on Yukon Schools, 195354.
23PAC, RG B5, Vol. 712, file 630/200-1, part 4, Excerpt froll a Grade Seven-A class paper, Whitehorse
Elementary-High School, 1955,· May Nelson, teacher.
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mid-19 4 Os of a Catholic school in that community.24
When the Right
Reverend Jean Louis Coudert, OMI, arrived in the Territory in 1941 as
Vicar Apostolic (Bishop) of Whitehorsc, he was seeking primarily to
strengthen and extend his church's ties with the native people of the
southwest Yukon.
Other needs soon developed as the upheaval of
1942-43 brought an increasing number of Catholic families to
Whitehorse. In response to their requests far a schooiof their own,
he proceeded to erect a two-storey frame building near hjs church in
the hope that it might serve as a convent-school for both day pupils
and boarders from outlying districts.
At the same time, he ap-·
proached various religious orders for assistance with the new project.
As a result of the Bishop's appeals, four Sisters of Charity of
Providence arrived in the fall of 1946 and on November 25, even before the class rooms were fully completed, the school officially opened
its doors to six pupils in grades one to four. The following January
the Sisters began offering music classes, and since only one boarder
had arrived they decided to make use of the dormitory space in the
convent building for a small kindergarten group of nine children.
Generous donations that included school desks and three pianos as well
as food, clothing and money encouraged the new venture and by September, 1947, with sixty-nine pupils in grades one to eight and eleven
boarders, additional classroom space was urgently required.
Accordingly, the Sisters arranged to have a small building, twenty-two feet
by sixteen, renovated as a kindergarten, while a former, army barracks, moved to a site at the rear of the donvent, was converted
into a school.
By June of 1949, Christ the King School, with 43 day
pupils, 23 boarders, 33 music students and 37 children in kindergarten, was firmly established in the community.
As funds permitted, improvements to the original convent building
added to its comfort and convenience, while in the summer of 1950 the

24Details concerning Christ the King School are derived fro. Hortense Quesnelle, SP, Precis of the Chronicles
of Christ the King Convent, pp. 1-9; Rusty Erlalll, 125 Years of Service,· Whitehorse Star, 18 Novelllber
1971, and also fro. interviews with father E. Korriset, OKI, Whitehorse, 9 and 29 July 1986.
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former rectory oil the corner of Fourth Avenue and Wood street was
moved closer to the convent and an upper storey added to inc::::ease
the dormitory space for the residents.
By the fall of 1951 it was
becoming obvious that all the school's facilities would before long be
inadequate to meet the growing needs of the Catholic community; that
September the Sisters began to enrol grade nine students and a year
later were hard pressed to find space for 107 day pupils, 24 boarders
and a kindergarten of 50. In his 1952 inspection Mr. Hulland remarked
upon the difficulties the Sisters were facing, especially at the primary level where one teacher was' trying valiantly to cope with fiftyone children in a combined grade 1-2 class. At his suggestion, an additional teacher was added to the staff in September 1953, bringing
the total number to five and reducing somewhat the size of their
classes.
Overcrowding, however, remained a serious problem until a
new and larger building could be erected. 25
Since its inception in 1946, Bishop Coudert had been questioning
the Territory's method of financing Christ the King School which, like
st. Mary's in Daws on, operated with the aid of an annual per capita
grant from the Yukon government.
When in the spring of 1952 Commissioner Fraser announced a twenty-five percent cut in this grant,
the Bishop increased his efforts to obtain a more satisfactory basis
of funding for the operational costs of the Catholic schools of the
'Territory.26
Wishing to provide a building comparable to the public
~chool then under construction in Whitehorse, he sought to enter into
a similar cost-sha ring agre ement wit h the fede ral and te rritoria 1
authorities.
After prolonged negotiations, an agreement was finally
'signed in August 1955 between the trustees of Christ the King School
and the Yukon government for the building of an eight-room school at
an approximate cost of $ 3 37,000.
Under its terms the Department of
National Defence was to contribute $151,000 and the Department of
Northern Affairs $11,000 for the children of their respective nontaxable dependents attending the school; the balance of $175,000 was
to be shared on an equal basis by the Yukon government and the

Hulland, Annual Report for 1952-53 and 1954-55.
26PAC, RG 85, Vol. 1260, file 600-1-3, part 3, J. L. Coudert to "ajor-General H. A. Young, 6 February 1953.
2~R.
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trustees of the school. 27 As the contractors had already begun work
that March, the new school was ready for occupancy early in .Ja.nuary,
1956.
However, the. whole question of the ongoing sta.tus and funding
of the Catholic 3chools in the Yukon remained unresolved and was to
become for the rest of that decade a major problem for officials at
all levels of 90vernment.
Alaska Highway Joint Schools
The demand for additional school accommodation was not limited
to Whitehorse: as early as August, 1944, ottawa had begun to receive
requests for educational facilities in the mainten ance camps th en
being established by the U.S. army along the Alaska highway. At first
Mr. Jeckell reported that there were too few children in these camps
to justify any immediate steps on the part of his government to set
up schools and suggested instead that their needs could easily be
met by enrolling them in the British Columbia Depurtment of Education
correspondence courses at their parents' expense, the customary procedure at that time in the Yukon's more isolated areas. 28 Later that
year, high-level discussions in ottawa revealed that the employment
of married workers in the maintenance camps along the B.C. sections of
the highway had le d to re duced labou r turn over and res ulted in
greater efficiency and economy.
Since that province had already
begun to establish schools in the camps near Fort St. John, Blueberry
and Fort Nelson,29 the United States authorities urged the Territory
to take similar steps as a mean s of attracting married men with
families to the road camps along the Yukon section of the highway.30

the

Although Mr. Jeckell was loath to involve his administration in
uncertainties that so frequently accompanied the operation 0 f

27Bishop Coudert, Address delivered at the opening of the new school, 10 January 1956, Petit Journal de la Providence, pp. 133-36.
2sPAC, R6 85, Vo!. 979, file 14743, Charles Calsell to W/C P. A. CUlyn, 19 Septelber 1944; G. A. Jeckell to R.
A. Gibson, 6 November 1944.
29Regina Leader Post, 2 October 1944.
30PAC, RG 85, Vol. 979, file 14743, "ajor-General W. W. roster to
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"re

A. D. P. Heeney, 29 Decelber 1944.

one-room schools, he arranged to discuss the matter with Colonel
Harvey of the U.S. Northwest Service Command, the officer responsible
for maintenance of the highway.
At a meeting held in Whitehorse in
January, 1945, they reached an agreement whereby the American
authorities would provide the required school buildings and furniture,
as well as heat, light, water, and lavatory facilities. All that would
be required from the Territory would be classroom supplies and theteacher's salary. The parents would purchase the text books at cost;
these would be sent to each school by the Territorial (~Jovernment.3:l
Since these would be in effect assisted schools, Colonel Harvey offered to try to group families with school-age children together so
as to maintain the required minimum number of seven children at camps
where schools became established.
When the Canadian Department of
National Defence assumed responsibility for highway maintenance in the
spring of 1946, this cooperative policy remained in force, ending only
when a camp was closed or when a school had become large enough to
be totally supported by the Territory.
As soon as these arrangements were in place, Mr. Jeckell set
about opening a school at Watson Lake Junction _Camp, where requests
for educational facilities---had first originated. With Mr. Hulland's consent, the wife of one of the camp employees began to hold classes
there in early April, 1945~
Unfortunately, the expected number of
"children did not materialize; attendance soon dropped from eight to
-five and by mid-June, with only three pupils remaining, Mr. Jeckell
found it necessary to close the schoo1. 32
Later that summer, in order to obtain a better view of the situation, he conducted a thorough
personal investigation into the educational needs at all the
maintenance camps along the Yukon section of the Alaska Highway. Although there were too few children to justify the reopening of the
school at Watson Lake Camp, he felt that the required number could
be found at both Teslin Lake Camp and the one located at De?truction

3'lbld., G. A. leekel! to R. A. Gibson, "Educational Amenities at the US Road Camps, Yukon Territory,· 1 february 1945. It should be noted that the teacher's accommodation was also provided at each camp at no expense to the Territory.
32Ibid., 6 August 1945.
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Bay on Kluane Lake.
Shortly thereafter, a sudden changeover of personnel at both these places left the possible enrolments there very
uncer tain and pre vente d the making of any firm plans f or hiring
teachers. Disappointed by this apparent setback, Mr. Jeckell predicted
that "the effort to obtain married employees for the maintenance work
and to establish these familie:; in Highway Camps, and then hold them
there" would in all likelihood prove to be a fl.ltile undertaki'ng. 33
Despite his pessimistic views, attempts to establish educational
facilities in the road camps did in fact meet with success.
That September (1945) the arrival of new families permitted schools to open at
Destruction Bay and Teslin Lake.
Both proved to be more durable
. than the Watson Lake venture: the one at Destruction Bay, later
known as Kluane Lake School, went on to become a· permanent Territorial school; the one at Teslin, reestablished during the winter of
1946 - 4 7 some twenty-five miles further north at Brook's Brook, operated continuously. until that camp was closed twenty years later.
In
September, 1947, a third school began at Swift River, about seventy
miles south of Teslin, followed in the fall of· 1949 by another at
Haines Junction, a hundred miles northwest of Whitehorse.
Although
the Swift River School ceased to exist in the 196 Os, the one at
Haines Junction grew rapidly until by 1954 its enrolment had increased
sufficiently to permit the opening of a second classroom with an additional teacher.
Finally, in 1953 the establishment of a new
maintenance camp near the Alaska-Yukon border brought Beaver Creek
School into being.
Although its enrolments have shown little growth,
the school there has continued to operate to the present time, typical of the ungraded classrooms to which a good number of present-day
Yukon residents owe some or all of their early education.
Although no school developed at the Watson Lake road camp itself, highway families in that area obtained access to one in 1950
following the opening of a school at the airport for five dependents
of RCAF personnel, along with a few other children from a nearby
settlement known locally as "Brodhagensville."
Like the classrooms in

33!bid.
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the maintenance camps, this was a joint operation with the RCAF supplying a one-room log schoolhouse and accommodation for a teacher
selected and paid by the Territory.
Before long, children from the
airport area were joined by others living along the highway from eight
to fifteen miles away; by the fall of 1952 increasing enrolment led
the RCAF to provide a larger building with space for two classrooms
so that an additional teacher could be employed when needed. 34
Two
years later, to eliminate the expense and inconvenience of the journey to the airport and reduce the numbers at the school there, the
government decided to give the highway residents a school of their
own.
The new building, opened in November, 1954, was a "Panabode"
structure 3 5 containing one classroom and an apartment for the
teache r and was located at the junction of the airport road and the
Alaska highway, a point known as the "y.n
Both schools continued to
operate independently for a few years until provision was made for
their consolidation into a local system to serve the entire Watson
Lake area.
As their original advocates had hoped, the schools at the highway camps and the Watson Lake airport undoubtedly played a major
role in attracting a stable work force to these relatively isolated
points.
Better maintained and equipped than the pioneer assiste d
schools had been, their chief drawback lay in the. frequent turnover
of their staff, few of whom remained for long OWing, as Mr. Hulland
noted, to the isolation and enforced close contact between the
teacher and the pupils and parents.=lI 6
Nevertheless, many very competent teachers accepted the challenge of a year or two at one of
these points; under their direction the pupils made generally good

34FrOB information supplied by "rs. Katie Johnson, a pioneer resident, 7 November 1986; also YA, YROF 1-37-1,
folder 1, R. J. Hulland, "Interim Report" (submitted with his Annual Report for 1951-52).
prefabricated buildings with walls of interlocking wooden "logs' became popular throughout the Territory owing to their neat appearance "and relative ease of construction.

3~These

36Ibid., Hulland, Annual Report, 1949-50. Kluane Lake School seems to have been particularly di fficult to
staff, while the airport school at Watson Lake was much lore successful in retaining its teachers, possibly because of the cheaper living accommodation offered there.
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progreS5:3 7 and in addition benefited from the spirit of independence
and helpfulness so frequently nurtured in one-room schools.
The rapid school expansion of these years was confined to the
southwest Yukon where the presence of a large number of Department
of National Defence personnel justified extensive federal support.
ElsAwhere in the Territory, the growth of sc-hool facilities proceeded
more slowly and was more closely linked to the state of the economy
and the Territorial budget. As a consequence, until the mining industry begu.n to revive in the early 1950s, demands upon the school system in these areas were few and the changes relatively minor.
Dawson Public School and st. Mary's Catholic School
The years that brought so great an upheaval to Whitehorse had
little effect upon conditions in Dawson City; as a result, both the
public school and st. Ma ry's Catholic School emerged from the 194 Os
relatively unchanged.
From the few accounts available 3 8 it appears
that although the public school ceased in 1944 to be the largest in
the Territory, its enrolments remained fairly stable and in fact grad-ually increased from 125 in 1943-44 to 156 in 1949-50.
This growth
permitted the appointment of an additional teacher, relieving Mr. Hulland of the full responsibility for all high school classes, a load he
had carried for the past decade.
The school continued as before to
be very much part of the community: in January 1950, classes were
cancelled for three weeks so that it could house patients from St.
Mary's hospital, destroyed by fire on a fifty-below-zero winter night.
Later, in September, 1952, the Administration building in turn played
host to the various classes until major repairs to the school's foun-:dations and heating system were completed. Serious staffing problems
arose in conjunction with the pOlio epidemic of 1953: the entire
teaching body resigned that June and for the first time in twenty
years suitable replacements were hard to find. The unfortunate staff

37 Ibid., Annual Report, 1953-54, p. i.
3BAt the time of writing, no Superintendent's reports for 1940-43 and 1945-46 had cOle to light, while the
records for 1944-45 and 1946-47 give only statistical data.
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tensions that plagued the school the following term were resolved
only when a former teacher, Mr. Claude Campbell, returned as principal
in Ap r il, 19 5 4.
No such problems arose at st. Mary's Sr:hool, whir:h continued to
operate smoothly under the direction of the Sisters· of st. Ann.
However, during these pustwar years this school too saw a. gradual increase in its enrolment so that in September of 1955 a second clas sroom was opened for the first time since 1922.
The additional
teacher was assigned to the primary grades, enabl.ing the principal,
Sister Mary Anthony, to spend more time with the older pupils at Uw
upper elementary levels.
Mayo Public School
As increasing mining activity attracted more families to Mayo,
the little school there, still operating in its origInal quarters, began
to be seriously overcrowded.
In July, 1948, some fifty residents approached the Territorial Council with a. petition requesting" that an
additional teacher be hired for the high school grades. 39 To satisfy
their request, the· government arranged to have a small frame house
moved to a site .near the existing school so that the teacher, Miss
Ruth Batty, could hold classes separately for the nine upper-grade
ttudents. The second classroom was in charge of her sister Margaret
who came that year to teach gra.des one to seven in the old building.
For the ensuing four years (1949-53) these two classrooms were in
charge of Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Burtt, who found themselves faced with a
steadily increasing number of pupils from grades one to matriculation,
the enrolments being especially heavy at the primary level.
To
relieve the overcrowding, a third classroom was opened in October,
1952, in the nearby rODE hall with Miss Doris Batty as the teacher
for grades four, five and six.
Despite the inconvenience of holding
classes in three separate buildings with limited facilities, teachers
and pupils accepted the challeng e and the Superintendent reporte d
very favourably upon their progress.

39Vukon Territorial Council, ·Votes and Proceedings, 1949,·
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In 1954, at the insistence of the new principal, Mr. D. Machan,
supported by the Parent Teacher Association and the local Chamber of
Commerce, the authorities agreed to improve the education facilities
at Mayo.40
After buying a house fOl: the principal's use --the one
formerly used having been condemned· by the Te.rritorial Health
Inspector--the government in 1954-55 voted $25,000 for the immediate
construction of a new Panabode-type school with adjoining apartments
for two lady teachers, similar to the one at Watson Lake "Y."
Although· th e new building proved diffic ult to hea t during t he cold
winter months and did not fully satisfy parents of the primary-grane
children, who were still housed in their original quarters, it helped to
alleviate the unsatisfactory school conditions that had developed at
Mayo during these postwar years.
Elsa Public School
EIsa School, closed in 1942, reopened on September 23, 1952, with
ten pupils in attendance.
Once again the mining company, United Keno
Hill Mines, provided a school building as well as steam heat, light,
water, and a small house for the teacher, a mine employee's wife.
Enrolments increased as EIsa became more and more a "family" camp until
by 1954-55 the Company had to provide a second classroom.
By that
date the school was well established and the Superintendent, although
disappointed at having to find new teachers each· year, took comfort
in noting that the children were doing better than average work in
comfortable and bright surroundings.
Keno City Public School
In . september, 1953, another small school began in the little
settlement of Keno City, some twelve miles from EIsa. This too was a

4°PAC, RG 85, Vol. 1469, file 630-204, Leila Barwise to F•. J. S. Cunningham, 11 February 1954; also the latter's memorandum to Commissioner W. S. Brown, 17 February 1949. Further det~ils concerning Mayo School
are derived from the Superintendent's reports for the period and from information supplied by former
teachers, Mrs. Ruth (Batty) Mclntyre and Mr. Donald Machan.
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joint operation, with Mackeno Mines Ltd. supplying the classroom and
the required utilities, while the Yukon government pr:ovided desks and
instructional materials and also moved a building from Mayo to Keno
for use as a teacher's residence. In view of the extreme· shortage of
applicants for teaching positions in the Territory that summer, Miss
Ruth Batty, who had been principal of Mayo School Er cm 1916 to 1949,
agreed to move to Keno to pilot this new p.roject through its first
year.
Although there were only nine pupils at first, the presence of
a school drew more families to that community; enrolments gradually
increased and by the spring of 1955 the Superintendent's report indicates that the fourteen pupils then enrolled were progressing well
under the direction of a capa ble and popular teacher, Mis s Anna
Za walsky. 41.
Carcross Public S\=hool
The war years and their aftermath seem to have brought very
little change to the public school at Carcross.
still housed in a
little log building rented from the Anglican church, it served a small
group of fifteen to twenty-five children and was marked by an almost
yearly turnover of teachers, few wishing to remain longer in cramped
and inadequate quarters described by Mr. Hulland as the poorest in
the Territory.
In 1952--'53, increased enrolments encouraged the government to purchase the partly completed Peterson home and remodel
it for school purposes with a classroom on the lower floor and an
apartment upstairs for the teacher.4:Z With a good well to supply
water and electric power brought in from the Indian school at
Chooutla, the newly m odernized building soon proved its worth as
parental support and teacher enthusiasm led to a decided improvement
in pupil progress.
Teslin: An Experiment in Integration (1948-)
At
course.

Te slin, eve nts in thi s per iod took a some what different
During the construction of the Alaska highway the original

VROf 1-37-1, folder 3, R. Hulland, Interim Report, September 1, 1954 to "arch 31, 1955.
42PAC, RG 85, Vol. 327, file 630/211-1, fred fraser to General Young, 6 September 1952.
~IYA,

-
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settlement. centred ar.ound the Indian camp and the trading post had
gained a fair number of new white residents.
When the relocation of
the road maintenance camp in late 1946 d~prive(1 t.hes'e families of access to a school and left them with an insufficient number of children
for one of their own,43 Mr. Hulland and Mr. Jack Meek, the newly appointed Yukon Indian agent, proposed an innovative solution.
Having
learned that the federal government was beginning to advocate the integration of native Indian children into the mainstream of Canadian
education, they suggested that it would be appropriate to combine the
. white children at Teslin with the Indian pupils from the Anglican seasonal school there, establishing in effect a jointly operated school
along the lines of those at the maintenance camps but with the Territorial government and the Indian Affairs Branch of the Department of
Mines and Resources as the cooperating parties. 4 4
With the rather
hesitant consent of the federal authorities, Teslin Lake .Joint School
was opened in September 1948 and was reported from the beginning to
be "an assured success,"owing largely to the abilities of the
teacher, Miss Joan Adams. 4 !5
Hers was a true pioneer experience: as
she recalls, she reached Whitehorse in late August from her previous
post at Telegraph Creek, B.C. to find that Mr. Meek was away and that
no preparations had been made for herself or for her schoolroom.
Upon his return they toured Tes1in, where they found the best available building to be the old Taylor and Drury warehouse; someone from
the local airport installed a stovepipe and a makeshift blackboard and
after a week of strenuous scrubbing she managed to create a
presentable classroom in which to welcome the children.
For her own
living quarters she was assigned an unwinterized cabin on the
lakeshore some distance from the school, previously reserved for the
occasional visits of the public health nurse. Her class register lists
some fifteen pupils, at least nine of them in grade one. As Mr. Hulland noted, this school was unique since it was the only one in the
Territory at that date with both Indian and white children officially

43Teslin Women's Institute, AHistory of the Settlement of Teslin, pp. 10-1.1.
44PAC, lA, RG 10, Vol. 6478, file 930-5, part 1, R. J. Hulland to R. J. "eek, 4 October 1948.
Adams, now living in Kelowna, B.C., returned briefly to the Yukon in 1953-54 as helping teacher at the
Airport School at Watson Lake; she has kindly provided the details concerning her year at Teslin.

4~"iss
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accepted 46 - -ce rtainly a "first" in this respect.
Although Miss Adams left Teslin at the end of June, 1949, her
good work was carried on· for the next two years by her successor,
Miss Mary Clancy, who had previously been in charge of the Territorial school at Carcross.
Conditions were still difficult, since the old
log building was hopelessly inadequate for ,the fourteen Indian and
twelve white pupils in spite of the installation of fluorescent lighting, an additional window and two ventilators.4 7
Early in 1951, according to Mr. Hulland's report for that period, the number of Indian
pupils greatly diminished, leading Mr. Meek to recommend that the Territ ori al g ove rnment sho uld ass ume full re spo nsibility for Teslin
School.
Accordingly, that summer the Yukon government undertook the
construction of a new public school building at a cost of $15,000 with
accommodation for thirty pupils and upstairs living quarters for the
teacher--the first such expenditure financed by the Territory for
many years.
For the first three years of its operation, to· judge
from the class registers, none of the original Indian pupils attended;
by September 1954, however, their names reappear, indicating that by
then Teslin Public School was once again an integrated school. 4 e
Financial and Administrative Developments
This post -war school expansion called for changes in the longstanding financial and administrative procedures governing education in
the Territory.
In 1947 the Yukon Council, having received no grants
since 1943-44 and having as a consequence spent a large part of its
reserves, applied to ottawa for assistance.
Since the resulting
financial agreement of 1948 seemed unlikely to satisfy the increasing

46PAC, lA, RG 10, Vol. 6478, file 930-5, part 1, "Extract froll the Report SublDitted by R. J. l1eek for the
Quarterly Period April 1st to June 30th, 1949."
47Ibid., "Extract from Sup't l1eek's Quarterly Report ••. dated November 15, 1949.'
"BBy 1954-55 a number of Indian-status children were apparently being accepted in some Territorial schools on a
quid pro quo basis, no fee being charged for them since the Deparhent of Indian Affairs was by then accepting approximately the sale number of white or white-status children in its schools. YA, YROr 10-29-111 (1953-59), r. H. Collins to I1r. Robertson, 30 November 1955.
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demands of the 1950s, a federal interdepartmental committee was appointed in 1951 to make a thorough study of the Territory's financial
problems, including those a rising from escalating education costs.
This committee's report, submitted in April 1952, outUned the prevailing conditions and advanced a number of suggestions for further action. 49
School Funding: New Plans
These investigations showed that up' to that date. new school
const ructi on had been undert aken only wh en it could be entirely
financed from current reserves, as with the small Teslin school built
in 1951, or when the federal government agreed to bear the major portion of the costs, as in the case of the new Whitehorse public school.
As for the highway schools, the agreements for their joint operation
had relieved the Territory of any capital outlay for their construe':"
tion, while the Catholic church owned and operated its schools in Dawson and Whitehorse, assisted by an annual grant from the Yukon government.
Although the committee felt that federal aid for specific
school construction projects was entirely reasonable in view of the
demand created by the influx 'of National Defence and other federal
personnel, its members were of the opinion that "the citizens must
recognize the necessity of taxing themselves an adequate amount for
both the construction and operation of schools."~o
In fact, a move in this direction was already under way, a first
attempt to raise money for education purposes. by means of property
taxes having been made during the previous fiscal year through a
Public Purposes Levy!!!I:l· imposed on all property in the municipalities
of Dawson and Whitehorse.
This measure remained in force only one
year; on the recommendation of the federal committee it was rescinded

49YA, YRS Series 8, Vol. 6, file 7-A, Report of the Interdepartmental Committee on Territorial rinancial Problems, April 1952.
!lOIbid., p. 7.
!lIYukon Territory, Hunicipal Ordinance, Sec. 427, 11 Hay 1950; rescinded 10 Hay 1951. See also PAC, RG 85,
Vol. 1261, file 600-1-3, part 2, rred rraser to Colonel Cunningham, 6 December 1951.
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and replaced in May 1952 by a specific School Levy of ten mills on
the total assessment of each municipality in the Yukon 52 •
On the
commit tee's a dvic/:=, the governmen t <3.150 sought to incre ase the
revenue for schools through a 1952 amendment tu the Liquor Ordinance
which placed a special surcharge on all alcoholic beverages consumed
in the Territory--already a major source of general income. 5 3
In addition, the Territory proceeded to collect fees from various federal
departments on behalf of certain categories of pupils. At first this
annual per capita fee of $150 was levied only in respect of children
of the Department of National Defence personnel attending Whitehorse
Public School; within the next few years this practice was extended to
those attending other Territorial schools and eventually to pupils
from families of other federal employees who were not subject to
property taxes. 54
Since all these sources of revenue combined (including the liquor tax) could meet only part of the total costs of education, the balance of necessity still came from the general Territorial funds.
School Ordinance: The 1950 Revision
Another significant step was taken at the 1950 fall Council session when Commissioner Gibben introduced what he termed "a· revised
and up-to-date School Ordinance, better fitting [the] local educational
s'et-up."
This revision, the first since 1914/~::S was intended to
clarify certain sections of the earlier Ordinance, especially those
governing the hoped-for eventual establishment of district schools,
public or separate, supported by the taxpayers and managed by

Ordinance, Secs. 427-31,
~3Yukon Territory, Liquor Ordinance,
C. Craig, 'Confidential Report
purpose of the surcharge is not
intent, made no objection.
~2"unicipa1

~4A
~~An

10 "ay 1952.
Sec. 70 (1); see also PAC, RG 22, Vol. 255, file 40-11-1, part 1, Col. H.
on the Adllinistration of the Yukon Territory,' p. 8, 18 July 1952. The
stated in the ordinance, but it appears that the public, understanding its

proposal to this effect, put for~ard in 1951 by Commissioner Gibbon, became the general policy. PAC, RG
85, Vol. 1261, file 600-1-3, part 2, A. H. Gibson to the Director, Northern Administration, 7 August 1951.
Ordinance Respecting Schools, 3 November, 1950.
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elected boards of trustees. 56
However; as no school districts came
into being, public financial support could only be derived from the
taxes mentioned above, while public input was limited to that provided
in r some communities (e.g., Mayo, Carcr055 and Whitehorse) through local
Parent-Teacher organizations and, in the case of Whitehorse Public
School, through a school committee appointed by Commissiuner
Fraser. 57
The Superintendency
These new financial and legislative measures were accompanied by
a reorganization in 1952 of Mr. Hulland's duties.
This step was by
then long ove rdue, as it had become impossible for one man, with
limited funds at his disposal and no assistance other than that of his
wife as pa rt-time 5 ecretary, to supervise the g row:i.ng number of
schools in the southern part of the Territory while at the same time
serving as full-time teacher of the high school classes in Dawson. In
June of that year Commissioner Fraser, attributing the many deficiencies that he had found in the Yukon's school system to what he felt
were Mr. Hulland's weaknesses as an administrator, relieved him of all
teaching duties and transferred him on a trial basis to Whitehorse as
full-time Superintendent of Schools. 58
This move on the part of the
Commissioner, although a necessary and progressive step, was marred
by what was generally viewed as his undue criticism of a faithful employee.
When two years later Commissioner W. G. Brown abruptly dismissed Superintendent Hulland, parents and teachers alike voiced their
indignation, as did the members of Council, who considered this hasty
action to be yet another example of the dictatorial tendencies of Ottawa and its appointed agent, the Commissioner. 59
To defuse the issue, the federal authorities invited Mr. Hulland to come to Ottawa for

!56With such clarification in view, the new ordinance was divided into two parts, Part I entitled ·Territorial
Schools' and Part 11 "District Schools.·
!57This committee functioned only during Mr. Fraser's term as Commissioner. Members included the Territorial
Agent and the commanding officers of the army and airforce bases in Whitehorse.
!5SPAC, R6 85, Vol. 1261, file 600-1-3, part 4, Fred Fraser, Memorandum for the Director, 13 April 1954.
!59Yukon Territorial Council, Votes and Proceedings, 1954, First Session, pp. 2-5.
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a meeting with the Honourable Jean Lesage, the Minister of Northern
Affairs.
Their discussion led to the reversal of the Commissioner's
action and Mr. Hulland's reinstatement as Superintendent for the ensuing school year; in addition, it was agreed that immediate steps would
be taken to obtain an assistant superintendent who would familiarize
himself with the Territory, undertake a number of specific studies and
prepare himself to take over as Superintendent in June 1955 when Mr.
Hulland's resignation would take e £fect. 6 0
At that date "Jack" Hullund, then approaching his sixtieth year, relinquished his office aftc r
twenty-four years of service in the Yukon so that, as he said, a
younger man could assume a position which had become increasingly
onerous and complex. 6 :L
The new incumbent, Mr. Harry Thompson, found
himself responsible for sixteen schools, sixty teachers, fifteen hundred pupils and an embryonic Department of Education.
Careful direction would be required if the Yukon's education system was to meet
local needs and keep pace with developments elsewhere.
Teacher Recruitment and Retention: Salaries and Housing Benefits
Of the many problems that had confronted Mr. Hulland during his
letter years as Superintendent, the most persistent and troublesome
was that of teacher recruitment and retention.
In this respect the
Yukon was not alone, since a serious teacher shortage affected all
parts of. Canada after the war; the Territorial government, however,
could no longer compete with school boards in the provinces who were
in. a position to offer higher salaries and better living conditions
than were available in the Yukon.
In an attempt to attract a greater
number of applicants and to persuade teachers to stay for a longer
period, efforts began as early as 1948 to provide such inducements as
those described later by Commissioner Fraser: 62

6°PAC, RG 85, Vol. 1261, file 600-1-3, part 4, R. G. Robertson to W. 6. Brown, 13 "ay 1954.
61Mr. Hulland had not even been provided with a car for highway travel, but instead had to rely upon the
generosity of other travellers. After a term as Territorial Councillor for Whitehorse, he returned to the
classroom and served for some years as a teacher and student counsellor in the high school there. Much
loved and respected by his students and fellow teachers, he later moved to the Okanagan district of British Columbia, where he died in the late 1970s.
62YA, YROr 10-29-1, folder i-a, rred rraser to General ·Young, 17 September 1952.
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Commencing after Mr. Jeckell'sretirement a policy was adopted
of paying the transportation of teachers into the Territory
from Outside points, and later accommodation was provided for
teachers over the Liquor store in the City of Dawson. This
policy was enlarged again in the summer of 1951, by providing
accommodation for teachers in the former Richard's residence
at Whitehorse. At the same time a decision was mao0. to ;;>rovide teachers with return transportation to their point of
origin, after one full term.
These measures not only aroused the hostility of other less-favoured
Territorial government employees but also failed to take into account
the gap that had developed between teachers' salaries in the Yukon
and those offered elsewhere.
This aspect of the problem came to the fore in 1950 when the
Whitehorse teaching staff, by far the largest in the Territory, requested that the salary schedule be amended to give greater recognition to qualifications and previous experience.
When no action follC?wed, they raised the issue again in 1953, making it known that some
of them were being paid less than would have been the case had they
stayed in their former positions in British Columbia or in Yellowknife,
N.W.T.63
Although a new and improved schedule based on that of the
Northwest Territories was introduced in April 1954,Mr. Hulland found
that increases at the high school level were still not sufficient to
attract teachers with superior qualifications, particularly in the field
of science.
As his assistant commented, a beginning salary of· $ 2,950
per annum for a person with five years of university training seemed
low in terms of the high living costs and ha rsh climate of the
Yukon. 64
The new schedule was nevertheless an aid to recruitment,
especially when coupled with direct attempts. to attract teachers from
Saskatchewan and Manitoba rather than from the more affluent pro-

63Ibid., R. J. Hulland to W. 6. Brown, 25 tebruary 1953; also Hulland, Interim Report for 1950.
64Hulland, Interim Report for 1954-55; also YA, YROt 1-37-1, folder 5, H. Thompson, Report on the Operation of
Yukon Schools, 31 "arch 1956.
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vince of British Columbia,
riculum change of 1934.
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The provision of housing benefits "LP-mained essential in all communities since private accommodation was practir.ally unobtainable and
hotels were generally expensive a.nd not always comfortable.
In
White horse, wher e the problem was partic ularly acut e, the single
ladies had for some time been accommodated i.n a large house owned by
the government; to relieve the overcrowding there an additional house,
"the Murray annex," was leased in 1953.
As no such provision was
made for the single men teachers in that community, a marked im-balance developed in the teaching staff there: by that date the principal and a part-time woodworking instructor were the only male
teachers out of a total 'of twenty-five.
Not until 1955 did the completion of the new Lambert street apartment block provide quarters
for up to twelve single men at moderate rates, thereby ending what
some viewed as discriminatory treatment of the male teachers in
Whitehorse.
Finally, since most applicants for teaching positions in
the Territory tended to be young and unmarried, in search 6f adventure in what they assumed would be a temporary frontier posting, the
lack of an annuity plan for their retirement years 65 does not seem
to have deterred them from coming to the Yukon, although a few may
have found it a reason for leaving.
Curriculum: Attempts at EnriGhment
In the schools, instruction continued along the lines established
in 1934 when Mr. Patterson had introduced the British Columbia curriculum into the Yukon.
Over the years it had proved relatively easy
to implement, at least up to grade seven.
However, the dual pattern
set up by that province for its secondary grades created problems
for small high schools. It implied the creation of two streams, one' a
traditional academic "University Program" leading to matriculc:ition' ex-

6SThe Annuity Plan Ordinance ("ay 1950) enabled Yukon govern.ent employees to participate in the federal Department of Labour annuity scheme. Prior to its institution, no such benefit had been open to them.
Teachers were not included in the plan.
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aminations and entrance to university and the other a "General Program" consisting of somewhat modified COllrsps and more "practical"
classes in commercial or vocational subjects leading to a high school
graduation diploma.
In the Yukon, the small enrolments in the upper
grades severely limited the extent to which both these programs could
be implemented and as a result all stud~nts, whether university--bounu
or not, tended to receive an education that, was largely academic in
nature, with little opportunity to experience the range of elective
subjects then becoming available in many Canadian schools. 6 6
S orne attempts at curriculum enrichment began in the late 194 Os
as regular classes were supplemented by educational films and school
broadcasts-'-the latter introduced to the Yukon in 1948 through the
facilities of the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals and radio stations
CFYT in Dawson and CFWH in Whitehorse. 67
In addition, although no
consistent program of optional courses could be offered, records indlc<1te that classes in manual training, sewing and some commercial
subjects were offered from time to time to the older pupils in the
larger schools whenever an instructor was available and suitable
classroom accommodation could be found.
In 1952, when plans were
being made for the new school in Whitehorse, the proposed expansion
of the art program there drew sharp criticism from Commissioner
Fraser, who regarded such classes as expensive "frills" that should be
entirely supported by the parents. eB
His dismissal of the teacher--a
nationally recognized artist--provoked a public outcry that reached
the ear of the Minister of Northern Affairs in Ottawa 69 and may well
have contributed to that unpopular Commissioner's early recall.
In
any case, Miss Farley's art classes were continued, along with others
in woodworking and home economics; by 1955 some part-time music in-

66Johnson, ABrief History of Canadian Education, pp. 144-47.·
67PAC, RS 85, Vol. 1261, file 600-1-3, part 2, Philip Kitley to Mr. H. L. Keenleyside, 7 April 1948; J. E. Sibben to R. A. Gibson, 29 April 1948.
6sYA, YROF 10-29-1, folder I-a, F. Fraser to R. Hulland, 15 July 1952.
69PAC, RS 85, Vol. 326, file 630/200-1, part 1-a, Mrs. J. D. Scott to the Honourable R. Winters, 18 August
1952; also the Whitehorse Star, 29 August 1952.
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struction was also being offered in that school and plans
for instituting a regular commercial department there.

had begun

Pupil Health
One of the greatest benefits of" the growing federal interest in
the North was the far-reaching tuberculosis ,control program launched
in the summer of 1947 by the Department of Northern Health and Welfare.
Public health nurses based in Whitehorse undertook to travel
each year along the Alaska highway and into the more remote settlements in the Territory accompanied by a mobile X-ray unit that
detected cases of active tuberculosis among both Indian and white
residents.
During these and other journeys, the nurses were also
able to immunize children against such diseases as diphtheria, smallpox
and tetanus, and to give advice as to the care of those affected by
measles or influenza. 7o
As a result, the threat of tubercular infection and other communicable diseases diminished as time passed, while
the long periods of quarantine disappeared and school attendance improved.
These measures also did much to reduce opposition to the
presence of Indian or part-Indian children in the public schools.
The last major epidemic of the period occurred in the summer of
1953 when a serious outbreak of poliomyelitis took its toll of both
children and adults in the Territory.
As death or severe crippling
touched many families, public gatherings were forbidden, community activities came to a standstill and all schools were closed at the beginning of June.
In view of the emergency, grade twelve students
were excused from their final examinations, the B.C. Department of Education granting them university entrance standing on the basis of
their class work during the previous months.
Many teachers left the
Territory and the widespread publicity concerning the epidemic that

7°A vivid account of the work of an Alaska highway nurse with the Department of Northern Health and Welfare may
be found in Amy V. Wilson's book entitled No Kan Stands Alon~ (Sidney, B.C.: Sray's Publishing COlpany,
1965), Since no provision was available in the Yukon for the prolonged treatment then required for tuberculosis, patients were sent to sanatoria ·outside" such as Charles Camsell Hospital in Edmonton, where
many spent long months or even years separated frol friends and families. Education was, however, available there for both school age and adult patients.
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appeared in newspapers across Canada discouraged new applicants,
thereby greatly increasing Mr. Hullann's staffing problems. Fortunately, the onset of colder weather brought this outbreak· to an end and
the later development of the Salk vaccine prevented any similar
recurrence of this dread disease.
Along with the emphasis upon the control and preventi on of communicable diseases came a growing awareness of other health needs.
In the course of their visits, the nurses had, for example, discovered
widespread evidence of dental neglect.
Although, as the records of
Council proceedings reveal, the matter of dental care for school chil-dren was repeatedly brought to the government's attention,7 1 little
could be done by the school authorities at that time and another
decade was to elapse before a beginning could be made upon a Yukon
school dental program. In the early 1950s concern for student health
also prompted a Dawson doctor to press for a return to the earlier
Yukon pattern of scheduling the summer holidays from the beginning of
June, when the children could take advantage of the long sunny summer
days, to mid-August when cooler autumn weather could be expected."12
Once again, no action was taken and, although similar proposals continued to arise from time to time, no great deviation from the B.C.
school calendar occurred until much later, when the long vacation at
the Old Crow school was for a time scheduled to coincide with the annual muskrat trapping season.
SUmmary: Growth of the School System, 1940-55
The resurgence of activity that began in 1943 and led to such
rapid expansion of the Yukon's school system is reflected in the following statistics given by Mr. Harry Thompson during an address
delivered to the Kiwanis club of Whitehorse in November 1955."13
By
that date, the Territory's fourteen public and two separate schools

71Yukon CounCil, Votes and Proceedings, "ay and October 1950; October 1951; October 1952.
72Ibid., October, 1950.
73YA, YROr 10-29-1, folder I-a.
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were serving more than 1500 pupils through a combined teaching staff
of sixty-seven teachers.
The rapid rate of school growth is clearly
seen from the following figures:
Date

1935
·1945
1950
1955

Schools

Classrooms

5

Teachers

10
14
31
67

9
14
29
60

7
11
16

Pupils

177
441
759
1,530

In other words, the enrolment had doubled in the previous five years
and more than tripled in a decade. As he also indicated, a change had
occurred. in the demographic makeup of the Territory.
In 1903 the
school population of 469 pupils represented one-thirtieth of the total
p'opulation of the Yukon, estimated at about fifteen thousandiby 1955
the proportion had changed so that one Yukoner in· five was a schoolage child, or 1,800 (including pupils at Indian schools) out of a total
of almost ten thousand.
In Whitehorse, the growth had been phenomenal, with
heavy enrolments at the primary level:

Whitehorse ElementaryHigh School

Date

Classrooms

1945
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955

-

5
13
15
19
22
27
31
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especially

Enro1ment150
363
445
531
642
802
930

Christ the King School

Date

Classrooms

1946
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955

1

2

.,
.J

3,
3
5
5
5

Enrolment

30
72
103
106
133
177
150
162

By 1955 the largest school in. the Territory was Whitehorse
Elementary-High School.
Its student body totalled more than nine
hundred pupils and bore testimony to the postwar "baby boom," with
nine of its' thirty-one classrooms assigned to grade one children and
only a dozen students in grade twelve.
Next came Christ the King
School with 162 pupils in grades one to nine, followed by Dawson Public School where there were 131 pupils in twelve grades.
With many
young children still to join the system and more families arriving as
the economy continued to expand, the Territorial government was faced
with the urgent need to establish additional school facilities and to
broaden the scope of its educational services.
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Do~t~ Mhiteho~se,
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"Fedeml Building" (cent~e) unde~ const~uction;
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Lambept Stpeet School ppimapy annex, 1947.
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An ovepcpowded cla88Poom in main Lambept Stpeet School building, 1948.
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Whitehopse PubLic SchooL, DoweLL Apea buiLding, 1948.
This buiLding opiginaLLy housed empLoyees of an
Alaska Highway constpuction company.

•
55.

DowelL Apea SchooL buiLding, Whitehopse. Classpooms wepe heated
by individuaL oil heateps, a constant woPPy owing to dangep of fipe.
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D01.UeU AT'ea S(JhooZ buiZding:

"a fiT'e-tmp."

57.

D01.UeZZ AT'ea 8(JhooZ building:

naT'T'OW staips.

58.

The new Whitehopse ELementapy - High SchooL neaps

compLetion~

1952.
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59.

Sacped Heapt Cathedpat and pectopy, Whitehopse,
epected 1901. (Photo c. 1941.)

60.

Sacped Heapt Convent and fopmep pectopy, c. 1950.
The pectopy was moved ctosep to the convent, entapged,
and convepted fop use as a student pesidence.

61.

ChPist the King SahooZ, Whitehopse, a. 1950.
A fOPmep bapnaaks buiLding behind the aonvent sepved the Catholia aommunity
fpom about 1947 until a n~ sahool opened in 1956.

62.

The classpoom at swift Rivep Maintenance Camp, n.d.

63.

Teachep R. McNiven and pupils outside SWift Rivep School, c. 1947.

64.

Haines Junction Maintenan~e Camp s~hool, 1953.
The seniop ~lasspoom (P.) was also used as the ~amp
pe~peation hall.
The te~heps' apaptment was in the
~entpe, and the juniop ~lasspoom at the fap left.

65.

Seniop pupils at the s~hool's ChPistmas ~on~ept
in the "pe~ hall" at Haines Jun~tion ~amp, 1953.

CHAPTER XI
INDIAN EDUCATION: NEW TRENDS
(1940-1955)
The postwar changes in the public school system had little immediate effect upon the Indian children of the Territory; their education re mained almost entire ly a fed eral re sponsibility, chann elled
through church-directed boarding institutions or local mission schools.
Yet here, too, growth and change gradually became apparent as increas ing go vernment support and expanding den omina tional activity
brought a number of new Indian schools into being in the southern
part of the Yukon and set in motion developments which reflected national trends.
The Call for Change: A Search for New Directions
In 1938 both the federal authorities and t:h~ dHl~~hi;li,;.if \:U~
satisfied with the quality of education provided by their Indian
schools, had begun to study ways of improving the situation. 1
Their
discussions, set aside during the war years, were resumed in 1946,
but on a much broader scale. At that date the Ottawa government, in
response to widespread public concern over the obvious inadequacies
in Canada's treatment of her aboriginal people, set up a special Parliamentary Joint Committee to investigate a wide range of matters
pertaining to them, including education.
Its enquiries, concluded in
1948, brought to light the fact that few Indian children were at that
time progressing beyond the primary grades and that, in addition, some
eleven thousand were receiving no schooling at all. 2
In its report
the Committee called for sweeping changes in legislation and recommended that Indian children be educated "wherever and whenever pos-

16SA,

~SCC Records, 6S 75-103, Series 2-15, Box 27, T. B. R. West gate to Canon 60uld, 18 July 1938; 60uld to
Westgate, 30 July 1938.

2PAC, R6 10, Vol. 6002, file 1-1-1, part 8, "Recent Developments in Indian Education in Canada,· April, 1951.
Investigations had also revealed that eighty percent of Canada's Eskimo population was receiving no education.

sible in association with other children" so that they might be better
equipped to take their place in the larger Canadian society. In view
of the gravity of the situation, Parliament moved at once to increase
its expenditures upon Indian day and residential schools and to provide for expans ion of medical and social services for the nati ve
people.
In June, 1951, the resulting changes were incorporated into a
new and completely revised Indian Act.
Thro ugho ut this pe riod, the churches that had f or so long
shared the responsibility for educating Canada's Indidn children:! were
also seeking changes.
In 1946, the Anglican General Synod reviewed
the report of a special committee investigating that denomination'S
Indian work.40
This report focllsed upon the residential schools, pa rtly because of the large deficit involved in their operation and partly
because of the urgent need to modernize their facilities and upgrade
the quality of the instruction they provided. Along with the "immediate reforms" required in these areas, this church committee pointed
out the need for a reduction in the amount of physical labour required of the children, an improvement in their diet, and "a transformation in the spirit and outlook" of some of the schools to ensure
that the pupils were "happy and healthy and spiritually improved." Although some innovative suggestions concerning the introduction of
specific native studies were put forward in the accompanying preamble,
the thirteen recommendations contained in Part IV of this document
made no direct reference to curriculum, possibly because it was a
matter that required further study by Indian Affairs education officers or because other problems were considered to be more pressing.
Directed mainly towards administrative and. financial concerns,
the recommendations called for immediate improvements in buildings and
staff and stressed the need for a massive increase in the federal
operating grants to keep pace with the rising costs of salaries, food,
clothing and fuel. A month later, in November, 1946, all the denomina-

3The Roman Catholic church ~perated more than half the day and residential schools across Canada, followed by
the Anglican, United and Presbyterian churches.
4SSA, "SCC Records, SS 75-103, Series 2-15, Box 26, Indian Work Investigation Committee, Report to the Senera~
Syno~, Winnipeg, 1946, p. 8.
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tions cooperating with the government in Indian education joined in
presenting to ottawa a united demand for a fifty-percent increi1se in
their (Jrants.~
Althuugh their dPpeal brought an immediate reappraisal of the
whole basis of federal support for the operation and maintenance of
residential schools, the churches soon found that the additional in-:come did not begin to kp.ep pace with the cost of living, which continued to rise steadily throughout the postwar years.
At the
Anglican ~chools, staffing standards fell to a low ehb becau~;e the
wage scale did not attract competent workers; the Women's Auxiliary
found that it could no longer supply the more expensive items such as
trousers and heavy jackets for the boys and, while the MSCC
struggled (with some success) to reduce its accumulated deficit, staff
morale continued to decline.
In 1951 Canon H. G. Cook, Superintendent
of the MSCC Indian School Administration, reported that a "defeatist
attitude" was affecting many key workers and advised the Society to
consider relinquishing some of· its schools. 6
His proposal was by no means as radical as it. might seem.
Some
years previously, in 1948, all three Protestant denomini1tions operating Indian schools had supported the Parliamentary Committee's recommendation that Indian children should in future be educated in associ·ation with others and had even gone so far as to suggest that their
residential schools might in time become hostels operated under religious auspices but at government expense, the children being educated
in nearby federally supported classrooms or in "white schools" in the
vicinity.7
It should be noted that the Roman Catholic church, which
operated by far the greatest number of Indian schools across the
country, did not share this desire to relinquish control of the
secular aspects of education nor, with access to the assistance of

~Ibid.,

Box 27, ·Statement Presented to the Minister of Mines and Resources, Ottawa," 27 November 1946.

6Ibid./ Box 26, Henry 6. Cook, "Memorandum of Indian School Adlllinistration: Financial Situation,· 9 July 1951.
7Ibid./ "Draft Memo to Protestant Members of Parliament fro. the Protestant Churches Engaged in Indian Education,· 4 pp., n.d.
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its teaching orders,
staffing problems.
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All these deliberations were to have a considerable impact upon
the educat ion of the Indian children in the Yukon, since decisions
taken at this time prepared the way for their eventual full integration into an expanding Territorial school. system.
Before that point
could be reached, however, other events had already begun to change
the long established pattern of Indian schooling in the Yukon.
Chooutla Indian Residential School
Temporary Quarters and Plans for Rebuilding
. In April, 1939, fire had totally destroyed Chooutla School, leaving the pupils and staff unharmed but homeless.
With the assistance
of the local residents, they were promptly moved across the frozen
lake to the· nearby settlement of Carcross, where the town's merchant,
Mr. MattheW Watson, at once proceeded to make accommodation available, offering them the use of a number of empty houses in the village.
The former rectory became the girls' residence, the largest
available cabin was turned into a dormitory for the boys and another
was set aside as a schoolroom.
In addition, the White Pass railway
donated its section house for temporary use as a kitchen and dining
hall where, that first night; the foreman and his crew prepared dinner
for the· entire group, a kindly gesture that was much appreciated. B
This relocation, accomplished with the utmost speed and efficiency,
was accepted in a spirit of adventure, since it was ·generally assumed
that before long the school would be rebuilt on its original site.
Having decided that ''the only way to meet this catastrophe was
to carry on as if nothing had happened," Mr. Grant and a number of
school employees returned to Chooutla the next morning to collect the
classroom equipment, all of which had been saved, including even the
children's scribblers.
That same afternoon the teacher, Miss Hall,

- BH. C.

~.

Grant, "Report on the Fire at Chooutla School.·
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resumed her normal lesson routine; by then, too, the acting Indian
agent had visited th e new site, authorized the local purchas e of
urgently needed supplies, and agreed to a monthly rental of $75 for
the various buildings to be used by the school.
Within a few days,
ten children who had been tempor arilyretu rned to their parents'
homes in Carcross resumed full-time residence at the school, bringing
its total enrolment to the original number of -forty-four. 9
With these
arrangements completed and the school operating, normally, Mr. Grant
turned his attention to plans for rebuilding.
A strong advocate of the "cottage system," he proposed the constrliction of six or seven small log buildings that would accommodate
altogether some eighty pupils.
The advantages of such a plan would,
he suggestec'l, be twofold: in the first place, if anyone building wr.re
destroyed by fire the loss would not be too great, and secondly, in
such surroundings the life of the children would be more like that in
their home situation.:LO
Such a proposal was probably ahead of its
time; certainly it failed to win the approval ~ of the MSCC, who found
the cottage system costly to build and "quite unsuitable'" for a
school in "a northe rn latitude," recommending instead t hat ottawa
,retain the single large unit that had become the standard pattern for
Indian residential schools in all parts of Canada.
A few innovative
modifications, however, were incorporated into the government's
preliminary plans, which called for the erection of "two distinct and
separate buildings," one to consist of two ,classrooms with a full
b a s e men t
for v 0 cat ion a l p u r p 0 s e s a n d the 0 the r to con t a in
dormit ories for sixty pupils along with living quarters for the staff.
Both structures were to be of logs and their actual construction was
to be directed by the church.:L:L
Unfortunately, at the beginning of

9PAC, lA, R6 10, Vol. 6480, file 900-5, part 6, Grant to R. H. Hoey, 3 ~ay 1939. The children came back to
school at their parents' request.
IOSee his report, page 8 and also ACDYR, Series i-Le, Box 11, file 15, Grant to the Rev. Robert C. Ward, 25
October 1939.
IlConcerning plans for rebuilding, see PAC, RG 10, Vol. 6480, file 940-5, part 7, T. B. R. West gate to Dr. H.
W. ~cGill, 28 June 1939, and R. A. Hoey to Westgate, 13 July 1939. The architect's dravings are included
in this file.
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January, 1940, all progress was halted: with world conditions so uncertain and a national election pending, Indian Affairs officials could
not commit an incoming· administration to any capital expenditures for
Indian schools.1-,:!
In fact, only a few weeks late:z::, they strongly
reprimanded Mr. Grant for his hasty action in renting two additional
log cabins for school use, warning him that the "extraordina:z::y conditions" brought about by World War II allowed for no increase in Indian
school operating expenses, no matter how great the need.~3
Wartime Difficulties: The MSCC's Response
With all pro spects of re building en ded, the sta ff and pupils
carried on as best they could in these makeshift quarters.
In the
next two and a half years they faced many problems, ranging from an
unhappy and unexplained episode of stealing to financial and material
constraints imposed by the war.
Increases in the cost of food and
clothing strained the operating budget and national shortages limited
the availability of such staple items· as sugar, butter and other fats.
Other needs also had to be set aside.
For example, repeated appeals
for a tractor to haul the school's wood supply p:z::oved unavailing even
when they reached the federal minister himself, who expressed the
opinion that the use of horses for logging "provided valuable training
for the senior pupils." The fact that the journey to the logging area
involved a seven-mile trip in northern winter conditions could not
offset the financial realities of a country at war.~4
Difficulties of another sort arose following the takeover by the
United States' government of the White Pass and Yukon Railway.
One
morning in the spring of 1942, some 1,500 American soldiers arrived by
train from Skagway, pitched <:amp, unloaded their equipment and began
that same day to construct an access road linking the railway at
Carcross to the main route planned for the Alaska Highway.
The ef-

t2Ibid., (unsigned) to West gate, 15 rebruary 1940.
t3Ibid., R. A. Hoey to H. C. ". Grant, 19 "arch 1940.
t4Ibid., part S, Grant to "r. Jeckell, 17 July and 21 August 1941; Ross Kilby to R. ". Warren, 25 October 1941;
Hon. T. A. Crerar to Warren, 14 November 1941.
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fect of their presence on the operation of a boarding school in such
a tiny community may be imagined: before long, Mr. Grant was requesting permission to employ a night watchman for the protection of the
girls and the women staff mernbers.~5
At this point, the MSCC and
Bishop Geddes sought to relocate the school, hoping to obtain either
the former Commissioner's residence at Dawson--not occupied as such
since 1916--or a vacant RCMP building that' had once been Dawson's
court house.
However, before the pros and cons of remodelling and
heating these buildings could be resolved,· the medical health officer
in Whitehorse ordered that Chooutla School be closed because of the
gene ral incre ase in communicable dis ease in th e sou thwest Yukon
resulting. from the wartime population influx in that area.
With
respect to the school itself, he reported that an epidemic of measles
had affected every child but one and resulted in one death, and noted
that the dormitories were overcrowded, the water supply unprotected,
and the sanita ry facili ties tota lly inade quat e for use by forty
pupils .1.6
As a result of Dr. Roth's ultimatum, federal and church
authorities at once resumed negotiations for moving the school
temporarily to Dawson; in the meantime, the doctor agreed to permit
the continued use of the cabins at Carcross provided the enrolment
was reduced to no more than twenty pupils.
Accordingly, half the
children were sent home and the school continued to function, with
ottawa paying the full grant for the remainder of the 1942-43 academic year in order to spare the MSCC a further deficit. However, when
it came time the following summer to move the residents and school
equipment to Dawson, where the former RCMP barracks had finally been
made available, neither the government nor the church could finance
the transfe r.1"7
Since the MSCC could not a fford to maintain a

'5Ibid., Srant to Secretary, Indian and Residential School Commission, 19 "ay 1942. Two A.erican soldiers were
court-martialled after an incident in Jaunaury, 1943 •.
'6VA, ACDVR, Series 4, Box 53, file 6, r. B. Roth, ".D., to J. E. Gibben, 30 September 1942. The epidelllics
referred to affected not only Carcross but also Champagne, Teslin and Whitehorse.
17rOr these events, see the correspondence in PAC, RG 10, Vol. 6479, file 940-1, part 2, especially Secretary,
"SCC, to Indian Affairs, and "r. R. A. Hoey's reply, 23 June and 25 June, 1943.
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facility for only twenty pupils, Chooutla School was closed
in June, 1943, until some other solution could be found.
~esidential

At this point the· MSCC, trusting that the federal government
would eventually reimburse it for the outlay involved, obtained
permission to erect a building on the old Chooutla site for use until
the India.n Affairs Branch was again in a position to build a new
permanent schoo1. 1 8
By the summer of 1944, three second-hand barracks buildings, each 24 by 72 feet, had been assembled and joined to
form a one-storey frame structure in the shape of an "H."
In the
months that followed, the necessary equipment and furnishings were
gradually secured, mainly from the war surplus assets then being dis,posed of by the American army's Northwest Service Command in
Whitehorse. 1 9
By the fall of that year, the building was ready for
occupancy; it had cost the MSCC almost $25,000 and was viewed by
that Society as a temporary facility· that would once more give Yukon
Indian children access to a residential school education. Assisted as
before by an annual per capita grant from the Indian Affairs Branch,
it opened its doors in· October with an increased pupilage of· fifty
children, again under the direction of the Reverend H. C. M. Grant.
Conditions at Chooutla, 1944-54
Conditions at this new school, although somewhat better than
those in the Carcross cabins, were still far from adequate. The MSCC
records indicate that, although the children appeared to be reasonably well cared for, the hastily constructed and poorly finished building
soon became worn and dilapidated, as did the second-hand furnishings
and equipment.
Upon examination, the space per child was found to be
only half the amount then prescribed for such institutions, while by
1947, according to the Indian agent, the classroom in particular was
"extremely ramshackle with large holes in the walls and floor."20 Mr.

IBlbid., Vol. 64BO, file 940-5, part B, H. A. Alderwood to Indian Affairs, 9 November 1943.
1

9

Ibid., Part 9, Melllorandum, 22 December 1944.
cross.

Other itells froD the original school had been stored in Car-

2°Ibid., R. J. Meek to Indian Affairs, 20 November 1947. See also 6SA, MSCC Records, 6S 75-103, Series 2-15,
Box 23, 'Report of Visit to Carcross, 6-B July, 1947."
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Grant, tired and depressed, resigned and moved with his family to
Whitehorse. That summer a new principal, the Reverend J. W. Ellis, and
an entirely new and inexpprienced staff took charge of the school to
find themselves faced with a physica~ plant that was only three years
old, yet already in dire need of extensive renovations. Canon Cook of
the MSCC, following "n inspection visit, termed the situation "most unsatisfactory" and urged the government, now 'that the war crisis had
passed, to hasten the construction of its long promised new residential school.
He noted that, although the government had approved a
pupilage of sixty, only forty-five children could be accommodated and
that the staff quarters were most inadequate, the principa~ and his
family finding it necessary to live in "a built-over chicken house." In
the winter months pupils and staff alike suffered from the cold in the
drafty buildings, while the use of many wood stoves created a constant danger of fire.2~
At his insistence, the federal authoritie.s ordered an immediate
assessment of the facilities; the detailed report submitted by a government architect strongly reinforced Canon Cook's appeal, leaving no
doubt at all that a new school was indeed urg!=ntly needed. 2 2 At the
same time (1948) the Indian Affairs Branch, faced with the threat of
Mr. Ellis' resignation, moved quickly to build a modern house for the
principal, authorized some repairs to the existing school buildings and
;'seemed at last to be hastening the replacement of the structure that
:had been destroyed by fire almost a decade- earlier.
However, six
more years were to pass before the new school became a reality; in
the meantime children and staff carried on in substandard facilities
that were barely adequate in spite of constant expenditure of time,
effort and money.
.

1

What, one may ask, could have caused so long a delay?
It seems
that a number of interrelated fact ors were responsible, mainly at the
federal level.
In the first place, Chooutla School was only one of a
number of residential schools that were scheduled to be built in var-

2IPAC, lA, RS 10, Vol. 6480, file 940-5, part 9, Henry 6. Cook to Colonel Neary, 1 May 1948.
22lbid., C.

r.

Dawson to C. 6. Brault, 22 November 1948.
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ious parts of Canada once the war ended.
This backlog, added to a
greatly expanded need for Indian day schools, placed heavy demands
upon the government's understaffed engineering department. Then too,
denominat ional competition fo r ~unding a nd lack of a greement upon
building plans hindered passage of the necessary appropriations and
created further delays. In the meantime, Mr. Ellis and his staff could
only do their best to improve the situation' while awaiting decisions
from ottawa.
Their hard work and. ingenuity succeeded in "turning thlny::-;
around," at least to some degree, as Clara Tizya, a former worker
recalls.
Reports for this period 23 tell of the addition of a garage,
as well as a. new warehouse and two greenhouses, the latter providing
"ripe tomatoes the first of June," a real treat for any northerner.
Over the next few years, staff members repaired the schoolroom and
extended the garden, while increased federal assistance replaced some
worn-out equipment and provided other items that had long been
needed, including (at last) a tractor for outside work.
By 1.949 Mr.
Ellis and Jim Orman, the teacher, had instituted a longer school day
that enabled the chil~ren to progress more rapidly in their studies;
two years later a second teacher was added so that all pupils could
spend at least four hours a day at their lessons.
Guides and
Brownies, Cubs and Scouts were organized; while movies, dances' and
games added variety and, together with outdoor sports, helped meet
the children's recreational needs.
The mobile TB X-ray unit visited
the school regularly, professi onal nursing care was available and
while the school did not totally escape outbreaks of influenza or the
polio epidemic of 1953, the health of the pupils was carefully
monitored. Although the allowable pupilage had been increased to sixty in October, 1945, Mr. Ellis found that this number was too great;
despite conversion of one of the outbuildings to provide space for a
numbe.r of older boys, the school could not accommodate more than
fifty, pupils in spite of increasing need.

23GSA, MSCC Records, GS 75-103, Series 2-15, Box 23, Canon H. 6. Cook, Yisi t Reports.
also confirmed many details.
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Mrs. Clara Tizya has

Notwithstanding the limits imposed by inadequate facilities, some
changes for the better did occur at Chooutla.
About 1947 the MSCC
ab.:mdo ned the str:ic t ly cent ralize d purch asing system t hat it had
adopted in the early 1920s and empowered the principal to deal
direct1y wi.th wholesalers in Vancouver or Edmonton, a procedure that
proved very satisfactory despite high. freight charges.
With cl05cr
control over the quantity and quality of all. supplies, Mr. Ellis was
able to ens ure a more plentiful and varied diet for the. residents and
also more e Hicient management of the scho ol's farm and gara.ens.
Furthermore, wartime road construction in the area greatly reduced
the is olation in which the school had so long existed, linking it .more
closely to the growing number of facilities in Whitehorse, which could
now be reached in a few hours by car.
Above all, Mr. Ellis--who had
spent a summer at Champagne and three years in Old Crow before coming to Ch ooutla - -showed himself to be a de dicated and energetic
leader of a staff that included a number of Indian workers such as
Clara and Peter Tizya and Norman Henry, all of whom contributed much
to the stability of the school's operation.
Despite its shortcomings,
Chooutla School does not seem to have suffered to any great extent
during these years from the low staff morale .. that Canon Cool<
reported as being prevalent at that time in other Anglican schools in
western Canada.
When Mr. Ellis left in 1952, his successor, the
Reverend C. T. Stanger, found himself in charge of a school that was
functioning reasonably smoothly in spite of many physical drawbacks.
Chooutla School Rebuilt (1954)
Work on the new building, finally scheduled to begin in the summer of 1950, was fated to suffer one more setback, caused by investigations into a possible hydroelectric development in the southern
lakes area of the Yukon.
Known as the "Dyea project," it would have
raised th e water le vels at Ca rcross and flooded the s urro unding
region; consequently, plans for rebuilding the residential school had
to be shelved while representatives of the MSCC and Indian Affairs
spent that summer in search of another site. After agreeing to relocate the school on the Alaska Highway at Teslin,24 they learned that

24Ibid., Box 26, "ajor C. A. r. Clark, IAn Educational Survey with Reference to the Relocation of Carcross Indian Residential School,· June 1950.
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the hydro project was, after all, to be abandoned. The existing plans
for construction at the, Chooutla site were then reactivated, ena.bling
work to begin in the summer of 1952.
When the new 3chool was completed in September, 1954, the MSCC buildings--finally purchased by
the Indian Affairs Branch--were razed and the ground around them
levelled. An imposing concrete and frame structure with accommodation
for at len.st 120 pupils became the final home· for the modest boarding
school that Bishop Bompas had moved to Carcross from Fortymile fifty
years pre vious1y.
Denominational Changes
By this date Chooutla School was no longer the only resinentia1
facility serving the Indian children of the Territory:' other religious
bodies had entered the field.
The Anglican church, which had for 50
long been the only denomination involved in their education, had for
'more than a decade been inadequately funded, desperately short of
clergy and handicapped by lack of a strong diocesan administration
under the guidance of a resident bishop.
Bishop Geddes, weakened in
hen.lth by his early strenuous life in the Arctic, had during his later
years spent much time in Vancouver; following his death in 1947 the
Most Reverend Walter Adams ret ired from his of fice as Bishop 0 f
Kootenay to assume charge of the Yukon in a "caretaker" capacity,
travelling once or twice a year from his home in Vernon, B.C., to Dawson and such other mission stations as ill health and his advancing
age would permit.2!5
In 1952, responsibility for the diocese passed to
the Reverend Tom Greenwood, who had previously served in Fort
McPherson and was then rector at Yellowknife, N.W.T.
Upon assuming
office, Bishop Greenwood, set up his headquarters in Whitehorse and
began the laborious task of reconstruction.

2:5ArchbishopAdus had originally cOlle froll England as a young clergyman, serving for sOlDe years on the Cana,
dian prairies. In 1925 he becalDe the first Bishop of Cariboo and in 1953 was elected Bishop of Kootenay.
He also served for a tilDe as acting PrilDate of the Anglican Church in Canada. Already in his seventies,
he volunteered in a tile of crisis to be Bishop of Yukon, an office he held frol 1948 to 1952. He died in
Vancouver in 1957. British Columbia Provincial Synod Archives (BCPSA), R6 6, Box 1, the Rt. Rev. F. R.
Beattie to the Clergy, 26 July '1957. Also Northern Lights, (new ed.), December, 1957, p. 4.
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He found a diocese greatly changed from that of Bishop
Stringer's day: while the Anglican presence had diminished, the building
of the Alaska Highway had brought other Protestant denominations to
the southwest Yukon, first as members of a joint ministry to military
and civilian workers in the construction camps:?6 and later as
pe rmanent congregations responding to community demands. In addition,
the Roman Catholic church had established diocesan headquarters in
Whitehorse, where a number of priests under the direction of Bishop
J. L. Coudert were expanding that church's missionary activities.
Whitehorse Baptist Mission School
Response to a Need: A New School (1946-47)
In Whitehorse, a flourishing Indian day and boarding school came
into being in the late 1940s under the auspices of a free Baptist
group seeking to fill the void left by the decline of Anglican activity
among the native people of that area. Its raP.id development may to a
great extent be attributed to the determination a~d charismatic personality . of its founder, the Reverend Harold 1. Lee, a former RCMP
trainee and a graduate of the Aberhart Bible Institute at Three Hills,
Alberta. A journey north on the newly opened "Alcan" highway brought
him to Whitehorse in May, 1946. Disturbed by the many children of native ancestry whom he saw wandering the streets, he sensed a need to
:.be filled and, on discovering that there was no day school for these
children, he immediately undertook to provide one.
For four hundred
dollar s he purchased a War As sets building which provide d living
quarters for his family, as well as sufficient space for !la decent
classroom," a chapel and a kindergarten room where Mrs. Lee may for a
time have conducted a preschool class for local army children. 27 His
energy and enthusiasm rapidly won extensive community support for the
propose d Indian school: the Cana dian Army officials in Wh itehors e

26 GSA, MSCC Records, 6S 75-103, Series 3-3, Box 70, Rev. R. Ward to the Secretary, Interchurch Committee, "Missionary Work Done on the Alaska Highway and 'Canol' Project, 1942-44,· 20 May 1944.
27PAC, lA, RG 10, Vol. 6477, file 929-1, part 1, C. A. r. Clark, Report re Whitehorse Indian School, May, 1947;
also R. J. Meek to R. A. Hoey, 5 Septem~er 1946 and Meek to Indian Affairs, 14 October 1946.
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volunteered equipment and· technkal assistance while other contl::ibutions came from local· groups such as the Kiwanis Club.
By January,
1947, generous donations of money and supplies enabled Mr. Lee to begin day classes for fifteen Indian children, with Miss Ethel Doan, a
qualified teacher from Alberta, in charge.
Some Indian parents in the
vicinity at once transferred their children from Chooutla to the new
school so that they could live at home. From the beginning, this new
venture was strongly favoured by the local Indian Affairs staff: Hr.
R. J. Meek, the newly appointed full-time Indian agent for the Yukon,
urged ottawa to lend it recognition and support, while Miss M. Hackett, the Indian health nurse, expressed her delight at having a central location in the town where she could meet the native people,
check their health problems and immunize their children. 2 e
Enrolments grew so rapidly that Mr. Lee was almost at onc e
forced to seek more suitable accommodation. In May of that year( 1947)
he obtained for $2,000 a much larger structure located in an area
near Fourth Avenue and Hanson Street.
A former army installation
cons isting of a number 0 f bar rack -typ e buildings, each 0 f which
measured 20 by 120 feet, it seemed at the time incredibly well
equipped by Whitehorse standards: included in the purchase price, according to Major Clark of the Indian Affairs Branch, were "a fancy
[i.e., walk-inl cold storage plant, wash basins, toilet bowls, showers,
single beds, mattresses and sheets for fifty persons," as well as
ample space for several classrooms, a chapel and staff quarters. By
that September, the school had an enrolment of sixty pupils, over
forty of them boarders coming mainly from the Champagne area where
the Anglican s easo nal school no 1 onge r ope rate d reg ularly.
The
presence of these out-o£-town children necessitated the use of the
dormitory facilities as well as the opening of a second classroom and
the employment of another teacher. With such an increase in numbers,
the operating costs began to rise alarmingly and Mr. Lee turned to
ottawa for assistance. 29

2BIbid., Meek to Wel fare and Training, Indian Affairs Branch, 15 January 1947; M. Hackett to P. E. Moore, 24
January 1947.
29Ibid., Meek to Indian Affairs, 23 March 1948.
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Sources of Support
The federal authorities, having ascertained that there was little
likelihood that the Anglican Indian school in Whitehorse would re open,
had already agreed to recognize Mr. Lee's day classes to the extent
of paying the teacher's salary, providing school supplies and making a
small contribution to the cost of utilities.
They were, however, unwilling to accept his project as an official Indian residential 3ch(.Jol
since it was not sponsored by one of the four national churches participating in Indian education but by an independent group who~e
-permanence in Whitehorse was, they felt, unpredictable.
Furthermore,
the federal government by 1947 was engaged in preliminary plans for
constructing a large new residential schuul at Teslin to serve Catholic Indian children from northern British Columbia and the Yukon and
was also facing the necessity of replacing Chooutla Schoo1. 30
By
June, 1948, escalating fuel and maintenance costs and the need to
employ a larger staff brought r enewed appe~ls from Mr. Meek fo r
greater federal assistance to Mr. Lee's school on the grounds that it
had proved to be "a remarkable success" and obviously could no longer
. be maintained at the expense of Mr. Lee and his workers, aided by
private donations and such community efforts as bazaars and bake
sales. 3 1.
At this point, a move by the Yukon Territorial Council helped to
bring about a change in the federal government's attitude.
At its
August, 1948, session the Council agreed to pay a per diem allowance
of $1.10 each for "the upkeep of half-breed children and orphans of
white or doubtful status, being maintained by the Reverend H. I. Lee
and attending [his] Indian Day School."32
This decision inspired the
Indian Affairs Branch to make an equal per capita grant available for
the _Indian children living at Mr. Lee's school and led to an agreement

30Ibid., gernard r. Neary to Meek, 23 October 1947 and 5 April 1949.
31Ibid., Meek to Indian Affairs, 30 June 1948.
32Ibid., 11 August 1948.
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whereby the federal government, while not recognizing this establishment or assuming any other responsibility for it, undertook to pay
the salaries and northern living allowances for a maximum of three
teachers, to provide school books and supplies, to allow a small
monthly grant for school lunches in the winter months and, finally, to
pay ninety-five cents a day for each child of Indian status boarding
at the school, providing federal approval had been obtained prior to
the child's admission. 3 :3
Facilities and Organization
These formal arrangements enabled the Whitehorse Baptist Mission School, as it was currently known, to operate on a more secure
basis.
The total number of children at this time (1948-49) seems to
have varied from eighty to well over a hundred, most of them being
boarders, some of whom went home when their parents returned from
hunting or trapping.
No status distinctions prevented a child from
attending and since it was not an official Indian Affairs establishment,no denominational priorities applied, although most of the
workers were adherents of the local Baptist church.
The dormitories
were, as Major Clark reported, "plain but acceptable," the buildings
clean and functional and the dining room and kitchen certainly much
better equipped than those at Chooutla at that time.
Its efficient
management he attributed to the fact that most of the staff came
from Alberta and were consequently familiar with the dormitories operated in some rural divisions of that province in connection with its
consolidated high schools. The classrooms, furnished with benches and
tables, were not equipped with standard desks until 1949; in addition,
they suffered from the same deficiencies as those in the Dowell area
public school building, the windows being poorly placed and ill-fitted,
and the many stoves a potential fire hazard.
Since most of the
pupils had little or no previous schooling, the majority of them were
in the primary grades.
A 1949 report indicates that the principal's

33Ibid" ·Proposed Agreement between Indian Affairs Branch of the Department of Mines and Resources and the
Reverend H. I. Lee of Whitehorse,· n.d.; also Bernard r. Neary to Meek, 25 September 1948. The remaining
fifteen cents per day in the per capita grant represents each pupil's share of a teacher's salary.
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brother, Mr. Earl Lee, had only fourteen children in grades four to
seven, while Miss Patt.erson taught forty pupils in grades two and
three and Mr~;. Sophie Wiegand, who had replaced Miss Doan, was faced
'Nith a total enrolment of forty-six pupils, almost all of whom were
overage beginners. 34
Under these circumstances, it was fortunate
that the teachers were well qualified- and that the actual daily attendance was less than these figures imply.
While the curriculum was basically the same as that in the corresponding public school classes, the presence of so many older pupils
at the primary level created special needs.
Recognizing these, the
staff and teachers ::3eem to have made efforts to introduce other activities that would be interesting and useful; by the spring of 1950
it appears that the Indian Affairs Branch, going a step beyond the
terms of the 1948 agreement, was undertaking to pay the salary and
provide supplies for Miss Lilias Farley, then employed for three
afternoons a week as the school's art and handicraft instructor.
At
about the same time manual training--which up_ to that point had been
taught by a local carpenter for two evenings a week on a volunteer
basis--was formally introduced through a joint arrangement between
the Territorial government and the Indian Affairs Branch.
As a
res ult, boys from both the public and the Indian schools benefited for
a time from woodworking classes conducted in school hours by the high
school manual training teacher in premises provided in - the mission
building. 3 !5
Finally, athletic activities were encouraged as far as
facilities would permit.
Since the mission school was located in an
unsurveyed downtown area favoured by "squatters," it lacked
playground space; the children did, however, have an outdoor rink for
winter use and it appears that once a week volunteers coached indoor
sports in a hall made available for the purpose by the army.
By 1950, Mr. Lee had begun to grow uneasy about the future of
the project that he had so daringly begun. In February of that year,

3

4

Ibid., C. A. F. Clark, Report on- Whitehorse School, 11 November 1949.

315Ibid., Vo!. 6478, file 929-11, part 1, Philip Phelan to R. J. Meek, 14 September 1949; Meek to Indian Affairs, 17 October 1949; C. A. F. Clark to Superintendent of Indian Education, 22 June 1950.
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he wrote to Mr. Aubrey Simmons, M.P., to ask his support in presenting
to ottawa th e need for anew building to replace the. tempora r y
structure in which the school W.:lS housed. In addition to the expense
that major renovations would entail, Mr. Lee was faced with the probable need to relocate the school orice the land on which it stood
. reverted to its original owneJ:, the British Yukon Navigation Company.
Unwilling to invest more money under such cQnditions, yet determined
"to see this thing go forward for the betterment of the Indians in
and around this locality, and elsewhere where we find it possible to
help the Indians," he hoped that additional federal funding would become available. 3 6
Since they were by then committed to building two
large residential schools in the southern Yukon area, the Indian Af-fairs authorities once again declined to increase their participation
in his project.
Not easily discouraged, Mr. Lee continued to pursue
the matter but on March 2, 1952, before any fUrther developments had
taken place, he was killed in a highway accident some miles south of
Teslin.
At his funeral three hundred persons crowded into a theatre
in downtown Whitehorse to pay their last respects to a man who had
worked so hard among the native people of the area. 3 "7
The school
that he had founded only five years previously did not close, but
continued under the direction of his brother Earl, who assumed the
principalship.
By 1953 it had a total of 171 pupils; most of them
boarders, with four teachers, three of whom were provided by the Indian Affairs Branch, the additional teacher being refused on the
grounds that twenty-eight of the children were not of Indian status
and were therefore not the responsibility of the federal government. 38
The entry of this independent Baptist group into a traditionally
Anglican sphere of Indian education inevitably created problems.
Mr.
Meek had to adjust his procedures with respect to the family allowance payments for children transferring from Chooutla to the mis-

96Ibid., Vol. 6477, file 925-5, part 1, Harold Lee to "r. J. A. Si lIons, 14 February 1950; D. ". "acKay to Silmons, 16 "arch 1950.
37Whitehorse Star, 7 "arch 1952.
3BYA, YROF 10-29-1-11, Box 91, file 1, "elorandul, W. 6. Brown to F. J. Cunningham, 13 "arch 1953.
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sion school in Whitehorsei39 Major Clark expressed concern about the
potential tensions that could arise from interdenominational conflicts,
and the Anglican clergy were saddened and frustrated by their
church's inability to pr ovide rJ.dequately for its native follower s.·
Nevertheless, at the time the school certainly filled an unmet need
and also no doubt served, as Mr. Meek suggested, to lessen the local
demands upon Chooutla and thereby free some places there for children from more remote parts of the Territory.
Finally, its ambiguous
status in the eyes of the Indian Affairs Branch· helped to strengthen
the desire of the federal authorities to see the Yukon's Indian children integrated as soon as possible into the regular classrooms of
the Territory in line, as they said, with trends elsewhere in Canada. 40
Roman Catholic Schools
These years also witnessed· the emergence of a number of Roman
Catholic schools in the southwest part of the Yukon as missionaries
of the Oblate order, who had long been ministering to the native
people of northern British Columbia,41 extended their activities across
the B.C.-Yukon boundary.
Somewhat earlier, -in 1938, the Reverend Father A. Drean, OMI, had come from Lower Post, B.C., to strengthen his
church's ties with the Catholic Indians who migrated to Teslin Lake
each summer and to assess the suitability of that district as a site
for a future residential schoo1.42
The subsequent construction of
the Alaska Highway enabled· Bishop Coudert to establish missions and
day schools in a number of other Indian villages which had until that
time been only rarely visited by Anglican missionaries.

39PAC, Re 10, Vol. 6477, file 929-1, part 1, R. J. Meek to Family Allowances, Indian Affairs Branch, 15 January
1947.
4°lbid., Vol. 6478, file 929-11, part 1, B. t. Neary to R. J. Meek, 18 November 1949; Meek to Indian Affairs,
24 November 1949.
41Kay Cronin, Cross in the

Wildernes~,

(Toronto: Mission Press, 1960), pp. 127-29; p. 240.

42PAC, lA, RG 10, Vol. 6482, file 942-1, part 1, J. O. Plourde, 0"1, to Dr. Harold "cGill, 10 February 1940.
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Teslin Lake Roman Catholic Indian Day School
Having obtained a plot of land near the Taylor and Drury post
in Teslin, Father Drean set to work to erect his mission buildings.
By 1911 the school house was completed and he could begin to hold
classes each day for eighteen Roman Catholic children and four older
pupils.43
Thereafter, this seasonal school became an ongoing feature
in the settlement, recognized and supported by the Indian Affairs
Branch in ottawa.
Throughout these years the Anglican church als 0
ca.rried on its summer school but, lacking adequate facilities and a
permanent clergy prese nce, its enr olmen ts diminish ed con siderably.
Furthermore, the nature of the community underwent a transformation:
by the late 194 Os Teslin was no longer an isolated Indian village but
a highway settlement; the life-style 6f the native people had been
disrupted by the influx of construction workers in 1942; epidemics had
taken their toll and many families had begun to relinquish their traditional pursuits in favour of year-round work along the Alaska Highway
and even in Whitehorse. 44
In 1948 the dwindling number of pupils at
the Anglican school were, as previously noted, absorbed into· Teslin
Lake Joint School and then into the Teslin public school, although
spme parents still placed their children in Chooutla while they were
away hunting or trapping.
The Roman Catholic day school continued to
mainta in its s eparat e ident ity as a summer ope rat ion unt il 1950i
thereafter the parents either sent their children to the new Territoria I scho 01, or, if th ey pre ferre d, to t he Cat holic residential
school that opened at Lower Post in 1951.
Lower Post Catholic Indian Residential Schoo1 4 !!1
For a time, it had seemed that Teslin was to be the site of a
large new residential school serving the Catholic Indian Indian children
of Bishop Coudert's huge diocese, which included the entire Yukon and

43Ibid., file 933-1, part 1, Father A. Draan to

"T.

S. A. Jeckell, 25 October 1941.

44Diocese of Yukon, Journal of Proceedings of the Tenth Synod, August 18-20, 1953, p. 25.
4SAlthough the Lower Post school was not, strictly speaking, a Yukon school, a brief outline of its development
is included here owing to the fact that it served a good number of Yukon children.
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that part of British Columbia that lay north of the 58th parallel.
Although he had placed some children at the LejClC school, located on
Fraser Lake in British Columbia, about 150 miles southwest of Fort st.
James,46 or at the Groua.rd school in northern Alberta, the Bishop
wished to establish a boarding fa.ci1ity at a point ,that would be more
readily accessible to his people.
Surveys conducted in 1940 and 1944
indicated that numbers would justify such an undertaking, since they
found more than nine hundred Catholic Indians in the area, including
about _three hundred in the Yukon, mainly at such places as Burwash,
Pelly Banks, France sLake, Watson Lake and Teslin.47
The lat ter
point, located - on the Alaska Highway,with a sma.ll airport, a wellestablished mission and a good water supply, seemed at first to be
ideal for the purpose.
By the end of 1947, ottawa had given its approval to the project and had voted the necessary money.48 Further
deliberations, however, resulted in a decision to build the school at
Lower Post, B.C., a small settlement on the Alaska Highway twelve
miles south of Watson Lake--a move that may possibly have been
taken to forestall any concern over establishing two large residential
schools in the same jurisdiction.
The new site also provided easier
access for pupils coming from the Oblate missions in northern British
Columbia and enjoyed good commercial air connections, a feature that
was lacking at Teslin.
Construction began at this new location in
1950; in September, 1951, Lower Post Catholic Indian Residential School
was opened, with the Reverend Father A. Fleury, an experienced Indian
school administ;rator from southern B.C., as its first principal.
According to Father Morisset, who was in charge of the school
during its late r years, this or iginal building was a large squ are
structure that housed classrooms, dormitories, and all other necessary facilities for about sixty children. Some years later, two additional separate buildings were added, each connected to the original
one by a covered corridor as shelter from the weather; one housed a

46ACDYR, Series l-l.c, Box 11, file 15, Colin 6ibson to Archbishop Adals, 15 July 1949.
47PAC, lA, R6 10, Vol. 6428, file 942-1, part I, Bishop J. ". Coudert to R. A. Hoey, 27 June 1945.
4BDetails will be found in PAC, R6 85, Vol. 1469, file 630-212.
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chapel and auditorium-gymnasium, the other provided a separate student residence that freed space in the. mcHn building for additional
classrooms and increased the total capacity of the school to about
120 pupils. The teachers ·were Sisters of Saint Ann, additional lay instructors being added to the staff as time passed and enrolments increased.
In 1956 Father Fleury was killed in a car accident on the
Cassiar road in northern British Columbia; he ,was succeeded as principal by Father Raymond Levaque and later by Father E. Morisset, whCJ
moved from Burwash Landing in the Yukon to take charge of Lower Post
Indian Residential School until it closed in 1964.
Ross River Catholic Indian School
Following the departure of the Reverend John Martin from Ross
River in 1934, the Anglican church lost contact with the Indian bands
that frequented the area; a decade later, in 1943, its mission house
was destroyed by fire. 49
During those years, no day school WClS held
and, in view of its extreme isolation, it is doubtful whether any children from that region attended Chooutla.
The situation changed in
1944 when the opening of the Canal road led Bishop Coudert to seek
contact with· the Catholic Indians who travelled to the Ross River
country from the Mackenzie!5O and Liard River areas.
In 1945 Oblate
missionaries built a station at Ross River post and from 1946 on held
classes for a few weeks each summer during the brief period that the
Indian people were there.
Baptist workers also made their way to
that area, and persuaded some parents to place their children at Mr.
Lee's boarding school in Whitehorse, while a few others seem to have
favoured the Anglican school at Carcross.
The Catholic seasonal

49ACDYR, Series I-l.b, Box 10, file 6, C. P. Bouldin to District Engineer, U.S. Engineering Dep't., 27 rebruary
1943.
~o~ost Indians of the northern and central Yukon were Anglicans. However, at the turn of the century some fifteen Catholic families from rort Good Hope in the Northwest Territories established a village at Lansing
Post on the upper Stewart River, where they received occasional visits from Dawson priests. Only a few
survived the epidemics of 1918-1920; the village ceased to exist and a number of the survivors moved to
the ~ayo area. Other bands froll Roman Catholic settlements along the ~ackenzie River periodically crossed
the mountains to hunt and trap in the southeastern Yukon. (rrom a document in the author's possession:
"Notes on the Indian Village of Lansing," by rather E. ~orisset, O~I, 28 rebruary 1987.)
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school was operated each summer until 1952; in 1953 no classes were
held because of the polio epidemic.
Thereafter, this school was not
reopened and most f<J.milies gradua.lly ca.me to :-:;pnc1 their children tn
the residential school at Lower Post ..
Burwash Roman Catholic Indian School
Wartime highway construction also opened a vast new area to the
west and north of Whitehorse extending beyond the Aishihik and Kluane
districts to the Alaska':'Yukon border.
The Indian people who frequented the more remote parts of this region had over the years
received only rare visits from the Anglican workers stationed at
Champagne.
As a result, most of the children from that area had
received little or no schooling prior to the establishment in 1944 of
a Roman Catholic mission at Burwash Landing/n . a trading post and Indian gathering point at the northern extremity of Kluane Lake. American army authorities donated logs and other mateiials from abandoned
construction camps at Duke River and other nearby highway points;
with these Father Eusebe Morisset built a substantial church and
rectory at Burwash.
Screening off a portion of the church for use
as a schoolroom and making portable desks that could be removed on
Sundays, he began to hold classes in late December, 1944, for four.teen pupils.
Since the Indians there were fortunate in having their
_permanent headquarters close to their hunting and trapping grounds,
Father Morisset found that it was possible to teach for longer periods than was usual in other seasonal schools. In general, his classes
met regularly for three months in the winter and at least two in the
summer, enabling the children to make reasonably good progress in
their lessons.
As he recalls, there were no boarding pupils at the
mission, but some children from the Rloo Lake area along the Haines
road visited his classroom occasionally when their parents came to
trade at the Burwash post.
Recognized and supported by the Indian
Affairs Branch, this seasonal school continued to operate for some
years until it finally became po ssible for the children to attend

'!HPAC, lA, R6 10, Vol. 6478, file 934-1, part 1, J. L. Coudert to Mr. Phelan, 17 March 1945j Father Eusebe
Morisset to Mr. 6ibben, 3 April 1945.
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school somewhere else, either at Lower Post (1951)
torial school that opened later at Haines Junction.

or at the Terri-

Snag Village Seasonal School
In 1947, Father Morisset's assistant, Father Pierre Rigauu, OMI,
opened a small seasonal school at the Indian, village of Snag, a point
some sixteen miles off the Alaska Highway in the White River area,
where the government had in 1942 established an air strip and weather
station.
Whenever there were sufficient chUdren at the village, Father Rigaud held classes for them, but in view of the uncertain nature of this operation, no federal assistance was requested.
With
the opening of the school at Lower Post in 19 51, these seasonal
classes were discontinued, the children being encouraged instead to
attend the residehtial schooL52
Anglican Mission Schools
These new Indian schools that developed in the 1940s in the
southern and western Yukon tended to be better built· and equipped
than those operated by the Anglican missions, all of which were by
now showing the effects of age.
Although some of the latter were
closed at times during the war years, most of them eventually
reopened as . workers became available and continued to operate until
changing times rendered them no longer necessary.
Each has its own
story, depending upon its location and the circumstances affecting the
Indian people concerned.
Champagne Landing Seasonal School
Although student missionaries had maintained the Anglican mission
schools at Champagne and Klukshu consistently from 1922 onward, aided
by an occasional visit from an ordained clergyman or the bishop, the
brief duration of these school sessions and their intermittent nat ure
resulted in only very minimal literacy; for anything more, some years

S2from information supplied by father E. Korisset, Whitehorse, 15 february 1987.
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of res idenc e at Chooul:la were requi red.
In the 194 Os, when the
Anglican church was no longer able to staff these posts on a regular
hasis every summer and Chooutla could. not meet the demands upon it,
the Indian people of the area turned. to other teachers who had arrived on the f;cene.
Denominational allegL::mces became blurred as
many families aV<liled themselves of the opportunity to place their
children in other residential or mission schoCDls or in summer classes
offered by itinerant evangelists at a number of highway points. 53 The
Anglican school was not reopened after 1951."
Selkirk Indian Day School
At Fort Selkirk the school situation remained throughout the
1940s very similar to that in Mr. Canham's day; the Indians there
spent little time in the community and infrequent and ir.regular attendance continued to be the main obstacle to pupil progress.
Nevertheless, the Indian Affairs Branch maintained the school's status
as a year-round day school, even though only a handful of children
attended at anyone time.
The Reverend Randall Stringer's report for
"the autumn quarter of 1942 is typical: of the twenty-two pupils then
. enrolled, only three attended for more than thirty days and. two of
those were from the same family. 54
When he left for Dawson in 1946,
Mrs. Cowaret resumed teaching, with twenty-four children on the roll
.but an average daily attendance of fewer than four.
Since by that
. date the old school building was no longer serviceable, s he held
classes in her own home where she also looked after the community's
post office.
Mr. Meek and Major Clark, the Indian Affairs Education
Officer, were apparently not too happy with this informal arrangement,
nor with the slow progress the pupils were making--partly due, as
Mrs. Cowaret pointed out, to the fact that very few of them spoke
any English.
Under the circumstances, Major Clark conceded that her
influence with the people and her ability to speak their language out-

S3ACDYR, Series l-l.b, Box 8, file 6, Anthony W. 6ascoyne to Archbishop Adams, 31 October 1949.
s4PAC, lA, R6 10, Vol. 6477, file 929-2, part 1.
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weighed the fact' that her teaching
gene rally outdated.!5!5

qualifications

and methods

were

Although the Indian agent: and the Bishop considered making some
repairs to the building, the lack of pupils and the uncertain future
of the settlement led to the withnra wal in 1948 of federal support
for this school.
For a few years more, Mr's. Cowaret continued to
hold classes on her own whenever a sufficient number of Indian children made their appearance.
By 1951, however, most of the white
residents had gone, leaving Fort Selkirk to become a ghost town as
new roads eliminated the need for river travel. In 1953, she and her
husband followed the Indian people to a new home at Minto, a tiny
settlement on the Yukon River about forty miles below Carmacks, near
the Whitehorse-Dawson Highway that had ended Fort Selkirk's importance "forever. Until her death in 1958, Mrs. Cowaret looked after the
McCabe Creek post office, gave out medicine on behalf of the Indian
Affairs Branch, and conducted church services for the Indian people,
who continued their nomadic ways, travelling back and forth between
their fish camps and traplines in the region.
The Anglican day school
became a thing of the past; it did not reopen at Minto or at Pelly
Crossing, a point some twenty-six miles away on the Whitehorse-Dawson
road where the band finally made a permanent. home. 56
Residential
school remained the only alternative, since the children had to wait
until the mid-1960s for a Territorial school to be established there.
Carmacks Indian School
Apart from the Reverend R. C. Ward's two-month visit in the
winter of 1939, no Indian school seems to have been held at Carmacks
from 1936 until 1944.
At that date Mrs. Cowaret spent some time
there, returning again in 1945 and 1946 whenever the Indian families
gathered at their village.
A more consistent pattern began in 1948
with the appointment of Mr. W. J. Brownlee. as the resident "welfare

55Ibid., file 928-1, part 1, Agent's Report, January 1948; Inspector's Report, 24 "ay 1947; Quarterly School
Return, 31 December 1947.
56Five Pioneer Women, pp. 30-31.
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teache r," a category established by the Indian Affairs Branch whe reby,
in addition to classroom instruction, the teacher performed oth er
tasks such as "the registration of births and deaths, payment of Family Allowances, dispensing of. medicines dnd the organiza tion of various
community activities," for which he was. paid a higher salary.!57
Since the Carmacks schoolhouse had burned down in 1947 and was
not rebuilt until 1950, Mr. Brownlee held classes in his own home during those years, moving at times to a logging camp in the area or to
the nearby coal mine in order to teach the children and attend to the
needs of the Indians periodically employed there. A lay church worker
who had .previously spent some time at Champaqne and Chooutla, he
se(~ntti--despite
his good intentions---to have proved unequal to the
stresses of the work in such an isolated situation. As access to the
various . boarding schools became available, atte ndance a t his day
classes began to drop sharply and in 1955, when only two pupils appeared, Bishop Greenwood and the Indian agen.t decided to close the
Carmacks mission school in favour of the eventual integration of the
children into a Territorial public school in that community.!5B
Mayo Indian Day School
As postwar mining developments increased the demand for longshore labour at Mayo, the native people of that area began to abandon their wandering lifestyle in favour of more regular employment.
In May, 1947, a visiting group of Indian Affairs officials found that
there were about thirty school-age children in the village who would
be able to attend classes for at least six months each year. Since
the Mayo public school was overcrowded and the parents afraid of
tuberculosis, a joint Territorial-Indian Affairs school was out of the
question; the authorities accordingly decided to . reopen the one at

s7Department of Citizenship and Immigration, Indian Affairs Branch, Indian Education, The Indian in Transition
Series, (ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1964), p. 10.
seYA, ACDYR, Series l-l.a, Box 6, file 25, Rev. H. J. Taylor to Archbishop Adams, 21 November 1951; Box 3, file
30, R. r. Davey to Bishop Greenwood, 25 Kay 1955.
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the Indian village, unused since 1938/~9 and to appoint Miss Sarah Ann
Dougall of Whitehorse to be the resident welfare teacher. .Her status
as a qualified teacher entitled her to a salary of $175 a month, plus
a northern cost-of-living allo wance; the Anglican diocese rec eived
thirty dollars a month as rent for the former Indian church and rectory, which were converted into a school house arid teacherage. GO
Since highway connections had not as yet been established, some
of the teaching materials ordered in May failed to reach Mayo before
the river froze in October; a:::; a result Miss Dougall had to manage
for .J. time with out blackboar ds and p re -primers, while he r pupils
huddled at locaily made benches and tables until the furniture factory
in Quebec caught up with its wartime backlog of school orders, a full
year later.
Such inconveniences were offset by the more liberal
policies then being instituted by the federal authorities. Records indicate, for example, that she received a wide variety of handicraft
materials for general school purposes, as well as a sewing machine
for use by a women's group and an eighteen-foot canoe and an outboard motor to facilitate access to the town of Mayo, plus an allotment of one hundred pounds of vitaminized biscuits to be distributed
to her pupils at daily recess.6~
When Sadie Dougall left Mayo in 1950, the children were attending
class regularly and making good progress; by then there were twentysix pupils on the roil: eight in grade one, eleven in gracle two and
seven altogether in grades three, four and six. She was succeeded by
Miss Liilian Connor, an Irish girl who had received deaconess training
in Toronto.
For a time the Indian Affairs Branch, wishing to enforce

S9Reference has been found to a brief attempt by a local Indian, Charlie Jimmy, to hold classes for some weeks
in the winter of 1945-46. Ibid., Box 2, file 13, W. R. Stringer to the Rt. Rev. W. A. Geddes, 25 rebruary
1946.
6°PAC, lA, RG 10, Vol. 6478, file 935-1, part 1, Telegram, C. A. r. Clark to B. r. Neary, 21 Kay 1947.
61Ibid., Memorandum, Clark to R. J.
agency received eight hundred
pounds should usually suffice
the Indian health nurse should
attendance. •

Meek, 19 November 1947. In the interests of pupil health, the Yukon Indian
pounds of these biscuits for distribution to the Indian schools. "Ten
one pupil for sixteen weeks,· suggestedKr. Clark, who also proposed that
allocate some to the Selkirk and Carmacks schools las inducement for better
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its policy of employing only cert ificated teachers in its schools,
refused to approve her appointment;62 as a result Archbishop Adams,
who had insisted that she be employed, had to appeal to the national
An(Jlican :::hur.ch women for her stipend.
Her services, however, proved
entir ely sa tisfactory and th e Branch eve nt ually rec onsid ered its
stand. 6 3
Early in 1952 she fell ill and had to move from the Yukon,
lc;aving her classes to be taught for 'a brief period by Mr. Brownlee
from Carmacks.
For some time it had been obvious that the school building on
the Mayo Indian reserve was overcrowded and inadequate.
Although
plans for its replacement had been in preparation since the summer uf
1948, no action had been taken owing to the inability of the band
members to decide whether or not to relocate on the other side of
the river at Mayo itself.
These discussions were still in progress
when Miss Hilda Hellaby arrived from Dawson in St~ptember, 1952, to
replace Miss Connor as teacher dnd to look after the welfare of the
people. She carried on the day school in the village for the next few
years, remaining until 1956, when all the· Indian families had moved
from the reserve into Mayo and the children had made the transition
into the Territorial school there. 64
Moosehide Indian Day School
The pattern of life at Moosehide remained relatively unchanged
until the mid-19 4 Os, when clergy replacements for such outposts became hard to find.
Consequently, when the Reverend B. Dixon left at
the end of June, 1944, regular classes lapsed for a time except for a
six-month period in 1945 when Jimmy Wood undertook to hold school as
a temporary measure--being paid half the usual salary, as was then
the federal policy with respect to Indian teachers. 65
In the summer

62ACDVR, Series 1-1 •• , Box 1, file 1, Bernard F. Neary to Archbishop AdaRs, 11 September 1950 and 17 January
1951.
63Ibid., J. C. B. Williamson to Adams,

a July

1951.

64Northern Lights, (new ed.), Number 11, December 1956.
6sPAC, lA, RG 10, Vol. 6477, file 927-3, part 1, Salary Record re J. J. Wood, January 1945.
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of 1946 Bish op Geddes ap pointed Captain Harold Edward Bridge, an
.i\merican who had completed theolo(Jical studies in Vancouver, to fill
the vacancy at the Moosehide Indian mission.
On his arrival at his new p05t on October the first, 1946, Captain Bridge found a diminished population, dilapidated buildings and few
teaching materials on hand.
For a time his' energy and enthlJsiasrn,
directed towards attracting the Indian people back to Moosehide, produced remarkable results.
Within two months there were seventeen
pupils attending school, aged from six to twenty, and he had alreudy
begun to build up a collection of equipment that must have amazed
them, since records show that he ordered and received gramophone
records, a football, two dozen lacrosse sticks and archery supplies,
as well as materials for shellcraft, leatherwork, clay modelling and
macrame. ss
As the months passed, he trained a choir, built a greenhouse and in the summer of 1948, with the aid of generous donations
from the residents of Dawson,S"7 completed the enlargement o~f the old
school building to form a community hall, to which he added a ,new 20
by 30 foot r.lassroom and an electric light pl.:mt.
To the opening of
this building, which coincided with the fiftieth anniversary of the
felunding of Moosehide, he invited the leading citizens of Dawson; addresses were given by the Indian agent, Mr. R. J. Meek, as well as
Controller J. E. Gibben, Archbishop Adams and Jimmy Wood, the chief of
the Moosehide band.
This "fete," as the Dawson newspaper termed
it,S8 marked the high point of his time there.
Thereafter, as the months passed, the monotonous and often discouraging aspects of hiS work seem to have sapped his drive and
enthusiasm; during the next few years he is reported as becoming increasingly despondent and dissatisfied, confused in his handling of accounts and err atic and impat ient in his dea lings with the Indian

66Ibid., file 927-5, part 1, copies of bills and correspondence re purchases for "oosehide School, 1947-48.
67For example, see ACDYR, Series l-l.a, Box 1, file 1, H. Edward Bridge to Educational Secretary, I.O.D.E., 24
March 1948.
69Dawson Weekly News} 23 September and 7 October 1948.
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people. 69
His attempts to improve the living conditions and recreational facilities at Moosehide could not offset the attractions of
nearby Dawson and many Indian families gradUally drifted away from
the village to seek employment in the larger centre.
His mental
decline continued rtnd problems increased; in February, 1952, he left
Moosehide, his place being filled by clergy from Dawson who maintained
the mission as best they could for the remainder of the term.
That summer, Bishop Greenwood appointed a· young teacher, Mr. A.
L. Pesklevits, to take charge of classes there for the 1952 - 5 3 school
yertr.
Finally, after another year had elapsed, Mrs. Mabel Gosbee, a
r:ertiEicated teacher with considerable experience in Indian schools in
the Hudson's Bay area, responded to the Bishop's appeal for help."7 0
She arrived from Manitoba at the beginning of September, 1954, to be
. the last welfare teacher appointed to an Indian school in 'the Yukon.
Described as an "individualist," capable of working on her own under
diff icul t con diti ons, she looke d aft er the communi ty's health and
taught the few remaining children until Moosehide mission was closed
three years later and all the children were integrated into Dawson
Public. School.
Old Crow Indian Day School
Miss Mildred McCabe, who had pionee red the role of welfar e
teacher in the Territory, left Old Crow in the summer of 1940. Since
this posting had proved so arduous for a single woman, the Indian Affairs Branch welcomed Bishop Geddes' appointment in 1941 of a married
clergyman, the Reverend J. W. Ellis, who arrived that September as
missionary-teacher, while his wife--a graduate nurse--cared for the
community's health needs."7 J..
For the next three years he carried on
classes systematically and with good success, since most children attended regularly except for the times when they left the village with

69IA, ACDYR, Series H.b, Box 9, file 12, H. E. Bridge to Archbishop Adams, 11 April 1949; Bernard F; Neary to
Adams, 6 July 1949.
7°Ibid., Series l-l.a, Box 3, file 28, Krs. K. Gosbee to the Rt. Rev. T. Greenwood, 6 April 1954.
?IIbid., Series l-1.e, Box 13, file 17, Bishop (Geddesl to R. A. Hoey, 5 February 1943.
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their families for the hunting or trapping grounds.
Unfortunately,
Bishop Geddes was unable to find replacements for the Ellises when
their term expired and, although the mission church work was
entrusted to the Reverend Julius Kendi and his wife, the regular day
school had to be discontinued since they ·could not tC.:1ch in English
,as was required by Indian Affairs.
Consequently, the Old Crow people
had no choice (~xcept to ::;encJ their children tQ Chooutla for long periods of time- -a step that few were willing to take, since memories of
the epidemics and deaths of the 192 Os still lingered.
Unhappy with
the situation, they joined together in August, 1945, to petition the
Indian ag.ent for the establishment of a residential school in their
community so that the children could have the benefits of an education near home yet uninterrupted by their parents' seasonal expeditions.
Some families even considered moving to l\.klavik to secure
schooling of this type, but most were reluctant to· face the loss of
their traplines and the I)ther changes that such amove would
entail. 72
Although concerned about the problem, the Indian Affairs
authorities could do little under wartime conditions except to urge
the MSCC to reopen the mission school; however, Bishop Geddes' illness
and death, along with the extreme shortage of qualified workers, left
the church equally unable to res olve the difficulty. Under these circumstances, many parents did in fact seek some way to ensure their
children's education: by the fall of 1947 a total of twenty-one children from Old Crow were reported to have been placed in the Carcross
or: Aklavik schools, or: in st. Paul's Hostel in Dawson, while eight
others had moved with their parents to be near a school.
Since
about nine were said to have died that year, presumably of tuberculosis, it appears that only fifteen school-age children were by then
left in the community.7:3
As all efforts to reopen. the school proved
unavailing, the village had to forego the services of a teacher until
the summer of 1950.

npAC, lA, R6 10, Vol. 6478, file 932-1, part 1, ·Petition to the Indian Agent,· 28 August 1945.
73Ibid., file 932-2, part 1, Telegram, C. A. F. Clark to Bernard Neary, 26 May 1947; Corporal H. A. Kirk, RCMP,
to Officer Commanding, Whitehorse Subdivision, 13 November 1947.
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At that point, Arr:hbishop Adams WCl.!:; happy to announce that Mrs.
Lilian Lucey, R.N., had offered to come to Old Crow as a welfare
tear:her and mission worker."74
A trained nurse from England, Mrs.
Lucey had spent some years in British Columbia working with the
Columbia Coast Mission and the T.B. Preventorium at Alert Bay.
Although she had no teaching qualifications, she had gained some class·room experience in her various postings. From her memoirs, we gather
that she was fond of the Old Crow children, although decidedly
d uthoriLarian and old-fashioned in her approach to them.
Most of her
pupils were beginners, some of them fifteen or sixteen years old; she
apparently taught them to recite English nursery rhymes, to read from
the "Dick and Jane" textbooks then prescribed for many Canadian
schools, to write, to do simple arithmetic, and to mind their manners.
Dedicated mainly to improving the community's health, she saw to it
that her pupils received their daily snack of cocoa and vitaminized
biscuits, as well as the n ece ssa ryinoc ula tio ns d nd a thorough
grounding in matters of general hygiene."75
Her systematic care
helped to bring the school back to life and when she left in 1953 its
operation passed to the new resident missionary, the Reverend R. F.
Wheeler.
An unmarried clergyman with some medical training and field
hospital experience, he maintained the school at Old Crow during his
three-year term there, enabling the children to progress steadily
through the lower elementary grades with no further interruption in
their schooling.

Increased Federal Funding
From these accounts it is evident that the Yukon shared to a
considerable degree in the nation-wide expansion of Indian education
that followed World War H.
The 1946 - 4 8 investigations had revealed

74YA, ACDYR, Series 1-1.a, Box 4, file 25, Lilian Lucey to Archbishop of Yukon, 21 rebruary 1950j SSA, Lucey
Papers, M6B-4, Archbishop W. R. Adams to Lucey, 25 May 1950.
7sIbid., M6B-l, Lilian Lucey, R.N., "A Story of Old Crow, Yukon Territory, 1950-53.·
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the extent of the federal government's previous neglect of its northern peoples; the subsequent changes in policy and increases in financial support enlarged the Yukon's Indian agency staff <1nd br.ought
about rapid developments in health care and education~ In addition to
new school buildings, ottawa's more generous a.llocation of instructiunal materials and its attempts to obtain more highly qualified
teachers brought undoubted educ<1tional benefits.
However, with integration as the national goal, emphasis in the classroom was directed
towards the provision of a standard Canadian education intended to
fit the children for eventual entrance into public schools and the
wage-earning white man's world; such areas as Indian language, history,
folklore and traditional skills were overlooked at this juncture and
had to await provincial or territorial initiatives that developed much
later from· organized demands on the part of the Indian people themselves.
Rising Enrolments
I

As a result of this new federal emphasjs and growing local interest, the Yukon began to see a steady and marked increase in the
number of Indian children at school.
In the early 194 Os, enrolrnents
had been at a low ebb, with no more than forty pupils at Chooutla
and far fewer in regular attendance at the three day schools then
operating. 76
By 1950, however, the numbers had risen considerably,
partly because of the opening of Mr. Lee's school in Whitehorse and
partly because of thp. increase in the number of local day or seasonal schools operated by variolls missions in the Territory. Possibly of even greater importance was the fact that more Indian parents
were being made aware of the provision of the federal Family Allowance Act that required them to send their children to school if
one was available.
Consequently, it appears that by that date <1 to-

76Indian Affairs statistics should be approached with caution as they appear at times to reflect federal funding procedures rather than the actual school situation. For example, the Branch annual reports indicate
that prior to 1943 there were two residential schools in the Yukon; in that case, one must have been St.
Paul's Hostel, which was not a school nor did it accept status Indian children. In later years, it appears that the Whitehorse Baptist "ission school was included as a day school even though most children
there were boarders, presumably because it was not an official residential school.
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tal of some 160 pupils were enrolled at the Carcross and Whitehorse
Indian school s, with perhap s anoth er seve nty or eighty attending
classes of a more or less seasonal nature at the various missions.
This tren d to incre ased enro lrrients co ntinued t hroughou t the
19505 dnd was accompanied by Cl major shift in the number and type of
Indian schools in the Territory.
Whereas by 1955 the number of local
mission schools had fallen from nine to three, the opening of the
Catholic school at Lower Post and the new enlarged' facilitie s at
Chooutla had brought a sharp rise in the number of pupils attending
residential schools, which for some years thereafter became the main
channel for education of the Yukon's Indian children. By the mid-19 "i Os
it is probable that well over three hundred pupils were enrolled in
the boarding institutions at Carcross, Lower Post and Whitehorse,
with perhaps an additional fifty or sixty attending the three remaining Indian day schools at the Mayo, Moosehide and Old Crow missions.
That integration was also gradually and quietly taking place is indicated by a comment in a memorandum dated March 13, 1953, in which
Commissioner Brown notes that forty-two Indian children were the n
being educated in Territorial public schools. 7 7
Although he does not
name the schools, it seems safe to assume that, in addition to Teslin,
the communities of Dawson and perhaps Carcross were by then coming
to accept status Indian children in their classrooms.
All records
agree, however, that most Yukon Indian pupils at this time were in the
primary grades, with very few enrolled above. grade six and none in
high school.
Focus on Integration
Attendance at these large residential schools was widely perceived by officials of the day to be a positive and necessary step
on the road to integration, one that would bring greater numbers ofIndian children into school for longer. periods than had previously
been possible and thereby prepare them socially and academically for
their ultimate transfer to a Territorial public school.
However, such

77VA, VROr 10-29-1-11, file 1, W. S. Brown to r. J. S. Cunninghal, 13 March 1953.
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a transfer could only come about as the Yukon public school system
in its turn became able to meet the growing demands 0 f its expanding
population. Even by ·1955 it was· becoming possible to foresee the admi.nistrative difficulties that would attend the final transition: since
more par:tie~ had become involved in Indian schooling, denominational
and other interests would have to be safeguarded; sufficient financial
support would be required and procedures to facilitate the transfer
of pupils from the residential to the Territorial schools would have
to be put in place.
Consequently, while the move to integration
gathered strength through the 19505, the process would not be fully
completed for another decade and in the meantime the educat ion of
the Territory's native children remained largely in the hands of the
federal department of Indian Affairs and its church-directed residential and day schools.
Metis Children:

st.

Paul's Hostel

No review of education in the Yukon during the postwar period
would be complete without reference to St. Paul's Hostel, the
residence established in 1920 by Bishop Stringer to. enable children of
mixed parentage living in isolated areas to have access to Dawson
Public School. Since it did not serve status Indians, it did not share
in the postwar benefits that accompanied the federal programs and
eventually fell victim to economic strictures and changing conditions
within the Territory itself.
Having weathered the depression years, st. Paul's faced a major
setback in March, 1943, when the Indian Affairs Branch withdrew its
annual grant on the grounds that--especially in wartime--it was under
no legal obligation to contribute to the maintenance of non-status
Indian children. 7 e
This loss of income was to some extent replaced by
assistance from the Yukon Council, which voted at its March, 1943,
session a sum of $5,500 for the care of an unspecified number of "indigent half-breed and white children" at st. Paul's Hostel, on the un-

?SPAC, lA, R6 10, Vol. 6481, file 941-1, part I, R. A. 6ibson to Kr. Jeckell, 19 Karch 1942j KemorandulD to
Deputy Kinister, 3 February 1945.
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derstanding that their admission would be under the control of Mr..
Jeckell. 7 9
Later changed to a per diem grant of $1.10 for eiJch child
placed in the hostel on government authority, this Territorial support
proved to be a mixed blessing.
As time passed, the hostel Wd3 forced
to play a dual role, that of a detention celltre for young offenders
who could be placed there by order of the court and that of a home
where children from more remote areas could live while attending
school. It was expected that the latter children would continue to be
fully supported by their parents and that any additional co:;t::; would
be borne by the church.
With this agreement in place, and staff turnover reduced by the
appointment of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Derrom as principal and matron, some
years of relatively stable operation ensued. Well-experienced in work
of this type, the Derroms provided economical and careful management,
assisted for a time by Mrs. Clara Tizya (one of the Hostel's first
residents) and Miss Doris Muir, a trained church worker.
Under Mr.
Derrom's direction the garden flourished, while his wife saw to it that
a good supply of local salmon was preserved for winter use as well
as several hundred pounds of wild cranberries and blueberries. eo
In
addition, the Controller continued to supply the hostel with moose
meat at prices far lower than those charged. for beef in Dawson's
butcher stores. Although the children shared the chores and were not
allowed to wander the streets, a homelike atmosphere prevailed.
Those who had no families to return to in the summer months went to
camp at Rock Creek for three weeks every July; the rest of the vacation they spent their spare time at the local swimming pool or else
chopped wood and sold berries to make a little pocket money. e ~: To
keep families together, some pre-school children were accepted; many
stayed until they reached sixteen, although eventually the leaving age
was raised to eighteen to encourage the older ones to attend high
school. Most of them made good progress in their studies and a num-

79Yukon Territorial Council, Votes and Proceedings t April, 1943.
BOYA, ACDYR, Series 1II-3.c, Box 47, file 2, W. A. Geddes.to Kr. Derrom, 8 September 1944.
Bllbid., Mrs. Derrom to Mrs. J. Murray, 18 October 1949.
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ber excelled at athletics.
At this period, as one former resident
recalls, "The hostel gave me the best home possible if I had to grow
up without my mothe r."S 2

r

Skillful management could not offset the steady rise in the cost
of goods and services and, while the children continued to be well fed
and cared· for, necessary repairs to the building--which dated from
the goldrush days--had to be postponed owing to the expense involved.
By 1947, the hostel was relying for financial support upon the Territorial pe:r capita grant for the government wards, along with funds
from the national church Women's Auxiliary, who paid the salaries of
the women workers, and whatever the Bishop could spare from the annual MSCC grant to his diocese for missionary purposes. The share of
the funding paid by the parents began to decline sharply; some, by no
means indigent, fell months behind in their maintenance payments while
others, affected by the drastic drop in the price of furs, could pay
very little towards their children's keep at the hostel. s :!!
Furthermore, although all parents were encouraged to turn over their family
allowance cheques for children boarding at St. Paul's, it appears that
not all of them could do SO.S4
On his first visit to Dawson in 1948, Archbishop Adams attempted
to improve matters by setting up a local board of management to
direct the hostel's affairs.
By then, however, the situation was already rapidly deteriorating.
Even when, at the board's request, the
rate for each Territorial ward was raised from $1.10 to $1.90 a day,S5
the op erating def icit c ontin ued to mount.
This problem was intensified by the fact that the government had begun to place its
wards from the Whitehorse district in Mr. Lee's school there, a move
which reduced the income upon which st. Paul's budget was based.
In

(Taylor) Lennox, now of Calgary, Alberta, a resident of St. Paul's Hostel from 1941 to 1948.
93YA, ACDYR, Series 1-1.c, Box 17, file 3, A. W. Derrom to Archbishop Adams, 24 July 1947.
92~argaret

94 Ibid., Series 1II-3.c, Box 47, file 2, W. r. Hendershot to Principal, st. Paul's Hostel, 18 November 1949.
9!5Ibid., Series H.c, Box 17, file 3, 'Petition to the Commissioner and Council from the Executive Board of
St. Paul's Hostel, Dawson,· n.d.
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addition, the reopening of the day school at Old Crow in 1950 and the
general growth of the public school system caused a drop in the number of pay ing board ers. B e
By then too, instance s of theft and
\/andaUsm attributed to some of the hostel residents had begun to
draw community criticism, placing additional strain upon the Derroms,
who left Dawson for health reasons.
The hostel's few remaining years brought a .succession of staff
changes. The Reverend and Mrs. N. Tannar took temporary charge until
they were in turn replaced in the summer of 1951 by Miss Hilda Hellaby, one of the Yukon's best known and most effective church
workers.e7
Her first year there with insufficient staff and inadequate funding was a severe trial, of her skill and long experience;
by the spring of 1952 both she and the hostel board had reached the
conclusion that st. Paul's "could not and ought not to continue under
its present circumstances."e e
Faced with the prospect of only ten
children to come the following September, along with ever-increasing
overhead costs in an aging and substandard building, she recommended
a move to smaller quarters.
Bishop Greenwood, in view of a somewhat,
larger number of children than expected, extended the operation for
one more year before taking the inevitable step.
In June, 1953, he
closed st. Paul's Hostel and transferred the nine remaining residents
and their supervisors to Chooutla,whlch at that point was still a
church-owned institution and as such could accept. metis children. B9
When the new federal residential school opened in September, 1954,
some of the homeless lads were legally adopted by one of the staff
members, who moved with them to Aklavik, while the others left to
seek employment.

86Ibid., Series III-3.c, Box 47, file 2, J. C. B. Williamson to COllmissioner A. H. Gibson, 18 October 1950.
87The first woman graduate of the Anglican Theological College in Vancouver, Deaconess Hilda Hellaby (18981983) had worked for many years among the Chinese people of that city before moving to the Yukon in 1951
in response to an urgent appeal for help at St. Paul's Hostel. She spent the rest of her life in the Territory, serving in a number of communities, and is especially well remembered for her efforts to help native people in trouble with the law. "A Saint of the Yukon Works Small Miracles,· The Toronto Star, 29
October 1975; Yukon News, 10 December 1976.
88YA, ACDYR, Series I-l.c, Box 17, file 2, Minutes of St. Paul's Hostel Boaid Meeting, 21 February 1952.
89Ibid., file 4, T. Greenwood to W. G. Brown, 14 January 1953; Greenwood to Mr. W. Cameron, 21 December 1953.
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As might be expecte d in a sparsely sett led area, st. Paul's
Hostel was by no means the last institution of its type to operate in
the Yukon.
Although the need for such a facility in Dawson ha d
passed, the shift of population to the Whitehorse district, along with
that centre's accessibility, brought a demand, for student accommodation there for both white and Indian children from the outlying areas
and led to the opening of a small Anglican residence in that community
as early as 1952.
By' 1955, the provision of student hostels held a.
high priority on the list of duties facing the new Superintendent of
Schools as he assumed office that year.
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MSCC tempo~py schooL faciLity on opiginaL ChooutLa site, c. 1945.
"The nel.V Capcposs SchooL stands in a pLeasant vaUey neap the
puins of the oLd schooL . . . " (nel.Vspapep caption).

69.

ChooutLa SchooL, Capcposs, faLL 1950.
ppincipaZ's house buiLt in 1948 is at the Pight.

70.

ChooutZa SahooZ pupiZs, a. 1953.
Reap aentpe: PrinaipaZ C.T. Stangep
Reap Left:
Bi8hop T. Gpeenwood
FPont Left:
Mp8. CZapa Tizya

71.

Catholic Chupch/schoolhouse, BUPWash Landing, c. 1945.
(RectopY at the left)

72.

Fathep E. Mopisset and pupils at BUPWash Catholic Indian SeasonaL School, n.d.
CLasses wepe held in the chupch, desks being pemoved fop sepvices.
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Fathep Mopisset and pupils, BUpWash, n.d.

Visitops ape Mps. P. Choquette and son

Pie~e.
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St. Paul's Hostel, Dawson City, c. 1930.
Bishop StPingep pupchased the fOPmep
Good samaPitan Hospital building in 1923 to
ppovide lapgep quapteps fop St. PauZ's Hostel.

75.

Hilda Hellaby
Miss Hellaby came to the Yukon in 1951
to take chapge of St. Paul's Hostel.

76.

at St. Paul's Hostel with p~ze-winning entpies
at Dawson's ag~cultupal fai~~ August 17~ 1946.
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CHAPTER XII
TOWARDS A MODERN SCHOOL SYSTEM
(1955-1961)
By 1955, the economic promise of 'Canada's North had led the fed'eral government to abandon its former laissez-faire attitude to the
Yukon and embark upon a systematic program to encourage its development. The effects of this change of policy soon became visible in the
Whitehorse area, where massive projects were initiated to provide the
residents with amenities similar to those enjoyed in southern communities. During this period federal loans made possible the installation of a' two-million dollar water and sewer system, followed by some
street, paving in the downtown areas.
Federal aid also brought into
being four new schools, a new hospital and a hydro-electric dam as
well as the Riverdale subdivision on the east bank of the river,
,linked to the main townsite by a concrete bridge.
Spurred by this
activity, the settlement continued to outgrow its earlier boundaries,
spilling over into satellite suburbs and acquiring many of the features common to other Canadian towns.
Appropriately enough, its
largest and most conspicuous structure was the Federal Building;
erected in 1953 as headquarters for the ever-increasing number of
government offices, it stood as a symbol of Ottawa's involvement with
the new North of which Canada was finally becoming aware.
Since local revenues could not even begin to meet the cost of
such m,ajor developments, all these projects--including the schools-were funded through a series of five-year Federal-Territorial financial agreements or through special arrangements with various departmentsin ottawa. Although the final authority in Territorial matters
still resided with the Commissioner, none of these undertakings would
have been possible without the cooperation of the Councillors, whose
support was essential for the passage of all legislation, especially
money bills.l.
consequently, as plans went forward to build new

'Rea, Political EconolY of the Canadian North, pp. 26-28 and 46-55. The Yukon governunt 1111 sUll at this
tile representatiye but not responsible. SOli change occurred in 1960, IIhen the Council lIal enlarged frOl
fiye to seven leabers and given a leasure of control over the COllissioner's handling of the Territory's
finances and the public service.

schools and establish a modern, comprehensive education system, this
small and relatively inexperienced legislative body was called upon to
make far-reaching decisions in these matters.
New Developments; Federal Guidelines
Lest there be any continuation of the "inefficient and wasteful"
short-term planning which. had, in otta wais opmlon, characterized
school construction in Whitehorse since 1950,2 the federal authorities
undertook to monitor closely all proposed projects of this nature. In
1955, to strengthen the liaison between the two governments, they appointed a new Commissioner, Colonel F. H. Collins, a former Treasury
Board officer who was well versed in federal administrative and financial procedures.
In his role as advisor to the Commissioner, the
Deputy Minister of Northern Affairs and National Resources listed for
Mr. Collins' guidance three major objectives which ottawa viewed as
essential to future educational development in the territory.
These
included the decentralization of elementary schooling within the city
of Whitehorse itself by the. construction of a number of smaller
schools outside the downtown area, the provision of vocational training facilities that would be available to all Yukon residents, and the
continued integration of Indian and non-Indian children in all schools
of the Territory. As a first step to the realization of these objectives, he asked Mr. Collins to undertake an immediate assessment of
the Yukon's educat ional req uirement s, keeping in mind these thre e
areas and taking into account the estimated population growth up to
1961. 3
Since prompt action was desired, it was fortunate that Mr.
Thompson, the newly appointed Superintendent of Schools, had already
become familiar with the educational needs of the Territory during his

2PAC, R8 85, Vol. 1259, fill 535-135-1, "1lOrlndul, F. J. 8. Cunningh.1 to tha Deputy "inilter, 24 February
1956.
3YA, YROr 10-29-1-8, R. 6. Robertson to "r. r. H. Collins, 23 "arch 1956•.
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year as assistant to Mr. Hulland." Well aware of Yukon conditions, he
saw that the three concerns outlined by the Deputy Minister were interrelated and that some years of complex and difficult planning lay
At first both he and Commissioner Collins approached these
ahead.
problems cautiously,1S but once assured that the federal authorities
were prepared to assume the necessary financial support and that the
military presence in Whitehorse was likely ,t 0 remain indefinitely,S
they embarked upon the required research and began to prepare the
way for a number of new projects in line with the priorities outlined
by the Deputy Minister.
Whitehorsei Decentralization of Education
In 1955, the shortage of classroom space in Whitehorse was still
acute.
Despite its recent ten-room addition, Whitehorse ElementaryHigh School remained seriously overcrowded as the town continued to
expand beyond the confines of the river valley. While the Department
~f National Defence employees remained concentrated in the Camp Takhini and RCAF bases some two miles from the town centre, those at~ached to other federal departments were being encouraged to settle
in the new suburb across the river and other newcomers were establishing homes along the highway north and south of the main settleAs most of the families were young, preschool surveys indiment.
,cated that demand for school acc ommodation would continue to increase; Mr. Thompson, seeing that at least two new elementary schools
would soon be required, began at once to plan accordingly.

4An honours graduate of the University of BrUilh Colulbia (l94~) with subsequlnt postgraduate studies there
and at the University of Alberta, Harry Tholpson had spent 5011 years as I telcher in Prince 8eorge, B.C.,
before being appointed to the telporlry pOSition of Assistant Superintendent of Schools for the Yukon (in
1954). During his years al Superintendent, hi. broad vilion and practical approach brought into being the
present Yukon Departient of Education. He resigned in 1967 to return to British Colulbia 11 a school
prinCipal in Powell River, where he still resides.
sYA, YROF 10-29-1-B, Harry ThOlpson to Colonll F. H. Collins, 9 August 1956; Collins to R. 6. Robertson, 10 'August 1956.
&pAC, R8 85, Vol. 1507, file 600-1-3, part 6, B. 6. Sivertz, ltelorandul for the Deputy "inister, 29 August
1956.
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Selkirk Street Elementary School
Since the Indian Affairs Branch was about to bUild a hostel for
Indian children in the Riverdale subdivision, some thought had already
been given to the possibility of constructing an elementary school to
serve both white and native children in that area. '1
Upon Mr. Thompson's recommendation and with ottawa's approval, the Commissioner and
Council agreed to proceed with plans to build an eight-room
elementary school with an attached aUditorium-gymnasium in the new
suburb. In this undertaking the Territorial government was assisted
by a fifty percent capital contribution of $149,370 from the Indian
Affairs Branch based upon a projected eventual attendance of 120 Indian children, with the promise of an ongoing per capita grant on
their behalf to the school's operating costs. s
By the beginning of
September, 1959, Selkirk Street Elementary School was ready for occupancy, with space for 240 pupils in eight grades and Mr. Paul
Namatenko, a Whitehorse teacher, as its first principal. However, its
opening did little to alleviate conditions at the downtown scho 01,
since only in its first year (1959-60) was it able to accommodate. any
children from that area; after September, 1960, all classrooms were
n~eded for the growing number of Riverdale children and the Indian
pupils coming from the newly opened Protestant hostp.l.
Takhini Elementary School
By 1959, conditions at the enlarged Whitehorse Elementary-High
School had become desperate. That spring, Mr. Thompson reported that
forty "instructional areas" were packed into a building designed for
no more than twenty-eight, with over a thousand pupils occupying a
school intended for seven hundred and fifty.
To accomplish ·such a
feat, it had been necessary to convert all possible available space
into classrooms by foregoing lunchrooms, playrooms and industrial arts
facilities and storing janitorial necessities and paper supplies in the

7Ibld., Vol. 1241, fil. 311/700-8, part 3, W. 8. Brown to F. J. 8. Cunnlnghal, 2 Jun. 1955.
·YA, YRDF 10-29-1-11, Ktlorandul of Agrllllnt, 27 February 1959.
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staff washrooms. s
As the only way to remedy this situation, he urged
that an early start be made on construction of a twelve-room
elementary school in or near Camp Takhini to serve the army, airforce
and other federal dependents in Upper Whitehorse, along with the children of families living along the Alaska Highway in the McRae and Mile
920 areas. 1D
His proposal gained immediate approval and plans went
forward to build a school in the Camp Takhini area, financed on a
cost-sharing basis with the Department of National Defence bearing a
major portion of the capital expense. Two years later, on September
15, 1961, Takhini Elementary School was officially opened. As a result,
by June, 1962, it was finally possible to phase out the old three-room
Lambert Street School building which had been reopened in 1956 to
serve as a primary annex to the downtown elementary school.
Whitehorse Elementary-High School
Although construction of these neighbourhood schools eventually
relieved the overcrowding at Whitehorse-Elementary-High School,
certain difficulties inherent in the nature of its operation proved impossible to overcome.
Of major concern to the Superintendent was
the school's inability to offer an adequate range of optional subjects
to the high school students selecting the "general" or "non-academic"
program.
While some instruction in home economics was available,
suitable facilities could not be provided for industrial arts classes
and lack of space hindered expansion of the art, music and commercial
education courses. In addition, the shared facUities created problems
of administration and supervision and severely restricted the physical
education activities that could be provided for the' growing number of
high school students. 1 1 In September, 1959, Mr. Thompson succeeded in
improving the situation somewhat by dividing the administrative
responsibilities into two principalships.
The high school, which at

9Ibid., file l-B, Harry Thoaplon to "r.

r. H. Collinl, 17 April 1959.

lOAccording to "r. Tholpson, about forty-three percent of the pupils attending Whitehorse Elelenhry High
School in Novelber, 1958, were federal dependlntl.
""r. Thoapson's request to have the school grounds extended northward as far as Cook Street when the arty
buildings were reloved frot that area in 1959 wal not acted upon.
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that time contained about 180
assigned to the north wing of
area, while some eight hundred
the building, administered from
wing.1.. 2

students in grades nine to twelve, was
the school with offices in an adjoining
elementary pupils occupied the rest of
offices at the east end of the south

Such administrative adjustments were helpful, but only on an interim basis; the real remedy lay, Mr. Thompson insisted, in the construction of a separate high school building, preferably in the
downtown area. The costs of such an undertaking could, he suggested,
be divided four ways, with the Departments of Northern Affairs and
National De.fence, the Indian Affairs Branch and the Territorial government each bearing a proportionate share of the estimated $500,000
required for a ten-room school.
His firm conviction that both the
existing building itself and its location were unsuitable for secondary
school purposes helped overcome ottawa's desire to see it become a
high school facility only. As for the local government's concern about
the expense of erecting and equipping a new structure, Mr. Thompson
pointed out that the overall cost of education in the Territory was
far from excessive, since the Yukon had ''no university, no teacher
training school and no vocational school" and did not even offer
Senior Matriculation courses.
"In all of the provinces," he noted,
"these· various organs for improving the potentialities and productive
capacities of the people exist. As such, education is one branch of
government ·concerned with creating greater wealth and not with
preserving the status quO."1..3 Fortunately, the Council heeded his advice and by 1961 , plans were well under way for the construction of a
new and well-equipped secondary school, though upon a different site
than the one Thompson had originally proposed.
When this school,
named after Commissioner Collins, opened in Riverdale in January, 1963,
the elementary classes gained full possession of the downtown building. That same month also saw the opening of a four-room elementary
school in Porter Creek, bringing to completion the process of
decentralization that had begun in 1955.
.

12YA, YROr 10-29-1-8, Harry Tholplon, "elorandul to Colonel r. H. Collins, 12 January 1959.
'3Ibid., Tholpson to Collins, 17 April 1959.
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Vocational Education and Training
Apart from the commercial programs offered at st. Mary's School
in Dawson from 1914 to 1922, or those taught by Gordon McIntyre at
Mayo in the early 19305, vocational instruction in the Yukon up to
this point had been limited to an occasional: night class in typing or
bookkeeping held in the larger communities. 14 . Since the mining companies tended to import experienced workers from other parts of Canada, young persons leaving the Yukon schools and not proceeding to
further training "outside" simply took whatever employment they could
find in the Territory, picking up the necessary skills as they worked.
A few were able to put to use the knowledge they had gained from
high school typing or woodworking classes introduced after adoption of
the B.C. program of studies in 1934; a few others took advantage of
the technical courses offered by the International Correspondence
School. Until the postwar years, however, the Yukon's stagnant econ. omy and small population precluded any need "to establish a pool of
locally trained workers.
"

Shortly, before Mr. Collins' appointment as Commissioner in 1955,
the federal Department of Labour had shown some interest in extending its vocational training assistance to the Yukon if the need existed. 1 5
No definite response appears to have been forthcoming at
the time, although the Territorial Council went
on record that year
.
as . favouring the eventual establishment of such a program. 1 &
Some

"~

14The first vocational classes in the Territoryvere undoubtedly those offered by "ra. Stringer in the 1890s to·
vhalers ice-bound on Herschel Island. According to· reporh, a nuner of her shorthand students later
abandoned vhaling for elploYlent as reporters. Five Pioneer MOlen, p. 35.
laIn 1953 a progral for trades training in cooperation vith local industry had been started in the Northwest
Territories to prepare a nUlber of Indian and Eskilo residents for elploYlent. The 1942 Vocational Training Coordination Act enabled 'he Departlent of Labour to share the cost of a variety of provincially operated prograls of a vocational or technical nature. YA, YROf' 1-4-0-9-8, Don Didlon, 'Address to Yukon
Territorial Council,' 28 "-rch 1961. An account of federal involvellnt generally in prograls of thil type
lay be found in Johnlon, ABrief History of Canadian Education, pp. 120-22.
16Votes and Proceedings, First Session, 1955.
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months later Mr .. Collins, in accordance with his mandate from ottawa,
reopened the question.
By the following summer (1956), after further investigations and
a visit from a Department of Labour official, some preliminary
guidelines had been agreed upon.
In general, opinion favoured the
construction of· a small vocational school in Whitehorse where training
would be available in a few basic trades, together with the establishment of an apprenticeship system that could be started in a modest
way by sending a few selected students "outside" for the necessary
courses. 17 ,However, with so many other projects demanding· their at~
tention, Yukon officials could do little to follow up these suggestions; consequently, when the Territory was accepted in March, 1957,
as a participant in the new federal Vocational Training Coordination
~ the
only courses that could qualify for assistance were the
typing classes at the high school, which received six hundred dollars
.towards the cost of new machines.
I

Planning for an expanded vocational program was then begun in
earnest and by the fall of 1958 Hr. Thompson was able to provide
Commissioner Collins with some specific proposals. Since a new hospital was under construction, he suggested that its old site might be
suitable for a vocational school with a separate dormitory to accommodate staff and students coming from out of town.
This facility
should, he thought, be open to all Yukon residents, white or Indian,
particularly to those who had withdrawn from the regular school system, and should provide training in occupations for which employment
opportunities were available locally, such as those connected with the
automotive and building trades, road construction and commercial enterprises.
Such a school WOUld, he noted, be a valuable factor in
assisting the Indian people ''to integrate into occupations and work
habits which would help preserve their social and economic status."18
These proposals were found to be generally acceptable, although the

17PAC, Ra 85, Vol. 1507, fila 600-1-3, part 6, I. a. Blvertz, "alorandul for tha Acting Deputy "lnister, 29 August 1956.
laVA, YROr 10-29-1-1, Harry Tho.pson to Colonel r. H. Collins, 15 October 1958.
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site that Hr. Thompson had recommended was considered too restricted
to permit further expansion, and a location adjoining the new hospital
road on the east bank of the river was selected instead. Construction plans went forward through the following year but were brought
to a halt when· the architects' preliminary drawings were found to be
far too elaborate for the needs of so small a jurisdiction as the
Yukon.
Hastily called consultations reduced the project to more
realistic proportions,19 much of the cost being trimmed by limiting the
size of the residence to thirty students and curtailing the number of
courses offered.
In October, 1959, the less grandiose design that
resulted received the approval of the consultant supplied by the Department of Labour, who also advised that a principal be hired to
oversee the many details ofa technical nature that were bound to
arise. 20
At this juncture, work on the school was again delayed when a
number of newly elected councillors expressed their doubts about the
Yukon's ongoing ability to support a program of this nature. Although
Hr. Collins made it clear that he endorsed the project,21 their
hesitation persisted.
In the end, their fears were somewhat allayed
.by Ottawa's assurance that the passage of Bill C-19, replacing the
Vocational Training Coordination Act. would in fact increase the Department of Labour's contributions to the support of the new school,
raising them to seventy-five percent of the capital costs and fifty
I>ercent of the ongoing operating and maintenance expenses. 22 At the
spring session of 1961, after a persuasive address from Cl Department
of Labour official, the Councillors somewhat reluctantly consented to
the necessary expenditures on the understanding that their approval
. would be sought ·in decisions affecting such matters as the school's
entrance standards and enrolments and its place in the Territory's

'9Ibid., Tho.plon to Collinl, 21 October 1959.
2°Ibid., C. R. Ford to Tho.plon, 23 October 1959.
2'Ibid., file 1-4-0-9-8, F. H. Collins to each IIlber of Yukon Council, 17 Dece.ber 1959.
22Ibid., C. R. Ford to Harry Th0lp50n, 14 Dece.ber 1960.
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administrative system. 23 The project, submitted to the Department of
Labour for financial assistance at an estimated cost of $755,000, was
approved by ottawa ·in July, 1961,24 and tenders were called for its
construction in October of that year ..
During this same period, preliminary plans were drawn up for F.
H. Collins Secondary School, located near the 'vocational institution in
the hope that students would be able to share the facilities and take
advantage of courses offered at either 10cation. 25 In the end, however, two separate and completely independent institutions developed,
with White horse Voca tional Tra ining Scho 01, the for erunner of the
present Yukon College, welcoming its first students in June, 1963.
The Separate School Debate
Towards the end of November, 1958, the Territorial government's
careful plans for educational expansion in the Whitehorse area were
interrupted by an unforeseen and intense debate concerning the precise status of the Yukon's separate schools, a long dormant issue
that had never been completely clarified. This dispute arose when a
request for financial assistance for a proposed extension to Christ
the King School brought to light certain ambiguities in the School Ordinance and revealed the inadequacies of some earlier ad hoc decisions regarding the Catholic schools in the Territory.
Soon after its opening in the winter of 1946-47, Christ the King
School in Whitehorse had begun to teach all grades from one to eight,
as did st. Mary's School in Dawson. In 1953, grade nine was added and
in 1956, when the original buildings were replaced by a. new modern
structure, students were allowed to remain through grade ten owing to
the overcrowding at the public school. 28
At that time, the Com-

21lbld., YROf 1-4-0~9-8, A. J. RIIYI, MIioranduI for thl COllillionlr, 17 Karch 1961.
24lbid, YRor 10-29-1, C. R. ford to f. H. Collinl, 13 July 1961.
2Blbid., KelOrandui for the Director, Whitehorse Vocational and High Schools, July (1) 1961.
26PAC, R6 85, Vol. 1507, file 600-1-3, part 6, f. H. Collins to "re Robertlon, 8 Augult 1956.
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missioner and the Superintendent were satisfied that an amicable
agreement had been reached with the church authorities: Bishop
Coudert expressed no intention of teaching beyond grade ten, and the
Commissioner agreed to see that the customary per capita grant was
extended to that grade level.
By 1958, however, the Indian Affairs
Branch had instituted plans to construct a hostel ~n the Riverdale
subdivision for Catholic Indian pupils from the upper grades of the
residential school at Lower Post, B.C. Since these additional children
could not be accommodated in the downtown Catholic school building
and since a plot of land adjoining the proposed hostel had already
been set aside for the use of the Catholic Episcopal Corporation of
Whitehors~, Christ the King Parent Teachers' Association in November,
1958, presented a petition asking the· Territorial government and the
Indian Affairs Branch to grant free title to the land and to provide a
"substantial grant" towards the cost of constructing a separate high
school for Catholic student s in grades nine to twelve. 27
As no
precedent for such action exist ed, Ter rit orial Council fac ed an
entirely new problem.
Christ the King School Expansion: Conflicting Views
At the Commissioner's request, the Superintendent outlined the
effects, as he saw them, of establishing a complete separate school
system in the Territory.
From the historical point of view, Mr.
Thompson felt that the existing implementation of grades nine and ten
in Christ the King School had resulted purely through force of circumstances, since previous government policy seemed to indicate that
the Whitehorse Catholic school had been intended to perform the same
function as st. Mary's in Dawson, teaching grades one to eight only,
with pupils going to the public high school thereafter. From a philosophicai point of view, he felt that a separate high school would be a
segregating rather than an integrating factor in a small community
like Whitehorse.
Furthermore, he considered it to be pedagogically
and financially unsound to operate a small secondary school when it
could be avoided: such a school could not offer the necessary diver-

27YA, YROF 1-4-6-9, Petition, 24 Nove.be, 1938.
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sificiation of courses, the required range of teacher specialization
could not be obtained, and the expensive library and laboratory
facilities that must be provided would be under-used.
He concluded
by urging the. Commissioner and Council to direct their efforts
towards providing a new, up-to-date public high school to serve all
the children of ,the community.ze
The parents' petition and the Superintendent's recommendations
were in due course reviewed by the Deputy Minister of Northern Affairs in ottawa, who advised Mr. Collins to lay before the Council the
simple financial question of whether or not it would be in favour of
granting public funds towards the cost of a new building to be used
as a Roman Catholic separate high school. 29
Since in his view it
would be "impossible to justify two high schools in Whitehorse," the
Deputy Minister also advised Mr. Collins to ''hold out no hope" to the
petitioners of receiving any federal grants, or of any fees being
available for separate schooling beyond grade nine. This information,
conveyed to Bishop Coudert by the Commissioner in late April, 1959,
brought an immediate and decisive reaction. Dismissing the arguments
that Mr. Collins had advanced, the Bishop broke off all discussion on
the grounds that minority educational rights were being denied, adding
that the only alternative left him would be "to appeal to the highest
authority in the land for a redress~3o
From that point on, a heated debate raged as the Territorial
authorities and the local Roman Catholic petitioners sought to establ1shtheir respective views.
ottawa was soon drawn into the controversy as the church representatives tried to gain federal support
for their cause while the Commissioner, on the other hand, turned. for
advice to his superiors there.
Since the' Yukon School Ordinance,
while perfectly clear about the right of minorities to establish separate schools in the Territory, failed to specify grade levels and was

28Ibld., Harry Tholplon to Colonel F. H. Collinl, 1 Decllber 1958.
29PAC, R895, Vol. ·1225, file 630/200-3, part 4, Int. 149, R. 6. Robertson to Collinl, 25 February 1959.
aOIbid., Colllnl to the Kolt Reverend J. L. Coudert and Coudert to Collinl, 28 and 30 April 1959, YA, YRDF 1-46-9, R. 6. Robertlon to Colonel Laval Fortier, 23 "ay 1959.
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also open to interpretation as to the exact nature and extent of the
financial support to which they were entitled, both sides sought legal
counsel on the issue.:n.
As their lawyers' findings differed considerably, the Minister suggested that the matter might be resolved if the·
Bishop were to submit a new petition to the Council once the proposed Catholic school was actually "in being," as the Ordinance expressed it, a procedure that had been followed in the case of the
Yukon's two existing separate schools. In addition, he emphasized the
fact that this matter could not be settled by Ottawa, since there
was no question of minority rights being infringed; it was instead, he
suggested, a matter of financial assistance which varied from province
to province (or territory) and as such was a matter for decision at
that level only.32
To Commissioner Collins, federal advice took another turn.
He
was notified that the Catholic hostel in Riverdale would be ready for
occupancy in September, 1960, for eighty to one hundred Indian children from grades seven to twelve, thereby adding to the overcrowding
of the existing Catholic school in Whitehorse.· It was suggested that
:the Council should consider the best policy to follow under these circumstances and decide accordingly whether to . build one large public
high school or two smaller ones, one of which would be for children of
the Catholic faith.33
Meanwhile, Bishop Coudert and his parishioners
had decided to proceed with the construction of a new school near
. the· Catholic Indian hostel at an estimated cost of $275,000, proposing
to ask the Indian Affairs Branch to pay forty percent of this amount,
while the Yukon government and the trustees for the Christ the King
School would share equally in the balance. A proposal to this effect
was, accordingly, laid before Council at its November, 1959, session. 34

:UTha federal views are set forth in PAt, R8 85, Vol. 1225, fila 630/200-3, part _4, R. 8. Robertson to Collins,
15 "ay 1959.
3zIbid., part 5, Alvin Ha.ilton to the ~st Reverend J. L. Coudert, 13 October 1959.
33YA, YROF 1-4-6-9, B. 6. Sivertz to F. H. Collins, 14 October 1959.
34Ibid., Bishop J. L. Coudert to "re John Livesay, 12 Novelber 1959.
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A Third Opinion: An External Committee
That session was to be a memorable one. By this time, partisan
feelings had been aroused and the Council members had to face
delegations of citizens from both sides, each with strong views to
present.
Confronted with this problem as well as with an unprecedented number of other costly demands pertaining to a whole range of
educational matters; the Councillors decided to buy time by seeking
impartial professional advice from outside the Territory.
Postponing
all decisions, they voted to set up a Committee on Education to study
the entire Yukon school system and submit a report and recommendations for future action.
This Committee was formally appointed in
April, 1960; its report, completed in August of that year, recommended
that separate schools should receive the same financial support as
the public schools.
In return they were to observe "all statutory
regulations" and "be subject to the same regulation in regard to organization, administration, supervision, staffing and curriculum.lI:I!5
Meanwhile, the local Roman Catholics had pressed ahead with the
first phase of the construction of their new high school in Riverdale,
cc;msisting of four classrooms, a home economics room, an auditorium
and offices. In September, 1960, when their Indian hostel opened, the
upper grades of the downtown Catholic school were transferred to
this new building, which had ample accommodation for them as fewer Indian pupils arrived than anticipated.
By the following September
(1961), the addition of four more classrooms, a library and a science
room enabled Christ the King High School to enroll two classes each
of grades seven and eight and one each of grades nine and ten. The
two vacant rooms would, the Catholic authorities believed, be required
for grades eleven and twelve in 1962 and 1963.:u
As for financial
support, the agreement entered into on April 30, 1962, between the

3SReport of the Coui Un OIl EduuUOIl for thl Yukon Territory, 1960, p. 43. A lOre detailed revtell of the
COllittee's IIOrk lIill be found in Chapter XIII.
:laYA, YRDf 1-14-9-1, Vol. 2, UnSigned typescript addressed to Colonel Jones, Indian Affairs, n.d. See also f.
H. ColI ins to Jones, 30 August 1961.
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Commissioner and the Catholic Episcopal Corporation 37 embodied the
principles set forth in the report of the Committee on Education and
in fact· went far beyond the requests of the original petitioners.
The Final Agre ement
Under the te rms of this agreement, the Whi tehorse Catholic
schools were to be purchased by the Territorial government, which
also agreed to provide furnishe d teacherages comparable to tho se
available for public school teachers at comparable rates.
Salaries
and costs of general school supplies were to be paid from government
funds and separate school pupils were to be eligible for the per
capita grants received from the various federal departments on behalf
of their dependents.
In addition, the Territorial government agreed
to pay an annual amount for all other children equivalent to the
average per pupil costs of education in the public schools--thereby
meeting a long standing request from Bishop Coudert for revision of
the operating grants paid to his schools. The Episcopal Corporation
retained the right to recruit its own teachers, subject to the approval of the Territorial authorities, to instruct and train its pupils
in matters of religion and morality at times specified by the Qxdinance. providing whatever instructional materials were required, and
to have some voice in the choice of future separate school sites. In
,~ll other respects, both parties agreed that th~ separate schools
~ould be operated and maintained in accordance with all the laws and
regulations that governed public education.
As a result, by 1962
these Catholic schools had been integrated into the general system
and clearer guidelines had been laid down for the establishment and
operation of such schools in the foreseeable future.
The Integration Process; Indian Schools and Hostels
By the mid-1950s integration of Indian children into the public
school system was already taking place slowly and quietly. Accelera-

37Ibid., YROr 10-29-1-4.
1961.

SII also Yukon Council, Votes and Pr«eedings, Sessional Paper No. 24, 3rd Session,
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tion of the process demanded little of. Yukon officials beyond willingness to cooperate in plans that were essentially devised and directed
by ottawa in conjunction with the churches involved.
Demands upon
the Territorial budget were minimal, since the Indian Affairs Branch
not only shared the capital costs of any additional classrooms that
were required but also paid a per capita· grant for all children of Indian status attending any of the public sch·ools.
By 1961, more of
these young people than ever before were receiving systematic
schooling and although the majority still spent some years in a
residential institution, the trend to integration was firmly established.
Chooutla School: New Facilities
From a purely practical point of view, the move (1954) to the
spacious new building at Chooutla was an immense boon to the school's
residents. Such conveniences as an oil-fuelled central heating system
and modern electrical equipment ensured safe and comfortable surroundings and eliminated the heavy chores of previous years.
Now
that space was available, enrolments grew rapidly, rising from seventy
in 1954-55 to 120 the following year and reaching 150 or more by the
fall of 1958.
Since emphasis was by this time directed toward the
teaching of academic rather than practical or vocational skills, all
the children spent a full school day at their lessons and began to
advance more rapidly through the grades. As a result, by the end of
the decade an increasing number of Chooutla pupils were reaching the
upper elementary level and some were preparing to continue beyond
grade eight.
This gradual improvement in educational effectiveness was partly
due to the federal government's assumption of responsibility for the
teaching personnel in its Indian schools.
By offering a higher salary
and better working conditions than the churches had been able to, the
Indian Affairs Branch attracted a greater number of qualified
teachers into work of this type.:!IIB
Classroom supervision als.o im-

:aeAf"r 1951 thl fedl,.l govtrn.nt, in order to raill thl calibre of thl tlaching plrsonnll in thl Indian
schools, classified the teach.rs as civil servants, paid directly frOl Ottava in accordance vith a salary
schedule cOlParable to thou prevailing in provinical school districts. YA, ACDYR, Series 1-1.c, Box 14,
file 10, Henry 6. Cook, IResidential School Cllssrool',1 10 rebruary 1954. This change vas instituted at
Chooutla School in .954.
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proved: both the Indian Affairs education officer in Vancouver and the
Territorial Superintendent of Schools paid periodic visits to the Carcross Indian school, while the latter also encouraged the teachers to
attend the annual professional gatherings of their Yukon colleagues.
Before long, however, these positive developments at Chooutla were
offset by a serious breakdown in staff unity that remained unresolved
for some years, threatening the harmony of the entire operation and
undoubtedly affecting the atmosphere surrounding the children.
Chooutla School:. Operational Changes
The unrest seems to have begun following the departure in 1956
of the Reverend C. T. Stanger, a capable administrator who had guided
the school through its transition to new quarters.
Much of the dissatisfaction may be attributed to the changed status of the teachers
which now set them apart from the majority of the school's employees.
Classified as federal civil servants, they were responsible for classroom duties only; in addition, they enjoyed ,shorter working hours,
longer holidays and a more attractive salary ,schedule than the dozen
or more church-appointed maintenance and superv~sory staff members.:!19
The discontent at Chooutla caused by these inequities was
heightened by acute inter-personal tensions arising from disparities
in age, temperament and background; furthermore, since staff vacancies
could not always be filled by practising Anglicans, no unifying philosophical commitment existed.
Such a situation, exacerbated. by the
relatively isolated location of the school, 'inevitably made great
demands upon the leadership skills of Mr. stanger's immediate successors, who proved unable to resolve the problems that arose.

3'Although the federal grants to the KSCC increaled throughout thil period, the salariel paid by the Society to
its elployees relained IIell beloll those received by the teachers. Adjustllnt of IIorking hours IIas difficult Oiling to thetllenty-four hour nature of the operation and the cOllJlanUvely sull size of the
staff. For 10le idel of the "SCC sllary Ichedulll ae Canon Coot', report entitled 'COlllnts re the
RecOlllndations of the &eneral Synod,' 3 January 1956. (Ibid.)
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In fairness to all concerned, it should be noted that during this
period the principal's duties h'ad become increasingly burdensome. For
example, he now had to obtain the direct approval of the federal
authorities before a new pupil was enrolled, presumably to ensure
that the child was being placed in strict accordance with Section 117
of the 1951 Indian Act, which dealt with matters of church affiliation.40 Even the new federal willingness to assume the cost of sending the children home for the school holidays added to his administrative load, since all details had to be checked with the local Indian
agency which was responsible for transportation arrangements. 41
But
above all, the complex. financial and administrative procedures instituted by ottawa following the introduction of a new funding system
in 1957 reduced the principal's flexibility of choice and vastly increased the amount of paper-work requiring his attention.
A 1959
brief from the MSCC to the Minister of Indian Affairs states the
problem clearly:42
. • • the old spirit of co-operation of Church and Government
working together for the good of the Indians [sic) children
has been lost.
True, consultations and conferences still
take place but, more and more, Indian Affairs Branch is beginning to control a greater amount of detail in school operations, with the result that our Principals are tending to
become servants of the Government, most concerned and
worried about keeping within budgets and allotments and having less time to care for
their pupils with their different
problems.

4°Section 117 readl al followsl IEvery child who il required to attend school shall attend such school as the
"inllter IIY dlsignate, but no child whOle parlnt il a Protlltant Ihlll bl aSlignld to a school conducted
under ROlan Catholic aUlpicel and no childwholl parent is a ROlan Catholic Ihall bl aSSigned to a school
conducted under Proteltant auspicel, except by written consent of thl plrent. I Alllgationl,that a child
had been adlittld to Chooutla or to the Catholic school at Lover POlt in contrlvlntion of thil lection of
thl Act led to prolongld invlltigations that of tIn antliled IUch correspondence.
4IYA, ACDYR, Series l-l.c, Box 14, fila 10, Circular No. 4154 re Residential School ClassroOlI, 10 February
1954, ISA, KSCC Briefl and "elOrandl re Policy, as 75-103, Series 2-15, Box 26, H. ". Jones, Directive
frol I.A. Branch, 17 Decelber 1957.
4zYA, ACDYR, Series 111.2.e, Box 46, file 8, Novelber 1959.
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While it is true that the clergymen generally placed in charge of
the MSCC-operated schools had little experience as accountants, it is
also true that a major source of their problems lay in the fact that
the government had for over a decade been gradually assuming a
greater share of the costs of Indian education. For example, in 1959
the MSCC's contribution towards the operation of all its Indian
schools and hostels, including the value 0 f WA clothing, was only
$88,000 while the federal portion had risen to $1,712,000 exclusive of
teachers' salaries.
The resulting dominance of the Indian Affairs
Branch was merely proof, as Canon Cbok pointed out, that "the person
paying the piper calls the tune."":!! Although the Anglican authorities
had long been urging the _government to take a greater share of the
responsibility for - Indian education and were gratified at the educational gains resulting from ottawa's postwar change of policy, they
were by 1961 being forced to come to terms with their own diminishing
role in the process.
Chooutla School: Final Reorganization (1960)
In 1960, in conjunction - with the opening of the Protestant hostel
in Whitehorse, a major reorganization took place at Chooutla. From
that time on it became a primary school in which children from grades
one to four could improve their English, adjust to school routines and
prepare for the transfer in grade five to. the Protestant host el
where they could attend a public school and pursue their studies to
leaving age or beyond.
This removal of the upper grades did not
greatly affect the enrollments at the residential school, which
remained at about 120 pupils for some years more. 44
As Canon Cook

436SA, "SCC Briefs and Ktlorandl, 6S 75-103, Series 2-15, Box 26, Henry 6. Cook, 'The Church and NaH ve
Residlntlal School Education,' 10 "ay 1960. For cOlParison, hi notel that in 1950 federal-grants to the
Anglican-operated schools alOUnted to .501,000 vlth thl church contribution, including MA clothing, being
.104,633. The flderal grantl at that till included teachers' lalarill.
44By the lid-1960s enrol lints at Chooutla began to drop IIrkedly as IOrl Indian children vere adlittld to Territorial school. near their hOlls. Eventually, its Cla5&rOol. vere opened to children frOl Carcros& Public School, lany of vhol vera Indian or litiS. Carcro.. Indian RllidlnUal School cHud operation in
1969.
.
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noted, the younger children missed the presence of their older
brothers and sisters and felt the change keenly.
The new arrangement, however, may have been scholastically beneficial in that it
permitted single-grade classrooms at Choout1a and freed one of the
five schoolrooms there for use by special groups. Among these were
the total beginners, who could then be taught separately in order to
ease their adjustment to life in an unfamiliar' setting.
Pupils attending Choout1a after the 1954 move undoubtedly found
life in the larger building much more institutionalized than it had
been in the school's earlier years. Although the children were better
fed, more warmly housed, and more attractively clad than previously,
the transition from close family life in their isolated villages to the
regulated and relatively impersonal environment of a large . boarding
school proved to be a traumatic experience for many.
As recent
studies have shown, their resulting sense of alienation proved to be
part of the hidden price of the government's determined efforts to
provide schooling for every Indian child. 4 ~
Government Hostels
Once Chooutla School was established in its new quarters (1954),
Indian Affairs officials together with Commissioner Brown and his superiors in Ottawa turned their attention to the need to replace the
aging Baptist Mission School buildings in Whitehorse..
Instead of a
boarding school, they decided to erect a student residence in Riverdale that would be large enough to hold "Lee's children and others."
They hoped in this way to hasten the integration process, since the
children could attend the Territorial school planned for that area. 48
By 1956 plans were under way for construction of a hostel for up to

4SFor the governllnt philosophy at this UII, ..I DouglaB Llechlan, IThe "eeUng of thl Waysl Learnlng for
Earning, I The Indian in Transition Serill (Ottaval Qultn's Pr intlr , 1961), p.10.
46PAC, R8 85, Vol. 712, fil' 630/200-1-1, W. 8. Brovn to R. 8. Rober t son , "'lorandul for the Deputy "inister, 4
Septelber 1954. F. J. 8. Cunninghal to the Deputy "lnister, 24 "-rch 1955. Asuggestion advanced by "r.
TholPson that the hOltel also serve older students attending high or vocational schools in Whitehorse vas
set aside as ilPractiuble. Ibid., Yol 1241, file 3111700-8, part 3, Harry rholpson, Report to ",. 11. 6.
Brown re Dorlitory Accollodation for Yukon School Children 27 "-y 1955.
l
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,

120 Protestant Indian children in the intermediate or upper elementary

grades along with an elementary school in the same viclnlty.4"7 Later
that year, federal officials acceded to Bishop Coudert's request for a
similar hostel in the same area to house Catholic Indian childre n
transferring from Lower Post Residential school to the upper grades
at Christ the King Schoo1. 48 Actual construction work began in 1958
and both residences were ready for occupancy when the fall term began in September, 1960.
Whitehorse Protestant Indian Hostel
When the time arrived to appoint an administrator for the
Protestant hostel, the Indian Affairs officials encountered an unforeseen problem.
Since the Indian Act did not distinguish between
the various Protestant bodies and since this new hostel had been
viewed by ottawa merely as a replacement for the boarding and day
school operated by the Baptist mission for children of all religious
affiliations, they assumed that Mr. Earl Lee, the principal, would take
charge of the new residence.
An announcement to this effect drew
strong protests from the MSCC and Bishop Greenwood, who had not
been consulted in the matter and who felt that Mr. Lee's appointment
was both unwise and unjustified, especially as the great majority of
Indian families concerned were Anglicans. 4 • Admitting the delicate nature of the situation and noting that experience elsewhere had shown
that Indian parents ''not infrequently" claimed affiliation with a
denomination "in order to secure the admission of their children to a
particular school,1I!50 the federal minister resolved the issue by ap-

47YA, YROF 1-4-8-1, Laval Fortier to Robertlon, 10 Augult 1956, C. M. Jlcklon to F. H. Collinl, 24 Augult 1956.
48PAC, R6 85, Vol. 1259, file 535-135-1, "elorandul for the Deputy Minister, 28 Noveaber 1956.
4'Ibid., R6 10, Vol. 8761, file 906125-1, part 2, Int. 131, Ellen L. fairclough to ErU Nielsen, N.P., 23 Noveaber 1959. 8ha notal thlt -tha 1954 cenlUl reported thlt only 84 Indilnl of 111 agll out of a populltion of 1,568 in tha Yukon claiaed Baptilt affiliation.- Bishop 8reanvood hid Itlted that only thirteen
children at the "illiOA School vere know to ba Baptilh. Tha Yukon Baptilt "illion Sociaty hid been
equally dilturbed vhan, in accordlnce vith federal placelent procedures, tha local Indian agency had
transferred pupil. frol its Mhitthorll Illllon Ichool to Chooutll or Lovar Post. Ibid., Rav. H. C. "ontgOlery to Fairclough, 1 Deceiber 1959.
SOYA, ACDYR, 8eries III.2.e, Box 46, file 8, Fairclough to Bishop 8raenvood, 1 "arch 1960.
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pointing a' neutral administrator in the person of Mr. Findlay Barnes,
an Indian Affairs Branch officer from the ottawa office, with instructions to engage "a high proportion" of Anglicans .. Although Mr. Barnes
did not himself take up year-round residence in Whitehorse, the
resulting staff, cautioned as federal employees against proselytism,
seem to have worked fairly well together once the hostel was inactual operation; Hr. Lee became the assistant' administrator, with Miss
Frances Howard, a widely experienced Anglican worker, as the matron.
Since Mr. Barnes did not wish to move to the Yukon, ottawa replaced
him a year later by Mr. Ivan Robson, who held the position for some
time thereafter.
Integration of the hostel children into Selkirk Street School did
not proceed as smoothly' as had been hoped. Since fewer families had
settled in Riverdale than expected, the Indian children in grades five
to eight far outnumbered their white classmates. 51 While no classroom
problem~ were reported, the fact that these children were older and
physically more mature than the others led to allegations that the
Indian pupils were ill-treating the younger ones on the playground and
''possibly contributing to the lowering of the white children's moral
standards."
Following a conference of teachers, parents and Indian
Affairs officials, the school authorities took steps to remedy the imbalance.
Beginning in September, 1961, the children from the
Protestant Hostel were placed in both Selkirk and Whitehorse
Elementary schools with a view to establishing a more equitable distribution of Indian and white pupils in grades five to eight. Such an
adjustment necessitated the inauguration of a school bus service, the
cost of which was shared by the Territorial government and the Indian
Affairs Branch.
As time passed and the educational gap between the two groups
narrowed, this age difference diminished; nevertheles s, afte r this
first year's experience, the distribution of white and Indian children

lllA

federal IIlOranduI entitled 'The IntegrlUOR Probl. It the Selkirk Sheet School,' dated Dece.bar 22,
1960, not •• that in th.se four grades enrolllnts totalled thirty-six ""ite and eighty Indian pupils. PAC,
R6 85, Vol. 1375, file 630/200-1-1, part 2, Int. 123.
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in the elementary grades in these schools continued to be carefully
monitored.
Furthermore, this first large step to integration had
shown that conscious efforts would have to be directed towards overcoming prejudices and altering long-standing attitudes. 52 As to conditions within the hostel itself during its first year of operation, a
major criticism that has come to light is one from Canon Cook deploring the high number of runaways5:!1--surely an' indication of the unsettling effect upon many· of the children of a second move to a large
institution in an unfamiilar locality.
Transfer of its older students to the Protestant hostel and
strong government pressure to place all the younger children in the
Anglican school at Chooutla led the Yukon Baptist Mission Society to
consider other alternatives. As the wartime barracks buildings which
had been the school's headquarters for some fifteen years were to be
demolished, the' Society decided to build a new residence in the outlying suburb of Porter Creek.
Opened in 1961, the Ridgeway Children's
Home for the next decade provided accommodation for some twenty Indian, white and metis children between the ages of five and sixteen
years.
Many were neglected or orphaned children placed there as
wards of the court, while others came from out-of-town families with
no public school in their locality. In its role as a "group home" this
new venture played a part in the trend to integration then taking
place in the Territory.
Catholic Indian Hostel of Whitehorse ("Coudert Hall")
When Bishop Coudert approached the Minister· of Citizenship and
Immigration in 1956 with a request for the construction of a hostel
at Whitehorse for Indian children of the Roman. Catholic faith, he was

52Thl .llOrandUl notld IboVI .lnUonl I plln to fOlter greater understanding by Illnl of a plrty at the
Proteltant hostel vhere thl Indian children vould be hOltl to their vhite clasllatel.
s36SA, 65 75-103, Series 2-15, Box 24, ~CC Visit Reports, 'Superintendent's Visit to the Federal Hostel,' 30
Septllber 1960, also 'Visit to Chooutla School,' 20 and 21 April 1961, p. 3. Since forul relearch into
the conflicts and problel. faced by northern native children in educational institutions of this type val
still in its infancy, insights such as thOle prelented in I report by Charles K. Ray et al., Alaskan Native Secondary School Dropouts (University of Alalka, 1962) vere only Just beginning to ellrgl.
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seeking some means of retaining these young people for a year or two
in further educational activity, especially if a vocational training
program should be instituted as an alternative to purely academic
studies.
Since plans for a vocational school had not yet been formulated and the Council at that point was not particularly
sympathetic to the expenditures that such a project would involve,
the federal authorities preferred to support his request mainly on
the grounds that Catholic Indian children should have the same access
to the upper elementary and high school grades as their Protestant
counterparts.!54 It was on these terms that Bishop Coudert, with ottawa's encouragement, proceeded to apply for an appropriate site in
Riverdale for an Indian student hostel.
From its" beginning, this residence was intended to house children
in grades eight to twelve rather than those above grade four, as was
the case at" the nearby Protestant hostel.!5!5
At its opening in September, 1960, it enrolled forty-three Indian students, mostly from
Lower Post Indian Residential School; the following year the number
increased to more than fifty.
The hostel's first administrator,
nominated by Bishop Coudert and appointed by the Indian Affairs
Bxanch, was the Reverend Eugene A. Cullinane, a member of the Catholic Institute of Madonna House. This organization, although primarily
dedicated to the service of the poor and needy, had since 1954 been
providing accommodation at its Maryhouse headquarters in downtown
Whitehorse for a dozen or 50 Indian pupils attending the higher grades
of Christ the King School. When the Riverdale hostel opened, a number of lay workers from Maryhouse joined the hostel staff to work
with Father Cullinane.!58

!l4AC, R8 85, Vol. 1259, file 535-135-1, f. J. 8. Cunninghal, l"elorandul for the Deputy "inister re Indian
Hostel for Catholic Indian Studentl in Whitehorse,1 28 NoYelber 1956.
!I!Ifather "orisset points out that as an actual fact during lOst of its existence it proYided accollodation for
children in grades seyen to ten attending Christ the King High School, or those aboye that leyel going on
to grades eleyen and twelye at f. H. Collins High School.
!I.lfather 6ene,I a IIlblr of the lalilian fathers, held an "A degree frol the University of Western Ontario.
After further studies in ICOROIies and political lcilnc. h. taught at Yarious 81silian collegn until
1955, when he Joined the hdonna House Apostolah of Colberura, Ontario. Ha call to Whitehorse as
chaplain to the hryhoule staff in 1956 and seryed allo as chaplain to the Catholic arlY personnel in CliP
lakhini. Ht left Whitehorse in 1964 to return to Couerlere. (Inforlltion supplied by the Reyerend E. A.
Cull inane, 6 Dctober 1987.)
,
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The children coming to the Catholic hostel from the Lower Post
residential school "in 1960 were enrolled in grade eight classes at the
nearby Christ the King High School, the new separate school whose
construction had given rise to 50 much controversy. This move to an
integrated classroom situation proved difficult for some, who found
themselves unable to compete academically' with the other pupils.
After consultation with the school authorities and the local Indian
Affairs superintendent, a third of these children were transferred to
grade seven in the Catholic elementary School in downtown
Whitehorse.!57
In the following years, as the children from the
residential school gained more skill and confidence In their studies,
this problem of academic adjustment lessened considerably.
st. Agnes Hostel
A less formal step towards integration had occurred in 1952 with
the establishment of a small Anglican residence for children coming
from camps and lodges along the Alaska Highway to attend high school
in Whitehorse.!58
The need for such a hostel had arisen from conditions not unlike those that had led to the opening of st. Paul's
Hostel in Dawson in 1920, and had been drawn to Bishop Greenwood's
attention by Hiss Eva Hasell, a pioneer mission worker among families
'along the Alaska Highway.!59
That September (1952-), Bishop Greenwood
·;sought and obtained use of the old army barracks. bullding that had
been serving since 1947 as an annex to Lambert Street School and

57YA, YROF 1-4-19-1, Vol. 2, ·~randUl addressed to Colonel Jones, Indian Affairs, re Nulber of Children at
the ROlln Catholic Schools in Whltehorse,· 1960 (1) •
•BaSA, "SCC Papers, 6575-103, Series 2-3, BoI 70, TOI areenvood to the Rev. Canon L. A. Dilon, 7 October 1952.
·'Frances Eva Hasell (1886-1974) vas a vell-to-do EnglishVOlln vho as founder of the Canadian Caravan "ission
devoted .ore than fl fty years to Clrrying out a prognl of Christian eduCltion for the children of
settler. in the frontier regionl of ve.tern Canada. She extended her work to the Yukon in 1949 following
a request frol Brigadier Connllly for 10leone to visit the WOIIfI and children in the laintenance calps
along the Alaska Highway. She and her colleague, Iris Sayle, beeale a faliliar sight in Yukon setUelents, travelling up and down the highway frOl June to October every year for .ore than a decade. Vera
Fast, "Islionary on Wheels. Eva Hasell and the Sunday School Caravan "isilon (Torontol Anglican Book
Centre, 1979).
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which was now to be abandoned with completion of the new Whitehorse
Elementary-High School.
The Bishop hastily organized a support committee and, thanks to the energetic efforts of Miss Hasell and the
local church ladies, was by mid-October able to open a small
residence for nine high school students from white families residing
at various highway points. so
The following summer, Bishop Greenwood had this building moved
across the street onto church property, where it was converted into
a modest but adequate facility that could house two or three staff
members and a maximum of twenty-six boarders. In September of that
year (1953). a number of Indian and metis students joined the others
and for the next decade st. Agnes Hostel maintained a full quota of
residents, boys and girls, ranging in age from six to twenty-one
years.
Some stayed only a few weeks while their parents were away
from the Territ ory on holidays; others returned year after ye are
Most were high school students in their teens,'11 and about half of
them were of Indian status.
To support this undertaking, the Bishop received financial assistance from' various church groups across Canada, including the MSCC
and the Women's Auxiliary; the latter also paid the salaries of the
hostel's 'two women workers.
In addition, the parents paid a monthly
fee for their children's
maintenance, while the Indian Affairs Branch
\
gave a per capita grant for the Indian students boarding there.
In
1960, the Bishop expressed concern lest these children be transferred
to the newly opened Protestant hostel; however, In July of that year
Indian Affairs agreed to let them remain at st. Agnes hostel and to
place a minimum of fifte en high scho 01 students there in future
years,S2 a decision influenced by the belief that young persons of
that age would be much happier in the freer and more homelike atmosphere of a smaller residence. 8 :1

6°Northern Lights (new ed.), Novelber 1952, p. 6.
61The six-year old boy

WIS

the exception in thlt he ladl the hostel his penlnlnt hOD for an extendtd period.

62YA, ACDYR, Series 1-I.c, Box 16, folder 14, Henry 8. Cook to Bishop 6reenwoodj 4 July 1960.
63lbid., Series 1I1.2.b, Box 46, file 2, Hilda Hellaby, 'Notu re thl Continuance of St. Atnn Hostel,'
(19601). In its later years, St. Agnn Hostel had to cope with probhls sililar to those that affected
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Integration in Territorial Schools
The integration process cont inued slowly in the smaller communities throughout the 1950s. With more accommodation available at
the residential schools and increased pressure upon native families to
see that their children received an education, many Indian parents
chose to send their children away for schooling.
Others, more
permanently settled in or near a white community, availed themselves
of the local public school if one· existed. By the end of the decade,
the only remaining Indian day school in the Yukon was the one at Old
Crow, and responsibility for its administration had passed to agencies
in the Northwest Territories.
While some white parents were unhappy to see Indian childr.en admitted to public scho 01 c1assro oms, their objection s were usually
based on fear of infection.
By 1960, this fear was passing as imEl4
proved health services
raised standards of personal cleanliness and
greatly lessened the prevalence of communicable diseases.
Of more
·concern to Mr. Thompson was the educational challenge created by the
presence of these children in the public schools.
Since Indian homes
provided little or no preparation for "book-learning" and kindergarten
classes had not yet been established within the school system, he
··found their background to be "very meagre." He was also disturbed by
tne parents' apparent lack of interest in seeing that the chiidren attended classes regularly, since their frequent absences were a major

(continued)

the Davlon hOltel prior to itl cloling. Other accollodation becale available for out-of-tovn Itudentl and
their placlI vere taken by govern.,nt vardl placed there by the courtl. In 1966 the hOltel board decided
to clole the residence peraanently al it no longer let the fire aarshal'l regulations and the building vas
too old to be vorth the expenle of renovation. Ibid., "inutes of St. Agnes Hostel Board ",eting, 4 July
1966.

64For details concerning establishlent of the Northern Health Services, a federal progral to provide the Yukon
vith a uni fled health ClrI IYltll, HI Jan.t Itoodil "ichlll, Thl Adlinist,.U VI Devllop"nt of thl Yukon
8overnlent, 1948-79 U'h it ehorse I Yukon Archivtl, Junl 1987), pp. 28-31.
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hindrance to their progress. S5 . Nevertheless, as Mr. Hulland had commented earlier with respect to Dawson School, their enrolment was
fully justified and, as their learning needs and difficulties began to
be identified, efforts could be directed towards remedial action.
The Last Mission School; Old Crow
Old Crow by the late 1950s was still a self-contained Indian
settlement, geographically isolated from contact with the white communities farther south.
From June, 1953, until September, 1957, the
day school the re was in charge of the res ident clergyman, the
Reverend Robert Wheeler, who conducted classes regularly during the
periods that the families were in the village.
An unsigned report
dat ed March, 1957, gives some informat ion concerning the school
gleaned from an RCMP constable who had been stationed there for the
previous three years.
Its writer notes that the school building, of
old log construction, was in a rundown condition, that the teacher had
no certificate and that no school superintendent had visited Old Crow
for three years. It was, as he reported, an "unprofitable set-up" for
the forty-five school-age children of the community and one which, he
suggested, would be improved if the Old Crow school were placed under
the supervision of the school superintendent for the Mackenzie District.aa
Reports such as this led to an administrative reorganization of
the agencies concerned. Since the people of the Porcupine-Peel River
area across the northern Yukon are closely related to those living in
the lower Mackenzie region, Old Crow was placed under the direction of
the newly formed Aklavik. Indian agency; in April, 1958, the school became the responsibility of the Education Division of the federal
Northern Administration and Lands Branch. 1I7
This arrangement proved

6SHarry Tholpson, Report for 1956-57.
66PAC, R8 85, Vol. 1259, file 535-93, l"elorandul for the Director re Inspection Trip "arch 7-21, I 27 "arch
1957.
.
&7YA, ACDYR, Series 1-1. b, Box 10, file 1, B. 8. Shlrtz to the Right Reverend T. 6reenwood, 25 ltarch 1958;
6reenwood to the Reverend Canon H. 6. Cook, 9 Novelber 1957.
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beneficial, since supervision of this Indian school could be more easily handled at that time from Fort Smith than from Whitehorse or Vancouver, as had been the case previously.
At that point classes there were being taught by the Reverend
George Hamilton, who had succeeded Hr. Wheeler in the summer of 1957.
Examination of the registers indicates that ,he held school regularly
with good attendance throughout his four years there. However, after
the takeover only pupils in the first three grades were educated at
Old Crow; those in grades four and above attended federal residential
schools at Fort HcPherson or Inuvik.
Before Hr. Hamilton left in
June, 1961, the federal authorities through their education office in
Fort Smith had constructed a new school and a teacherage, greatly
improving the conditions under which both pupils and teachers had
worked for so many years. Ei e
In fact, these buildings, provided with
hot water heat, were reported as being much too warm for comfort!
In addition, the federal Northern Health Service had announced its intention of building a nursing station at Old Crow and sending someone
there to staff it. As a result, by the early 1960s direct responsibility for the education of the children and the health of that com. munity had begun to pass from the resident Anglican missionary to
other agencies. Ei9
Rapidly improving communications with the southern Yukon
hastened the process of change.
On July 1, 1963, at the request of
the Old Crow people--who wanted their children at home--the school
was taken over by the Yukon government and incorporated into the
Territory's public school system.
A third classroom was added to
permit instruction from grades one to nine inclUSive; in addition,
permission was given for the school year there to start on July 2
and continue untllthe end of the first week in April when the long
"summer" holidays began, allowing the children to go trapping with

68VA, ACDVR, Series l-l.b, Box 10, fila 1, Baorgl HaaUton to Bishop Breenllood, January

(?)

1961.

1I'"rs. HaaUton, a graduate nurse, looted after the health needs of the Old Crow people during her four years
there.
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their parents at that period. The era of the little mission schools
in Yukon's isolated Indian settlements had come to an end. 7 0

7°YA, 354.719 106'Yuk., H. ThotplOn, Inter!1 Rlport, Departllnt of Education, Septelber 1, 1963-"arch 31, 1964.
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77.

Capcposs Indian ResidentiaZ SchooZ (ChooutZa), 1954.
It cZosed in 1969, when aZZ Indian chiZdpen had been
integPated into TeppitopiaZ schooZs.

78.

"A dozen gipZs fpom ChooutZa outdoops", n.d.

79.

80.

Stu den t Res ide nae ,
"Coudept Ha ll, " Ca tho lia Ind ian , 1960.
Wh iteh ops e, nea pin g aom ple tion

a. 195 6.
"St . Agnes Ho ste l, Wh iteh ops e,

CHAPTER XIII
TOWARDS A MODERN SCHOOL SYSTEM (continued)
(1955-1961)
Upon his appointment as Superintendent of Schools in 1955, Mr.
Thompson was faced with the necessity of creating an education system better suited to the Territory's growing needs. Within the next
five or six years, he encouraged the construction of a number of new
schools and set in motion plans' for the replacement or upgrading of
others; at the same time he greatly expanded the range of educational
services available to the residents of the Territory. As an evaluation of the progress that he had made up to that point and a guide
for future developments, he welcomed the findings of the external
committee appointed in the spring of 1960 to review all facets of education in the Territory.
Committee on Education for the Yukon Territory, 1960
Those of us who have lived through the later decades of this
century ar_e well aware of the fact that commissions (royal and otherwise) have for many years been a popular and valuable tool for examining educational' matters in various parts of the country.1
During
the 1950s each of the four western provinces conducted major enquiries of this type; the Yukon was therefore following a well established procedure when the Councillors early in 1960 requested that a
study be made "by competent and disinterested persons" of the separate school issue and "other aspects of education" in the Territory.
Placing responsibility for arranging this study in the hands of CommissIoner Collins and two of their colleagues, they stipulated that all
three members of the committee should be westerners, that one should
have special knowledge of Indian education and that another should be
experienced in separate school matters.z

'See Johnson, Brief History of Canadian Educatio~, pp. 16B ff.
2PAC, R6 B5, Vol. 637, file 510-2, part 10, "elorandul for the Deputy linister re the Yukon COllission on Education, 17 February 1960.

By mid-April a committee that met the required criteria had been
selected. Chaired by Mr. G. G. Brown of Burnaby, B.C., who had recent":'
ly headed a nation-wide investigation into matters pertaining to Indian education, it included Mr. J. J. Miller, Superintendent for the
Catholic schools of Regina, and Dr. J. C. Jonason, Inspector of High
. Schools in Edmonton, Alberta. They began their investigations in early May, guided by terms of reference that took them to all schools in
. the Yukon except the one at Old Crow. Since their conclusions were
required within an exceptionally short time--a mere one hundred days
as compared with two years in the case of the western provincial
studies--the sudden death of Mr. Brown on June 20 was a serious
setback. Final delivery of their report was nevertheless delayed by
only two weeks: Dr. Jonason replaced Mr. Brown as chairman and the
B.C. Department of Education responded to the emergency by freeing
Mr. F. T. Levirs from his regular duties to serve as the third committee member. 3
In late August they submitted their report, outlining for Council's consideration the educational principles underlying their recommendations and at the same time pointing out specific details that
they felt should be noted in planning any future changes. In addition
to the current issues respecting Indian, vocational and separate
school education, it dealt with a wide variety of financial, administrative and instructional matters and also took into account the public desire for a greater voice in the operation of local schools and
for increased access to adult classes of all types.
Although somewhat disappointed that the timing of the Yukon study had prevented
any discussion of the British Columbia Chant Commission's findings,
which were not yet available, the Yukon authorities found the Committee's report extremely valuable. 4
Many of the 163 recommendations
of this landmark document were taken into account in planning educational developments for the 1960s and some were incorporated into the

3Rlport of thl COllittl1 on Education for thl Yukon Territory, 1960, pp. v-ix. For thl terl' of rlference, ·111
VA, VTA riles, Ace. 177/18, Box 1, folder 6.
·Votes and Proceedings, Third Session, 1960, pp. 56-57.
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1962 revision to the School Ordinance, thereby providing the basis for
future policy decisions.
Territorial Schools
In the late 1950s, increased economic activity continued to attract more families to the Yukon's established settlements or to the
small transportation and service centres along the Territory's principal highways.
Consequently, as the major construction projects outlined in the previous chapter went forward in Whitehorse, a general
upgrading and expansion of school facilities was taking place in other
localities. By 1961, Mr. Thompson could look forward to the early completion of an extensive building program which would, as he said, provide "the physical basis for a modern elementary and secondary school
system able to meet the needs of most of the students of the Territory.""
Dawson Elementary-High School,
Despite periodic costly repairs, Dawson Public School was by
this time beginning to show the effects of age.
In the spring of
1957, Hr. Thompson urged that it be replaced since it had in his
opinion outlived its usefulness: the roof leaked, the wiring was faulty
and the chimneys corroded; in addition, classroom lighting was unsatisfactory, pillars obstructed the children's: vision and there was
no auditorium or play space.&
Only a few months later, before any
official action could be taken, fate intervened. .In the early morning
hours of June 21, 1957, a fire of unknown origin totally destroyed the
fifty-six year old building and all its contents. Although all records
were lost, the disaster had little 'effect upon the education of the
children since their teachers had already determined which students
would be promoted and the B.C. departmental examinations were safely
stored at the home of the supervisor.

'VA, VROF 1-66-5, H.Tholpson, Interil Report for 1960-61.
6Ibid., 1-62-8, Thoip50n, Interil Report, 1 Septelber 1956 to 31 "arch 1957.
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That September, the 150 pupils resumed classes on the top floor
of the former government administration building where, above such
local facilities as the radio station and the post office, space was
available for a staff room, an office and seven classrooms. The use
of this venerable wood-frame structure, tinder-dry and saturated with
coal dust, caused considerable anxiety; special fire escapes had to be
installed and a careful watch maintained to, guard against a second
and perhaps more costly disaster.
The children, less aware of the
hazards, apparently accepted the novelty of the school's new location
and the younger ones spent many happy hours clambering up and down
the emergency chutes provided for their safety.7
In December, 1958; a new seven-room school with an attached
auditorium-gymnasium opened near the original site; it had cost some
$350,000, a portion of the capital amount being borne by the federal
government on behalf of the Indian children then enrolled. s
Although
the Committee on Education considered this school to be one of the
best in the Territory, the new building was already overcrowded and
Mr. Thompson had begun to press for the early construction of additional classrooms.
However, despite the upheaval caused by the fire
apd the subsequent space limitations, classes operated smoothly
throughout this period with no recurrence of the unsettling conditions
that had prevailed in 1954. Under the capable direction of Miss Mary
Gartside, a former staff member who had returned to Dawson in 1955
to take over the principalship, staff morale was sustained and community relations greatly improved."

7Ibid., 1-4-9, Tholplon to f. H. Collin., 24 Juna 1957; Collinl to "r. Robertson, 26 June 1957. Conditions at
the old adlinistration building are graphically described in letters frol Eller 6aundroue to K. J. Baker,
24 June 1957 and Baker to Coli ins, 26 June 1957. Additional infonation supplied by Alan Nordling of
Uhi tehorse.
'
-Ibid., 10-29-1-11, "elorandul of Agreelent, 19 August 1958. A per capita operating grant for each Indian
pupil vas also provided.
'Educated at the University of Saskatchevan and the Sorbonne, "iss 6artside is veil relelbered as a versatile
and inspiring teacher and an effective adlinistrator. She cale to the Yukon in 1949 to teach at Brook's
Brook. After tvo years there, she taught french, Social Studies and English in the Davson and Uhitehorse
high schools, returning to Davson ,as principal-teacher in 1955.
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The main challenge throughout these years came from the steady
increase in the proportion of Indian pupils attending the public
school.
In an attempt to meet their needs, the teachers gave them
special aid with their studies to help them catch up with their
classmates, and also paid special attention to their general health.
Although communicable diseases were less of a threat than formerly,
many of the children were undern ourished and it was consequently
found advisable to supply all pupils in the primary grades with a daily vitamin supplement and a mid-morning glass of milk.l..O
st. Mary's Catholic School
In March, 1960, st. Mary's School celebrated its diamond jubilee
marking the completion of· sixty years of service to a total of some
eight hundred Dawson children.l..l.. At this date two Sisters of st. Ann
were holding classes for about thirty-five pupils in grades one to
eight.
During their visit that summer, the members of the Committee
on Education found the classrooms in the combined church-school
building small and not up to modern standards but certainly adequate
for the numbers enrolled; in their report they suggested only that st.
Mar~s remain a two-room school and that no attempt be made to extend instruction to the secondary level.
Although the government paid the teachers'.· salaries, Bishop
Coudert continued to appeal for more equitable support for this
school.
The yearly operating grant had been increased in October,
1954, from $150 to $160 per pupil; subsequent increases followed, and
in 1959 the Council agreed to raise its grant from $225 to $250 per
pupil in view of the constant rise in operating costs brought about
by inflation and other factorsl..2.
However, the actual status of this
institution remained. unclear: although generally viewed as a separate

IOThe cost of this progral IIa& shared by the Indian Affairs Branch and the Dallson City Council. By 1960, the
Territorial Council IIas considering offering a sililar service to other schools. (Votes and Proceedings,
First Session, 1960, p. 28.)
"Athol RetaIlact, "Foner Days Recalled in Dallson," lIhitehorse Star., 24 "arch 1960.
iZVotes and Proceedings, 1959, First Session, 20 April 1959.
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school, it did not in fact receive that standing as defined in the
School Ordinance despite the 1960 Committee's recommendation that it
be so classified.
It was not included in the agreement drawn up in
1962 between the Territorial government and the Catholic authorities
and for the remaining few years of its existence it continued to be,
in Mr. Thompson's words, Ita quasi-private school receiving grants from
the Territory.lI1:3
Mayo Elementary-High School
The 1954 upgrading of the school facilities in Mayo soon proved
to be only.a· temporary solution for the needs of that community. Although the total enrolments did not fluctuate too greatly, increasing
numbers in the upper elementary and high school grades placed a
heavy load upon a staff of only three teachers.
Furthermore, the
new Panabode building was prone to heating problems and lacked appropriate facilities for the high school classes, while the old frame
struct ure housing the prima ry clas s encroached upon much-needed
playground space. In March, 1959, Mr. Thompson urged the Commissioner
to build a modern elementary-high school with four classrooms, a
science room,· an activity room and the necessary storage and office
areas. 14
With the approval of the Territorial Council, work began
that summer and continued through the fall and winter months.
That
september, an additional teacher joined the staff, who carried on
their classes in the old facilities until the new building was ready
for occupancy the following January (1960). The old primary room was
then demolished, the Panabode structure was entirely converted into
apartments, and Mayo pupils were at last provided with an adequate
and up-to-date schooL15
.

I

13Votes and ProcledinQs, 1966, nnt SllIion, Applndh A, Sessional Paper No. 15. Whin the SlIters of St. Ann
withdrew frol Dawson in the early 1960s, suitable teachers for St. "ary's proved di fficult to obtain. In
1966, with only twelve pupils enrolled of whol six vere non-Catholics, it finally beule necessary to
close this historic school.
14PAC, R6 85, Vol. 1469, file 630-204, H. Tholpson, "elorandul to F. H. Collins, 5 "-rch 1959.
lSInforlation supplied by "iss Helen Weigel of Whitehorse, who joined the "ayo school staff in 1959 as prilary
teacher. "r. Donald "achan, who had been principal frol 1953 to 1955, returned to this position in 1958,
replacing "r. B. Scralbler. He loved frol the Territory in 1961.
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Keno Public School
In 1955, Mr. Thompson expressed grave concern about the unsatisfactory conditions at the Keno school, where Anna Zawalsky was
coping with sixteen children in grades one to nine, with an additional
student in grade twelve.
That summer a new, Panabode structure containing a standard classroom and a teacher's apartment -was provided
to replace the former cramped and poorly arranged classroom located
in a company warehouse. 1 & Five years later, completion of a new road
linking Keno to the mining camp at EIsa enabled Mr.. Thompson to consolidate the -two schools.
The twenty or so children at Keno were
then taken by bus to EIsa, some ten miles away--a move which was
noted as resulting ina better educational situation for them and a
considerable saving to the Territorial budget.17
EIsa Public School
By 1956 the silver-lead mine at EIsa was giving every indication
of continuing as a long-term operation.
As the company planned to
. build additional housing for its growing number of married employees,
the mine manager brought the need for a new and larger school to the
attention of the federal authorities. 18 Although Commissioner Collins
did not favour the allocation of capital funds for the construction of
buildings in mining communities, federal encouragement and the healthy
state of the Territorial finances induced him to include the necessary
amount· in his 1958-59 estimates. 19
Accordingly, that year saw the
construction at EIsa of· a four-room Territorial school with attached
teachers' apartments.
Since enrolments grew less rapidly than expected, only two classrooms were needed for a time; a third teacher
was added in September, 1961, to accommodate the pupils coming from

16YA, YROr 1-65-5, Harry Tholpson, Interil Report, 1 Septelber 1955 to 31 "arch 1956.
17COI.issioner's Annual Report, 1962-63.
18pAC, R6 85, Vol. 1469, file 630-215, R.6.R., "elorandul for Nr. Cunninghal, 20 April 1956.
19Ibid., r. H. Coli ins to C. E. White, 21 October 1957.
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Keno, and a fourth class was established a few years later as the
population of EIsa continued to rise.
Watson Lake Schools
The two small schools in the Watson Lake district continued to
operate independently until the late 1950s., The major turnover of
pupils that accompanied the transfer of the airport in March, 1957,
from the RCAF to the federal Department of Transport had little effect upon the total enrolments at the airport school. On the other
hand, in September, 1958, a second classroom had to be added to the
school at the "Y" in order to accommodate the growing number of
families settling along the highway. As a result, Mr. Thompson decided
that the time had come to consolidate both schools into one adminis. trative unit serving a t.otal of some seventy pupils, with grades one
and two being taught at the airport sch~ol and grades three to ten
at the "Y."20
A year later, in 1959, as enrolments approached one
hundred and the demand for high school classes increased, the "Y"
school was further enlarged by the addition of a third classroom and
an office; shortly thereafter plans were initiated to erect a more
adequate facility nearby that would contain four classrooms, a
science room, a library and a gymnasium. 21
Upon its completion in
January, 1962, the primary classes were moved to the Panabode building at the "Y," an area which then became the sc}:lool centre for the
entire Watson Lake district with a total of 135 pupils and a staff of
six teachers.
Teslin Public School
Attendance records show a considerable fluctuation in enrolments
at the Teslln School between 1955 and the end of the decade and also
indicate that, while pupil punctuality and attendance gradually improved, this school suffered from a particularly high rate of teacher
turnover.
The reason is not clear, although Ethel stewart, who

2°YA, YROr 1-66-4, Harry TholplOn, Report for 1958-59.
2IIbid., Tholpson, Interil Report, 1 Septelber 1959 to 31 "arch 1960.
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taught there in 1955-56, remembers finding that Teslin was a lonely
place for a single person. 22 The members of the Committee on Education were, however, greatly impressed by the degree of integration
they found there, noting that of the· thirty children enrolled at the
time of their visit fifteen were native Indians, nme were metis and
six were white. "This is an example," they commented, "of the type of
integration that this Committee recommends. Here all children live at
home and come under the influence of both school and family."23
To
assist the children in the primary classes, special help was obtained
when necessary through the employment of a qualified local resident
as a part-time helping teacher.
In 1960, increasing enrolment encouraged . the Territorial government, assisted by the Indian Affairs
Branch, to add a second classroom to this school; by then it was also
becoming obvious that further expansion would be required should
other' Teslin children attending the residential schools at Lower Post
or Carcross return home to live with their parents. 24
Carcross Public School
Little change occurred at the Carcross school during this period.
Enrolments did not increase sufficiently to justify the addition
of a second classroom and the facilities remained entirely adequate
for the community's needs. By 1961, however, it seemed likely that in
time, as the enrolments at Chooutla declined,. arrangements might be
made between the Territorial and federal authorities for all children
from the Carcross district to make use of the facilities at the Indian
school. '2!5

22"ill Stawart, now ralidant in Ottawa, had pravioully taught for four yaarl at Fort "cPharlon, whara sha developed a deep interest in the Loucheux people. Before cOling to Teslin, she had also spent a year at a
"aori school in New Zealand.
z3Collittee on Education, ReDort, pp. 116-17.
z4YA, YROF 1-66-4, Harry Tholpson, Interil Report, 1 Septelber 1959 to 31 "-y 1960.
2sIbid., 1-4-19-1, Vol. 2, F. H. Collins to Colonel H. ". Jones, 7 Septelber 1961.
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Alaska Highway Maintenance Camp Schools
The five small highway schools created to meet the needs of the
early postwar years were by the mid-1950s in urgent need of upgrading or replacement.
Located in whatever space a particular camp
could provide, they are best described as barely adequate: the classrooms were usually small, some lacked washr,oom facilities, and most
had insufficient playground space or equipment.
Nevertheless, they
served their purpose and, whatever their physical disadvantages,
reports indicate that the children made reasonably good progress in
their studies.
Haines Junction School
The largest of these maintenance camp schools was the one at
Haines Junction.
By 1957" conditions there had become so crowded
that the senior class had to be accommodated, in the recreation hall
used by the camp employees for movies, dances and other social
events--a situation that Mr. Thompson found to be "educationally unsound."2& As only eleven of the thirty-three pupils were dependents
of highway maintenance families, the Territorial authorities yielded to
residents' requests 'and in 1958 erected a two-room school and
teacherage in the adjacent community. According to the report of the
Committee on Education, this building was attractively designed but
not too well planned, an indication that those responsible for its
construction were not aware of the standards required for school
buildings in the provinces.
It was, however, a welcome improvement
over the former facilities and in 1961, as the population of the area
continued to grow, a third classroom was added.
K1uane Lake and Beaver Creek Schools
Farther north, at the Destruction Bay and Beaver Creek
maintenance camps, a similar need had developed.
Early in 1959, the
Commander of the Northwest Highway System had joined with the Super-

26Ibid., 1-62-8, Tholpson, Interil Report, 1 Septelber 1956 to 31 "arch 1957.
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intendent of Schools to notify Commissioner Collins that Kluane Lake
School at Destruction Bay was no longer fit for use. It was housed
in an old army building described as "ugly, a fire trap, poorly lighted
and heated, with very inadequate accommodation for one teacher, let·
alone two," and was certainly far too .small for the twenty-five pupils
enrolled.
Since more families were expected to arrive that summer,
the Commissioner forwarded this description to ottawa and asked that
a cost-sharing agreement be drawn up for the construction of a tworoom school with a basement activity area and teachers' quarters, at
an estimated cost of about $70,000. 27 The new building opened in the
fall of 1961, with the Department of National Defence and the Territorial government sharing the major portion of the cost, while the
Department of Northern Affairs assumed. the amount required for a few
children from families employed by the Canadian National Telegraphs
and the United States Pipel1ne. 28
The school at Beaver Creek, with more than twenty pupils in
grades one to nine, was also far from satisfactory: the classroom was
reported to be . dingy, cramped, and poorly lit, while the teacher's
apartment attached to the camp recreation hall was noisy and unsuitable. z9
These substandard quarters were replaced at the same
time as those at Destruction Bay by a new building similar to the
Kluane Lake School and presumably financed under similar cost-sharing
arrangements.
Brook's Brook and Swift River Schools
Since fe w families settled near either of these ma intenance
camps, these two schools on the highway south of Whitehorse were not

27PAC, R6 85, Vol. 1507, file 600-1-3, part 6, F. H. Coli ins to B. 6. Siverh, 26 August 1959; R. 6. Robertson
to David ". Natters, 10 Novelber 1959.
28The Canadian National Telegraphs were in charge of telephone services along the Alaska Highway. In 1954, the
U.S. ArlY constructed a pipeline to love petroleul products frol the port of Haines, near Skagway, to
Fairbanks. Four pUlping stations were built in B.C. and the Yukon, bringing pipeline elployees to Haines
Junction and Beaver Creek. The station near Destruction Bay was added later when the capaci ty of the
pipeline was expanded. The project ceased to operate in 1971. (Whitehorse Star, 11 February 1981.)
29YA, YROF 10-29-1, file l-B, Harry Tholpson to F. H. Collins, 15 October 1959.
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replaced by Territorial buildings, but remained in quarters provided
by the Northwest Highway Command. At Brook's Brook, a dozen or so
pupils were crowded into a tiny room barely large enough to accommodate . them until the camp authorities undertook to enlarge and
renovate the school in the summer of 1961. At Swift River, conditions
improved greatly when the six or eight pupils and their teacher were
moved to larger quarters in the former camp foreman's residence. As
time passed, enrolments dwindled; the Brook's Brook school ceased to
exist when that maintenance camp closed in 1966, the few children
living in the vicinity be1ilg eventually taken by bus to Teslin, while
classes at Swift River had to be dIscontinued a few years later owing
to lack of pupils.
New Territorial Schools
Carmacks and Pelly Crossing
Before 1959 there had not been enough non-Indian children of
school age at Carmacks to justify the establishment of a Territorial
school.
By that date, however, the construction of major highway
bridges at the Yukon and Pelly River crossings along with increased
mining activity in the area had begun to attract more families to the
settlement.
In response to their request for a public school, the
government agreed to adapt one of its existing buildings at Carmacks
for temporary use as a schoolroom and teacherage pending indications
of continuing need. 3D
That fall, classes were begun for seven or
eight children and a year later, in 1960, it became necessary to enlarge the classroom to accommodate more pupils. . That same summer,
the Committee on Education received a brief from Carmacks residents
headed by Mrs. Vera Lidden, urging that the. Indian children of that
community be· given the opportunity to be educated at home rather
than at one of the residential schools. This appeal was endorsed by
the Committee members, who recommended that the government construct
a two-room school within the coming year, keeping in mind the fact

30Votes and Proceedings, first Session, April 1959.
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that an extension might be needed before 10ng.:3:1·
When this matter
came before the Council at its 1961 fall session, Mr. Thompson suggested that the ·members might at the same time look into the
feasibility of establishing a Territorial school in the Indian village
of Pelly Crossing so that those children too would no longer have to
leave home for their elementary education.
Granville School
Meanwhile, another little school had opened in a small mining
settlement at Granville, some fifty miles from Dawson in the old
Klondike "creeks" area, where the Yukon Consolidated Gold Corporation
had begun to operate a dredge.
Here, in a situation reminiscent of
the assisted schools of earlier times, a few families employed by the
company obtained a teacher for half a dozen pupils in grades one to
three. Classes met from September, 1959, until the end of the following June when Mr. Thompson reported that he had closed the school
owing to insufficient- enrolment.
It was, however, to reopen in September of 1962 and conti~ue in operation for some years thereafter~
Educational Policies and Practices (1955-61)
The vigorous school construction program of this period was accompanied by a corresponding expansion of educational services and
the introduction of policies designed to bring the Territory's school
system more closely into line with provincial trends. From the beginning of his superintendency, Mr. Thompson made every effort to enlist
and retain a body of competent and well-qualified teachers; he also
sought to improve the quality of classroom instruction and to expand
and as far as possible equalize, the educational opportunities available to students in all Yukon communities.
Teacher Recruitment and Retention
While the lure of the North was undoubtedly a major factor in
attracting teachers to the Yuk on, the authorities there had long

31ColliUee on Education, Report, pp. 123-24.
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realized that the prospect of better-than-average salaries would be
a more reliable means of recruitment.
Over the years, however,
salaries in the Territory had fallen behind those offered elsewhere
until the Yukon found itself no longer able to compete with the provinces for the limited number of teachers available.
The improved
salary schedule introduced in 1954 at Mr. HuUand's instigation eased
the situation only temporarily; further salary, increases were urgently
needed if Yukon classrooms were to be adequately staffed.
In his
1956-57 report Mr. Thompson outlined the extreme difficulty that he
had encountered in this respect: of the seventy-one teachers in the
Territory that year, thirty-seven were new, and of these some were
superannua ted from the provinces, some had taken a large salary
reduction to come to the Yukon, six had no professional certification
at all, and by March, 1957, two positions were still being filled on a
temporary basis.
His report was accompanied by proposals for a new
salary schedule and for an employment contract intended in part to
penalize teachers who resigned in July or August without prior notification. 3 2
The new schedule adopted that September enabled him
thereafter to fill elementary vacancies "with relative ease"," but
despite further revisions aimed at increaSing the benefits for
teachers with higher certification, the difficulty in obtaining wellqualified high school personnel continued to cause concern. 33
Along with increased salary benefits, other inducements c ontinued to be offered to encourage those already on staff to remain
more than a year or two. In September, 1958, teachers with two full
years of service in the Yukon were admitted to participation in the
government's annuity plan. 34
Relatively few seem to have availed
themselves of this opportunity, which apparently had little effect
upon teacher retention. Of more importance was the provision of sub-

32Tholpson, Interil Report, 1 Septelber 1956 to 31 "arch 1957.
33Ibid., VROr 1-66-5, Interil Report, 1 Septelber 1960 to 31 "arch 1961.
34The Annuity Plan Ordinance of 1950, originally established for the benefit of Territorial civil servants, had
later been extended to include school principals. 'This ordinance had to be alended before teachers as a
group could be adlithd to the plan. VA, VTA riles, Acc. 177118, Box 1, folder 21, r. H. Collins to H.
Tholpson,. 15 January 1958.
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sidized housing in the various communities where, as a result. of the
upgrading of teacherages, modern furnished quarters were by this time
generally available. By 1960, some needs remained to be met: in Dawson, for example, single male teachers had to live in one· of the local
hotels, and in Whitehorse, where the Lambert street apartments (1955)
provided accommodation for a dozen single men, additional housing for
married teachers was seen as a necessity to .reduce the high turnover
at the secondary leve1. 35
Of more doubtful value in encouraging
staff retention were the travel benefits whereby newly hired teachers
had their expenses paid from Edmonton or Vancouver to their destination in the Yukon, while those with two years' service became eligible
for their return fare to those points--a definite inducement to those
wishing to come to the North, but also a decided encouragement to
leave when the two years were up.
This whole problem was carefully
examined by the Committee on Education, who concluded that the
Yukon's "phenomenally low" .retentive power for teachers 36 was due to
a combination of factors, the most important being the lack of
"professional security" to be found there--a situation which had in
fact already become a major concern of the newly formed teachers'
association.
A Professional Organization: The
(YTA)

Yukon

Teachers'

Association

The teachers of the Territory had been granted the right to
form a professional organization by the School Ordinance of 1902.37

:I!lror hacher accollodation at Dalllon, see Tholpson's inhrh report for Septelber 1959 to "arch 1960.
IIhitehorse conditions are described in his report for Septelber 1960 to "arch 1961. His request for six
houses for .arried staff lIas later let through the construction of a tvelve-unit apartlent block on Sixth
Avenue for that purpose.
3&Col.ittee on Education, ~, pp. 50-52. The report states: 'In 1959-60, 46% of the Yukon teaching staff
lIas in its first year in the Territory while only 24% had been in the area for four years or lore. Under
such a handicap it is very difficult to build either unity or continuity or effectiveness in a school systel. The turnover of 45.6% in the Yukon vas latched only by Nevfoundland (as reported in 1957).'
37Section 103 reads: 'Any nUlber of teachers lay organize thetselves into an Association, and subject to the
regulations of the Departlent, lay hold conventions and institutes for the purpose of receiving instruction and discussing educational latters.·
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In May of that year, they met in Dawson, formed an association known
as the "Yukon Teachers' Convention: presented papers on the teaching
of various subjects, and heard addresses from "a number of prominent
citizens interested in Educational Work.":u As no further references
to gatherings of this nature have come to light, it would appear that
as time passed the dwindling number of teachers, the lack of money
and the difficulties of transportation made such meetings impracticable.
A half-century later, in the early 1950s, attempts of the
Whitehorse teachers to organize a similar Territory-wide federation
met with little response. However" the arbitrary dismissal of Mr. Hulland in 1954 caused alarm and emphasized their need for professional
unity.39
That October, they formed themselves into a local
Whitehorse association ,and began to urge their colleagues in other
communities to affiliate with them either as groups or as individual
members. 4D Mr. Thompson, who at that point was seeking their support
for a Yukon-wide in-service training institute to be held in
Whitehorse in the fall of 1955, suggested that this event would give
all the teachers an opportunity to discuss matters of professional
interest. Asa result, at a general meeting held during this first institute the Yukon Teachers' Association (YTA) came into being with
Mrs. Alice Homewood as president.
From the beginning, its efforts were directed towards promoting
the welfare of the teachers and improving .education generally
throughout the Territory.
Since the Association's executive and the
majority of its members were from the Whitehorse, district, teachers

3SYA, YR8 1" file SOS, 8. P. "ackenzie ~o Acting COllislionlr, 2 "ay 1902.
39To quote Kr. Hayes, Speaker of the Yukon Council, in reply to a query frol the IIhi tehorse teachers: "You ask
about security of tenure. You have none whatsoever as long as the Adlinistration, of the Yukon is placed
in the hands of appointed individuals who are unable to rise above the pettiness of their present inclinations and lili ted lentalities." This cutting relark no doubt refers to COllissioners Fraser and Brown,
both of whol had arbitrarily dislissed teachers, as was their right at that tile. Ibid., YTA Files, Ace.
77/18, Box 2, folder 46, unsigned letter to "Dear Fellow Teacher,' 22 April 1954.
4°Frol inforlltion supplied by Kiss "ary 6artside, the Association's vice-president, now of Richlond, B.C. See
also correspondence in Ibid., folder 47, 18 October 1954 and 19 February 1955.
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in the Mayo and Dawson areas were encouraged to participate in a
northern branch set up to help offset the isolation of their situation.
Although constitutional restrictions prevented the Canadian
Teachers' Federation (CTF). from accepting Territorial affiliates, the
national body was very supportive of the new northerri Association, as
was the British Columbia Teachers' Federation (BCTF), and both organizations helped guide it through its early stages.
By June, 1958, the YTA had already brought about a number of
benefits: it had helped to negotiate two salary raises, encouraged the
extension of the Territorial annuity plan to - all teachers, arranged
for their participation in certain hospital and medical plans, established a lending library of professional books and set up a lessonaids service to assist teachers in the smaller schools.41 In general,
its proposals were well received until, near the end of the decade,
the Association was caught up in a dispute with the Commissioner.
The controversy· stemmed from the YTA's efforts to establish itself as the official bargaining agent for all teachers.
As· a first
step in this direction, it sought to have membership in. the Association made a c ondit1on of teacher employment.
In 1958, the Commissioner and Council reluctantly agreed to insert a clause to this
effect (Clause 17) in their contracts,4.2 a step viewed by some Councillors as undemocratic and by the Commissioner as a potential move
towards unionization. _. When, two years later, the teachers accused
the government of failing to comply with salary limit s previous ly
agreed upon, Mr. Collins withdrew this clause from their contracts on
the grounds that. it was "an infringement of personal liberty and not
in the best interest of either the teacher or the Territory."43
In
response, the YTA announced that the teachers were prepared to
resign en masse at the end of June if the clause in question were

4lIbid., Box I, folder 17, John E. "aunsell to all teachers, June 1958. ror a general review of the ailS of
the Association, see YROr 1-4-0-9-0, "aunsell to the COllissioner, 4 Movelber 1957.
42Ibid.,

r.

H. Collins to Harry Tholpson, 17 April 1958.

43Ibid., John "aunsell to COllissioner, 4 Novelber 1957; Collins to Thotpson, 12 April 1960.
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not reinstated. 4 4
Although Mr. Collins bowed to their demand and replaced the disputed item in the contracts, he shortly thereafter summarily curtailed all funds for the 1961 institute and convention and
insisted that such events in future be held at the teachers' expense
and outside school hours. 4 !S
Once again bitterness surfaced, exacerbated by reports that, contrary to the wishes of the YTA and the
views of the Committee on Education, compulsory membership would not
be included in the new School Ordinance then being prepared.
The issue was finally resolved through the efforts of Mr. Thompson, who advised the Commissioner to leave Clause 17 in place while
he reviewed the position of teachers' organizations in other parts of
Canada. Early in 1962, he reported that "without exception" membership in a teachers' association was mandatory in all provinces, and
recommended that compulsory membership in the YTA be accepted and
incorporated into the new ordinance with a "write-out" clause for
teachers who did not wish to belong to the organization. 4 & The Commissioner agreed to this proposal; the YTA had won its case, and both
parties moved to re-establish more amicable relations. The Association was then free to turn its attention to other concerns such as
the need for teachers to have a more adequate pension plan and
guaranteed security of tenure.
Improvement of Classroom Instruction
Owing to the high rate of turnover, almost half of the teachers
employed in the Yukon schools in 1955 were newcomers to the Territory and, since 'they were drawn from all parts of Canada, most of
them were unfamiliar with the B.C. program of studies.
Faced with
this situation, Mr. Thompson brought all the teachers of public, sepa-

441bid., VTA Files, Ace. 177/18, Box 1, folder 4, Annual Report of the Salary COllittee, October 1960.
4~Ibid., Report of the YTA Institute COllittee, 22 October 1960.
nYRor 1-4-0-9-0, Harry Tholpson, ftetorandul to r. H. Collins, 17 January 1962. ftr. Collins still felt that
the teachers wanted the best of both worlds and were ·riding the fence· as contracted elployees who also
sought privileges as civil servants. (Collins to Tholpson, 18 January 1962).
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rate and Indian schools together that fall for a week of orientation
and in-service training. 47
An educational institute of this magnitude was an extraordinarily
ambitious undertaking for a comparatively remote frontier area. Held
in early October before ice forming" in the rivers "could prevent
travel on the Dawson-Whitehorse road, it became the prototype for
subsequent annual events of this nature. A number of speakers and
consultants were brought from outside pOints, among them the B.C.Yukon inspector of Indian schools, the superintendent of schools for
the Northwest Territories and the gentleman who was past president
of both the CTF and the BCTF. 48 Also in attendance were the primary
consultant for the city of Vancouver and representatives of the National Film Board and the B.C. Junior Red Cross. Participants had access to a publishers' display of books and instructional materials as
well as a number of locally prepared educational exhibits.
Time was
set aside for the teachers to hold a convention of their own, and
community interest was promoted by means of a daily radio broadcast
and an open public forum on education held during the week's proceedings. 49
Subseq uent " institute s were somewhat shorter but equally
successful; in fact, a consultant at the 1958 gathering noted that of
the many such events that she had attended during her career the
one in the Yukon was, to her surprise, "the model."eD
To supplement these annual in-service sessions, Mr. Thompson
prepared a teachers' manual with information of an instructional and
curricular nature, as well as a monthly" departmental bulletin.
In
April, 1958, he held the first Yukon administrators' conference.
As
for supervision, he made every effort to visit the schools regularly,
twice a year if possible, spending half a day with each classroom

47PAC, R8 B5, Vol. 1507, file 600-1-3, part 5, Tholpson, M.lorandul to Mr. N. 8. Brown, 17 January 1955; also
YROr 1-65-5, Tholpson, Interil Report, 1 Septelber 1955 to 31 "arch 1956, part D.
48"r. John Prior, a well-known B.C. teacher.
4'YA, YTA riles, Ace. 177I1B, Box 1, folder 16, Report on Teachers' Institute, October (?) 1955; also PAC, R6
85, Vol. 1507, file 600-1-3, part 5, "Notes and Instructions on Institute"Progral."
SOYA, YROr 1-66-2, Harry Tholpson, Interil Report, 1 Septelber 1958 to 31 "arch 1959.
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teacher. Measures of this sort soon began to bear fruit in the form
of improved pupil achievement at all grade levels.
The School Program
Between 1955 and 1961, Mr. Thompson took steps to. ensure that
the teachers in his rapidly expanding school system were following the
prescribed program of studies, developing appropriate classroom procedures and adhering to uniform testing and promotional policies. The
B~C.
school pattern could not be fully implemented, mainly becaus e
most Yukon schools were too small to permit any clear division between the elementary and the junior high school grades and because
the range of options required by the two-stream (general/academic)
secondary program was limited by the size of the schools and the
prevailing shortage of qualified specialist teachers. Where possible,.
the necessary adjustments were made: in Whitehorse, for example, the
high school's commercial offerings were expanded and a central library
was established to serve pupils at all grade levels. As for program
expansion, Mr. Thompson began in 1957 to consider extending the
secondary school offerings to include grade thirteen once new
facilities became available.
The 1960 report of the Committee on Education devotes an entire
chapter to a review of the program of studies then being offered in
the Yukon schools and its comments and recommendations furnish valuable insight into conditions at that time.
Among the wide range of
topics we find, for example, that many Yukon schools were spending
too much time on English, but without producing. markedly superior
achievement to that obtained elsewhere.
The proposed teaching of
oral French at the elementary level is approached with some caution,
with the suggestion that it be considered as an enrichment measure
only, for pupils of average or superior ability.
On the other hand,
the Committee favoured homogeneous grouping and suggested that
wherever possible special classes for slow learners should be established.
It also recommended that teachers' curriculum committees be
set up to adapt certain areas of the B.C. curriculum to suit Yukon
needs. The standardized testing program that had been in effect for
some years met with approval, and the Committee noted with interest
the policy of using external tests in English and mathematics at the
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end of grade eight to determine which high school stream the children
should enter.
However, the Yukon departmental examinations administered to all academic program students at the end of grade ten
and used to channel the weaker ones into the general stream were
viewed with some concern. While· commending Mr. Thompson for instituting this extensive examination system, the Committee warned against
the possible danger of reducing the general stream to "an inferior
position." It should be noted, however, that the Superintendent's inservice institutes, supervisory t echniquesand examination policies
had resulted in a marked improvement in the level of student performance, especially in the university entrance examinations set by
the· province of British Columbia.
Equalization of Educational Opportunities and Advantages
l

By 1955, almost all the smaller schools in the Yukon were
providing instruction to the grade eight or nine level; beyond that,
the old problems remained and parents in many outlying areas who
wished their children· to go further in their studies still had little
choice other than to send them away from home to finish their education. Although Mr. Thompson's reports consistently stressed the need
for dormitory accommodation for these students and Ottawa also was
anxious to see this matter given priority,51 no actual progress had
been made in this respect by the end of the decade. In its review ''of
the situation, the Committee on Education r~commended that, unless
arrangements could be made for white children to share the facilities
of the Whitehorse Indian hostels, the Territorial government should
establish a non-denominational residence of its own there for
secondary school students from outside points. 52
Since the transportation policy adopted by Council in 1956 provided parents living within driving distance of a school with a subsidy
of up to ten dollars a month for each child, Mr. Thompson suggested
that a similar amount be made available to assist those who had to

R6 85, Yol. 443, file 630/200-1, F. H. Collins to "re Robertson, 23 April 1956.
s2Report, p. 27.
~lPAC,
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pay room and board for children attending school in another community.
However, once again no action was taken and it remained for the Education Committee to propose that a boarding allowance be made in
such circumstances.
Of course, parents could still place their children in the B.C. correspondence program--a solution favoured by the
Committee members, who recommended that the government continue its
current policy of paying the cost of this instruction and also provide
for supervision whenever feasible.
To equalize the classroom situation throughout the Territory,
care was required to ensure that the smaller schools were provided
with as wide a range of instructional materials as possible. Among
the duties assigned to Mr. Thompson upon his arrival in 1954 was the
distribution 0 f educational films.
With. the support of the ne wly
formed Whitehorse Film Council and the help of Territorial government
grants, he expanded this service until by 1960 the Department of Education was operating a film library of 430 films and 350 filmst rips ,
all of which were available for distribution not only to the schools
but . also to private individuals, clubs and hostels. 5l1
In addition,
classes could obtain tapes and scripts of educational broadcasts and
school libraries were much more generously equipped than formerly.
For those childrel1 whom we would now term "educationally disadvantaged," little was specifically available in the schools themselves. Since kindergartens had not yet become part of the regular
program, those who were not well prepared on entering school merely
spent longer in the primary grades. In Whitehorse, dependents of airforce or army employees did have access to kindergarten classes held
in quarters supplied by the Department of National Defence; these
were usually organized by the chaplain and taught by one of the
mothers with appropriate qualifications and experience.
Children from
the general community could not attend these classes but had access
to those offered at the Catholic convent or at one of the other
churches, providing space was available and their parents could afford

!l3H. Tholpson, Interil Report, 1 Septelber 1956 to 31 "arch 1957, also hh report for 1959-60. In 1957, there

were only sixty-five fills in the collection.
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the necessary fee.
In the mid-1950s, a public health nurse in
Whitehorse, realizing that Indian and me'tis children had little or no
early contact with 'books or structured play, undertook to organize an
experimental kindergarten class for a number of them.
Held at the
Anglican parish hall and conducted by two volunteer ladies/54 this
early attempt to fill an obvious gap developed into an ongoing preschool activity) at the Skookum Jim Indian Centre.
As for the slow
learners, only Whitehorse had a large enough school system to permit
special class instruction for such children. Those who were severely
handicapped were . generally sent to a special school in one of the
provinces.
Athletic Events
By this time vastly improved highway communications made it possible to introduce a regular program of inter-school sports meets and
competitions.
One such event was the annual high school curling
bonspiel, first held in Mayo in 1954 at the suggestion of the Mayo
Polar Bears, an active group of senior students at that school. ,. In
1957 this competition took on an international dimension with
participants coming from Fairbanks for the first time, while in 1956
track meets were begun for pupils in the small schools along the
Alaska Highway.
These events were followed' a little later by interschool basketball tournaments between teams from Whitehorse and
Skagway, Alaska. Such events won the full support of the Superintendent, who recognized their value in developing physical skills and improving school morale.
Academic and other Awards
Although prizes and medals were awarded to Yukon students before 1955, no systematic record of either their donors or the
recipients has come to light. After that date, however, names appear
regulady in the Superintendent's reports.

S4Involved in this project were "rs. C. D. Taylor and the writer.
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The Governor-General's Medal for Proficiency
In 1952, the Deputy Minister of Mines and Resources suggested
that the Governor-General's bronze medal might be awarded yearly to
the top Yukon student in grade nine.!I!I The exact date when this medal
was first awarded has not been determined; the earliest reference
that· has come to light occurs in a letter ,written by Commissioner
Collins in July, 1955, indicating that the recipient was a Dawson student.!ls
In June, 1959, the basis of the award was altered and for
some years thereafter it was presented to the student receiving the
highest standing in the Yukon departmental examinations administered
at the end of grade ten to all those on the academic program. Since
1965, the medal has been won by the student attaining the highest
average in the B.C. University entrance examinations at the end of
grade twelve.
Scholarships and Grants
According to the Supe rintendent's report for 1955, the only
scholarship readily available in the Territory at that time was the
W~itehorse Lions' Club award of $250 for a student completing the
academic grade twelve program at the high school there.!I'1 In 1956,
the Territorial government decided to establish two scholarships of
$250 each, to be awarded annually to the boy and girl graduating from
grade twelve with the highest standing in their university entrance
examinations.!l8
Two years later, in 1958, the Council approved funds
for an additional science-mathematics scholarship of $1,000 a year,
renewable for four or .five years.
Following the government's lead,

SSPAC, R8 B5, Vol. 1261, file 600-1-3, part 2, J. F. Delaute to "ajor-8eneral H. A. Young, 30 Septelber 1952.
s6This lIas Betty Jean "cConack, a pupil at Dallson Elelenhry-High School. Her father had died suddenly, and
the presentation lIas lade at the Whitehorse airport IIhile the falily lIas enroute to Calgary. For a list
of the ledal recipients frol 1955 to 1961, see the Appendix.
S'For sOle years a scholarship offered by the Colorado SChool of "ines had been open to Yukon students, but it
lIas discontinued in 1955. An lODE scholarship lIas also available, but students rarely quali fied since
this allard lIas tied to the death or injury of a parent in liar.
SBHarry Tholpson, Report for 1955-56, Appendix C.
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other groups such as the Whitehorse Parent-Teachers' Association, the
Business and Professional Women's Club, and the women of the Canadian
Legion began to add scholarships and bursaries to those already
available.
A more wide-reaching suggestion was put forward by the Committee on Education in connection with the proposed establishment of
a grade thirteen class. Rather than offer such an expensive· program
for a very few students, it recommended that the government consider
providing a grant for any Yukon student with a graduating average of
sixty-five percent or higher who was going on to post-:-secondary
studies at a Canadian university. Furthermore, the Committee advised
the government to retain its existing scholarships and make them
available in addition to any grants provided for graduating students.!n
student Travel Awards
While an expanding network of new highways enabled students -and
teachers to travel more easily within the Territory, improved air connections now made it possible for them to visit other parts of Canada. In 1960,. a senior Whitehorse English student and her teacher attended the Shakespeare Festival in Stratford, Ontario; the following
year a student and teacher from Dawson High School made a similar
journey.
In both cases, the trip was part of a national program
sponsored by the Canada Council.
In 1961 also, a boy from Mayo
visited the United Nations headquarters in New York through the
generosity of the lOOF organization.
Such opportunities, which would
have been unimaginable a few years previously, greatly expanded the
horizons of students in the Yukon schools.
Adult Education
Although adult evening classes had previously been offered from
time to time in the Yukon's larger cominunities,SO no systematic pro-

59Report, pp. 94-95. Both the grade thirteen class and a generous post-secondary grant progral were eventually
insti tuted.
60See, for eUlpIe, "r. Bragg's report for 1912-13 and an itel in the Dawson News for Novelber 5, 1932.
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gram emerged until the mid-1950s, when Mr. Thompson decided to explore
the extent of public demand in Whitehorse for such a service. He began in 1955-56 by offering a four-month course in typing that attracted more than thirty students. Encouraged by this response, he
broadened the program the following year to include introductory
shorthand and bookkeeping, subjects which held special appeal for the
army and airforce wives who made up a great part of the local work
force at the time. Since no other formal opportunities existed in the
Yukon to train women for employment, Councillor C. D. Taylor brought
this need to the attention of his colleagues, reminding them that any
future vocational school should include not only commercial training
but also such courses as hairdressing, cooking and nursing, then considered traditional female occupations. 51 In the meantime, these night
school commercial classes along with others in such· subjects as oral
French, mathematics and woodworking helped satisfy public desire for
adult courses of a practical or recreational nature.
During this period, the. need for another type of adult program
also became evident.
The postwar influx of workers coming to the
Yukon included a number of refugees and displaced persons from various eastern European countries.
Many had found employment at the
mine at EIsa, where classes in English as a second language ("English
for New Canadians") had begun as early as 1953, supported mainly by
the federal Department of Citizenship and Immigration.
As the need
arose, similar classes were organized in· Whitehorse to assist these
newcomers in their adjustment to the language and culture of their
new country.
By 1958, Whitehorse Elementary-High School, crowded in the
daytime, had also become a lively centre of community activity in the
evenings.
In addition to the night school classes, residents could
participate in weekly badminton and physical culture sessions, attend
the Alaska Music Trail concerts, and enjoy the offerings of the local
drama club and the choral and film societies, while shooting

61A

lotion to this effect was placed before Council by C. D. Taylor and J. Slith. Votes and Proceedings, First
Session, 1959.
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enthusiasts profited from the indoor rifle range installed in space
beneath the auditorium.
The school had indeed, as the Whitehorse
star noted, "become part and parcel of community life."s 2
In 1960, the Committee on Education, noting that little had been
done up to that date to provide adult classes of any type in other
Yukon communities, suggested that theauthor.1ties take advantage of
the "wealth of highly trained personnel" in various parts of the Territory who might be persuaded to offer courses during the long, dark
winter evenings. The school principals· could, the members thought, do
much of the organizational work· involved and the school buildings
could easily· be made available for such a purpose. In addition, they
recommended that the government take steps to expand its network of
community libraries, which up to this point were still being operated
by the ladies of the lODE, aided by an annual Territorial grant.
In
some cases, they suggested, it might even be possible to pool school
and community library resources. EO:3
These suggestions received careful consideration and laid the foundation for the present Yukon library system.
Public Participation in Education
Apart from the short-lived advisory committee appointed by Commissioner Fraser in 1952, Yukon residents had up to this time played
no definite role in matters of public education.
Interest, however,
was not lacking. The' postwar years saw the rise of organized parentteacher groups in such communities as Dawson, Mayo, Whitehorse and
Carcross.
The members were active, concerned parents who supported
school projects, raised money for special needs and when necessary
pressured the politicians for improvements to local education
facilities.
According to the Commissioner's report for 1962, there

62Whitehorse Star, 60ldrush Jubilee Edition, SUller, 1958.
63Collittee on Education, ReDor~, Chapter X, pp. 127-29. See also Votes and Proceedings, 1959, Second Session,
p. 20.
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were' by that date eight chartered parent-teacher associations in the
Territory.s 4
Since the School Ordinance had ever since 1902 made provlslon
for school districts administered by elected trustees, Ottawa suggested in 1958 that a type of school board similar to the one in Yellowknife might be established in Whitehorse to give the town's residents some control of education and greater financial responsibility
for it. After consulting the Council, Mr. Collins expressed the opinion
that until the Yukon had a "greater concentration of population
density, plus a greater tax base, the present administration of education should remain."s 5
Although most Yukoners conceded that ottawa's suggestion was premature, the desire for a greater voice in
the operation of local schools persisted. Consequently, as an interim
measure, the Committee on Education recommended the establishment of
local school advisory committees which would provide a channel
whereby a community's re sidents and gove rnment a uthorities could
share their views on educational matters.s S
At the same time, it
suggested that a central advisory board be set up, composed of members from local school committees, "to advise at the policy-making
level of Territorial school administration." Legislation to this effect
was incorporated into the revised School Ordinance (1962), enabling
these committees to come into being. Although requests continued to
arise thereafter for the establishment of school, boards, local input
to education has remained at the advisory committee level.
Growth of the Department of Education
Ever since 1902 the Yukon Department of Education had been essentially a '''one-man show," except for the year that Mr. Thompson

64These groups forled a Yukon Council of Parent-Teacher Associations, and were part of the B.C. Parent-Teacher
Federation; eventually the Yukon Council bee ale 'a separate entity under the Canadian HOII and School Federation.
6SYA, YROF 10-29-1, file 1-B, r. H. Collins to R. 6. Robertson, 17 Nove.ber 1958~ ror the deputy .inishr's
reply, see Ibid.,. 28 Decelber 1958.
66Repor~, Chapter 11, pp. 12-13; also Chapter Ill, pp. 15-17.
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spent as Mr. Hulland's assistant in 1954-55. Until 1955, when the Department acquired its own secretary and moved to independent
quarters in the Federal Building, the Superintendent shared the office
space and staff allotted to the principal of Whitehorse Elementary-.
High School.
Although Mr. Thompson's request in 1957 for assistance
resulted in his obtaining more clerical help, it was obvious that the
growing number of pupils and classrooms was, creating an excessively
heavy workload for one person to carry. Finally, in October, 1959, he
notified the Commissioner that in view of the increasing complexity of
his duties, the appointment of an assistant superintendent had become
a matter of extreme urgency.& 7
At the same time he called attention
to the· fact that the Superintendent's salary had not kept pace with
those offered the teachers, nor did he receive any of the benefits
available to teachers such as a housing subsidy or a northern living
allowance. As a result of his appeal the necessary adjustments were
approved and his request for an assistant,. supported by the Committee on Education, led to the establishment of a new position and
the appointment in August, 1961, of Mr. John Froese as the fir st
Deputy Superintendent of Schools.
Conclusion
What, then was the situation by 1961?
Thanks to the increased
funding provided by the federal government, residents of the Territory were beginning to enjoy the benefits of a greatly expanded
school system that was still financed mainly from general Territorial
revenues at a minimum cost to the local taxpayers.
The contentious
separate, school. issue had been laid to rest, and the accompanying
debate had done much to arouse general public awareness of the importance of education in the lives of all residents.
Indian pupils
were being freely admitted to the public schools as space became
available for them, while all Yukon teachers had begun to enjoy many
of the benefits open to their colleagues in other jurisdictions.
School facilities were being improved rapidly and Yukon children had

67YA, YROr 10-29-1, file 1-B, H. TholPson, "elorandul to r. H. Collinsl Proposals to Ilprove the Educational
Services of the Territory, 15 October 1959.
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begun to find that new opportunities were open to them, bringing them
advantages similar to those available in other regions of Canada.
Above all, a fter a ,decade of stress and rapid growth, a unified
framework had emerged, with children from, Catholic, Indian and military
families all gathered into the one public education system. ss
On the local front, the chief architect of this new system was
undoubtedly Harry Thompson, whose dedicated efforts and professional
insight helped bring about the necessary changes. As the Committee
on Education commented in the closing paragraphs of its report, he
had in a short space of time, "in spite of many difficulties and with
very little professional assistance," achieved a good measure of success in organizing an effective and up-to-date school system for the
Territory. In so doing, he proved himself a worthy successor to the
superintendents who had shaped the earliest stages of the Yukon's
public school system and all those who had carried on through the
difficult years of retrenchment and neglect.
The task was, of course, far from complete. Many of 'the recommendations arising from the education study of 1960 would require
further discussion before their 'implementation could be considered;
other questions, especially those concerning the education of Indian
children, had as yet scarcely begun to be formulated. .Nevertheless,
in retrospect it is evident that 1961 was a significant year: not only
did it round out a century of schooling but it had brought all those
concerned with education to a clearer perception of the changes that
the Territory had undergone, especially in the period following World
War II.
With its more pressing needs satisfied and firm guidelines,
based on the Education Committee's report emerging to direct future
action, the Yukon'S young school system seemed to have reached the
threshold of a more settled period of consolidation and relative calm.

, &aSeen as the lain achievelent of thesl years by foner COlli&sioner Jales Slith, IIho
the period under review, (Interview, 24 Septelber 1987,)
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a Councillor during

APPENDIX I
Yukon Territory, Assisted Schools
. Bonanza
Carmacks
Church of England (Carcross,
Selkirk, Fortymi1e)
Church of England (Selkirk)
Carcross
Conrad
Gold Bottom
Gold Run
Granville
Mayo
9 Below Dominion
Pueblo
Quartz Creek
Selkirk
Stewart City
Tagish
Wernecke Camp

SOURCE:

1907-14; 1915-18
1925-26
1906-09
1910-12
1909-12; 1913-15; 1923-27; 1929-30
1906-07
1909-18
1916-17
1911-13
1913.-22
1906-07
1913-14

1906-11
1925-28
1924-26
1929-31
1932-33

Compiled from information in Yukon Territory. Public Accounts (1905-

ID.
NOTES:
1. These schools did not necessarily operate for a full school year during
the period shown.
2.

A school's non-appearance on this list for a period may indicate:
a. that the school was closed, or
b. that the school had gained sufficient pupils to be fully supported by
the Ten i tory.
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APPENDIX II
Department of Education, Yukon Territory
(Interim Report of the Yukon Schools,
August 1934 to Harch 1935)
Pupils Attending from Outlying Points
Name

Age

Grade

Parent's Name
and Address

Remarks

Attending Dawson Public School:
1.

Anthony, Tsul·

15

VIII

2.

DeBastien, Agnes

15

X

3.
4.

DeBastien, Paul
Dickson, Dick

10
13

VI

5.
6.
7.

Dickson, Ole
Dickson, Edna
Flynn, Hay

13

V

8.
9.
10.
11.

Flynn, Belle
Flynn, Jack
Flynn, Ray
. Hayden, Charlie

V

IV

9

17

V

12

IV
IV

11

8

I

12

IV

8

III
IV

12.
13.

Hayden, Hay
HacDonald, Annie

14.
15.

HacDonald, Fannie
Olsen, John

14

16.
17.

Olsen, Fred
Rudolph, Charlie

9

10

18.
19.

Rudolph, Elizabeth
Stevens, Alice

8

I

15

VIII

20.

stevens, Ada

13

V

16
10

IV
IV

I
I
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G. H. Anthony,
Old Crow
W. DeBastien,
Dawson

"

Tom Dickson,
Kluane Lake

"

"

F. Flynn,
Bonanza (at·
present)

"
"
"
J. Hayden,

H.
Kluane Lake

"

N. HacDonald,
Old Crow

Hostel

"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"

"

"

"
"
"

"

"

"

"
"

"

"

J. Olsen, an the
Yukon between
Halfway House and
Fortymile
H. Rudolph,
Teslin (Atlin
at present)·
Geo. Stevens,
Dawson

"

Attending Whltehorse Public School:
Barrett, Rose

15

X

2.

Hayes, Tony

13

VIII

3.

Jacquot, Jean

4.

Zimmerlee, Heda

1.

5.

Zimmerlee, Joseph

8

II

12

V

9

I

G. Barrett,
Tagish
H. Hayes,
Big Salmon
Eugene Jacquot,
K~uane Lake
J. Zimmerlee,
Selkirk

"

SOURCE: F. J. Patterson: Report of Yukon Schools, Part C.
1, File 84362, Vol. 59.

YA, YRG1, Series

NOTE: The above gives a complete list of the pupils attending the Dawson
School and residing at "The Hostel" [St. Paul's Hostel], Dawson. Those attending school in Whitehorse were boarded pr'ivately.

APPENDIX 11 I
Superintendents of Education
Yukon Territory
1902-61
John T. Ross
T. G. Bragg
W. F. Dyde
H. Hahon
S. R. Tompkins
P. L. F. Riches
H. G. Herizies
F. J. Patters on
R. J. Hulland
H. Thompson

1902-06
1906-19
1919-22
1922-24
1924-28
1928-29
1929-34
1934-38
1938-55 .
1955-
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APPENDIX IV
Total Expenditures on Education (1910-40)
(dollars not adjusted for inflation)
.

\.

1910-11
1911-12
1912-13
1913-14
1914-15
1915-16
1916-17
1917-18
1918-19
1919-20
1920-21
1921-22
1922-23
1923-24
1924-25
1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
1928-29
.1929-30
1930-31
1931-32
1932-33
1933-34
1934-35
1935-36
1936-37
1937-38
1938-39
1939-40
1940-41

$45,690
42,431
44,869
47,786
44,603
50,139
54,920
50,376
43,361
41,695
40,200
36,646
37,555
40,756
43,560
46,341
45,795
46,638
43,995
45,078
46,758
45,857
44,041
36,304
36,565
36,628
37,311
37,956
36,637
39,814
39,465

SOURCE: Information in Yukon Territory. Public Accounts,(1905-50).
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APPENDIX V
Federal Per Capita Grants for Anglican
Residential Schools
(1946-56)

School
Aklavik
Carcross
Alert Bay
Wabasca
Blackfoo,t
Blood
Pelgan
Prince Albert
Gordon'~

Sloux Lookout
Shingwauk
·Hoose Fort
Fort George

1946
215
265
195
195
180
180
180
215
185
180
175
215
215

1/4/48
400
495
290
415
275
280
300
286
275
267
265
432
516

1/10/50

Proposed
1/10/51

420
519
304
435
288
294
315
300
288
280
278
453
541

SOURCE: YA, ACDYR, Series l-l.c, Box 14, file 10.
Recommendations. by General Synod," 3 January 1956.

483
597
350
501
332
338
362
345
332
332
314
521 "
623

1/4/55
518
568
350
476
315
321
344
328
315
306
304
522
592

1/4/56
518
576
370
476
350
340
·344
375
350
350
350
522
592

H. G. C., "Comments re

NOTE: The reduction in the grant to the carcross school in 1955 apparently
represents an adjustment made when the federal government took over the paying
of the classroom personnel. Nevertheless, it was always one of the more highly subsidized schools.
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APPENDIX VI
Enrolment Statistics
Yukon Schools
1934-60 .

School
Year

No. of
Schools

No. of
Classrooms

No. of
Teachers

No. of
Pupils

Daily
Attendance

1934-35
1935-36
1936-3.7
1937-38
1938-39
1939-40
1940-41
1941-42
1942-43
1943-44
1944-45
1945-46
1946-47
1947-48
1948-49
1949-50
1950-51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-:-59
1959-60

5
5
5
5
6
6
6
5
5
5
6
7
8
13
10

9
9
9
9
10
10
10
9
10
10

10
10
10
9
10
10
10
9
10
10

14
14

14
14

18
20
23
29
31
34
43
48
55
60
63
69

18
20
23
31

177
191
162
188
215
246
288
270
268
314
441
336
497
500
656
759
868
1005
1173
1412
1554
1675
1790
1953
2029
2294

140
162
135
159
200
225
248
227
197
252
319
Not Available
371
448
504
601
700
769
9i2
1113
1302
1413
1490
1688
1771
2017

11

11
12
13
15
16
16
16
16
16
18

72

85

33

36
45
52
59
65
70
76
81
96

SOURCE: H. Thompson, "Interim Report on Operation of Yukon Territorial
Schools, September I, 19,60 to Harch 31, 1961." (YA, YRG 1-66, file 5.)
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APPENDIX VII

Yukon Teachers' Association Presidents
1955-61
Al ice Homewood
John Haunsell
- Claude campbell
Henryk Bugara
Doris HcHurphy (Stenbraten)
N. J. Hoberg

,~

1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61

APPENDIX VIII

Recipients of the Governor-General's Hedal
for Scholastic Proficiency
1955

Betty Jean HcCormack

1956

Russel Cort Smith

--

1957
1958
1959
1960

-

Kenneth Eyre
Linda Rotondo
Patricia Robertson
Shirley Hall

Dawson High
School

Grade 9

Christ the King
School

Grade 9

Whitehorse High
School

Grade 9

Christ the King
School

Grade 9

Whitehorse High
School

Grade 10

Whitehorse High
School

Grade 10
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